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This military technical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center for Vocational Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical
Education," a project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational mnd Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissent-

ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, eva:luated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can oe adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in

Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadershp development and
training prograMS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within the continental U S
(except Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Sr.rvices Division

The t'!;,tio.n-11 Center for Firsoarch
in Voc-:Itioncl Education



Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . . .

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators

This project, funded by the U.S Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a -Joint Memoranoum of
Understanding- between the U S Office of
Education and the Department of Defense

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed apphcable to vocational and tech-
nical education are select,-A for dissemination

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U S Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities

Project Staff:

Wesley E Budke, Ph D Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A Chase, Ph D
Project Director
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What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S Douglass
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST

Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F Kelly, Ph D
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292 6562

NORTHWEST

William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F Shill, Ph D
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325 2510

WESTERN

Lawrence F H Zane, Ph D
Director
1776 'University Ave
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948 7834
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Cours Description

The course is desinged to provide knowledge in the physical handling of supplies and
equipmen particularly in receinving, preparing for storage, storing, segregating,
maintaining inventory, delivering, and preparing for shipment. The course consists
of four subject matter blocks covering 63 hours of instruction.

Block I. Introduction consists of 2 lessons requiring 5 hours of instru:tion.
How to Use a Microfiche Reader (1 1/2 hours)

Standard Base Supply System ( 3 1/2 hours)

Block II. Data Processing contains 6 lessons covering 12 1/2 hours of instruction.

Remote Keyboard Printer Operations (2 hours)
Keypunch Machine I (2 hours)

Keypunch Machine II (1 hour)
Remote Card Reader Operation (1 hour)
Reports and Listings (3 hours)
Rejects, Management Notices, and Inquiries (3 1/2 hours)

Block III. Storage Functions has 7 lessons requiring 23 hours of instruction.

Storage Facilities (1 1/2 hours)

Storage Functions (3 hours)
Storage Location Designators (3 hours)
Stock Locator System (5 1/2 hours)

Stock Change Documents (4 hours)

Material Handling Equipment (2 hours)
Inventory Procedures (4 hours)

Block IV. Materiel Processing consists of 7 lessors covering 23 1/2 hours of instraction.
Receiving PRocedures I (6 hours)

Receiving Procedures II (4 hours)
Warehouse Issues (3 1/2 hours)
Special Item Issues (3 1/2 hours)

Shipments and Transfers (3 hours)
Safety (1 hour)
Post-Post Procedures (2 1/2 hours)

The course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed teacher materials are

limited to a course chart indicating lesson topics and instructional hours. Stueent

programmed texts with review exercises and answers are available for each lesson.

1 0



Materiel Facilities Specialist Classroom Course 19-1
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COURSE CHART G3ABR64531 000 - TABLE II - TRAINING CONTENT

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED
$ Hours TT

BLOCK I - Introduction

Reader (1.5 hrs);

hrs);

How to Use a Microfiche

w-
Standard Base Supply System (3.5

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED
12.5 Hours TT

BLOCK II Data Processing

Remote Keyboard Printer Operations, Part One (2 hrs); *

;
Keypunch Machine, Part One (2 hrs); Keypunch Machine,

Part Two (1 hr); Remote CArd Reader Operation (1 hr); Reports and Listings (3 hrs);

Rejects, Management Notices, and Inquiries (3.5 hrs);

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED
23 Hours TT

BLOCK III Storage Functions

Storage Facilities (1.5 hrs); Storage Functions (3 hrs); Storage Location Designators

(3 hrs); Stock Locator SysteM (5.5 hrs); Stock Change Documents (4 hrs); Materiel

Handling Equipment (2 hrs); Inventory Procedures (4 hrs);

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED
BLOCK IV - Materiel Processing

22.5 Hours TT

Receiving Prot_edures, Pdrt One (6 hrs); Receiving Procedures, Part Two (4 hrs); Ware-

house Issues (3 5 hrs); Special Item Issues (3.5 hrs); *

Shipments and Transfers (3 hrs); Safety (1 hr); Post-Post Procedures (2.5 hrs);

* Aso VE PANTeRIAL HAs BEGN DELE-TED VE -TeD NIUTARy SPECIFIC, NIA-raft/AL

TABLE I - MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT

CDC C1BERS 73-16 Computer with B Terminals

UNIVAC 1050-II Computer
1066 Remote Keyboard Printer

Kodak Microfiche Reader
Filmstrip Viewer/Audio Player
1068 Remoie Card Reader



ILLUSTRATED PROGRAMMED TEXT

Techn'cal Training

Mater)el Facilities Specialist

HOW TO USE A MICROFICHE READER

August 1978

LOWRY TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
3440th Technical Training Group
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

001-02-01-0,
002-01-04-0L

Study Guides (SGs), Workbooks (WBs), Study Guide and Workbook (SW),

Programmed Texts (PTs), and Handouts (HC)s) are authorized by ATC for stu-

dent use in ATC Courses. They are designed to guide you through your
study assignments in the most logical sequence for easy understanding.
Answer self-evaluation questions and complete each problem or work assign-
ment in the sequence given, and it will aid you in understanding and

retaining key points covered in material you have studied.
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Supply Training Branch
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

HOW TO USE A MICROFICHE READER

SCOPE

1PT G3ABR64531 000

IPT G3ABR64530 001

August 1978

In the patt the information needed to properly manage the Air Force

inventory was printed Ln books. This materiel would sometimes fill one

or more offices. Recently the Air Force converted all of this information

from book form Lo what is known as microfiche.
Microfiche are sheets of microfilm which contain rows of microimages.

These microimages represent pages of printed material. Many pages of

materiel will fit on one sheet of microfiche.
To use the information on the microfiche, you must know how to operate

a microfiche reader. This skill is required in many jobs in the supply

career field. This lesson teaches you that skill.

OBJECTIVE

Using a microfiche reader, make necessary adjustments to display the

index of a microfiche sheet.

Materiels Needed

For this lesson you will need a microfiche reader, a box of microfiche

sheets, and an AIS Module Test Form #2 for IM students or AIS Module Test

Form #1 for MF students. Ask the instructor for this materiel.

Also you will need a sheet of scratch paper to answer the embedded questions
throughout this materiel.

Supersedes IPT 001-02-01-02 dated July 1977 and IPT 002-01-04-02 dated

July 1977.

001-02-01-02

002-01-04-02

14
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1. This lesson on the microfiche reader, though a short one, is important.

It teaches you to turn on the machine, insert a sheet of microfiche in the

machine, focus the machine, and find specific frames on the microfiche.

There is no test on this lesson, but your instructor will check your work.

Your knowledge of this lesson determines how well you do on future lessons

in this block.

-2-
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2. This is a drawing of a microfiche reader. It is a machine that

magnifies the images on a microfiche and displays them on fae screen

of the reader. The first part of the lesson discusses the parts of

the reader.

-3-
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3. Since there are several parts to this machine, let's start with the

on-off switch which is located on the left side of the machine.

1 7
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4. Below the on-off switch is the loading slot. This slot is where you

load the sheet of microfiche in the machine. The loading slot is part of

th g. microfiche carrier.

-5-

001-02-01-02
002-01-04-02
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5. Below the white knob on the front of the microfiche carrier is the

elevation control. Pressing this control between the thumb and forefinger

allows you to move the screen up or dawn for better viewing.

Ql. The elevation control is used to move the screen

a. up.

b. dawn.

c. up or down.

d. side to side.
e.

-6-
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6. Also on the front of the microfiche carrier is a column index window.

This window shows which column on the microfiche is on display.

-7--

001-02-01-02
002-01-04-02
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7. Turning the control knob enables you to view the microfiche from side

to side. Pulling or pushing the control knob allows you to view the

microfiche from top to bottom.

Q2. Pulling the control knob enables you to view the microfiche from

side to side.

a. True

b. False

21
-8-
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8. Pull the microfiche carrier toward you. A row of letters becomes

visible on the right side of the carrier. These letters correspond to the

lettered rows on the microfiche.

-9-

001-02-01-02
002-01-06-02
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9. The arrow above the letters is the raw-indicating arrow. It indicates

the row of images currently displayed on the screen.

-10-
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10. To the right of the row-indicating arrow an the side of the machine

is the focus lever or focus control. Move this lever up or down to focus

the image on the screen.

Q3. The lever to the right of the raw-indicating arrow on the side of

the machine is the

a. focus lever.

b. raw-indicating lever.

C. elevation lever.

d. elevation control lever.

e.

001-02-01-02
002-01-04-02



11. Each sheet of microfiche contains a frame location number. This number

appears in the upper left-hand corner of the frame and consists of a letter

(for the row of images) and a two-digit number (for the column of images).

"J04" is the frame location pictured above. The letter "J" is below the

row-indicating arrow, and the number "04" is in the column index window.

Q4. The letter in a frame location number represents the row of images.

a. True

b. False

-12-
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EYE READABLE HEADER LINE HERE

ALL 4 TYPES CAN
HOLD 270 IMAGES

INDEX
HERE

12. The microfiche used in the Supply Career Field contains supply

publications. These microfiche include the following similarities:

All measure 4 X 6 inches.

All can contain a maximum of 270 images.

All have a subindex in the bottom right-hand corner.

All have a header line which can be read without Lhe machine

and contain the fiche number at the far right.

-13-
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ITWO INDEXES

8 HERE

ONE INDEX HERE

13. Supply publications differ in format and content. Some microfiche

contain one index while others have two. The header line may also differ

from one publication to another.

Q5. The index on a microfiche sheet may be located in the

a. top left-hand corner only.

b. top left-hand and lower right-hand corners.

c. lower right-hand corner only.

d. lower left-hand corner.
e.

-14-
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14. Now put your knowledge of the reader and the microfiche to work.

You will learn to put a sheet of microfiche in the reader and find frame

locations for supply data.

-15-
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15. INSERTING FICHE

To insert the fiche, turn the control knob until the letter "S"

(meaning start) appears in the column index window.

Q6. To properly insert a sheet of microfiche ,n the microfiche reader

the letter "S" should be in the column index window.

a. True
b. False

-16-
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002-01-04-02
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16. Select a sheet of fiche from the box. Hold the fiche so you can

read the header line from left to right.

4.

17. Take hold of the top right-hand corner of the fiche with the thunb

and forefinger of your left hand.

-17-
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dQr line is at the18. Turn the fiche counterclockwise until the nea

bottom of the fiche and still facing :ou.

7 1

-18-
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19. Grasp the control knob and pull the film carrier toward you.

-19-
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C.

k .
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20. With the fiche still in your left hand, insert it in the loading

slot. The header line should be upside down and nearest you.

-20-
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21. While turning the control knob counterclockwise with your right

hand, gently push the fiche into the machine with your left hand. This

engages the fiche Ln the film drive rollers and pulls the fiche into

the machine.

-21-
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22. Push the on-off switch to the "ON" position and focus the image.

The fine line across the middle of the screen is the line finder. Move

the control knob in or out until the desired information is directly

above the line finder. The line finder enables you to read straight

across the fiche.

Q7. What enables you to read straight across the fiche'

a. Magnifying screen.
b. Word finder.
c. Line finder.

d. Line control.
e.

-22-
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Subindex in position 0 18

23. The illustration aboia shows the location of the sub-index. To find

it on the fiche you have in the machine, pull the control knob toward you

until the letter "0" is directly below the row-indicating arrow. Then turn

the control knob counterclockwise until the number "18" appears in the

column index windw. The sub-index should be pictured on the screen.

Remember to use this procedure to find the sub-index on all types of fiche.

However, keep in mind one fact; whenever you use the microfiche reader,

there is the possibility that the numbers and letters on your machine may

not be exactly synchronized with the individual frames on the microfiche

sheets themselves. So when trying to locate "018," it may be necessary

to jiggle the control knob slightly up and down or right to left in order

to exactly pinpoint "018" on the screen.

-23-
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24. You will use the microfiche reader in future lessons. If you are not

sure that you can operate it correctly, go over the lesson again. Once you

are sure you can operate the machine correctly, display the subindex on the

screen. Have your instructor check your work before you proceed to the next

lesson.

001-02-01-02
002-01-04-02



Answers to questions in the text.

1.

2. b

3. a

4. a

5. b

6. a

7.

-25-
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ILLUSTRATED PROGRAMED TEXT

4111 4111MMMEIN11

Technical Training

Materiel Facilities Specialist

STANDARD BASE SUPPLY SYSTEM

October 1977

3'400rh TFCHNJCAL TRAININC WINC

Wifth Technical Irdininc, Group

lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

002-01-06-02

Study Guides (SGs), Workbooks (WPs). Study Guide and Workbook (SW),

Programmed Texts (PTs), and Handouts (H0s) are authorized by ATC for stu-

dent use in ATC Courses They are designed tO guide you through your

study assignments In the most logical sequence for easy understanding
Answer self-evaluation questions and complpte each problem or work assign-

ment in the sequence given, and it will aid you in understanding and
retaining key points covered in material you have studied.
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Supply Training Branch IPT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado October 1977

STANDARD BASE SUPPLY SYSTEM

SCOPE

In this lesson you will learn basic facts about the computer system
used throughout the world by the Air Force--the UNIVAC 1050-11. Using it

allows Base Supply to store, maintdin, and retrieve information ummediately
and produce all output products necessary to manage a Ba.e Supply system.

OBJECTIVES

1. Match a colwnn which contains computer components and support
equipment with a second column containing their purpose, function, or
operation. (Pages 2 through 14)

2. Given partlally completed statements which identify facts about
basic, detail, or support records, choose or enter the word or words to

complete each statement. (Pages 15 through 20)

3. Identify the purpose and use of work lisLings and suspense liles
by selecting or entering words to complete statements. (Pages 20 through

22)

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this illustrated programmed text,
AIS Module Test Form #1, and a sheet of scratch paper. Use the scratch

paper to answer the questions in the text. The key to the correct answers

for questions in the text is available at your instructor's desk. Be

sure to ask your instructor for help if you have any problems with the

material.

Supersedes IPT 002-01-07-03 dated 30 May D75

4 0
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30
In earlier times when life was slower, working with data was no problem

because there wasn't that much to keep track of. In our fast-paced world

however, there's far too much information to be managed by hand. Corpora-

tions, manufacturers, banks, :liain-stores and airlines must use computers

for recording sales transactions, ordering and accounting for supplies,

preparing personnel payrolls, scheduling flight reservations, and preparing

management reports. No big business today could function efficiently with-

out using automated data processing methods.

esakz.

16.
41

2

002-01-06-02

The United States Air

Force is one of the largest
businesses in the world. It

must control, maintain, and
account for aircraft, missiles,
property, and material worth
millions of dollars.

To do this, Base Supply
uses the UNIVAC 1050-II Real
Time Computer System. It's

purpose is to receive, store,
and process data, and furnish
output proaucts. "Real Time"

means the computer can process
a tran,action (change) as
soon i, the data is input and

report the effects of the

tr.in,,action immediately. In

short, the computer acts and

rewonds
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The Supply Systems Branch is responsible for operating and

the computer

equipm

SUPPLY SYSTEMS BRANCH A

1

ADYM HAM

maintaining
and its support

ent. Personnel in the

utomatic Data Processing
Machine (ADPM) room operate
the computer, and personnel

an ae Punch Card Accounting

Machine (PCAM) room operate

the support equipment. While

Materiel Facilities personnel
do not work in ADPM, you must
be familiar with how ADPM
operations affect the operation

of Base Suppiy.

Betore we 1,,o into the m,lheup ot the computer, there are two terms

you impJ learn. Ihese termb wilI be used throuv,hout the course.

1. Input ilit i you pu t ln1 (110 Compu ter by using either punched

eard,, 01 a device very 11111al to a typewriter.

b. Output: d.it a lho (fIlip0ler out on cards or paper forms.

Now .m.,wei iI 0 que 11.fr, 1,1I in.iterial covered t!ius far.

0 qo--(1 y00r le du,li ,H Iii ,d ,xl,itch paper. Be sure to check your

,111 o.tet if'ii iii II owl k, ),( !led at your Instructor's desk.

Ihe 11011mA. 0 lw UNIVAC 1050-II Real Time Computer System

Q ). When hi orupu ti t I i HI ormation on forms Or punched

( al I , t form.; , are c,11 led

00 )--01,

A 0



AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING MACHINE (ADPM) UNIT

MAIN
LINE

CONTROL UNIT FILE
GROUP LOADER

CONSOLE PANEL

1
HMI

CARD
PUNCH

This is t he comput er room.

Here component s (part ) 01 t he

computer work t ogether to process

information input to the emput er,
perform ari t Inert C comput dt ions,

change record, ,Aore inLormat ion,
and (811 1811 1 la (11111.11 1 on . Some of
t he compoitent e im,ed t or 1 npu I ,

,,Ome toy' (III I 1)111 p I I o
proces r ,,t ore dal i.

The computer room must always be kept very clean, dry, and quite
cool. To make sure it is, air filters, air conditioning, and humidity
controls are located in the computer room. Internal parts of the equip-
ment are very sensitive too, and easily damaged by dirt or dust, execs.,
heat, or moisture. Only authorized people are allowed in the computer
room.

/4
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This i 1 lu rati on ,,hows

t ao more impor t ant poi nt you
mu s t remelt Lxr . Some t IMO s Ill

computer 1,, "down" 1 or mai n-

tenance or is being used to
process special reports. During
these tunes, you will not be
able to use it; it will have
been Programmed not to accept
inputs. The compu ter is said
o be "off-lute" when it is not

accept I, input: , and " n- 1 ne"

du r nonnal Lirne s when 1r
(joy s al rept inpu t S
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IL

I lw I It ,1 t ttittitutitttl ul I Itt'

t ttittittt t`t wt tl I I

. Ii ( Utl IS

till I 1 `, timed by ()/4`)X 2 (

,,onne the unI t 1 n the
tight border of the picture tells
the computer operator what pro-
cessing actions the computer is
performing and what units in

che computer system are not
working. He is sitting at a
special typewriter which he
uses to input messages to, and
receive answers back from, the
computer. Consequently, the
con,,ole is both an Input: and

out pit device.

I H I I I III' 111 L ine Pri titer. It pt i it s

mkomrem,,n1 (.1),,r I Ind II H t ; I 1111 ornat 1 01 HI ored within the computer.
t 1,1 11,1 up tit ,-,(1 I 1,,t , Int i it 1,M pe1 lii flute. I he print er is called

1)1 t ii U H tst , H itiIli:t( ot int ormation at. a time.
it ol),11,1, t,I\ I 11HI,(1 , an output device, and you ' 11

1)1 I Hi It nme ! H ,, 11 I I produces .

I n ne\ t component located
lit' ( ()nip er r min t he

Central Processor. It is the
control center of the computer
system. It contains the
circui try for the logic and
arithmetic operations, a
memory storage area, and the
power supply for the system.



This picture shows a
Punch Card Accounting Machine
card, or PCAM card for short.
You'll be working with a lot
of these. As you can see,
they have small holes punched
in them. When these cards
are put into the Main Card
Reader, electric sensors "read"
the combination of holes and
transmit the informaticn to
the central processing part
of the computer.

The Main Card Reader is called "main" because there is another card
reader located outside the computer room; we'll talk about it later.

Now then . . . is the Main Card Reader an input or output device?
Since it only receives information on cards and does not give anything

back it has to be an input device, right? Right.

r,

m n)

Don't confuse the Card
Reader with the Card Punch.
Their jobs are opposite. The
Card Punch takes information
stored in the computer and
punches this information into
PCAM cards. The punched cards
are used for several lobs in
Base Supply. You will learn
about some of these later.
Since the Card Punch draws
information from the computer
and gives it to you, it is an
output device.

15
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NUtOKI

The File Loader is used
as both an input and output

device. It can give the
computer information to process

and it can put back information
that has been lost or erased
from computer memory. The

File Loader also records
information about computer
transactions on magnetic tape,
to be used as a backup in case
there is a major malfunction
within the computer and
information is lost or destroyed.

The "memory" of the computer is the Disk Sub-System, a small unit with

one or two double disk storage units, kind of like phonograph records.

Each disk pack has 20 recording surfaces to store almost 70 million

characters of information. The whole sub-system may be carried fram one

place to another as easily as a lunch box.

As stated earlier, you will never work in the ADPM computer roam yourself,

but you will be using computer products output there, and all your inputs

will go there. Knowing how the computer componknts work, separately and

together, will give you a better understanding of how a Standard Base

Supply System functions and an appreciation of the work the system saves

you.

7
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Match the ADPM components in the left column with their functions

in the right column.

Q3. Card Punch

Q4. File Loader

QS. Main Line Printer

Q6. Disk Sub-System

Q7. Main Card Reader

a. used as an information hack-up

b. reads punched holes in PCAM cards

c. the computer's "memory"

d. punches information holes in
PCAM cards

e. produces management reports and

listings

Aatch the ADPM components in the left column with their input/output
capability in the right column.

Q8. Main Line Printer

Q9. Main Card Reader

Q10. File Loader

Q11. Card eunch

Q12. Console Panel

a. input only

b. output only

c. both input and output

d. neither input or output

The components we have covered thus far are all located in the

computer room. There are two devices connect.7d directly to the computer

which are located outside the computer room. Because you will use these

devices often, let's examine them closely.

4 7
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Do you notice that both
these devices have the word

"remote" in their names?
Remote means away from or

separated from. In this case,

it means that these two devices,

although connected to the
computer, are physically located

away from it, sometimes a few

miles.

There are several Remote
Keyboard Printers in Base Supply,
located in places where they
are used many times each day.
One is located in the Receiving
Section of the main warehouse
while another one is located
in the warehouse Storage and

Issue Section. These places
are manned by Materiel Facili-

ties personnel . . . you.

The Remote Keyboard Printer is basically a typewriter with special

keys and buttons added to communicate with the computer. You can type

an input to the computer and receive an answer back from the computer

immediately. Therefore, it is both an input and output device. You will

have a special lesson and lots of practice on the Remote Keyboard Printer

in the next block of insriliction and in the practical application in Block

Five. It's fun!

002-01-06-02
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The second unit located

vAP outside the computer room is
the Remote Card Reader. This

unit is used with a Remote
Keyboard Printer. It has the

same capability as the Main
Card Reader located in the
computer room. It s'mply

reads the combination of
holes punched in PCAM cards
and transmits the information
to the computer. The Remote

4 Card Reader is not used with
every Remote Keyboard Printer.

P It is used only where the
information from large quanti-
ties of PCAM cards is fed into

the computer for processing, primarily in the Receiving Section of the Base

Supply warehouse.

When punched PCAM cards are processed through the Remote Card Reader,

the computer answers back on the Remote Keyboard Printer connected to the

card reader. It usually tells you to take some type of action. Since

you are a 645X1, the Remote Card Reader is another device you must be able

to operate. There's a lesson on the Remote Card Reader in the next block

of instruction.

See if you can match the functions in the left column with the piece

of equipment In the right column. Some alternates may be used more than

once or not at all.

Q13. Input only

Q14. Reads PCAM cards

Q15. Ou-_put only

Q16. Used only with the
Remote Keyboard Printer

Q17. Input and Output device

Q18. Basically a typewTiter

1 0

a. Card Punch

b. Remote Keyboard Printer

c. Remote Card Reader

d. MAN cards

1 9
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PUNCH CARD ACCOUNTING MACHINE (PCAM) UNIT

The PCAM room usually adjoins ADPM because it contains four pieces of

equipment used to support the computer. These four items are called,

logically enough, support equipment. They prepare inputs or process out-

puts in different ways. Their names will tell you what they do: Keypunch

Machine, Interpreter, Card Sorter, and Decollator.

164,

lefet

',Mgr

The Keypunch Machine
prepares PCAM cards for input.
This machine is, like the
Console Typewriter and Remote
Keyboard Printer, basically
a typewriter with special
keys and buttons added. The

difference between the Key-
punch Machine and a typewriter
is that where the typewriter
prints letters and numbers on
a page, the Keypunch Machine
punches a special combination
of holes in a PCAM card. Do
you remember which computer
component can read these holes?
The Card Reader, you say?
You're right!

There are many Keypunch Machines on an Air Force base. One is always

in PCAM, of course, but there are several on an aircraft flight line, in
Accounting and Finance Section, in Civil Engineering and, most important
to you, in the Receiving Section of a Base Supply warehouse. I can hear

you thinking "The warehouse? That's me! Another machine for me to use"

Yes indeed . . . a separate lesson and lots of practice in Block II and in

the practical application in Block V. It's an interesting machine.

11
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A second piece of support
equipment in PCAM is the

Interpreter. The computer can
read holes in cards, but most
people must read printed mater-

ial. Certain jobs in Base
Supply call for punched PCAM
cards, but because people have
to use the cards to do the
job, they must be able to read
the cards. The Interpreter
solves this problem. When
punched cards are fed into the
Interpreter, it reads the holes,
interprets or translates them,
and prints the information
across the top edge of the
card.

A third piece of support
equipment in the PCAM room is
the Card Sorter. As it's
name says, it sorts cards into
whatever group you set the
machine for. You can load
the machine with cards in one
kind of sequence or order, and
end up with them sorted into
the groups you need.



CVAD SOWER

DECOLLATOR

If, for exlmple, yuu
needed the cards sorted accord-
ing to their warehouse location
so you can inventory warehouse

supplies, the machine wuuld
be set to sort a mixed stack
of cards in warehouse location
sequence.

Most computer listings and reports are output in four copies with

carbon paper between t:le copies to print on all four sheets. The sheets

also run continuously, with perforations at intervals to tear the sheets

apart (like a gaint roll of paper towels). To take the four copies apart

and take out the carbon paper by hand would take many hours and leave both

you and the paper smudged with carbon. The Decollator does this job

quickly and cleanly. To "collate" something means to put it together, so

"decollate" means to take it apart.

By weaving the various
copies of an output listing
over the rollers on top of
the Decollator, the machine
will separate the copies and
drop each copy into a separate
bin. The carbon paper for
each copy is dropped into
other bins.



This concludes the information you must know about computer components

and support equipment for the present. You should be able to name each

one and state its basic function. Knowing its function should then tell

you whether it is an input or output device. A quick matching test will

let you know what you may need to review.

Match the equipment in the

column.

left column with its function in the right

Q19. Keypunch Machine a. sorts cards into sequence

Q20. Card Sorter b. separates listings from carbon

paper

Q21. Interpreter
c. translates punched holes and

Q22. Decollator prints across top edge of card

Q23. Main Line Printer d.

e.

Prints management products
and llstings

prepares PCAM cards for input

Now choose the word in parenthesis which will make the sentence

correct.

Q24. The items located In PCAM arc called (computer components/

support equipment).

Q25. If the computer is not accepting inputs, it is sald to be

(1n-line/off-line).

Now that you know a little about the computer and its support equip-

ment, let's learn about the kinds of records used in a Standard Base Supply

System. There are two types of recordsinternal and external. We'll

take each one separately.

53
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INTERNAL RECORDS

When referring to records, the word "internal" always means one

thing--those records stored inside the computer. Any action you take on

a supply item changes the internal records in some way. There are three

kinds of internal records--basic, detail, and support.

Internal Record

1
1 1

Basic Detail Support

BASIC RECORDS. The two basic records in the computer are the item

record and the repair cycle record. Their names will tell you what they

are used for once we define them.

The item record Is the most Lmportant internal record in Base Supply.

There is an item record for every item of supply used on an Air Force

base. If an item record is not loaded in the computer for an item, a

transaction on that item will not process. How could the computer process

information on an item it never heard of? Additionally, an item record

must be loaded before any other record can be established for the same

item. The item record contains all the infoimation necessary to manage

an item. A few of the more unportant data elements are as follows:

DATA DESCRIPTION

National Stock Numter

(1560-00-395-1454)

Routing Identifier

(591)

A number assigned to an item

which positively identifies it

just as your social secur:ty
number positively identifies

you. An item record is located

on the internal records by

stock number.

Identifies the source of supply

for the item.

15
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ERRC Designator

(X133)

This code means Expendability,
Recoverability, Reparability,
Cost Designator. It identifies
whether or not an item can be
repaired and, lf so, who repairs
it.

Nomenclature The name of the item.

(nut, self-locking)

Warehouse Locati.

(01A016B006)

This is the exact location in
a warehouse where rhe item is
stored.

Right now, these names and numbers mean little to you. Before you
graduate however, you will know not only how to break down and interpret
these five data elements, but you will also learn many more. It's a
nire feeling of accomplishment to be able to recognize a strange numter
and explain the different parts that make it up.

Renember, the item record must be loaded for an item before (1)
any >ther record can be loaded for it or (2) a transaction will process
for it.

Before going on to repair c-ycle records, answer a few questions on
the material lust covered.

Q26. Basic, detail, and support records are what type of records?

Q27. Thn two basic records are and

Q28. The most important internal record is the

Q29. Item records are located on the computer by

5
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The repair cycle record is created to store repair cycle data on

items which can be repaired. The Air Force uses thousands of different
types of items. Each one is examined thoroughly to decide if i:: can,
or should, be repaired when it fails to work properly. You wouldn't
try to repair a broken bolt, but you would certainly try to repair an
aircraft radio. Items which can't be repaired are assigned an ERRC
designator beginning with XB. Items that can be repaired are assigned
ERRC designators beginning with XD or XF. (These designators are explained
more thoroughly in lesson 5 of this bloc's).

You learned a few pages back that ERRC designators are loaded on the
item record. When ERRC designators beginning with XD or XF are loaded on
the comT.uter, the computer automatically establishes a repair cycle record
for the item. Information contained on the repair cycle record is used
by the ccmputer to compute stock control levels. This record also main-
tains informa,'on about the repair capability of XD and XF items as well
as the activity responsible for restoring unserviceable XD and XF items
to a serviceable condition. You'll learn more about repair cycle items
later.

This is all you need to know at present about the repair cycle record.
Answer the following questions to make gure you have a good knowledge of
the material covered this far. Record your answers on a sheet of r,cratch
paper. Don't forget to check your answers against the answer key

Q30. Repair cycle items are assigned ERRC designators beg ming with
or

Q31. Repair cycle items (can/cannot) be repaired.

Q32. When XD or XF ERRC designators are loaded on the computer, the
computer automatically establishes a

Q33. Repair cycle records and item records together make up
records.

Now let's learn a little about the second kind of internal record,
detail records.

17
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Detail records can best be described as extensions (continuations)

of item records. They identify supply processing actions being performed

on an item. The computer automatically establishes detail records when
certain transactions are processed. When detail records are no longer
required, they are deleted from the computer.

There are several different types of detail records. To see now they
are used, let's cover one kind of supply action which causes detail records
to be created.

When a customer requests an item of supply, the request is input to

the computer. The computer knows how many items are supposed to be stored

in the warehouse. If there are not enough items to fill the request, the
computer will automatically create a due-out detail record for that stock

number. The item is thus due-out from supply to the customer.

If our customer wants an item we don't have, obviousl_ de must get it

for him. In most cases, the computer automatically requisitions (orders)
it from the source of supply that buys and stocks the item. Pulling
information from both the item record and due-out detail record, the
computer prepares a requisition to be forwarded to the source of supply.
At the same time, it also prepares a due-in detail record to show that
the item requisitioned is on order and due-in to Base Supply from the

source of supply. When the item is received, the due-in detail record
will be deleted. When the item is issued to the customer, the due-out
detail record is deleted. You can see how detail records are established
for a certain lob and then deleted when that job is done,

In a later block, you will actually process due-in and due-out Items.
Knowing how the computer processes them will make your lob more meaningful

to you. Let's ;ee how well you absorbed this information by selecting
the word in parenthesls which makes the sentence correct.

Q3/4. Detail records are establi,,hed for specific transactlons and
are (converted/deleted/updated) when no lonr,er required.

Q35. 4n Item requisitioned from a ,;(purco of Ylppl} called a

UO2-01-0(,-0)
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Q36. A supply item owed to a customer is called a (due-in/due-out/

requisition).

Q37. A detail record is an (internal/external) record.

You now know about two kinds of internal records---basic and detail.

There's only one left to learn about---support records.

Remember there arc only two basic records, but several detail records.

However, there are many support records established to do just what their

name ,;ays...support supply actions in a particular way. Information on

support records is gathered from basic and detail transactions and the

information is printed on reports and listings so personnel can better

manage the Base Supply account. Some support records are established

when the computer is installed and used the first time. The reject notice

record is one of these and , since you'll find it to be a most helpful

record in the future, we'll talk about it.

Remember earlier in this lesson you learned that you will be making

inputs to the computer on the Remote Keyboard Printer. All inputs must

be free of errors or the computer will reject them. If you try to input

information and the computer will not accept your input, naturally you'll

want to know why. This is where the reject notice record comes in.

The reject notice record is basically an internal list of phrases

eoncerninp, Orror,; people make on inputs. If your input has an error on

it, the computer will tell you (using one of these plain language phrases)

exactly what the error is. You'll have a lesson on rejects and how to

correct them later in the course.

Match the characteristic in the left column with the type of record

in the right column. Be sure to record your answers on a piece of scratch

paper and check them against the answer key at the instructor's desk.

19
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Q38. An internal list of
phrases describing
input errors.

Q39. The most important
Internal record.

Q40. Established for specific
tran-actions and deleted
when no longer needed.

Q41. The reject notice record
is one of these.

Q42. Information stored inside
the computer.

a. Detail record

b. Item record

c. Support record

d. Reject notice record

e. Internal record

This concludes the knowledge you need at present concerning internal
records. Now let's turn to external records.

EXTERNAL RECORDS

Just as internal records are inside the computer, external records
are outside the computer. External records are work listings and suspense
files. Since you will be working with both of these, let's look at some
examples so you can see how they are used.

Work listings are produced by the computer, which takes the information
from internal records. Using the listings always makes running Base
Supply easier, txrt. there are Limes when listings are essential to doing
the lob, like when the computer is down for maintenance. To illustrate
how a work listing is used, let's talk about one of the most important
ones--the Stock Number Directory.

The Stock Number Directory is the most used work listing in Base
SupplN. It is used more than any other because it is an external record
of the internal item -records. Remember we said the item record is the
most umportant internal record because IL contains all the essential data
necessary to manag,e a supply item, This is the information listed on the
Stock Number Directory.

5 9
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If the computer is off-line, Base Supply must still support its

customers. If someone requests an item, paperwork is processed by hand

to issue the item to him. If you're working in the warehouse when the

issue request for the item comes in, you would look up the stock number

in the Stock Number Directory, check the name of the item, and note its

warehouse location. Then you would go to the warehouse location and pull

the item to issue to the customer.

Different sections in Base Supply use the Stock Nwmber Directory for

different purposes. You'll be using it and several other work listings

later in the course.

Other work listings you will learn about and use are the Daily Document

Register, the Daily Transaction Register, and the Daily Reject Listing.

They are all external print-outs of internal records (whether basic, detail,

or support) and furnish a great deal of information that otherwise is

available only in the computer.

Of the two types of external records, suspense files are created by

people. Suspense files are used to insure that inputs to the computer

processed correctly. Let's take as an example an action you will perform

if you're assigned to a warehouse...a warehouse location change.

At ttmes you will have to store a new item received on base, move an

item from one place to another in the warehouse, or delete a location no

longer required. The warehouse location of all items must be on the

internal records, so if you do anything to add, change, or delete a ware-

house location, you must inform the computer. To do this, you will pre-

pare an AF Form 1991 in two copies. Copy one will be input by the Remote

Keyboard Printer operator, and you will file copy two in a suspense file.

The following day you must check the suspense copy against the Daily

Document Register to insure that the transaction processed and the internal

records were changed. If the input processed, you can destroy the suspense

copy.

If an Input falls to process, It will not show up on the Daily

Document ReRtster. In that case, you use the suspense copy to prepare

another Input. You will learn about and work with several types of

suspense files later in the course.

21
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Suspense files are also very important in Base Service Store operations.

You will learn that when the issue request has been completed and signed,
a copy of it is kept in a suspense file for 5 work days. This allows tho

the customer time to make sure that he has been charged correctly OH

internal computer records. You can see that suspense files provide a

method of double checking the computer system. Now see how well you can

answer the following questions.

Q43. External records consist of and suspense files.

Q44. The most used work listing in Base Supply is the

Q45. Name some of the other work li,tings you may be working with.

Q46. What is the purpose of suspense files?

This concludes the lesson on the Standard Base Supply System. Review

thosc portions you feel unsure of and take the lesson appraisal when you

have a thorough understanding of the material.

6 1
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SlANDARD BASE alTIA SYS1PI

Block I Lesson Six

Answers to Questions in Text

Ql.

Q2.

To reccIve,

Outpui.

store, process data, and furnish output products.

Q20. a.

Q3. d. Q21. c.

Q4. 1. Q22. b.

Q5 e Q23. d.

Q6. c. Q24. Support equipment.

Q7 h. Q25. Off-line.

Q8.

Q9.

h,

a.

Q26. Internal.

Q27. Item and Repair Cycle.

Q10. c. Q28. Item.

Q11. b. Q29. Stock Nurter.

Q12. c. Q30. XD or XF.

Q13. c. Q31. Can.

Q14. c. Q32. Repair Cycle Record.

Q15. a. Q33. Basic.

Q16. C. Q3'4. Deleted.

Q17 h. Q35. Due-in.

Q18. b. Q36. Due-out.

Q19. Q37. Internal.
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Q3S. d.

Q39. b.

Q40. a.

Q41. c.

Q.142. e.

Q43. Work Listings.

Q44. Stock Number Directory.

Q:45. Daily Reject Listing, Daily Transaction, and Daily Document Register.

Q4(,. To insure that inputs to the computer process correctly.
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PROGRAMED TEXT 53
002-02-01-01

Technical Training

Materiel Facilities Specialist

REMOTE KEYBOARD PRINTER OPERATIONS, PART ONE

March 1978

LOWRY TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
3440th Technical Training Group
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

Study Guides (SGs), Workbooks (WBs), Study Guide and Workbook (SW),

Programned Texts (PTs), and Handouts (H0s) are authorized by ATC for stu-

dent use in ATC Courses. They are designed to guide you through your
study assignments in the most logical sequence for easy understanding.
Answer self-evaluation questions and complete each problem or work assign-
ment in the sequence given, and it will aid you in understanding and
reta,ning key points covered in material you have studied.
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5 'A- Supply Training Branch PT G3ABR64531 000
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

REMOTE KEYBOARD PRINTER OPERATIONS, PART ONE

SCOPE

March 1978

The lesson group dealing with the Remote Keyboard Printer is

divided into a knowledge lesson and a practical lesson. Th-a text and

its lesson appraisals will help you understand how the remote is used

in Base Supply operations. In the second lesson (part two), which the

computer will assign to you when a remote is available, you will learn

operating procedures.

OBJECTIVE

Identify facts about the purpose and operation of the Remote

Keyboard Printer.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a sheet of scratch

paper, and AIS Module Test Form T2. Throughout the text you will be

asked to write short responses to statements and questions. Do so on

the sheet of scratch paper. A key to the correct answers is available

at the instructor station. Use it to check your work. If you have any

questions as you are going through the lesson, be sure to ask one of

your instructors for help.

In lesson six of Block I you learned about the Standard Base

Supply System which depends on the UNIVAC 1050-11. You learned about

the different parts and functions of the entire computer system. In

this lesson you will focus more closely on one of the units you will

be using the most...the Remote Keyboard Printer.

r-

Supersedes PT 002-04-02-01, April 1976.,-,g 0
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Do you remember what its function is in the computer system? Well,

consider its name. It's a printer with a keyboard, so it's similar to

a typewriter. It is also located away from the computer to which it is

electronically connected, so it's remote. The Remote Keyboard Printer,

called the remote for short, provides two-way communication with the

computer; that is, it is used to send (input) messages to, and receive

(output) messages from, the computer.

The face of the remote consists of a keyboard and a control panel,

as you can see from the figure on the next page. If you've used a

typewriter before, you'll notice that the remote's keyboard is very

similar. However, besides the usual character keys, the keyboard has

special function keys such as CTRL or RETURN. Some of the normal

character keys also have special functions. Notice that the D is also

coded EOT (for end of transmission), and the L is coded FORM (and is

used to advance the forms). There is also a control panel consisting

of buttons and indicators which are used for specific functions of the

remote. You will become familiar with some of the special keys, buttons,

and indicators in the practical lesson.

The remote operates in two modes (conditions): in-line and off-

line. When in-line, the remote is used to send and receive messages

from the computer. In-line, in effect, means that the remote and com-

puter are connected. When the remote is in the off-line mode, you are

unable to communicate with the computer--which means you cannot send

or receive messages. In the off-line mode, simple maintenance can be

performed on the remote and/or the remote can be used like a typewriter.
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IN-LINE OPERATIONS

The first question is how can you determine whether or not the

Remote Keyboard Printer is in-line? lt's easy! When in-line with the

computer, the remote produces an audible clicking sound every second.

This is called polling. When the remote is polling, it is in-line and

ready to send and receive messages from the computer.

Wben you do input a message, you will be typing from one of several

input forma. You'll learn mcre about how and when these forms are used

later in the course, but let's take a quick look at thera now. Look at

the three figures on the following pages. You'll notice that although

the Al Form 2005, AY Form 1991, and AY Form 1530 look different, they

all have an 80-column format. This is because the computer allows a

maximum of 80 characters per input message. The forms allow one

character per space. The 2005 and the 1991 are single message input

forms. The 1530 may be used to prepare several input messages on a

single form.

After a message has been pr,-pared on one of the input forms, you

are ready to input it to the computer. Remember, the remote must be

in-line with the computer before a message can be traosmitted.

So if the remot,_ is polling, you can begin the input process.

You'll go through this process step-by-step in the second part of this

lesson, but it is really not much ,re complicated than simple typing.

However, lhere are a few difference -. you should keep in mind.
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You don't have to worry about capital and lawer case letters any

langer. The remote prints only capital letters. The shift key is used

only for typing the special characters located above the numbers on the

keyboard. Another very important difference is that the alpha "0" and

the numeric zero cannot be interchanged. The numeric zero 17, identified

by a slash (q) on the input form and must be typed with the numeric key

on the top row of keys. If you get these Ywo mixed up, you will probably

end up with a computer reject:

When you type the input message on the remote, it isn't being

printed on ordinary typing paper. Instead, tEe remote is normally

loaded with DD Form 1348-1. (In fact, in the practical lesson you will

learn to load this form.) This is the most common output form in Base

Supply operations. There is a sample DD 1348-1 shown on the following

page. Notice that it is in an 80-card column format.

When the computer responds to your input, its message is printed

a few lines lower on the form. When the response is completed, you

will remove this form from the remote and use it as an external record

of the transaction. (Remember, you learned about external records in

Block I.) As you have learned, the computer will keep an internal

record.

73
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You will be learning the procedures for inputting information and

loading and removing forms in the second part of the lesson. But be-

fore we go any further, see how well you understand what has been

covered so far by writing short answers to the following questions.

Ql. Explain the name of the Remote Keyboard Printer.

Q2. Haw can you tell when the remote is in-line with the computer?

Q3. What is the difference between being in-line and off-line with

the computer?

Q4. Why is the remote said to provide two-way communication with the

computer?

Q5. What is the difference between the alpha and numeric Os, and why

is this difference important?

Q6. What are the input forms used for?

Q7. Why is the DD Form 1348-1 loaded in the remote called an output

form?

OFF-LINE OPERATIONS

When the remote is not in-line, obviously it is off-line. In

other words, it may not send or receive messages from the computer.

When it is off-line, it is somewhat like a normal typewriter, and is

said to be in the local mode (you can only use it locally). Chances are

you won't be using it much in this mode, but the simple maintenance func-

tions you will learn about must be done while the computer is off-line.

Why? Mostly as a safety feature. Remember, the remote can re-

ceive messages from the computer any time it is in-line. You wouldn't

002-02-01-01
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want to be in the middle of loading forms or changing a ribbon when it

starts typing a message. You, the remote, or both could be harmed. So

be careful, and make sure you put the remote in the local mode before

starting any maintenance activities.

Simple maintenance on the remote consists of three tasks: (1)

loading DD Forms 1348-1 into the remote; (2) changing the ribbon; and

(3) cleaning the type box. The practical lesson will teach you the

step-by-step procedures for performing these tasks, but let's discuss

them briefly first.

Loading the 1348-ls into the remote is as important as loading

paper into a typewriter. Loading forms must be done off-line to prevent

the computer from sending messages when there is no paper on which to

receive and record them.

Ohen the typing is light and difficult to read, thia means that the

ribbon needs to be changed. This is similar to changing the ribbon on a

typewriter. It involves either installing a new one, or turning the old

one upside down. (Since the remote types on only half the ribbon at

a time, turning it upside down by reversing the spools sometimes provides

"new" ink.)

A type box is what the remote uses to create the different charac-

ters. It is similar in principle to the type ball or font used by newer

typewriters. The type box needs to be cleaned when the typing on the

DD Form 1348-1 is smudged or blurred. Clean, clear print is especially

evident on the carbon copies of the 1348-1 when the characters in the

type box are clean. In the practical lesson you won't be actually
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6LI
cleaning the type box, but you will learn how to remove it and put it

back in place.

Im the off-line (local) mode, the remote can be used for straight

typing. However, keep in mind that it is different from a typewriter.

For example, on the remote you cannot backspace, you can type only

capital letters, and zeros are printed with slashes.

One final point before we come to the questions concerning off-line

operations. If you go to the remote to make an input dnd discover

jammed paper forms, a twisted ribbon, or other obvious troubles, put

the remote in the local or off-line mode. Then you can correct the

problem or seek help. A remote should not remain in-line if, for any

reason, it is unable to clearly print an output message on a clean

DD Form 1348-1.

Now let's see haw well you understand off-line operations by

writing short responses to the following questions:

Q8. What must you do before beginning any of the simple maintenance

tasks?

Q9. How do you know when the ribbon on a remote needs to be changed?

Q10. How do you know when the type box needs to be cleaned?

Q11. What should you do if you find the forms on the remote jammed or

the ribbon twisted?

When you feel confident about the materials presented in tnis

lesson, ask your instructor for the lesson appraisal.
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REMOTE KEYBOARD PRINTER OPERATIONS, PART ONE

Block Two, Ltlson One

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. It is located away from the main computer, so it is remote, and

it is a printer with a keyboard.

Q2. It is in-line when it is making the periodic clicking noise
called polling.

Q3. When the remote is in-line, communication is open with the com-
puter; you can send and receive messages. When the remote is off-line,

there is no communication with the computer.

Q4. Because it both sends (input) and receives (output) messages.

Q5. The Alpha "0" is printed normally, while the numeric zero is
slashed (0). Mixing these two will normally cause a computer reject.

Q6. They contain the messages that are to be input.

Q7- Because the Output from the computer is printed on it.

Q8. Make sure the remote is in the local mode.

Q9. When the typing is light and difficult to read.

Ql0. When the typing is emudged or blurred.

Qll. Put the remote in the local mode and either correct the problem
or seek help.
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026 KEYPUNCH MACHINE, PART ONE

SCOPE

AA you learned in Block I, Inputs to the Base Supply computer may

be accomplished with a keyboard device (such as the Remote Keyboard

Printer covered in lessors one and two of this block), or through card

reading devices (such as the Remote Card Reader covered in lesson five.)

Either way, the inputs are transmitted to the computer through electri-

cal impulses. When a card reading device is used, the small rectangu-

lar holes in the Punch Card Accounting Machine (PCAM) cards are trans-

lated into specific electrical impulses. These holes must always be

the same size and must be punched in specific areas of the card to

accurately represent an alphabetic or numeric character. The 026 Key-

punch Machine was developed for punching these small holes. And that's

what you're going to learn about in this lesson. Lesson four will give

you practice in the actual step-by-step procedures for operating the

machine.

OBJECTIVE

Your objective in completing this lesson is to complete statements

about the operation of the 026 Keypunch Machine and place those concern-

ing the procedural steps in proper sequence.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a supplement, a

sheet of scratch paper, and AIS Module Test Form 2. Answer the

Supersedes IT 002-0-07-01, October 1975.
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questions in the text on the scratch paper. A key to the correct

answers is available at the instructor station. Use it to check your

work.

Have you ever taken a close look at your Air Force paycheck and

seen the small rectangular holes punched in the check? Have you ever

wondered how the holes were punched in the check and what the holes

represent? The check you receive and the PCAM cards used for updating

the Base Supply computer records are the same in design and size. The

only difference between a paycheck and a PCAM card is the color. The

holes punched in the paycheck and the holes punched in the PCAM card

represent the same alphabetic or numeric characters.

Let's take a closer look at the PCAM card. Turn to figure 1 in

the supplement and study the PCAM card shown there. The first thing

you should notice is that it has 80 card columns. (You'll be seeing

this 80-card column format many times!) A different character may be

punched in each card column. The figure shows you the holes or combina-

tion of holes that represent the different numbers, letters, or special

characters. Notice that numbers are identified by a single hole in a

card column; alphabetic characters are identified by two keypunches in

a single card column; and special characters, which aren't used very

often, are identified by one, two, or three punches in a single card

column. When keypunching, however, the operator is required only to

press the key which represents the character desired. The Keypunch

Machine will automatically produce the number of holes that represent

the character.

002-02-03-01
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If you worked long enough with PCAM cards, you would be able Go

interpret all the punched holes. It's not really something you must

learn, however, because besides the punched holes, PCAM cards normally

have their message printed across the top. And remember, you learned

in Block I that cards without printing may be run through the interpre

ter, which will "interpret" the holes and print the message across the

top.

Now let's take a closer look at the Keypunch Machine. Turn to

figure 2 in the supplement and study it for a few minutes. The areas

that have been highlighted are the main ones you should recognize to

operate the Keypunch Machine.

Just as you would expect, the first step in operating the Keypunch

Machine is to turn the electric power on. This is accomplished by flip-

ping the main line switch to the ON position, which is down. Refer to

figure 3 for a closer look at this switch.

The next action that must be performed is to load the KAM cards

in the card hopper. Figure 3 shows you that the card hopper is on the

upper right-hand side of the machine. The cards are placed upright in

the hopper, with the print side facing you. A pressure plate is

located behind the PCAM cards to insure that they remain upright and are

fed evenly into the card bed below.

Once the machine is on and the cards have been loaded, the next

step is to be sure that the control levers and switches are positioned

the way you want them to be. Unless you are working under program

control (which you won't be using in this course), the program control

002-02-03-01
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lever shown in figure 3 -..ust be in the OFF,position. Press the right

aide of the lever downward to insure that this is the case.

Example:
Pet st 44.is ir%ci chub n

The functional control switches are shown in figure 4. These keys

are in the OFF position when they are pulled back and in the ON position

when they are pushed forwarL.

AUTO FEED means automatic feed. Putting this key in the ON ?osi-

tion will insure that when the punchiug on a card is compl2te, a -pew

PCAM card automatically feeds from the card hopper, and the card already

in the hopper will be registered in the punching station. See figure

5 for an illustration of these parts

AUTO SKIP AUTO DUP means automatic skip, automatic duplication.

This key should be in dh. OFF position unless thu Keypunch Machine is

under program control.

PUNT controls the printing on the AM cards. When it is on the

printing appears at the top of the card as each character is punched.

Each character prints directly above the card column punched. So, in

other words, if you punch ISU in card columns 1, 2, and 3, the ISU will

be printed directly above those three card columns. If the print switch

is off, the holes will be punched anyway, but there will be no printing

on the top of the card.

93
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Before we go any further with this lesson, let's see how well yoU

understand what has been covered so far. Write short responses to the

following questions:

Ql. PCAM cards have a (60, 80, 100) card columm format.

Q2. When punching an alpha character, how many keys must you press?

Q3. How should PCAM cards be placed in the hopper?

Q4. When yom use the Keypunch Machine in this course, haw should you

position the program control lever?

So far so good. Now that you know how to get the machine ready,

let's get down to punching cards. Figure 6 in the supplement is a

chart of the keyboard. Look at it now. You'll notice that the layout

of the characters is the same as what you would see on a typewriter.

Notice particularly those keys in the shaded portion of the chart.

You c-n see that besides the alpha characters, these keys also have

numbers printed on their upper half. How do you type a number? By

hitting the NUM (numerical) shift key along with the appropriate number.

(The same way you type a capital letter or special character

on a typewriter.)

When you operate the Keypunch Machine, you normally will be follow-

ing some type of 80-col mn format. This is to let you know what number

or character should be placed in each card column of the card (which,

remember, also has 80 columns). Other than the steps involved with

moving the cards, the task is very much like typing. Let's take a look

at the procedures.
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You already know about turning the machine on, loading the cards,

and setting the control levers. Now you must move the cards into posi-

tion so they can be punched.

Refer back to figure 5 in the supplement. What you must do is move

a card from the card hopper to the card bed and then to the punching

station. This is done by first pressing the FEED key to move the card

into the card bed, and then pressing the REG (register) key to get the

card registered in the punching station. This is the procedure you

should follow when a single card is being keypunched. When several

cards require keypunching, a second card is fed into the card bed by

pressing the FEED key. This action will automatically "register" the

first card, so you don't have to ['Less the REG key. (This same action

will be accomplished automatically if you put the AUTO FEED button in

the ON position.'

Once the PCAM card is registered, you simply press the desired

alphabetic or numeric keys. Keep in mind that a card must always be

registered before it can be punched.

As each key is pressed to punch a letter, number, or special

character, the FCAM card is moved *._o the next card column. In punching

cards you will follow an 80-column format and carefully punch the

appropriate character in each card column. For example, if you were

punching from the format printed on the next page, which, incidentally,

is used to delete a warehouse location, you would punch an "F" in card

column 1, a "C" in card column 2, an "S" in card column 3, hit the space

bar for card columns 4, 5, 6, and 7, place a 5 in card column 8, Jrid so

002-02--03-01 S5
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on. (Remember, to punch a numerlk ilara(ter you must press the numeric

shift as well as the sp,roprlate ,haraLter key.)

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO.

OKEveur+Coi IDREMOT

FROM:

I 3 3 6 7 5 1 10 I I 12 13 14 IS III 17 II 19 30

r 5 5 Z fi3 3i5 IA 0 9 9
4 epowitK1

21 22 24 35 26 27 29 29 30 3' 32 33 14 33 36 37 35 39 40

Z \C
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 44 49 50 31 52 53 14 53 46 $7 SB 39 60

ir fa
6 I 62 63 64 65 66 67 64 69 70 71 72 73 74 73 76 711 79 IKI

AF.%71i321 pet.mwstm..0,...R.L.Itusco FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

To help you keep track of card columns as they are punched, the

Keypunch Machine has a card column indicator. Figure 7 in the supple-

ment shows you where this indicator is located, and figure 8 shows you

a closeup of it. This shot shows that the Keypunch Machine is ready

to punch card column 1 (which is the nuMher to the far left of the

indicator.)

What happens if you've gone past a card column that you want to

punch? Easy. You just press the backspace button. Figure 7 in the

supplement shows you where this button is located. Just continue press-

ing it to g) back as many card columns as you need.

When th2 last card column (cc 80) of the PCAM card passes through

the punching station, the PCAM card is automatically released. Now you
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must press the register key (to register the card into the reading

station), the release key, and the register key again to move the card

into the card stacker. (See figure 9 ill rhe supplement.) The card may

be removed once it reaches the card sta(ker.

These, then, are the basic procedures for processing a single PCAM

card through the Keypunch Machine. You will be practicing this task in

the second lesson on the machine. Right now let's see how well you

understand what has been covered so far by writing short responses to

the following questions.

Q5. What is the procedure for producing a numeric character on a PCAM

card?

Q6. What two keys must be pressed to move a card from the hopper to

the punching station?

Q7. What is the purpose of the card column indicator?

Q8. How is a PCAM card removed from the machine?

There are saveral other procedures you should become familiar with

before you are ready to actually work with the keypunch.

Sometimes you may want to duplicate a card which has already been

punched. This is easy to do! The DUP (which stands for duplicate) key

is used to accomplish this action. Refer back to figure 6 in the

supplement. Do you see the DUP key? IL is about in the middle in the

top row of keys.

Now, how do we go about duplicating a card? The card that you

want to copy must be registered in the reading station (see figure 9),

002-02-0317
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and the blank card must be registered in the punching station. That

makes sense because the Keypunch Machine must "read" the card that has

already been punched and interpret the information so it can punch it

on the new card.

Figures 10 and 11 in the supplement show the cards placed in the

appropriate positions for duplicating action. Remember, as always, the

cards must be registered before anything happens, so after you have the

cards in place, you must press the register key.

Then, all you have to do is press the DUP key until thc card has

been copied. You can move both cards to the card stacker by alternately

pressing the REG key and the REL key.

Another situation that could occur is that you need to add informa-

tion to a card that has already been punched. Say, for example, when you

were typing the message on page 7 of this lesson, you forgot to put the

asterisk in card column 41. Instead of repunching the entire card, you

can save a lot of time by simply typing the missing character on the card

that has already been punched. All you need to do is manually place the

punched card ln the card bed and register it into the punching station.

Once the card is registered in the punching station, the space bar

is pressed until the cdrd column indicator shows the specific card col-

umn that requires the additional keypunch action.

When the necessary keypunching has been completed, the card is

removed from the punching station by pressing the REL key, REG key,

REL key and REG key once again. This will move the card to the card

stacker, and then it may be removed from the machine.
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Now, what if you need to change instead of add information to a

card that has already been punched? This will require inserting two

cards into the machine. The prepunched card must be inserted into the

reading station, and a blank PCAM card must be placed in the card bed.

The keypunced PCAM card is placed in the reading station just as

it was for normal duplicating action. The new card is positioned in the

card bed. Then both cards must be registered. Now you can duplicate

the first card up to the column where the incorrect information is con-

tained. Then just type in the correction and duplicate the rest of the

card. You can see how duplicating valid information from a prepunched

card eliminates the possibility of making another error while correcting

the first error. Once all the necessary keypunching and duplicating is

accomplished, both cards are moved to the card stacker by alternately

pressing the REG and the REL keys.

Q9. Review the procedures for (perating the Keypunch MachinE by com-

pleting the following statements on a sheet of scratch paper Then in-

dicate the order that you feel best describes the operating procedures

you have studied. (You may find this list helpful in completing your

next lesson on the keypunch!)

Register the card in the punching station by pressing the

key.

To have the message printed on the card, turn tl

switch on.

Return to a previous culumn on the card by pressing the

key.
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The first step is to turn the switch

To punch a number on the card, press the key along

with the appropriate numeric key.

Place the cards in the hopper with the print side

Move the card to the card stacker b2.

Move a card into the card bed by pressing the key.

See bow well you understand the additional procedures covered in

the lesson by writing short responses to the following:

Q10. To duplicate a card, the punched card must be registered in the

station and the new PCAM card must be registered in the

station.

Q11. To add a character to a punched card, the card must be registered

Q12. What is the most efficient way to change information on a key-

punched card?

SUMMARY

PCAM cards contain 80 columns. Rectangular holes are punched in

the card columns to represent a numeric, alphabetic, or special charac-

ter. These cards are used to make speedy inputs to the computer, and

are punched by the 026 Keypunch Machine.

The PCAM cards are placed in the (
rd hopper to insure a steady

flow of cards for keypunch action. The main power switch must be turned

on and the functional switches adjusted before keypunch action begins.

002-02-03-01
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Cards may be moved from the card hopper to the card bed by press-

ing the FEED key. When the FEED key is pressed a second Lime, a second

card is fed into the card bed, and the first card is automatically

registered for keypunch action.

Keypunching is accomplished by using the keyboard, which is similar

in setup to a typewriter. On the keypunch, however, numbers are mixed

in with the alpha keys, and can be produced only by pressing the

shift key at the same time as the desired number is pressed.

The holes are punched in the PCAA card when the card is in the

punching station. The card is automatically released when card column

80 passes through this station. The completed card moves from the

punching station through the reading station enroute to the card stack-

er. While the card is in the reading station, the information may be

cuplicated onto a new PCAM card by pressing the DUP key.

A backspace ke) is available for the return of the card to a specif-

ic card column. To identify the card column to be punched next, the

card column indicator is used. The space bar is used to move a card

through the punching station without punching a hole in _he card. Once

the card is finished, it is moved to the card stacker.

When you feel confident about the material presented in this lesson,

ask your instructor for the lesson appraisal.

002-02-03-01
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026 KEYPUNCH MACHINE, PART ONE

Block Two, Lesson Three

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. 80

Q2. One

Q3. Upright, with the print side facing the operator.

Q4. It should be in the OFF position.

Q5. Pressing the NUM Shift key and the appropriate numeric key.

Q6. The FEED key and the REG key.

Q7. To indicate the next card column to be punched.

Q8. Alternately pressing the REG key and the REL key will move it to
the card stacker, where it may be removed.

Q9.

5 Register the card in the punching station by pressing the
REG key.

3 To have the message printed on the card, turn the print

switch on.

7 Return to a previous column on the card by presPing the
backspace key.

1 The His.: step is to turn the mainline gwitch on

6 To punch a number on the card, press the NUM Shift key along

with the appropriate numeric kcy.

2 Place cards in the hopper _upri_sht with the print side
fRcins the oEerator

8 Move the card to the card stacker by alternately pressing the
REG and the RLL keys .

4 Move a card into the card bed by pressing the FEED key.

Q10. reading, punching

QII. In the puntlitng

Q12. Dupli(nce It up to the (Ard (olumn with incorrect information,
type the new entry, then duplicate the rest of the card.

0002-02-03-01
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3400th Technical Training Wing (ATC) March 1978

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado 80230

Study Guides (SGs), Workbooks (WBs), Study Guide and Workbook (SW),
Prourammed Texts (PTs), and Handouts (H0s) are authorized by ATC for stu-
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COLUMN INDICATOR

Figure 8. ( ohimn Indicator
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Figure 9 . Reading and Punching Station
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CARD
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Figure 13. Card Positioned In Front of the Card Pusher
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026 KEYPUNCH MACHINE, PART TWO

SCA

,ou learned about the keypunch machine in lesson three; it is now

ti'e to apply what you have learned to the actual machine. You will punch

KAM cards using the techniques necessary to produce both alpha and numeric

characters. You will also apply techniques to duplicate portions of pre-

viously punched cards ani then insert new or changed data. Remember,

when you have learned these techniques you will possess the basic principles

required for making this machine work for you. If at any time you become

confused, ask your instructor for assistance.

The following problems will teach you how to keypunch PCAM cards

following specific instructions. Follow the steps in each problem as

they are presented. This workbook consists of three problems. The

first two problems contain step-by-step instructions. In the final

problem you will be placed on your own so that your instructor can evaluate

your understanding of the operation of the keypunch machine. Remember,

if you have trouble, ask your instructor for assistance.

OBJECTIVE

Correctly keypunch and duplicate the required PCAM cards by

following the given instructions and using the data required for

each problem.

PROBLFM ONE

In this problem you will be required to transfer the data from the

AF Form 1991 in figure 1 to a blank PCAM card by using the 026 Keypunch

Machine.

Step 1. Turn the Keypunch Machine on by placing the main line switch

in the on position. This switch is located in the upper left

hand corner of the machine.

Supersedes WB 001-04-08-01 dated October 75.
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Step 2. This step involves loading blank PCAM cards into the card

hopper. The card hopper is located on the top right side
of the machine. Locate the card hopper now and insure that
it contains at least five blank PCAM cards. If it does note
contact your instructor to acquire the necessary blank cards.

Step 3. Turn the functional print switch to the "on" position. This

switch is located immediately above the keyboard. This step
allows you to quality check each character as you punch it
because the machine will also print the character across the top
of the card at the same time as it punches the corresponding
holes in the card.

Step 4. Press the FEED key. The FEED key is located on the right
side of the keyboard. This key moves the card from the
card hopper to the card bed.

Step 5. Press the REG (register) key. The REG key is located immediately
below the FEED key. This key registers the card into the
punching station so that the punching process may begin.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO: F RON:

EIKE PUPC14 01412140722

PISMA144(

11 12 13 14 IS Is

5 _ G 0_ cils_15 3

22 24 2S 24 2) IS 21 302% 22 31 32 32 34 I DS SG

m 6 T E E A C.
1 42 43 44 4S 411 SO 21 22 13 S4 11 14

F 5
--

116 71 72 73 74 72 71k1S1 62 63 44 6S 66 61 SS 70

0 S T

Step 6.

17 1111 14 PO

8 2

37 DS DS 413

L
IS 111 Se

77 70 711 BO

R M
Figure

Your card is now registered into the punching station and ready to
be punched. Refer to the information entered on the AF Form 1911
located in figure 1. Notice that the AF Form 1991 has 80 card
columns The PCAM card has the same number of columns. It is
very important that the data is transferred to the matching
card column on the PCAM card.

-2-
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Step 7. Locate the card column indicator. It it visible through the

small opening in the top middle portion of the keypunch machine.

This indicator (the black metal pointer) identifies the "next"

card column to be punched. Notice that even numbered card

columns are identified by their appropriate number and odd

.
numbered card columns are identified by a longer vertical line.

Step 8. Again refer to figure 1 as you are now ready to begin punching

the data onto the blank card.

Step 9. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows

that you are ready to punch card column 4. Enter the alpha

character P.

Step 10. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows

that you are ready to punch card column 6. Enter the alpha

character F.

Step 11. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows that

you are ready to punch card column 8. Punch the appropriate

numeric characters in columns 8 through 20. Remember, when

you punch numeric characters you must depress the numeric

shift key at the same time.

Step 12. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows that

you are ready to punch card column 25. Punch the appropriate

keys to enter the data in card columns 25 through 32.

Step 13. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows that

you are ready to punch card column 34. Punch the appropriate

keys to enter the data in card columns 34 through 43.

Step 14. Strike the space bar until the card column indicator shows that

you are ready to punch card column 67. Enter your own last name.

Step 15. You have now finished punching the required entries on the Pr.AM

card. The next procedure is to move the completed card to the

card stacker The card stacker is located on the top left side

of the keypunch machine. As the card proceeds to the card

stacker it will move through the reading station

Step 16. Press the REL key to allow the card to clear the punching

station.

-3-
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Step 17. Press the REG key to register the car:. into the reading

station. Pay close attention to the location of the reading

station; you will be required to know its location in a

later problem.

Step 18. The card is now registered into the reading station. Since

the reading station is used for duplicating and duplication

is not part of this problem; you must clear the card from

the reading station by pressing the REL key.

Step 19. The final step is to press the REG key to move the card

to the card stacker. Remove your card and compare it with

the example shown below in figure 2. They should be exactly

the same. If they are not; ask your instructor if he wants

you to repeat the problem.
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PROBLEM TWO

In this problem you will be required to keypunch data onto a blank

PCAM card. Then you will duplicate this card and enter the additional

data required.

Step 1. Refer to the AF Form 1991 in figure 3, and keypunch the

required data onto a blank PCAM card. If you have problems

or do not remember the steps required, refer back to problem

one for the step-by-step procedures.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO:

EIKEypt,NCH

FROM:

III REMOTE

4 111
10 I I 12 15 14 le 16 17 10 le je

A R S C M A T E R T E L P X L
Rem,,*

I i 22 23 24 25 20 27 2111 29 I I 52 33 54 319 34 17 14 41 40

I T I E S HELPER, 42 411 11 47 48 111 12 13 14 SS 14 St IS It GO

II 42 43 14 6) 44 67 69 70 71 72 73 74 71 76 77 79 60

Figure 3

Step 2. After punching the required data from figure 3 onto the card,
press the REL key to release the card from the punching
station.

Step 3

Step 4

Press the FEED key. This will cause the punched PCAM card to
be registered into the -eading station and a new blank PCAM
card to move from the cdrd hopper into the card bed.

defore you can duplicate anything from the card in the reading
station you must register the new card into the punching station.
Press the REG key to register the blank card into the punching
station.

-5-
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Step 5. Now that both PCAM cards are registered, you are ready to

duplicate the required information. The OUP (duplicate) key

is located in the middle of the machine. See if you can find

it now.

Jo /

Step 6. Refer to figure 4 and locate the additional data you must enter

on the card. (It is in card columns 36 through 40.)

Step 7. When duplicating you can hold the DUP key down to duplicate in

a continuous mode. A word of caution, however: release the

DUP key a couple of card columns early because it is easy to

pass the coulmn you want. Then press the OUP key one column at

a time until you reach the desired column. In this problem

there are no changes to be made or additional data to be entered
in card columns 1 through 35. Press the OUP key until the
card column indicator shows that you are ready to punch
column 36.

Step 8. Now keypunch the additional data in card columns 36 through 40.
Remember, when punching numeric characters you must press the
numeric shift key

Step 9. You are now ready to move both cards to the card stacker. This

is accomplished by pushieig the REL key, then the REG key, then
the REL key and then the REG key again. Both cards should now
be located in the card stacker.

Step 10 Complete this problem by comparing the duplicated card with the
card in figure 5. If they are not exactly the same, contact
your instructor to see if he wants you to repeat this problem.
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PROBLEM THREE

This problem is designed to give your instructor a chance to evaluate

your performance on the 026 Keypunch Machine. This problem has two parts.

First, you will be required to keypunch a PCAM card with the data con-

tained in figure 6 Then you will duplicate portions of the card and

enter the corrections and additional data from figure 7.
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Step 1. Refer to figure 6 and keypunch this data on a blank PCAM card.

Step 2. Refer to figure 7 and identify the change that you must make

and the additional data that must be entered.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION
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Step 3.

Figure 7

Keypunch the new PCAM card by duplicating the applicable

portions of the first card and making the necessary corrections

and adding the additional information.

Step 4. Take both cards to your instructor for evaluation.
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Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1977 /

REMOTE CARD READER OPERATION

SCOPE

The Remote Card Reader is an input device used in conjunction with

the Remote Keyboard Printer. As you learned in Block I, it has the

same capability as the Main Card Reader in the computer terminal room. It

simply reads the holes punched in the PCAM cards and transmits this

information to the computer. You won't find a Remote Card Reader with

every Remote Keyboard Printer, however. The reader is used only where

large quantities of PCAM cards are fed into the computer for processing.

For example, the Receiving Section in Base Supply uses this device.

Why do we use the Remote Card Reader? Because it saves time and

increases the accuracy of inputting transactions to the computer. As a

Materiel Facilities Specialist, receipt due-in cards (which you will learn

more about in the lesson on Receiving Procedures) are the main product you

will input through this device. If you are assigned to the Receiving

Section, part of your job might be to input cards through the Remote

Card Reader.

ORJECTIVES

1. Process slx punched '-:ards through the Remote Card Reader wnile It

ts in-line wtth the computer.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this illustrated text,
AIS Module Test Form #2, a sheet of scratch paper, six punched PCAM

Cards, and, later, the lesson appraisal. In the text you will find

questions and exercises designed to help you study and understand the

material covered. Respond to them on your sheet of scratch paper.

A key to the correct answers is available at the instructor station.
Use it to check your work. Be sure to ask your instructors for help

with any portion of the lesson you don't understand.

002-02-05-02
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2-1. This lesson explains the functions and operating procedures for
the UNIVAC 1068 Remote Card Reader. This device is a part of the comm-
unications subsystem of the UNIVAC 1050-II computer, and you will
probably be most likely to use it in the Receiving Section of the
Standard Base Supply System. So let's take a look at the reader and
discuss the functions of the'reader in that Base Supply section.

2-2. As you will learn in Block IV, each time a requisition is
processed by the computer, a receipt due-in card is produced. This card

is maintained in suspense by the Receiving Section until the requisitioned

property is received.

2-3. When the property arrives, the appropriate card is pulled from

the suspense file. It may be necessary to modify or a.,Id information to

the card using the Keypunch Machine. Then the card is input directly
to the computer using the Remote Card Reader. You can see what an
efficient method this is of notifying the computer that a requisitioned

item has been received. The computer's response to this input
will be the output of instructions on what to do with the property.
This response will be printed by the Remote Keyboard Printer.

-2-
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3-1. The unit shown below is composed of (a) a standard Remote Keyboard

Printer, and (b) a Remote Card Reader. The Remote Card Reader is

positioned on a teletype style stand which contains the power supply and

logic circuitry for the reader. You can see how the device is placed

next to the Remote Keyboard Printer. It is electronically connected to

both the printer and the Central Processor of the computer. When the

Remote Keyboard Printer is
activated, the two devices act as a single

unit, working with the central computer system.,

3-2. The card reader is composed

oft

a. An input hopper

b. A read station

c. An output station

d. An operator con-
trol panel ,13

3-
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4-1. To operate the reader, cards are placed in the input hopper
face down, with the clipped corner to the lower left. (By the way,
the cards are the same type of cards that are used in the keypunch
lesson in this block.) The card hopper has a capacity of 500 cards. You

should remember this, because you must be sure you never overload
the machine.

4-2. From the hopper, cards are fed through the read station where they
are "sensed" (a technical word for read) and then moved to the output

stacker. As a card passes under the sense power brushes, any holes tn the
card are detected and read.

4-3. In the illustration below, the card hopper is on the right side of

the reader, and the read station is in the center. Notice that as
the card moves out of the read station, the clipped corner is to the

lower left.

'Lambs,
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5-1. As shown here, the Remote

Card Reader control panel has

several buttons and indicators.

The chart below describes each

button and how it is used. Study

the chart thoroughly; then an-

swer the questions about it

on the following page.
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Ql. Which button should be pressed to advance a card from the hopper,

position card column one under the read station, and start the reading

process?

02. Which button is pressed to start or stop the power flow in the

reader?

Q3. Which button indicates when the reader is in the process of trans-

mitting data?

Q4. Which button
illuminates whenever a misfeed or card jam ts detected?

Q5. Which button should be depressed to
place card movement on a

card-by-card basis?

Q6. Which button should be pressed to return card movement to a

continuous mode?

6-1. Now that you have an idea of what the control panel does, let's

take a look at the operating
procedures for processing a single card

through the device.

6-2. The first step is to make sure that the Remote Keyboard Printer

is polling. Remember, this clicking sound means that the remote is

in-line and the computer is accepting inputs.

6-3. Load the card into the

hopper face down, with the

clipped corner to the lower

left, and place the card weight

on top of the card. This

is shown in the illustration.

-6-
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7-1. The next step is to depress
the "POWER" button. A light
will come on if AC power is
being supplied to the reading
unit.

..tilm1101111.,

7-2. Now depress the "LOAD"
button. (The indicator light
will not come on.) This will

cause the card to advance from
the hopper and be positioned
so that card column one is
under the read station (b).



8-1. Once this has been done, the "REaDY" indicator will Illuminate

(light up), and the "RTS" (Request to Send) button on the Remote

Keyboard Printer will also come on. In a few seconds, the "RHC"

(Remote Has Control ) button on the printer will liGht up. Now the

card will be read.

8-2. The information from the card will be printed on the first line

of the DD 1348-1 loaded in the Remote Keyboard Printer. This information

will be processed by the central processor, and the response will then

be printed starting on the second line of the form. The computer processes

the card just as it would if the message had been typed out on the

keyboard printer.

=rt. .416-11.

-7
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9-1. Once the output product has been printed, the Remote Keyboard

Printer will start polling again. Since the reading action has been

completed, you should press the "POWER" button again to turn the

card reader off.

9-2. Now that you have your

output from the computer, the

next step is to remove it

from the Remote Keyboard
Printer. Do you remember how

to do this? Let's review the

process quickly. First,

press the "LOCAL" (LCL)

button on the control panel
of the Remote Keyboard
Printer.

yiat 1 ZIP3X1
_

//3

istalc-21111E.
--11641ent.*

.4'

-
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9-3. Once the remote is in

local, press the "CONTROL" (CTRL)

and the "FORM" (0 keys at the
same time to advance the

DD 1348-1,

a



10-1. The next step is to press
"CONTROL" and "Q" simultaneously
to start the remote device
polling again.

- ,-

10-2. Now you can remove the

output document.

-10-
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Q7. To chock your knowledRe of the procedures followed to process a

card t hroth91 t he kemot e Card Readet , complet e the Follow i np, sent once!, ;

then I nd i cat e the hest order t o tol low in complet int; the task (1 .e . what

should be done first, what should be done second etc.) This list will

help you complete the practical portion of the lesson.

Before you can process a card through the Remote Card Reader, the

must be in-line and polling.

When the reading action has been completed, press the

button to turn the reader off.

Advance the card from the hopper to the read station by depressing

the button.

Remove the from the Remote Keyboard Printer.

The card will be read when the indicator on the card reader

is 1whted-up and the button on the keyboard has come on.

Press the button to be sure power is being supplied to

the readinr, unit.

Load the card into the hopper , with the clipped

corner

11-1. It all sounds easy, doesn't it? Well, it is! Let's see how

well you can operate the Renote Card Reader. Take this text and

your set of punched cards to the renote laboratory to complete the

lesson.

11-2. Now that y(it're at the Remote Card Reader, take punched card #1

fro:n the packet and proce,,t, it throurh the reader. Follow the directions

that you sequenced lu Ihe last exercise. When you have finished, compare

you) output documents with the DD 1148-1 #1 in the back of this text.

lhey should match. II you have any problems or questions, ask your

instructor for help.

002- 02-05- 02



12-1. If you made it through that exercise, the rest of the lesson is
a snap! You know how to process a single card through the reader.
In normal Base Supply operations, however, more than one card is

processed at a time. So let's take a quick look at how a stack of

cards is processed.

12-2. The procedures are basically the same as for a single card,
except that all of the cards are placed in the hopper at once. After

you have started the process, the reader will automatically read each

card. If a card jam or misfeed should occur, the "ERROR" indicator will

light up to alert you.

12-3. There may be occasions when you do not want all of the cards in

the stack read continuously. For example, you may want the output for

a specific card immediately. This is when you use the "MAN" (manual)

button on the control panel. When this button is depressed, only the

next card in the stack will be read. Additional cards will not be

processed until the "RES" (resume) button is pressed.

12-4. For this lesson you are required only to proces,, the stack oi

cards in the normal, continuous manner. Try this now by processing

punched cards #2,3,4,5 and 6 through the reader. Then check your

output documents against those in the back of this text.

12-5. When you have completed this task you have completed the lesson.

Take your six output forms to your instructor. You may wish to

review before taking the lesson appraisal.

-12-
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REMOTE CARD READER OPERATION

Block II, Leeson 5

Answers to Questions in the Text

Al. LOAD

,44, POWER

A3. READY

A4. ERROR

A5. MAN

A6. RES

A7.

1 Before you can process a card through the Remote Card Reader,

the Remote Keyboard Printer must be in-line and polling.

6 When the reading action has been completed, press the

power button to turn the reader off.

4 Advance the card from the hopper to the read station by

depressing the LOAD button.

7 Remove the output document from the Remote Keyboard Printer.

5 The card will be read when the READY indicator on the card

reader is lighted up, and the RHC button on the keyboard has come on.

3 Press the POWER button to be sure power is being mupplied to

the reading unit.

2 Load the card into the hopper face down, with the clipped

corner to the lower left.
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142.2,

Supply Training Branch
PT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado
August 1978

REPORTS AND LISTINGS

SCOPE

In Block I you learned about the internal records maintained by the

UNIVAC 1050-11 computer. These records are necessary to insure smooth

functioning of the Standard Base Supply System. As a Materiel Facilities

Specialist, you will be most concerned with these records when they are

printed externally.

Periodically the computer produces a variety of reports and listings

based on the internal records it stores. Same of these are especially

important to you, and we'll take a look at them in this lesson.

First we'll discuss the purpose and use of the Stock Nwmber Directory

(the most used computer product in the Standard Base Supply System). Then

the lesson will introduce you to several other computer listings you may

work with in your job and show you both why and how they are used.

Samples of the various listings and reports will be available for your

inspection.

The final part of the lesson will cover the operations of the Document

Control Section. While chances are slim that you could be assigned to this

section, you will be hearing a lot about it, and, like all supply personnel,

will be working closely with it.

OBJECTIVE

1. Match selected computer
listings with their purposes and uses.

Supersedes PT 002-02-06-01 dated March 1978.
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DIRECTIONS

12 3

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a sheet of scratch

paper, and AIS Module Test Form #2. You will find embedded questions

throughout the text. Write short responses to them on the sheet of

scratch paper. A key to the correct answers is availible at the instructor

Station. Re sure to ask your instructors for help if you have any

problems with the material.

To fully understand this lesson, you must be familiar with the
key entries on the various reports and listings. You have briefly

studied most of them in previous lessons (remember, many of them are
explained in chapter 3 of Vol. II, Part Two, AFH 67-1). However,

it's probably a good idea for you to refresh your memory by reviewing
the following definitions:

a. Stock number 13 or 15 position code to specifically identify
items of supply.

b. System designator two position code to identify the system an
item belongs to. 01 is always used in this school.
c. Type account code one position code which indicates the type of
organization the item is assigned to.
d. Warehouse location designator - 10 or 11 position code that
indicates where an item is physically stored.
e. TRIC code/DIC code three position code, always the first entry
on any document, which identifies the type of transaction involved.
f. Document number - 14 position code that identifies a document.
Format of this number varies (as you will learn later in the course),
but normally includes organization and shop code, date, and serial
number of the transaction.
g. Julian date - four position code often used in place of the
calendar date. The first position of the code identifies the year
while the last three positions identify the day of the year. For
example, 7001 would be the first day of 1977 or January 1, 1977.
7365 would be the three hundredth and sixth-fifth day in 1977 or
December 31, 1977.

-2-
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As you learned in Block I, the item record is the most important

record maintained by the UNIVAC 1050-II computer. As you probably

remember, it contains information such as item nomenclature (name),
unit of issue, source of supply, unit price, security classification,

and so on.

Having this type of information stored internally is necessary
for processing supply transactions, but as a Materiel Facilities Specialist

you will have much more contact with the external print-out of this

internal record. This print-out is one of the most important listing;

you will use in the Base lu?ply system. It is called the Stock Number

Directory.

The purpoae of the Stock Number Directory is to provide supply
managers with a tool to determine which items are listed in their

accounts. Chances are you will use _Information from this listing

every day. It serves as a research document which provides various
kinds of information you need to efficiently perform your duties.

A second purpose served by the Stock Number Directory (as well
as other listings and reports) is to provide the capability for

Base Supply to function under post-post conditions. Post-post means

the computer is down and all supply transactions must be done by hand

until the computer is operating again. So, if you need to know
information which is contained on an internal record, it may also be

found on some external listing or report.

Computer records and listings usually have both a name and a

number assigned to them. The control number for the Stock Number
Directory is 1414. The M means that the report is produced monthly, and

the 14 is the number assigned to this listing. In your job in
Base Supply people may refer to this listing as the "M14" instead
of the Stock Number Directory. So it is helpful to know not only the
names of the various listings, but also the control numbers.

Any computer listing is only as good a tool as the person using
it. If you know how the listings are set up and the different types
of information each one contains, you'll know which listing to refer
to when the time comes. Keeping this in mind, let's take a look at
the format of the Stock Number Directory. On the next page is an
extract from the M14, and the facing peg,: explains the entries on the
listing.

-3-
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STOCK NUMBER DIRECTORY/M14

The figure facing this page is a sample Stock Number Directory/M14.

Look at the hand-numbered items as we discuss each one.

The sequence (order) of the M14 is byl 1. ascending stock nmmber and

2. system designator within 3. type account. Let's take each separately.

1. Ascending stock number: starting with the lowest stock number

and working up to the highest stock number. FSG 4710 would be listed

before 4730.

2. Ascending system designator: this school uses only SD 01, but

there are many more. Certain stock numbers are listed in more than one

system designator; if, for example, NSN 1270 00 073 1626 is assigned to

both 01 and 02 systems, it would be listed in the 01 portion of the M14

before the 02 portion.

3. Type account code: this code identifies either a type of

organization to which the item is assigned, or the type of materiel

normally accounted for in that account. For instance, B = base supply,

E = base equipment, L = library, M = medical supply etc. The M14 on the

facing page, as you can see, is type account B - base supplies.

4. Namencl:Iture always gives the proper name of the item unless it

is classified information.

This column will tell you if there is a master or

interchangeable item for the stock number you are working with.

6. Price. The standard cost for the item you are working with.

7. ERRC. The expendability-repairability-recoverability code of

the item.

8. Warehouse location. This is a very important entry for

Materiel Storage and Distribution personnel, as you will learn later

in the course.

. Date. This is the Julian date the M14 was produced.
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/027
N. you can see why the Stock Number Directory is such a valuable

tool to supply personnel.
Receiving clerks and inspectors do a great

deal of research in this listing, and Storage and Issue personnel use

it as a locator for locating property in storage and to prepare changes

to warehouse locations.

Before we continue with the lesson, see how much you have learned

about the Stock Number Directory by writing short responses to the

following:

Ql. The Stock Number Directory is an external record of

Q2. How often is tha 1414 produced?

Q3. The Stock Number Directory, along with other listings and reports,

may prove to be especially valuable during , when

internal records are inaccessibe (rot available).

Q4. What is the aequence of the Stock Number Directory?

Q5. What is the control number of the Stock Number Directory?

Use the extract from the Stock Number Directory (page 4) to answer the

following questions:

Q6. What is the unit price for the adapter with stock number 4730001529916?

Q7. What is the warehouse location for the bushing with NSN-4730001960900?

The Stock Number Directory is probably the listing you will use

the most in your job. However, there are other listings which you will

find helpful and should be familiar with. The first one we'll discuss

is the Daily Reject Listing/D02.

A reject occurs when an input cannot be processed by the computer.

This could be because the remote operator made an error or because the

requested information isn't available. (You'll learn more about rejects

in lesson 7 of this block.) So, if the computer detects an error during

processing, the program is stopped, a reject program takes aver,

and a reject notice is output.
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In order to function efficiently, Base Supply management personnel

need to know why the rejects occur. The Daily Relectitinlit is used

to identify those activities or individuals that are causing reject

conditions. Are the personnel simply careless, or have they not been

trained to make inputs correctly? Is all the equipment working properly,

or do some internal records perhaps lack information? The listing

explains the reason for the reject, and identifies the input device

over which the incorrect input was made.

The Daily Reject Listing is produced in two parts. The first part

lists, by device, all of the rejects that have occurred that day.

The second part serves another important purpose. It is a cumulative

list of rejects from previous days that have not yet been cleared.

Entries on this part of the listing require immediate corrective action.

Most Air Force bases have a local policy which states that rejects

must be cleared within one work day. Chances are it won't be your

responsibility to clear rejects. Your supervisor will have that job.

But you should be aware that all rejects that occur must be cleared,

and the second part of the D02 is important in this process.

The following page shaws an extract from the Daily Reject Listing.

On the facing page is an explanation of the entries.
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DAILY REJECT LISTING/D02

The figure facing this page is an extract from the 1)02. Overall

printing of the listing is by system designator and input device. For

example, all the rejects for remote device 06 would be printed before

those for 07. You will receive only the portion of the D02 which shows

rejects for the remote device(s) you work with. For each device and

system designator, rejects are sequenced by TRIC code.

Two parts of the listing are shown. The top of the page shows

the rejects occurring on remote (input device) pp. The sixth entry

on the extract is explained in detail. Information for each reject

may vary, but always includes the TRIC code, stock number, reject

code, and a phrase explaining the reject along with brief instructions

on the action required to clear the reject. The lower part of the

page shows the cumulative listing of the rejects which have not been

cleared for remote 00.

You may be wondering how the computer keeps track of errors or

pulls this particular information from all the other information it

stores. Remember what you have learned about internal and external

records. The computer stores information about rejects which have

occurred on the internal error suspense records. It is these records

which are used to produce the D02.
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See how well you understand the purpose and use of the Daily

Reject Listing by writing short responses to the following:

Q8. What is the purpose of the Daily Reject Listing?

Q9. Which part of the DO2 lists rejects from previous days that have

not been cleared?

Q10. What is the sequence of the DO2 within system designator and device?

Q11. What input device was involved with the rejects listed on the
top portion of the extract on page 8 of this text?

Hopefully, by now you have noticed a very helpful thing - the names
of things in a supply system usually tell you what their purpose or
function is, whether it's the name of a branch or a ource of supply or,

in this lesson, an output product. The Stock Number Directory is a
directory of all national stock numbers assigned to Base Supply

accounts (just like the telephone directory lists all users of telephones).

The Daily Reject Listing is a list of all the rejects for one day.

Keeping this in mind, you should be able to guess the purpose of the

next listing. It is called the Daily Document Register/D04.
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Just as the D02 lists all rejects for one day, the D$4 lists all

transactions which successfully
processed through the computer for one day.

(These will be the transactions which have produced documents, thus the

name of the listing). Many people, both in and out of Base Supply, use

this listing. Base Supply customers are provided with that part of the

listing which shows all the transactions which processed for their shop

and internal supply functions. For example, Training Service Division

would receive only that part of the DO4 that lists the issues, turn-ins,

etc. that affect the Training Service Division.

The Daily Document Register is printed in two parts. The part you

will be most concerned with is part I. This part lists not only the

transactions processed for specified organizations, but also those for

internal supply functions necessary to keep records current and correct.

For example, warehouse changes are indicated on this list. Part 1 is often

used as a checklist to make sure indicated changes are made. (You'll

learn the procedures for processing warehouse changes in the next block).

The next page contains an extract from the Daily Document Register,

and the facing page explains some of the entries on the listing.
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DAILY DOCUMENT REGISTER/D04

Entries on the D04, such as the one facing this page, are grouped by

system designator (01 and 02) and type account code (B for supplies,

E for equipment, L for library materials).

This extract shows a portion of part 1. It shows other entries which,

you will notice, are sequenced by document number down the right-hand

column. Next to these document numbers are the TRIC codes, which explain

the types of transactions involved.

See how well you understand the use of the Daily Document Register

by writing short responses to the followings

Q12. What is the control number of the Daily Document Register?

Q13. The Daily Document Register lists:

Q14. What is the normal sequence of part 1 of the Daily Document Register?

Another listing that is very important is the Daily Transaction

Register/D06. Like the Daily Document Register, the Daily Transaction

Register is taken from the internal transaction history records.

You probably won't use this listing a great deal at first because

its primary purpose is to provide supply personnel with a tool for
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determining corrective action for adjusting record balances. This

will be your supervisor's job, not yours. However, this listing is

important enough that you should be familiar with it.

An extract from the DO6 is printed on the facing page. Below are

explanations of some of the entries.

DAILY TRANSACTION REGISTER/D06

The DO6 extract facing this page is printed by system designator and

type account. Using the 1)06 page by page, the sequence is by

stock number and transaction serial number.

1. Stock numbers are listed in numerical order on the first line

with such item record indicative data as ERRC designator, unit of issue,

budget code and name of the item.

2. This line contains the information input for the stock number, such

as issues/ISU, turn-ins/TIN, receipts/REC, transfers/TRH, due-outs/DUO,

etc. If one of these transactions caused a discrepancy in stock

balances, here is where the error would be found and corrected.

The first entries on the lines under each stock number are the

transaction serial numbers. They are listed in the order in which

they occur for that particular stock number. Transaction serial

numbers break down very simply. 822300223 would be:

Julian date the 223rd transaction on day 8223

The transaction serial number will appear on DD Forme 1348-1 output

on remote devices.

3. Notice that the right side of the listing contains the document
number and TRIC/DIC code of the transaction.
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You can see that the Daily Transaction Register differs from the
Daily Document Register primarily in format. The D04 is used to

research transactions affecting a particular organization or shop.

The DO6 is used to research transactions affecting a particular stock
number.

Write short responses to the following questions concerning the
Daily Transaction Register before continuing with the lesson.

Q15. What is the control number of the Daily Transaction Register?

Q16. How is the Daily Transaction Register sequenced?

Q17. Briefly explain the purpose of the Daily Transaction Register.

A final listing you should be familiar with is the Daily
Delinquent Document Listing. In most cases when a transaction is
processed through the computer, a document of some sort is produced.
You will learn in later lessons that the first copy of each of these
documents must always be filed in the Document Control Section.
When these documents are not processed and received by Document Control
within five workdays, they are considered delinquent, and an extra
effort must be extended to find and process them.

This listing is the primary tool used in the search. It is

produced in six copies, one of which is forwarded to the Materiel

Storage and Distribution Branch. Someone in the branch will be appointed
to be the delinquent document monitor. This job can be either
part or full time depending on the size of the base and the efficiency

of its supply people.
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The delinquent document monitor must screen the Delinquent

Document Listing against the document o. in official files in the

Materiel Storage and Distribution Branch. When necessary he must locate

either the original document or a duplicate of it. To do this ha will

chech file baskets, pickup and delivery trucks, and other places where

people are known to put out,)ut copies of documents. When ha finds

delinquent documents, ha has them completed, annotates the Delinquent

Documeut Listing, and forwards both to Documant Control. For those

documents not forwarded, the monitor must annotate the reason on the

listing, telling the current status of the documents and where they

are.

This is not a hit-or-miss process. The output remote device number

for the source (original) document is shown on the Delinquent Document

Listing, so the monitor knows the area in the branch to start lookine

for a delinquent source document. The next page shows an extract from

the Daily Delinquent Document Listing and the facing page explains

some of the entries.
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DAILY DELINQUENT DOCUMENT LISTING

The extract facing this page is a sample from a Daily Delinquent

Document Listing. This printout has no report control nulber. That

is because it is produced from document control cards instead

of an internal record.

The sequence and format varies from base to base depending on its

needs and the needs of the major command. For this reason,

a standard format and sequence for this listing is not practical.

The Daily Delinquent Document Listing should normally be produced

in transaction date sequence. However, branch supervisors may have

their portion of the listing produced by TRIC code, output device,

document number,etc. In other words, they may have the listing

printed in the sequence that helps them most.

The sample is annotated with the types of information found on

Daily Delinquent Document Listings. Not every base would want

or need all the information given here.
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Before continuing with the lesson, write short responses to

the following questions and statements. Then complete the criterion

exercise that follows.

Q18. The Daily Delinquent Document Listing is used by monitors

to

Q19. How is the Daily Delinquent Document Listing sequenced?

Q20. Copy the names of the reports and listings below. For each

indicate the control number (if there is one). Following each name,

write the letter(s) of the description(s) that correctly match

the listing.

Daily Delinquent Document Listing

Daily Reject Listing

Daily Transaction Register

Daily Document Register

141

a. Used to identify personnel
who need additional training
on remotes

b. Used to trace delinquent

documents

c. Shows who is causing reject

conditions

d. Lists only those transactions
which successfully processed
through the computer

e. Shows base supply customers what
transactions processed for
them that day

f. Lists source documents not
processed within five workdays

g. Shows all transactions affecting
a particular stock number that

processed on a given day

Several times in this lesson we have mentioned the Document Control

Section. It is normally manned by Inventory Management Specialists, so

you probably won't be assigned there. However, the duties of this

section require cooperation throughout Base Supply, so it is important

that you understand a little about them.

-20-
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Thousands of documents are initiated in the Base Supply system each

year. Final responsibility for the correctness of these documents rests

with the Document Control Section in the Supply Systeme Branch.

Document Control's primary responsibility is to insure that each

transaction affecting any stock record is processed through ADPM.

(This is necessary to insure that computer records are correct.) In other

words, they make lure that every receipt, issue, turn-in, shipment

or transfer is input to update the internal stock records. Each of

these transactions either adds to or takes away from the total stock

balance. Therefore it is essential to insure that every transaction is

input and processed through the computer.

Another responsibility of Document Control personnel is to
perform final quality control an all supply documents they process. At

this point we should take time to explain the difference between the

terms "quality control" and "final quality control". Every person

in Base Supply who handles a document is responsible for checking it

for proper signatures, stamps, dates, and other entries. This

is called quality control. For example, if you are the receiving

clerk and are given a receipt from a source of supply to process, you

are supposed to make sure all the required entries have been made

on the document. If a required entry is missing, you should correct

the error before the document is sent to the Document Control Section.

This will save a lot of time when final quality control is performed.

When copies (usually copy 1) of supply transaction forms (called

source documents) arrive in Document Control, they are checked for

completeness and then divided into work process files according

to the type of document.

During end-of-day (EOD) processing, the computer outputs one card

for every source document that processed successfully through the

computer. These cards, called document control cards (DCC), are

forwarded to the Document Control Section. There Document Control clerks

compare them against the source documents in the work process files.
When doing this, the clerks check to make sure that there is a source
document for every DCC card, that the information on the document
matches that on the card, and that the docunent has been completed

correctly. This is called final quality control.

Errors or omissions on the source documents are corrected
by Document Control personnel when such action is practicable. Otherwise

the document will be returned to the responsible activity for
immedicate correction before being returned to Document Control.

-21-
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Too much emphasis cannot be placed on quick processing of source

documents by everyone involved with them. These documents normally

become delinquent if they have not been completely processed and

cleared within five workdays of the time they were first output.

To find out which documents are delinquent, Document Control clerks

screen the DCC card file against the source document files every day.

All DCC cards that represent delinquent documents are hand carried

to ADPM and input to produce the Daily Delinquent Document Listing

(which we have just learned about).

The source documents you process are considered very important

pieces of paper. If you are careless and don't process them

correctly, you are not doing your job and may have to answer embarassing

questions.

After source documents have been completed and processed, and

final quality control has been performed on them, they are either

filed in the appropriate document file or destroyed.

Most of the duties that have been discussed in this portion of

the lesson probably will not be your responsibility. But while chances

are slight that you will be working in the Document Control Section,

you will definitely work with it. It is important for you to

perform initial quality control on all the documents you handle, making

sure that they have all the required entries. You must also be sure

that you handle all documents with appropriate timeliness. You don't

want to be responsible for any delinquent documents.

See how much you remember about the functions of the Document

Control Section by writing short responses to the following:

Q21. When you check supply transaction documents for complete

signatures, dates, stamps, or other entries, this is called:

Q22. Normally, how many workdays pass before a document is considered

delinquent?

Q23. Who performs final quality control?

-22-
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144
SUMMARY

In this lesson you have learned about some of the listings which

are essential to a smooth upply operation.

The Stock Number DirectoryiN14 is a listing that is especially

important to Materiel Facilities Specialists. It is the external print-

out of the internal item records. It serves storage and issue personnel

as a warehouse locator listing and is also a valuable research tool for

receiving clerks and inspectors.

The Daily Reject Listing/D92 is a daily print out of all the

rejects that have occurred during the day. It is used to identify those

activities or individuals that are causing reject conditions.

The Daily Document Register/D04 lists all transactions that have

successfully processed through the computer on a given day. Customers

of Base Supply receive the part of the listing that shows transactions

affecting their shop. Materiel Facilities personnel are most

concerned with part 1 of this listing which contains, among other

things, warehouse changes.

The Daily Transaction Register/D06 differs in format from the

1)04 in that it is grouped by stock nunber rather than organization. This

listing is used to determine all the transactions that have occurred

for a particular stock number on a given day.

The Daily Delinquent Document Listing identifies those source

documents which are overdue in the Document Control Section (normally,

documents that are more than five workdays old.)

The final part of the lesson discussed the duties of the Document

Control Section. It is this section's responsibility to insure that

each transaction affecting any stock record is processed through ADPM.

While you should not be assigned to this section, you must work closely

with it. You will do this by performing initial quality control

on all docunents you handle, and by processing documents in a timely

manner. Your supervisor may also be involved with tracing delinquent

documents.

This completes the lesson on reports, listings and document

control. Review the objective listed on the first page. When you

feel confident about the material covered, you are ready to take

the lesson appraisal.
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larOKIS, LISTINGS, AND DOCUMENT CONTROL

Block II, Lesson 6

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. Internal item records

Q2. Monthly

Q3. Post-post operations

QA. Ascending stock number and system designator within type account

Q5. M14

Q6. $107.00

Q7. 19A 013 DOC

Q8. To identIfy activities or individuals that are causing reject
conditions and to insure that all rejects are cleared

1 45

Q9. The second part

Q10. System designator and input device, and by TRIC code for each device

Q11. 62

Q12. DO4

Q13. All transactions which successfully processed through the computer

Q14. System designator, type account, and document number (down right column)

Q15. DO6

Q16. System designator, type account, then stock number and transaction
serial number

Q17. To provide information on all transactions that have processed, which
affect a particular stock number

Q18. Trace delinquent documents

Q19. This is a local management decision

-1-
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Q20:

Daily Document Listing b1 f

D42 Daily Reject Listing a c

£46 Daily Transaction Register L.

£44 Daily Document Register d e

Q21. Quality control

Q22. Five

Q23. Document Control Section

Q24. Document Control Cards

-2-
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retaining :ey points covered in material you have studied.
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Supply Training Branch PT G3A8R64531AQQ_

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado 80230 March 1978

REJECTS, MANAGEMENT NOTICES, A INQUIRIES

SCOPE

In this lesson we are going to discuss rejects, management notices,

and inquiries. These transactions deal with internal computer records.

Rejects result when the computer detects an error while attempting to

process a transaction. Management notices are produced by the computer

to alert you of a special condition. Although management notices do

not always require action, they do aid in processing transactions.

Inquiries are input to the computer to obtain information from internal

records. They are very useful when utilized properly. To become a

productive worker in Base Supply you must become familiar with and be

able to process each of these transactions.

OBJECTIVES

(1) Determine corrective and/or required action for three reject

and management notices.

(2) Prepare an inquiry input and interpret at least six data

elements from inquiry output notices.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson, you will need an extract of AFM 67-1,

AIS Module Test Form #2, a piece of scratch paper, and one blank

AF Form 1991.

Supersedes AV 001-04-04-01 and IS 001-04-04-02, no dates

002-02-07-01



Recently, you learned how to operate the Remote Keyboard Printer.
Hopefully, all your inputs were accepted by the computer.

There are occasions, however, when the computer will reject your
input. There are two reasons for a reject. First, the computer does
not contain the internal data required for processing the input trans-
action, or second, and most common, an error was made on the input.
Incorrect inputs cost money in terms of man hours and materials. An
error must be corrected so that the input is accepted and processed.

Let's cover an internal problem first. Suppose you work in
the Receiving Section and a shipment of property is delivered to
you for receipt processing. When you attempt to process the receipt,
the computer rejects yOur input because the due-in document number is
not loaded in the internal records of the computer. You know
that the due-in document number must be loaded before this transaction
can be processed. In this case, the computer will reject the input
because the necessary internal data is not available.

The other reason for a reject is because of an error upon input.
This could result from the Remote Keyboard Printer operator typing
in the wrong information or the input being prepared incorrectly.

Regardless of the reason, when an error is made on an input, the
computer will let you know. You will receive an output which will
identify the reason for the reject. The purpose of a reject notice,
then, is to identify the type of reject.

As soon as the computer detects an error on an input or cannot
locate the required internal record, the reject program takes over
and stops the processing of your transaction. The computer cannot
stop you from typing in erroneous data, but it can and will stop
processing your request. When this happens, you are notified of the
action by a reject notice.

2
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ISO

When an input is rejected, two separate actions take place and

both are the result of the reject program. First, as we have mentioned,

a reject notice is produced and second, the computer establishes an

internal record of the rejected data. This record is called the error

suspense record.

These two actions taken by the reject program are like the action

taken on a bad check. The bank does not pay out any money and it keeps

a record of the transaction until corrective action is taken.

You can see that reject notices art important because they tell

you that some type of action must be taken in order to reprocess the

input. Once the input processes, the error suspense record for that

reject will be cleared. Each reject notice is assigned a three digit
numeric code followed by the letters "REJ" meaning, of course, reject.
The code relates to an explanation of the reject and the action re-

quired to clear it. All of these codes are listed in AFM 67-1, Volume

II, Part Two, Chapter 30. Figure 1 is an example of a 356 reject.
Notice that besides the "356 RFJ" there is also a plain language
phrase which tells you in general terms what is wrong with your input

or why the reject occurred. lhe 356 reject notice tells us that the due-

in detail record is not loaded-see chapter 30.

153
3
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In other words, the receipt you tried to process cannot be accepted

because the due-in document number (card columns 30-43) is not loaded

in the computer. The phrase also references a place for you to go and

find what corrective action is required.

As we stated earlier, all
corrective actions are listed in chapter

30. Each type reject has a three-digit code that identifies it. This

threedigit code is followed by the letters "REJ." Chapter 30 lists

all of these codes in numerical sequence. Obtain the extract of AFM

67-1 and locate the 356 reject on page 30-56b.

4
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Below the first section, locate the section entitle "action."
The first part of the entry explains the format for the reject notice.
Below this is the section that spells out the corrective action that
you must take in order to successfully process the transaction. In

this case, you ,00uld correct the input document number (card columns
30-43) and reinput. Paragraphis "a" through "e" listed in the section
below the "action" line identify additional corrective action steps for
specific conditions.

Do not be concerned about trying to remember all rejects aLl
their respective corrective actions. As you can sees that would be

an impossible task for even the most experienced supply personnel.
The point to remember is where to find corrective action for a reject.

Why is this important? Think about it. All transactions have a

purpose behind them, so i, you tried to make an input you must have

had a reason. Therefore, when you get a reject, you must find out

what you did wrong, take corrective action, and then reinput the

transaction. By doing so, you accomplish not only the purpose of
the original transaction, but y-u also clear the reject as well.
You should do this as soon as pnssible because, as a general rule,
rejects should be processed and cleared within one workday.

At the end of every workday, the computer uses the error suspense
records to prepare the Daily Reject Listing. (You learned a little

about the reject listing in the last lesson). This listing is then

distributed to each branch at the beginning the next workday. Be-

cause the Daily Reject Listing is a product of the error suspense

records, it shows every reject that has occurred. Remember, once

the reject has been cleared, it will be erased from the error suspense

record and no longer appear on the Daily Reject Listing.

This completes the part of the lesson ou rejects. Let's test

what you've learned so far. Answer the following criestions on a

sheet of scratch paper. Once you have finished, check your responses
with the answer key located at your instructor's desk.

1 55
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Ql. What are the two reasons for a reject?

Q2. What is output when a typing error is made?

Q3. When is the error suspense record created?

Q4. Each reject is assigned a digit numeric code

followed by the letters "REJ."

Q5. Research chapter 30 of AFM 67-1 for the reject shown in

figure 24below and write down the oorrective action.
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As you have learned, rejects occur when an error has been made.

However, a mistake is not the only thing that stops computer processing.

Sometimes the computer stops when it needs your help. It tells you

this with a management notice.

Management notices are output by the compyter primarily to

initiate some sort of action on your part. Stnce the computer cannot

make external decisions, your expertise is required. You possess the

knowledge and experience required to make these types of decisions.

A management notice tells you that an external decision or some

external action must be taken before the computer can process a particular

transaction. So you see, the computer cannot do everything!

Just like reject notices, management notices are also identified

by a three digit alpha/numeric code. In most cases, the code is pre-

ceded by a letter. We will be concernPd only with the letter "I" be-

cause it appears on the managemect notices you'll process most often.

r-ollowing the alpha/numeric code the letters "MGT" will appear on

-4-igement notice. A plain language phrase describing what decision

M made,or what action should be taken will follow tEe letters

As was the case with rejects, all management codes are listed in

chapter 30 of AFM 67-1. Figure 3 is an example of a 1015 management

notice.

1S7
7
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What action would you take with this management notice? To find

out, turn to page 30-144 of the AFM 67-1 extract. Well, according to

the entry for 1015, the required action is to hold the property in a

holding area pending receipt of DD Form 1348-1, Transfer to DPDO.

Let's consider an example of how a management notice is used.

Suppose an organization requests four aircraft tires from Base Supply.

The supply personnel process this request through the computer and it

determines that since three tires are available in the warehouse they

8
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will be issued and the fourth tire will be back ordered. The computer

will output a management notice telling the supply personnel of the

situation so that the information can be passed on to the requesting

Organization.

As you can see, the computer is not capable of doing everything.

You have learned that the computer is programmed to do a variety of

things;however, some decisions cannot be made by the computer. This

is where you, the specialist,come in handy. Because of your ability

to make decisions, it's up to you to assist the computer in processing

transactions.

Let's take a break and answer the following questions. Record

your answers on a piece of scratch paper. Remember to check your

answers against the answer key at the instructor's desk.

Q6. What is output if the computer is not able to process an input

because the necessary internal data is not available?

1
9
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Q7. Rejects are recorded on what record?

Q8. When is a management notice output?

000 IMOLAI UN! MIA AOLIIA011/1110CIIP DOGUNINT

Q9. On what page in the AFM 67-1 extract would corrective

action be found for the reject notice in figure 4?

10
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Figure 5

Q10. What action is to be taken for the management notice shown

in figure 5?

So far we have discussed two ways the computer asks for your help.

The final part of the lesson we'll be concerned with is just the reverse.

Now you can get help from the computer. As you learned in Block 1, data

is contained in both internal (basic, detail, and support) and external

(work listings and suspense files) records. When you need information

you should always try to find the answers in work listings or suspense

files first. All of the management products you heard about in the

last lesson are there for you to use. This is because obtaining
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information from the internal records requires the use of costly

computer time that could be useki for higher priority requests. For

example, if you wanted to find the warehouse location for an item

you should check the Stock Number Directory since it lists warehouse

locations.

However, if the information you are trying to locate is not

available in work listings or suspense files, you must ask the

computer. This is called an "inquiry."

The computer is loaded with information and is willing to tell you

anything it knows, as long as you ask in the right format. The correct

format is in the form of an inquiry. The purpose, then, of an inquiry

is to obtain information from an internal record stored in the computer.

As you know, the only way to converse with the computer is through

the use of an input that is in the proper format. For inquiry inputs,

you must prepare either an AF Form 1530 or AF Form 1991. For school

purposes you will use AF Form 1991. AF Form 1530 is ideal for field

use because it can accomodate numerous requests. For all inquiries

the computer will produce an output notice that contains the requested

data. The output notice is DD Form 1348-1.

Figure 6 is the format to follow when preparing an inquiry. As

you can see, it specifies the type of data to put in each card column.

Card column 7 is where you are required to indicate the type of inquiry

you are processing. These types are explained in note 1 of figure 6.

Because this is such an important entry on the input, let's discuss
each of the types listed in detail as we proceed through the remainder of

this lesson. (Incidentally, there are many more that are not shown here.)

Take a minute to examdne the information available for each type of

inquiry listed.

Take a few minutes to examine the format in figure 6. Then we'll

go through the step by step procedures for preparing an inquiry.

12
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INQUIRY FORMAT

Card Columns Information Comments

1-3 TRIC INQ

7 Type Inquiry See Note 1

Designator

8-22 Stock Number

30-43 Document Number Type "7"
Inquiry Only

Note 1: Type Inquiry Designators are as follows:

Designator Data to be Obtained

1 System Designator, Unit of Issue,
Quantity on hand in the Warehouse,
Security Classification, Unit Cost,
and Warehouse Location

2 List all detail records for the input
stock number (Due-in, Due-out, Supply

Point, arid Equipment details)

7 Tells WI/ether or not the input document
number/is loaded in the computer

/ (slash) Provides exception and stock control
data. Lists all exception codes for the
input stock number

Figure 6

13
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Let's prepare an inquiry following the format in figure 6. Before

we begin, make sure you have a blank AF Form 1991.

Be sure to complete each entry as we discuss it. According to the

format, carti columns 1 through 3 will be the first entry. This entry

is called the TRIC (transaction identification code). The TRIC for

an inquiry is "INQ.° So coaplete the first three card columns maw.

Card column 7 is the next required entry. It contains the type

inquiry designator code. This code is determined by the type of in-

formation desired. Some of the choices are explained in note 1. For

example, if you needed to know the unit price for an item, you would

process a type "1" inquiry. Why? Because unit cost is listed with

the data to be obtained for a designator of "1."

Complete card column 7 of your AF Form 1991 by selecting and

entering the appropriate type inquiry designator that will provide

the issue exception code of an item.

Your final task in completing this problem is to enter the stock

number. The stock number is placed in card columns 8 through 22.

Let's say that the stock number for this problem is 15600075383748X.

Enter it now!

Now take a second to check your work. Compare the AF Form 1991

you just completed against the completed one in figure 7. Hopefully

your AF Form 1991 is a duplicate of the one in figure 7.

14
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Figure 7

Notice that the format indicates that some inputs require an

additional entry in card columns 30-43. However, note 1 explains that

the document number is entered orly if you are preparing a type "7"

inquiry. Unlike other inquiries, the type "7" inquiry must contain a

document number instead of a stock number.

Let's look at an example of when a type "7" inquiry is used.

Say you ordered a desk for your office last month. Because you have

not received it, your supervisor directs you to find out what has

happened to the order. (This is called status Since Base Supply
furnished you with a document number for the order at the time it

was placed, you should use it when inquiring the computer. Remember,

a type "7" inquiry will contain a document number, not a stock number.

There are many different types of inquiries (the format shows only

a few) and a great deal of information is printed on each output notice

that results from an input. For this lesson you are not expected to

interpret all of the information on every output notice. However,

you must be able to interpret the more important portions.

15
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Let's start with the type "1" inquiry. You will need a copy of

the AFM 67-1 extract to complete this problem. Figure 8 is an example

of a type "1" inquiry. How do we know for sure that this is in fact

a type "1" inquiry? Well, look at the first line of print (commonly

referred to as the input image). Notice that a "1" appears directly

below card column 7! Can you remember what card column 7 on an inquiry

format identifies? If you have forgotten, then refresh your memory by

looking at the inquiry format in figure 6. Hopefully, you determined

that card column 7 identifies the type inquiry designator.

This confirms the fact that figure 8 is, in fact, a type "1" inquiry.

Let's examine figure 8 closely and interpret selected information.
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Figure 8
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Chapter 23 of the AFM 67-1 extract is titled, "Management Products."
Since an inquiry output is considered a management product, this chapter

will be our reference for interpreting inquiries. Open your AFM 67-1

extract to the table of contents. Notice that section D is titled,

"File Interrogation System." Since "interrogation" is a fifty dollar

word for inquiry this will be the section we'll use when interpreting

an inquiry. Now turn your AFM 67-1 extract to page 23-58. This is the
attachment that explains the output format on an inquiry. It explains

the information contained in each card column of each line on the output

form. We are mainly interested in the "Basic Item Record Data" which

is shown on line 2 of the form and explained on the left side of page

23-58. Locate it now. Notice that the first entry under the heading

is "Stock Number" which should be printed in cari columns 1 through 15

on line two of the output notice in figure 8. Now check Figure 8 and

locate the stock number.

Take a look at the next entry on the output form. It is 01 in

card columns 17 and 18. What does this mean? According to the format

on page 23-58 those card columms contain the system designator. Next

comes the unit of issue, then the serviceable balance, and so on. The

thing to remember is that you should use the format on page 23-58 to
locate and interpret information of the output notice.

As previously mentioned, you will not be held responsible for
memorizing all information printed on an inquiry output notice, but

you will need to remember where to locate the appropriate format.
The data highlighted in figure 8 represents the type of information

you will normally be checkingion.

Let's take a few minutes to test your understanding of interpreting

a type "1" inquiry. Use figure 8 and your AFM 67-1 extract to answer

the following questions. Record your answers on a piece of scratch

paper. When you have finished, grade your work by using the answer

key at the instructor's desk.

Q11. What is the controlled item code?

Q12. Which card columns contain the unit price of an item on

a type "1" inquiry?

17
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Q13. What is the serviceable balance for this item?

Now let's discuss the type "/" (slash) inquiry. Figure 9 is

an example of a slash inquiry.

Notice that the second line of print contains the same information

as the second line of print on a type "1" inquiry. Now lft's focus

our attention on the third line of print of figure 9. As before, refer

to page 23-58 as we interpret the data on line 3 in figure 9.
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Figure 9
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The format for interpreti-o line 3 in Figure 9 is located below

thE column titled, "Exception Oats," Notice that the first entry
under this heading is 'Nomenclature" and that it is located in card

:olumns 1 through 19. Now look at Figure 9 and locate the nomenclature

'valve fuel drain.°

The next entries on this line are used to show he tjpe of exception

code that has been assigned to the item. The IX5 ;n card columns 30-32

indicates that the item has an issue exception code 5. Because there
are no assigned codes following the EX (excess exception), RX (requisition
exception), and SX (shipment exception) we can assume that the item doesn't

have them. If an exception code is assigned to an item it will appear
immediately following the appropriate abbreviated phrase; otherwise it

will be left blank.

Try this one! What is the shipment exception code for the item in

Figure 10?
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Looking at Figure 10, it's relatively easy to see that "3" is

the shipment exception code, but did you follow the proper procedure?

What .1- the proper procedure? Well, first you should have checked

page 23-58 to determine in which card column the shipment exception

code is printed. Then you would locate the shipment exception code

in figure 10 using the information you obtained from page 23-58. Now

that wasn't too difficult to figure out, was it?

Let's take a break and answer a few questions about a slash

inquiry. Use page 23-58 and figure 10 to answer the following

questions.

Q14. What is the issue exception code for the item in figure 10?

C15. Which card column contains the requisition exception code?

Q16. What information is printed in card columns 1 through 19

on line 3 of a slash inquiry?

Now, let's look at the type "2" inquiry. As indicated in note 1

of figure 6, a type "2" inquiry provides a list of all detail records

that are linked to the item record of the input stock number. Figure 11

is an example of a 'ype "2" inquiry.

Although chapter 23 is the basic guide used for interpreting

inquiries, it is not the only reference used. It takes a lot of

practice to know exactly where to go. We must use chapter 4 to

interpret the detail records listed on a type "2" inquiry. Turn

now to the table of contents for chapter 4 in your AFM 67-1 extra

As you can see, section C contains many different types of detail

records. For school purposes, we will examine only the due-in and

due-out detail records because they a-e the most frequentiiied.

Let's start with the due-out detail record. Turn to page 442A.

The right-hand column of the upper half of the page shows the print

positions on an inquiry printout for various bits of information.

Notice the entries that are underlined. These entries represent

the most important data about due-out detail records that you would

:nd on an ilquiry. Let's locate this data on Figure 11.

20
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According to page 4-12A, the first bit of information to be located

is the quantity due-out printed in card columns 18 through 22. Now

look at line 3 of figure 11 and locate the quantity due-out. In this

case the quantity due-out is 00002.
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Figure 11

Refer back to page 4-12A and identify the next bit of information

to be fourd on a due-out detail record. Hopefully you discovered that

the "type detail" code in card column 23 is the next entry to be located.

Notice that in parenthesis next to the "type detail" is the letter 0.

This identifies the entry as a due-out detail record (You can find a

complete 'ist of type detail codes and what they represent in chapter 3

of AFM 67-1, Volume II, Part Two). Now look at figure 12 and locate the

type detail code. 1S1
21
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Figure 12

Hopefully you found a type detail code 0 on line 3 of figurv 12.

This tells us that this entry (line 3) is in fact a due-out detail.

The last entry that we'll look at according to page 4-12A is the

"document number.' Notice that the document number is printed in

card columns 24 through 37. Locate the "document number" on line 3

of figure 13.
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Figure 13

What is tie document number for figure 137 Your respunse should have

been X103WS72450013. We can briefly sum up what we have found on the

type "2" inquiry by saying that a quantity of two is due-out on document

number X103WS72450013. Wasn't that easy?

Now let's examine a due-in detail record. Notice that the due-in

detail record format is lccdted at the top of page 4-10 of your AFM

67-1 extract.
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The underlined entries on page 4-10 are the ones we will focus

our attention on.
According to page 4-10 the first entry we will

look at is the quantity due-in printed in card columns 18 through 22.

Since line 4 of figure 14 is a due-in detail record, locate the quantity

due-in.
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Figure 14

The next entry we'll look at is in card column 23

format, card column 23 contains the "type detail"

identify the type detail code on line 4 on figure

fact that line 4 of figure 15 is in fact a due-in

24
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Figure 15

The last entry inpfigure 15 that is important to interpret is in

card columns 30 through 37. Let's look at page 4-10 and find out

what information is contained in these card columns. Card columns 30

through 37 contain the requisition (due-in) number. Locate the requisition

number on line 4 of figure 15. Hopefully you found that the requisition

number was 7256 0167.

The requisition number is important because it indicates that action

has been taken by Base Supply to order the requested item from the source

of supply. This inquiry has told us, then, that a quantity of 0004 is

duo-in on requisition number 7245 0167.
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Before we discuss the last type of inquiry, answer the following

questions on a piece of scratch paper. Don't forget to check your

answers against the answer key at your instructor's desk.

Use figure 16 and page 4-12A to answer questions 17 through 19.

Q17. What is the type detail code for a due-out uetail record*

Q18. What is the due-out document number?

Q19. What is the due-out quantity?

Use figure 16 and page 4-10 to answer questions 20 and 21.

Q20. What is the quantity due-in?

Q21. What is the due-in document number?
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Figure 16
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Now it's time to discuss the last type of inquiry. This one is the

simplest of all to interpret. As previously mentioned, the type "7"

inquiry interrogates the computer using a document number.

Suppose you submitted a request to Base Supply for three snow shovels.

Since this is not considered a mission essential requirement, your request

would be given routine handling. This means that Base Supply would notify

you of sUAus on this request by forwarding a management notice to you

through normal distribution channels. Let's say that a week has elapsed

since the requirement was initiated and the management notice has not

been received. Because Base Supply furnished you with a document number

at the time you submitted the request, you could process a type "7" inquiry

to find out whether or not the document number is loaded. If the inquiry

output notice shows that the document number is loaded then you would

know that the shovels were on back-order. When the document number on a

type "7" inquiry is loaded, the computer will print the input document

number on line 2 of the output notice, DD Form 1348-1. Figure 17 is

an example of a type 117" inquiry that tells us the document number is

loaded. Notice that in the input document number, X144AG73450024 is
repeated on the second line of print in figure 17.
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On the other hand, if an input document number is not loaded,

the computer will tell you so by printing a plain language phrase.

This phrase is printed on the second line of the output notice.

Figure 18 is a type "7" inquiry that processed for a document number

that has not been loaded. Notice the phrase printed on line 2.
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Figure 18

The main difference between the type "2" inquiry and type "7"

inquiry is that the type "2" lists all detail records for a stock

number whereas the type "7" provides informltion for one document

number at a time.
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Inquiries are input through the Remote Keyboard Printer or the

Main Card Reader. Inquiries have the same priority as any other
input; therefore, the control of inquiries is very important. If

information is not needed immediately, then the inquiry should be

held and input during end-of-day processing.

Answer the following questions on a piece of scratch paper. You

may need to refer back to figure 6 if you can't respond to the questions.

Q22. What data can be obtained from a type "2" inquiry?

Q23. Which type inquiry provides exception codes for an item?

Q24. What informatlon does a type "7" inquiry provide?

Q25. In which card column is the type inquiry designator entered

on AF Form 1991?

This completes the lesson on rejects, management notices. 4nd

inquiries. Let's review briefly what we have covered. When the

computer does not accept your input, a reject occurs. There are

two reasons for rejects. The first is that the computer does not

contain the internal data required for processing the input transaction.

The second is that an error was made on the input. When an input is

rejected two things happen: a reject notice is produced, and the computer

establishes an error suspense record.

Reject notices are assigned three digit numeric codes followed

by the letters REJ. Since all rejects must be cleared, corrective

action is prescribed in AFM 67-1, Volume II, Part Two, Chapter 30.

The error suspense record keeps track of all rejects and is the

basis from which the CJily Reject Licting is produced. Once a reject

is reprocessed successfully it is cleared fron, the error suspense

record and will no longer appear on the Daily Reject Listing.

1 :9
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Management notices are output by the computer primarily to

initiate external action. Management notices are identified by a

three digit aipha/numaric code and the letters MGT. The action

required by a management notice is listed in AFM 67-1, Volume II

Part Two, Chapter 30.

Inquiries are input to the computer to obtain information not

otherwise available in work listings or suspense files. Inquiries

are prepared on AF Form 1991 or AF Form 1530. They are input through

the Remote Keyboard Printer or the Main Card Reader. AFM 67-1,

Volume II, Part Two, Chapter 23, provides the basic guidelines for

interpreting inquiries.

You have now completed the programmed text on rejects, management

notices, and inquiries. Review any portion of the lesson you aren't

sure of. Then ask your instructor for the lesson appraisal.

30
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REJECTS, MANAGEMENT NOTICES, AND INQUIRIES

Block I, Lesson 7

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. The computer does not contain the internal data required for,
processing the input transaction and when an error is made on tile input.

Q2. Reject notice.

Q3. When the camputer rejects an input.

Q4. Three.

Q5. Request that Research load the item if required.

Q6. A reject.

Q7. Error Suspense Record.

Q8. Whenever an external decision or some sort of external action is

required on your part.

Q9. 30-37.

Q10. Warehouse the quantity indicated in the management notice in the

location indicated.

Q11. V.

Ql;. Card columns 73 through 80.

Q13. 000003.

Q14 Blank .

Q1 r). 36 .

Q11, Nome : 1.11117-0.

Q17. 0

1
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X144AG73560035.

Q19. 00007.

Q20. 00017.

Q21. 71590155.

Q22. All detail records for the input stock number.

Q23. Slash (/).

424. Tells whether or not the input document number is loaded.

Q25. 7.

2
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Supply Training Branch PT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado March 1978

STORAGE FACILITIES

SCOPE

As a Materiel Facilities Specialist you will probably be assigned

to the Materiel Storage and Distribution Branch of Base Supply. In

simple terms, this means that you will be connected with the warehous-

ing operation in the Standard Base Supply System.

Since storage will be part of your job, it's important that you

learn as much as possible about this operation. This block will be

devoted to the different aspects of the storage policies and procedures

followed by the Air Force.

You will also become familiar with another standard Air Force

publication that is almost as important to you as AFM 67-1. This is

AFR 69-8, USAF Storage. Several of the lessons in this block will

refer you to AFR 69-8 for illustrations or additional details.

This lesson will start with the basics by teaching you about the

different types of storage facilities used by the Air Force and the

types of physical arrangements that may be found in them.

OBJECTIVE

Match facts about the various types of storage facilities to a

list of these storage facilities.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a copy of AFR

69-8, a sheet. of scratch paper, and AlS answer sheet 3. There are

Supersedes ll 002-05-01-01 and AV 002-05-01-03, May 1976.
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embedded quosrions lh the text. Answer them on the sheet of scratch

paper. A key to the correct answers is available at the instructor

station. Use it to cheLk your work. If you have any problems or don't

understand something, be sure to ask one of your instructors for help.

As you have seen, the Air Force supply system deals with a huge

variety of items. It only makes sense that different types of storage

facilities are needed to take care of the different types of items.

You wouldn't want to store munitions or explosives in the same area as

paints or paper produLts. That would only increase the hazard. Items

that require refrigeration, such ns film, wouldn't be stored outdoors,

and there is no need to store heavy equipment or barrels of fuel in-

doors.

At some point in your career you may have to make decisions about

the type of storage facilities to use. For now, you should at least

become acquainted with the different types that exist and how they are

set up.

This informotion is all contained in chapter 2 of AFR 69-8. It

will also be presented in this lesson, but you will be referred to the

rep:lotion for illustrations.

In Air Force operitlons there are two basic types of storage:

covered and open. Covered storage is space within any structure which

is roofed. This means, of tourse, that open storage is space that is

outside, without a cover. We'll discuss covered storage areas first.

The most common storage facility 19 the general purpose warehouse.

It is constructed with a roof, side walls, and end walls, and is

002-03-01-01
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probably pretty close to what the common idea of a warehouse is. Most

general purpose warehouses have truck loading platforms along one side

and railroad car loading platforms aiong another. This makes it easy

to unload supplies that arrive from the sources of supply or from

other bases.

A general purpose warehouse may have three types of aisles which

are common to Air Force supply structures:

1. Main Aisle a passageway wide enough to permit the easy flow

of equipment, supplies, and personnel; generally runs the entire

length of the building and is wider than cross aisles. Many large

warehouses will have ywo main aisles; smaller warehouses will have

only one.

2. Cross Aisle a passageway at right angles to the main aisle(8),

used for movement of supplies, equipment, and personnel.

3. Fire Aisle a passageway established to aid in fighting or

preventing the spread of fire, or for access to fire fighting equipment.

These three types of aisles are considered working aisles and must

be kept clear at all times. They must be designed to provide easy

access to all property for Issue, inventory, and inspection action.

The site of the aisles is determined by the type of equipment used

in [he warehouse. Wien It Is possible, Items in the warehouse are

grouped ac,tording to the type of handling they will require. This means

that heavy Items requiring large equipment for movement will be located

together on large aisjus, while smAller, lightweight items may be

located on smaller aisles.

002-03-01-01
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A Llearing space is normally established close to the front

entrance. This space is used to process property into and out of

storage. The receiving area is usually located here. Office space is

normally close-by, also. (Remember, the design of all the storage

facilities will vary from base to base. In this lesson we are only

discussing some of the usual characteristics!)

Naturally, the physical layout of the warehouse depends on its

individual characteristics and the type of items it stores. If it is

large, it may be divided into stock rooms. Or some bases may have

several smaller, one-room general purpose warehouses. In any event,

the idea is to get maximum utilization of the space available without

violating safety standards. You'll learn more about this in the next

lesson.

Besides one or more general purpose warehouses, some bases will

also have a small item warehouse. This is just what its name suggests

it is storage for small items that lend themselves to easy storing

and handling. For example, tacks, nuts, bolts, screws, electric

switches, transistors, etc, could be stored here.

Because the items are small and easy to handle, this type of ware-

house is sometimes automated. Figure 2-30 in AFR 69-8 (pages 2-21 and

2-22) shows two small item warehouses that have been automated. One of

these has a monorail loop which carries boxes with the items throughout

the system, stopping at designated locations. This is called push-

buttoh w.irehmimlng.

002-03-01-01
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Similar to the small item warehouse is the semi-automated ware-

house. Some bases use this type of area to store items that are fast

movers (which means they are involved in many transactions) and are

packaged in similar containers. You can see why these characteristics

are important. Mere would be no point in wasting the money an auto-

mated system costs un items that are not issued very often or are too

bulky or awkward to be handled easily.

Another common type of storage facility is the refrigerated ware-

house. Of course food s.rvice personnel will maintain one for perish-

able foods, but Base Supply personnel will also often have one for

items such as film or batteries. The size and layout of this type of

facility depends on the quantity and type of items it stores.

Depending upon where your base of assignment is, there may also be

a controlled humidity warehouse. Actually, almost any type of ware-

house may be operated with controlled humidity if it is properly sealed

and conditioned. However, this precaution is especially necessary in

high humidity locations for such items as delicate instruments and

electronic equipment. On smaller bases, one stockroom of a general

purpose warehouse may be converted and used for this purpose.

Another important type of storage facility is the flammable storage

warehouse. It is a single purpose structure that must be separated from

other buildings by at least 50 feet. Why? Because it is timed to store

items that are especially flammable and would be extremely hazardous in

the event of n fire. Soc.h items include paints, thinners, and chemicals.

Figur,: 2-5 In AFR 69-8 shows A plan for this type of warehouse.
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Along the same lines are the types of storage facilities designed

for munitions. These InLiude the above ground magazine, which is

usually a small structure or series of structures, and the igloo, which

gets its name from its appearance and is usually built partially into

the ground. For obvious safety reasons, these areas for explosives are

also located away from other storage facilities. Turn to figures 2-6

and 2-9 in AFR 69-8 for illustrations of these two storage areas.

Some bases may also use sheds as storage areas for items that

either require maximum ventilation or do not require complete protec-

tion from the weather. Sheds are defined as roofed structures that do

not have complete side walls and end walls. Sometimes tarpaulines are

used as side walls.

Sheds are a compromise between covered and open storage because

they offer more protection than open storage but are less expensive to

construct or operate than a warehouse.

Before continuing with the lesson, write short responses to the

following questions about covered storage facilities.

Ql. What is the most common type of storage facility?

Q2. What are the three types of aisles most commonly found in storage

facilities?

0. When II Is possibJe, Items ln geuvral purpose warehouse are

grouped aL(ording to:

Q4. Where the ReLetylng Sc,tiou frequently located in a general

purpose warehouse'
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Q5. What are the characteristics of items placed in semi-automated

storage facilities?

Q6. Give some examples of the types of items that could be stored in

the follawing storage facilities:

a. Small item warehouse

b. Ref7igerated warehouse

c. Controlled humidity warehouse

Q7. Why are flammable storage warehouses, above ground magazines, and

igloos separated from other storage facilities?

As we mentioned earlier in the lesson, besides having a variety of

covered storage facilities, most Base Supply operations also have open

storage areas. The second part of the lesson will discuss those.

Many types of items do not lend themselves to closed, covered

storage. For example, vehicles, heavy construction equipment, drums

of lubricating or cleaning compound, or large aircraft parts, such as

a complete wing assembly, really don't need the protection of covered

storage and would take up too much needed warhouse space. However,

since such items must still be stored, open storage areas are used

instead. They have the added advantage of being relatively inexpensive

to construct and maintain.

Space selected for open storage should be as well drained as pos-

sible and have easy access to roads and railroads. For efficiency and

speed in the handling of supplies, open storage should also be located

within, or as close as possible to, the Ilase F'nply area. This all

)
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makes sense if yuu think about it. You want to keep the area as dry

as possible, and you want it to be easy and convenient to use.

Open storage spaLe is divided into two categories: improved and

unimproved. What's the difference? Mostly it depends upon whether or

not the area has been surfaced.

Improved storage may be graded 4nd paved with asphalt or concrete

or may be Lovered with steel matting. These "improvements" permit good

drainage, which naturally prevents excessive wetness or mud. The sur-

facing also permits effiLient operation of materiels handling equip-

ment. Figures 2-14 and 2-15 In AFR 69-8 show examples of improved

open storage.

Unimproved open storage areas are unsurfaced. The restriction this

places on the use of materiels handling equipment is a real disadvantage.

In general, storage managers will use this type of space only when a

higher grade of open storage is not available.

Don't get the idea that open storage areas are haphazard catch-

alls. They are jWit .1', carefully planned and cared for as covered

storage. Figures 2-16 and 2-17 in AFR 69-8 show some typical storage

layout plans for open dreas.

The important rule to remember for both improved and unimproved

open storage is that only -terns which are able to withstand the full

impact of weather conditions should be stored there.

Review what you have learned about open storage areas by writing

short responses to questions 8, 9, and 10.

002-03-01-01
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Q8. What are the two types of open storage, and what is the difference

between them?

Q9. Describe the ideal location and conditions for an open atorage area.

Q10. What type of items may be stored in open areas? (Give examples)

Review the entire lesson by completing the following exercise:

Q11. Copy the list of storage areas below onto your sheet of scratch

paper. Then, for each storage area, indicate the letter(a) of the

descriptive phrases listed on the next page which correctly describes

the area. You will notice that some of the phrases apply to more

than one storage area.

General purpose warehouse

Small ite,a warehouse

Semi-automated warehouse

Refrigerated warehouse

Controlled humidity warehouse

Flammable storage warehouse

Igloo

Shed

1mp?'oved open storng( lot

Unimproved open storage lot

002-03-01-01 2
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a. Boxes are carried through system on a monorail loop.

b. Strt 'cure which is roofed.

c. Required for photographic supplies and batteries.

d. Unroofed area.

e. Stores fast movers packaged in similar containers.

f. Clearing space is located near front entrance.

g. May be partially automated.

h. Ideal for tacks, nuts, bolts, screws, transistors, etc.

i. Often has truck loading platform on one side, railroad
loading platform on another.

J. Often required for electronics and delicate instruments.

k. Surface is not paved or covered in any way.

1. Ideal for storing paints, thinners, chemicals.

m. A compromise between covered and open storage.

n. Located Apart from other storage buildings for safety reasons.

o. Surface is grdded and paved, or covered with steel matting.

p. LoLated in an area that allows good drainage and easy access.

q. Required for storage of munitions and explosives.

When you feel confident about the materials presented in this

lesson, ask your instructor for the lesson appraisal.
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Supply Training Branch
PT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

STORAGE FUNCTIONS

SCOPE

In the last lesson you learned about the various types of storage

facilities that are used by the Air Force, You first studied covered

facilities such as the general purpose warehouse, small item warehouse,

refrigerated warehouse,
flamnable storage warehouse, and igloo. The

lesson then discussed both improved and unimproved open storage areas.

Since there are so many different types of storage facilities

(the lesson didn't even mention them all), how do you decide what to

store where? And once you know this, how should the items be stored?

For SOme supplies, the answers to these questions are obvious. However,

certain other supplies require special consideration.

In this lesson we are goiag to take a closer look at some of the

rules and principles that are followed in deciding where and how to

store property.

OBJECTIVES

1. Identify prilciples and
procedures followed in arranging storage

facilities for maximum efficiency and accessibility.

2. Describe procedures followed in storine and controlling speriel

commodities.

3. Identify in writing the procedures followed to maintain serviceability

of items in storage.

DIRECTICNS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, AFR 69-8, a

sheet of scratch paper, and AIS Module Test Form #3. You will find

embedded questions in the text wh4Cit should be answered on the sheet

of scratch paper. There is a key to the correct answers on the last

page of the text which you may use to check your work. Be sure to ask

your instructor about any parts of the lesson you don't understand.

Supersedes PT 002-03-02-01 dated March 1978.
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In the last lesson yon !Oat I I i'wk. non,o mnn\ ot the type, ot .noinge

facilities used by the Air Force. Now we're going to take a look at

how to best utilize these areas.

ks you have learned, the main objective in arranging storage is

to get the most use out of the space available without violating any

safety standards. To do this, certain rules are normally followed.

We'll work mostly with examples of storage in a general purpore ware-

house. However, keep in mind that the same principles generally apply

to all types of facilities.

When deciding where to store an item in a storage area, one of the

first things that is considered is the activity or turnover of the item.

Stocks that are issued very frequently should be stored near the receiv-

ing and shipping or issue locations so that they can be handled quickly.

This makes sense. When you arrange clothes in your closet, your favor-

ites that you wear frequently are probably in the front where they're

easy to reach, and the dress clothes you don't use very often are

probably in the bi,,ck. Figure 2-18 in AFR 69-8 shows how items may be

grouped according to how frequently they are handled.

Another important consideration in selecting a storage location

for an item is its similarity to other items in storage. To make in-

ventory control and storage procedures a little easier, the effort is

made to group like items together as much as possible. How would this

help? For example, if you were pulling items for a new office, it

would help if the office supplies were stored in locations close to

each other instead of scattered throughout the facility. It makes even

more sense if you consider that Jike items will probably have similar

stock numbers. So grouping will make inventory and other administra-

tive warehouse chores a little easier.

Size is another determining factor, especially since it affects

the cost of storage so greatly. For example, it is more cost effective

(less expensive) to store a large fuselage section near the receiving

and shipping area to keep the distance the item must be moved to a

minimum. This would be true of any item that requires extra manpower,

equipment, or time to move. Always keep in mind that moving supplies

costs money; the less they have to be moved, the more you save.

The size of an item will determine if it should be stored in a

bin or on a pallet on the floor in an open type of area. It will also

determine the type of handling the item will require so, as was men-

tioned in the previous lesson, larger and heavier items are often

stored along the larger aisles to make the use of materiel handling equipment

2 06
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possible. At the same time, if the warehouse is partially automated,

the items that may be moved through a4tomation are placed accordingly.

Naturally the size and capacity of the warehouse will also make

a difference in how items are stored. As we mentioned before, the

floor load capacity cannot be exceeded. If you are storing a particu-

larly heavy item, there are limitations on how many can be stacked in

a particular area. On the other hand, lightweight items may, in some

cases, be stacked nearly to the ceiling. Figure 2-69 in AFR 69-8 shows

a good illustration of this point. It shows that heavy items (in this

case, kegs of nails) cannot be stacked as high as normal loads.

Honeycombing is something else you should watch out for. If you

picture a honeycomb in your mind, it will give you some idea of what

we are talking about. Honeycombing refers to the haphazard, unorderly

storage of items. Figure 2-71 in AFR 69-8 shows an example of honey-

combing, where stock has been removed from the storage location uneven-

ly. This results in wasted space, and also makes it harder to deter-

mine at a glance the quantity on hand.

A final point that should be remembered is that supplies in stor-

age must be arranged to allow access for inventory and inspection, and

to make it easy to get to fire fighting equipment. The aisles must be

kept clear at all times, and material should not be stored in any

manner that blocks them or interferes with clear passage.

Before continuing with the lesson, write short responses to the

following questions.

Ql. What is the main obj_ctive in arranging storage space?

Q2. In general, where is it best to store fast-moving items?

Q3. Why are similar types of items often stored in locations that

are grouped together?

Q4. Why should exceptionally large or heavy items be stored near the

shipping or receiving points?

QS. Axe all items stacked as high as the ceiling permits? Why or

why not?

Q6. What is honeycombing in storage?

002-03-02-01
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Besides arranging

supplies for a smooth operation and easy access,

warehousemen must also consider the unusual characteristics of some

items. Special commodities, as they are called, require special

storage.

Chapter five in AFR 69-8 is a gold mine of information on this

subject. In the regulation, special commodities are divided into two

groups: hazardous and miscellaneous. We'll discuss the hazardous items

first.

Hazardous items, of course, are those which are potentially danger-

ous unless properly stored and cared for. For example, radioactive

material falls in this category. There are very specific procedures

that must be followed Ishen you are dealing with a radioactive substance.

These are explained in Technical Order 00-110N-3, which is titled

Requisition, Handling, Storage, and identification of Radioactive

Material. Among other things, the TO indicates whether the item must

be placed in restrictive storage or not. It also states that all radio-

active materials must be labeled, that only authorized personnel may

open packages of radioactive material, and that areas restricted for

radioactive materials must be radiologically surveyed every 90 days.

Materials with explosive characteristics also require special

consideration. As the regulation explains, many items which are not

explosive or flammable on their own may be potentially dangerous,

especially if they are mixed with another substance. For example,

oil combined with liquid oxygen can cause an explosion.

As a warehouseman, you should be aware of the limiting character-

istics of these hazardous items. You should realize that flammable and

combustible liquids react differently at different temperatures. Many

hazardous liquids have flash points at or below orginary room tempera-

tures, so they naturally must be handled and stored cautiously. (The

flash point is the lowest Lemperature at which enough vapor is given

off to form a flammable mixture of vapor and air immediately above the

liquid surface.) This shows you why flammable storage warehouses can

be so important. Their special characteristics minimize the damage

and danger in the event of a fire.

Great care must also be taken when storing compressed gasses.

AFR 69-8 lists the general precautions that should be taken. These

include careful identification
of all cylinders, the use of valve pro-

tection caps and safety device:,, and separate storage for full and

empty cylinders. Additional safety rules are shown in figure 5-5.

Take a look at them. They could prove to be important to you later!
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Figures 5-6 and 5-7 will give you an idea of what a cylinder storage

area can look like.

Acids are another hazardous item you could be working with in

storage. Their corrosive quality may be dangerous, so care must be

taken to prevent any spillage or container breakage which could result

in storage personnel touching it, getting it in their eyes, or breath-

ing it. Figure 5-10 shows an example of an acid storage building.

Notice the eye wash and deluge shower in the lower right corner. Safe-

ty features like these could prevent serious injury in the case of an

accident!

We have discussed just some of the hazardous items Air Force stor-

age facilities may contain. How can you keep them all straight? AFR

69-8 makes it easier for you with the "Table of Hazardous Material."

It starts on page 5-14. As you can see, it lists various hazardous

items, identifies the type and severity of hazard they pose, indicates

how they should be stored and handled, and the type of fire extinguish-

er that should be used on them. The codes that are used on the chart

are explained in the paragraphs that precede it, beginning with para-

graph 5-8 on page 5-12.

Let's look at an example to see how the chart is used. Let's say

that your storage operation is going to begin storing the liquid

acetaldehyde. (It is the first item on the table.) As you can see,

it has a health hazard code of two. If you caeck in paragraph 5-8,

you will find that "2" means that this item is hazardous, but areas

whr-e it is stored may be entered freely with self-contained breathing

apparatus. The flammability rating in the next column is "4". This

means that acetaldehyde is extremely flammable. The reactivity code

shown next is "2". The "2" indicates that the liquid is normally un-

stable and readily undergoes violent chemical change. It may also

react violently with water.

The storage and handling section on the table indicates that

acetaldehyde should be stored in the end of the storage building to

aid fire fighting. The storage group, shown in the next column, is

"A", which is a flammable storage area. This is also indicated in the

next column. The final column indicates that you should use an alcohol

foam or carbon dioxide fire extinguisher on the liquid.

You can see how helpful this table is to any storage operation

that includes hazardous items. Any time you have a storage-related

question about a potentially dangerous item, chances are you will find

the answer in this table.
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Many nonhazardous items also require special storage considera-

tion. AFR 69-8 discusses these, too. We will look at a few types

which are of special importance. These are the classified, sensitive,

and pilferable items.

When you took the "Communications Security" lesson in Block I,

you learned the definition of classified information. The Air Force

also deals with classified materiels. The same type of restrictions
thatareapplied to information is also applied to classified items.
They should be available only to those with the correct clearance who

have a proven need for them. Naturally, precautions are taken with

classified items to insure that they do not get into the wrong hands.

According to AFR 69-8, classified items must be stored in accor-

dance with DOD 5200.1-R and AFR 205-1. Briefly, these regulations

state that classified items may be stored only where there are facili-

ties or conditions adequate to prevent unauthorized persons from gain-

ing access. They must be secure at all times, and any equipment used

in securing them must meet prescribed standards.

While sensitive and pilferable items do not pose the security

risks that classified items do, they must still be protected in a

similar manner. You may be wondering exactly what sensitive and pil-

ferable items are. They are defined as nonsecurity classified items

having a ready resale value (easy to sell) and civilian utility (use-

ful outside of Air Force operations), which are therefore much more

subject to theft than other supply items. For example, certain hand

tools, small office machines, hand calculators, vehicle equipment and

parts, and photographic supplies and equipment could be easy and pro-

fitable to pilfer. To prevent this from happenior., this type of item

must be under security control. In some base supply operations pilfer-

ables are stored in a security cage. This "cage" is an area within a

building which is enclosed with steel mesh wire. All doors and win-

dows in the "cage" should be secured with wire or bars, and padlocks

should be used on the doors.

As you can see, the Air Force takes great care to insure the

security of its classified, sensitive, and pilferable items. An addi-

tional aid is the controlled item code. This is a one-position alpha/

numeric character used to indicate the degree of security handling

required for a particular item. The rode is loaded to the item record

and will be reflected on documents of transactions that include the

item. It will also be reflected on the label attached to the item.

211)
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A little later in this course you will see the term warranty/Auarancee.

Certainly you have bought a car, stereo, or calculator at one time or

another. If so, you know that certain parts, components, and internal

functions are guaranteed
anywhere from one month to 48 months or longer.

The majority of these items are pilferable and require a Controlled

Item Code. Some of these codes are as follows:

W - office machines
X - photographic equipment and supplies

Y - communications/electronic
equipment and supplies

Z vehicular equipment and parts

A complete list of controlled item codes is provided in Chapter 22

of AFM 67-1, Volume II, Part Two. Of course you won't have to memorize

them now. What you should remember is that if the code on an item

is anything other than "U", there are controls on the item. (A "U"

signifies unclassified, nonsensitive, nonpilferable.)

Before continuing with the lesson, see how much you remember by

writing short responses to the following.

Q7. What are some of the procedures mentioned in Technical Order

00-110N-3 about radioactive materials?

Q8. What is meant by the flash point of an item?

Q9. List some of the precautions taken in storing compressed gasses.

Q10. What unusual features might you find in an acid storage warehouse

and why?

Q11. What type of information can be found in the "Table of Hazardous

Material"?

Q12. According to the "Table of Hazardous Material," where shou d

acetylene be stored?

Q13. What Air Force regulation outlines proper storage for classified items?

Q14. What are sensitive and pilferable items and haw should they be

stored?

Q15. List three of the four types of items that are usually classified

as warranty/guarantee.

Q16. What type of code is assigned to warranty/guarantee items?

002-03-02-01
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We have discussed the types of controls required for classified,

sensitive or pilferable items. Strict controls are also required for

two other types of items handled by Base Supply. These are time compliance

technical order (TCTO) items and war readiness spares kit (WRSK) items.

We'll take a look at TCTO items first.

Time compliance technical order items are well by their
title. They are items which require modification or change within a
specific period of time (in other words, you have a given period of
lime to comply with the modification). The modification required is
described in a technical order.

What type of item would this be? A radio that must have a tube replaced
would be a good example. So would a generator that needs a new
carburator. Both of these items would need the change or modification
made to them before a specific time, and these changes would be
described in a technical order.

It is the responsibility of the Inspection Sectian to monitor and
manage TCTO items. However, all persons who work in storage areas should
be aware of them. How do you know which are TCTO items? It's easy.
They will have a blue DD Form 1576 tag attached to them.

Let's sidetrack for a minute to discuss these tags. Their main
purpose is to indicate the serviceability of an item, and all supplies
in storage will have either a tag or a correspondingly colored label
attached to them. The tags are not all blue, however. Each color
represents a different degree of serviceability, and you will become -1*-

familiar with them all. We will discuss just two of them in this
lesson, but you will have learned about all of them before the end of
the course.

yellow tags (DD Form 1574-1) are attached to items which areserviceable. This means that they are in working condition and may be
issued. However, there are different condition codes assigned to theseserviceable items. Condition codes are always shown on the upper
right-hand corner of the tag or label.

Condition cade "A" means that the item may be issued withoutqualification. It is assigned to new, used, repaired or reconditioned
property which is serviceable and issuable to all customers without
limitation or restriction. Incidentally, items with this condition
code must have a shelf life of at least six months.

21002-03-02-01
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Yellow tags or labels are also attached to items with condition

code "B". This code indicates that the item is serviceable, but must

be issued with qualifications. It is restricted from issue to certain

units, activities or
geographical areas because it may be subject to

limited usefulness or short service life. Items with condition code

"B" have a shelf life of three to six months.

Condition code "C" is also for serviceable items, and is identified

with yellow tags or labels. This code is assigned to property which is

serviceable and issuable to selected customers. It must be issued

before condition code "A" or "B" property to avoid loss as a usable asset.

This is because the shelf life of condition code "C" items is less than

three months.

The blue tag (DD Form 1576), as we have said, is attached to TCTO

items. These items have condition code "D". They are serviceable but

require alteration or modification before they may he issued. There

is one exception to this. TCTO items may be issuer to consenting

maintenance activities capable of performing the t( :hnical order

compliance. "TCTO Modification Required" is automat!.cally printed on

issue and shipment documents processed in such cases.

As a warehouseman, you should know that items in storage with

yellow tags or labels are serviceable, and can be pulled for issue

(although you must keep in mind any limitation posed by condition

codes "B" and "C") . On the other hand, an item with a blue tag

normally requires modification before it may be issued.

You can see that the blue tags make it easy to identify TCTO items

in storage. You won't be required to make any of the modifications

yourself. This is a job for maintenance. However, you can help

insure that TCTO items are taken from storage and sent to maintenance when

the modifications are required. (Incidentally, once the modification

has been made, the blue tag is replaced with a yellow one.)

Just as it is the responsibility of Inspection Section personnel

to monitor TCTO items, they must also monitor war readiness spares kit

(WRSK) items. What are they? Before we really discuss WRSK items, we

must take a look at war reserve materials (WRM) in general. This is

another case where the name is very descriptive. So let's analyze it.

In the event of war, the Air Force must be ready to go into action.

War reserve materials are items from stock set aside from normal

support to make it possible to give imnediate support to aircraft and

troops in emergency conditions such as war. As a Materiel Facilities

Specialist, you may play an important role in the storage of war

reserve materiel (WRM).

002-03-02-01
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In some supply accounts the WRM is stored along with regular stock

in storage. However, it is identified by signs and labels attached to
the property or warehouse location. It cannot be issued to customers

unless approved by WRM monitors. The procedures followed are prescribed

by local policy.

In some cases, the WRM is stored in an area by itself and ts not

mixed with items in normal storage. You could be assigned to work in

this area. If so, you will probably be working with war readiness

spares kits. These are spare and repair parts set aside in mobile
storage units to support aircraft, vehicles, or equipment in emergency

conflicts. Because the spares are in mobile storage units, they can
easily be moved to cargo aircraft and flown to any part of the world at

a moment's notice. These mobile storage units are called war

readiness spares kits (WRSK).

This is all easier to understand if you consider an example. In

the event of war, the Air Force will immediately deploy its aircraft to

different strategic positions. At the same time, it is necessary to

deploy all the spare or replacement parts needed to keep these aircraft

operational. To make this easier, these required items are packed

together in mobile storage units. So when an F-104 takes off on an

emergency mission, a WRSK kit containing the items necessary to
support it for a specific period of time is ready to be shipped at the

same time-

As we mentioned before, the Inspection Section is responsible for
actual control of the war readiness spares kit items. This section

must insure that all WRSK items in storage are in serviceable condition.

If You work with these items, you will help by reporting any unserviceable

conditions found in these items. You will also check dated items in
these kits to make sure that they do not exceed their expiration dates.

These items should not be removed from their kits except for required
maintenance, if they exceed their expiration date, or for issue
under special circumstances which are prescribed by local policy.

See how much you remember about TCTO and war readiness spares kit
items by writing short responses to the following questions.

Q17. What do the initials TCTO stand for?

Q18. Explain what TCTO items are.

Q19. How can you identify TCTO items in storage?

Q20. What is the difference between condition code "A" and condition

code "C"

002-03-02-01
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Q21. What is the condition code on TCTO items?

Q22. When a TCTO item is issued to a consenting maintenance activity,

what is automatically printed on the issue document?

Q23. Who is actually responsible for monitoring TCTO and WRSK items?

p24. What are WRSK items?

Q25. All WRSK items in storage must be in condition.

Q26. When may iteus be removed from WRSK kits?

At the same time as they consider maximum safety and security in
storage, Materiel Facilities Specialists must also plan the type of
storage that is needed to prolong the life of each item. This is ex-
tremely important! Unserviceable (nonusable) items are of no use to
the Air Force, and they are also a waste of money. So supplies must
be stored so that they remain in top condition as long as possible.

Chapter five in AFR 69-8 is an easy reference for special storage

requirements. The portion concerning miscellaneous commodities gives
directions for the proper storage of many items which are listed in

the table of contents. Thumb through this section (pages 5-28 through

5-76). It shows many different ways of arranging property. For ex-
ample, figure 5-13 on page 5-38 shows a tire rack while the figures
on pages 5-58 and 5-59 show different ways of storing metal products.

002-03-02-01
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As you can see, you Lan tiodagreaL -on. o. .n.olmntion holo.

Look at the information the regulation provides lor storing cement

(paragraphs 5-18 through 5-35). First it notes some of the conditions

that may cause deterioration; it then discusses the proper methods of

storage. This same format is followed for many of the items.

Unfortunately, all the items could not possibly be listed in the

regulation. This makes it important for you to understand the general

principles or rules that are followed to provide maximum servicLability

of all items. That's what we'll discuss now.

As AFR 69-8 points out, there are many factors which may cause an

item to become unserviceable. Humidity and temperature limit the "life

expectancy" of many items. We discussed some examples of this in the

lesson on the different types of storage facilities. Remember, certain

types of equipment must be stored in humidity controlled areas, while

photographic supplies and similar items require refrigerated storage.

The position in which the items are stored may also make a differ-

ence to their serviceability. Just as your stereo records should be

stored on their sides to keep them from becoming warped, tires will

last longer if they are stored upright.

Spoilage (which occurs due to microorganisms or chemical reactions)

can sometimes be a problem in storage. You normally think of spoilage

in terms of food, but some supplies are subject to it also. For ex-

ample, cloth items that have somehow become damp may develop mildew.

If you don't discover this in time, the cloth may be ruined and the

mildew could spread to other items. For this reason, periodic inspec-

tions are necessary to detect spoilage if it exists, and prevent

"spoiled" items from being issued or shipped. Such items should also

be moved to keep them from contaminating other items.

Pest control is also a matter of concern tc warehouse personnel.

Before they are stored, all items should be examined to be sure they

are free from pests, rodents, insects, and fungus. Particular atten-

tion should be paid to the packing materials and the containers or

crates where the infestation often takes place. If any material is

found to be contaminated, it should be isolated and properly treated

before being stored with other items.

Naturally, precautions must be taken to prevent a pest problem

from occurring. For example, in all storage areas floors and platforms

should be kept clean and free of any substance that attracts and/or

provides food and shelter for insects or rodents. Also, doors, windows,

002-03-02-01 20,.IG
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and ventilators must be properly screened to keep birds and other wild-

life from entering and living in storage facilities.

In some cases it mily be netessary to use sprays or other agVill2 CO

discourage pests. Materials that have been treated with an insecticide,

fungicide, or rodenticide should be clearly marked to indicate this.

Most items placed in storage have protective wrapping of some sort.

Tears and ruptures in packaged materials should be repaired and, if

necessary, the damaged packages should be removed from the storage area.

This would be in cases where the exposed materials would attract pests

of some sort.

In addition, periodic inspections should be scheduled for items

that are subject to contamination. Naturally, the supplies should be

stored to facilitate (make easier) these inspections.

If you do have a problem with pests in a storage facility, "Civil

Engineering Pest Control" is the place to go for help.

Use the information you have just read to come up with solutions

to the following case problems.

Problem One: Your storage operation is overrun with birds. what

action should be taken?

Problem Two: You have rat and insect damage to supplies. Who can

help yo in taking adequate protective measures?

Problem Three: You have detected spoilage in some items in storage.

What should you do?

How do you think these problems should be solved? Let's discuss

each one.

In problem one, the storage operation is overrun with birds. They

have to be getting into the area somehow. You should look around and

see where the birds are gaining entrance. You would check to make sure

all doors, windows, and ventilators are properly screened. You should
also make sure that the area is free of any substance that might be

attracting the birds.

002-03-02-01
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In problem two, you have rat and insect damage to supplies. Civil

Engineering Pest Control will be your greatest source of aid in taking

adequate corrective actions.

Problem three concerns the spoilage of items in storage. When

this is detected, you should make sure that the spoiled items are not

shipped or issued and are separated from other items to prevent contam-

ination.

As you have seen, supplies may become unserviceable in many ways.

However, the number one "killer" is age. Age is a major limiting factor

because the serviceable life of the item is geared to the date of manu-

facture. This applies to most items in the Air Force inventory.

How does this affect storage? Simple. You should always store

property so that the oldest item is issued first. You will know which

stock is oldest because the date of manufacture will be marked on the

property. Normally you will find the manufacture date on the item

pack or label.

Next time you go to the Base Exchange (BX) check their stock for

date of manufacture and expiration date by reading the label on the

item. In most cases, you will find the oldest property is placed in

front of the newer property on the shelf so that customers buy the old-

est property first. You will do the same thing with property stored

in the warehouse. You want to make sure that an item, for example a

transistor, with a manufacture date of June 1977 is issued before a

transistor with a manufacture date of November 1977. You always place

the older property in front of the newer property so that the older

property will be pulled for issue first.

By the way, this practice is called "rotation" of stock, or

"first in first out." Along with the rotation procedure, you should

also be aware of items with a definite shelf life.

What is shelf life? If you think about the term, it is fairly

self-descriptive. It is applied to items that will remain serviceable

on a shelf for a lim,.ted period of time. You see this on many food

items in the Commissary. They are marked with the date they should be

used before. After that date, the item is no longer guaranteed to be

fresh or edible. The same principle applies in Base Supply. Film is

a good example. It is usable for only so long, and after that it just

doesn't do the job. LAght bulbs, batteries, transistors, tires, seals

or other rubber products, and paints are a few other obvious examples.

002-03-02-01 2 1 s
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Shelf life can be crucial. This is very easy to understand if

you think about parts for aircraft. You wouldn't feel very safe in a

commercial airliner equipped with tires, batteries, transistors or

engine parts that are too old to be serviceable. The Air Force feels

the same way about its aircraftl

Shelf life, then, is the period of time from date of manufacture

tv expiration date. For example, an item manufactured in September 1977

with a one year shelf life will expire or must be issued before September

of 1978, Under no condition will an item be issued that has attained

or exceeded its expiration date (and you should take a close look at

those which are near their expiration date, too). You should notify

the Inspection Section if you find outdated stock in storage. And

naturally, you will always pull the older items for issue or shipment

and help see to it that items are removed from storage as they reach

their expiration date.

See how much you remember about the procedures followed to store

property to prolong serviceability by answering the following questions.

Q27. What is done with items that are affected by high temperatures

and humidity?

Q28. What should be done if spoilage is detected in items in storage?

Q29 . If you are checking items for pest infestation, where should

you be sure to look?

Q30. What steps can you take to prevent a pest problem?

Q31. Who can give you guidance in pest control?

Q32. What should you do when the protective wrapping on property is

torn?

Q3I What is the number one "killer" of serviceable supplies?

Q34. What is the shplf life of an item.'

Q35. As a warehouseman,
what can you do to insure that shelf life is

not exceeded.'

002-03-02-01
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SUMMARY

This lesson has covered quite a bit of information. The first

objective dealt with the best utilization of storage areas. Remember,

the main objective is to get the most use out of the storage space

available without violating any safety standards.

When deciding where to store sn item in a storage area, coLsiderations

should include turnover of the item, its similarity to other items,

its size and weight, and the floor load capacity of the warehouse.

Honeycombing of supplies must be avoided. All items should be stored

to allow easy access for inventory and inspection, and for fire

fighting equipment.

The storage of special commodities was discussed next. Special

care must be taken in the storage of radioactive and explosive sub-

stances, flammable items, compressed gasses, and acids. The "Table of

Hazardous Materiel" in chapter five of AFR 69-8 is extremely helpful

because it includes such information as the type of hazard a substance

poses, directions for proper storage and handling, and the type of

fire extinguisher that should be used on it if necessary.

Special storage considerations must also be given to items which

are classified, sensitive, or pilferable. Such items must always be

kept in secured locations or areas and may be identified by a controlled

item code. Warranty/guarantee items are included in this group.

The lesson also discusses the controls required for time compliance

technical orders (TOTO) and war readiness spares kit (WRSK) items. TCTO

items, identified by a blue tag, require modification of some sort

before a specified date, and normally should not be issued before the

modification is made. WRSK items are spare or replacement parts set

aside in mobile kits to support aircraft, vehicles, or equipment under

wartime or emergency conditions.

Another important concern of warehouse personnel is determining

the type of storage that best protects items and prolongs their service-

ability. Such problems as humidity, extreme temperatures (or normal

temperatures for some items), spoilage, and insect or vermin damage

must be guarded against. Age is considered to be the most destructive

agent of all. For this reason you should rotate stock and be constantly

aware of shelf life and expiration dates on property.

If you feel confident about the objectives of this le son, ask

your instructor for the lesson appraisal. If you have any questions

at this time, be sure to ask them.

002-03-02-01
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August 1978

STORAGE FUNCTIONS

Block III, Lesson 2

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. To get the most use out of the space available without violating

safety standards.

Q2. Near the receiving and issue points or areas.

Q3. To make inventory control and storage procedures a little easier.

Q4. It saves money to reduce the distances such items need to be moved.

Q5. Not necessarily. The floor load capacity connot be exceeded.

Heavy itema will not be stacked as high as normal loads.

Q6. Unorderly storage of items which can lead to wasted space.

Q7. The TO indicates which radioactive items must be placed in

restrictive storage; that radioactive items must labeled, only

authorized personnel may open them, and that restricted areas must

be radiologically surveyed every 90 days.

Q8. The flash point is the lowest temperature at which enough vapor

is given off to form flammable mixture of vapor and air immediately

above the liquid surface.

Q9. All cylinders must identified, valve protection caps and safety

devices must be used, and full and empty cylinders must be stored

separately.

Q10. It may have facilities for eye washing and a deluge shower, to

be used in case personmel come into contact with acid.

Q11. The Table of Hazardous Material lists items that may be hazardous,

indicates the type and severity of their hazard, indicates how they

should be stored and handled, and the type of fire extinguisher that

should be used on them.

Q12. In a compressed gas cylinder storage facility.

Q13. AFR 205-1.

Q14. Items with a ready resale value and civilian utility, which are

more subject to theft than other items. They must be stored under

security control.

Supersedes Key 002-03-02-01 dated March 78.
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Q15. Office machines, photographic equipment, vehicular equipment,

and communication equipment.

Q16. Controlled item Code.

Q17. Time Compliance Technical Order.

Q18. Items that require some type of maintenance or change within a

specified period of time. This change is described in a technical

order.

Q19. They will have a blue tag attached to them.

Q20. The shelf life for condition code "A" is six months or more, and

for condition code "C" it is less than three months. For this reason,

"C" items should be issued before "A" items, except to specified units

or geographical areas when the short life expectancy could cause problems.

Q21. Condition code "D".

Q22. "TCTO Modification Required".

Q23. The Inspection Section.

Q24. War readiness spares kit items are spare or replacement items

required to support aircraft, vehicles or equipment for a specified

period of time. They are packaged in mobile kits so that they may

easily be deployed in emergency situations.

Q25. Serviceable.

Q26. Only for required maintenance, or if they have exceeded their

expiration date, or for issue under special circumstances which are

prescribed by local policy.

Q27. Some items, such as electronic equipment, need protection from

high humidity, while some items, such as film or photographic supplies,

last longer if they are refrigerated.

Q28. Spoiled items should be moved so they can't contaminate other

items. They should not be issued or shipped.

Q29. In the packing materials or containers or crates.

Q30. Keep the storage area clean and free of substances that could

attract insects or rodents. Doors, windows, and ventilators must be

properly screened. Sprays or other agents may also be necessary, but

items that have been treated in this manner should be clearly marked.

co o-
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431. Civil Engineering Pest Control.

Q32. It should be repaired, or the package should be removed from

storage.

Q33. Age.

Q34. The shelf life is the period of time from the date of manufacture

to the expiration date.

Q35. Place older property in front of newer property and issue older

property first (this is called rotation of stock); insure that property

is pulled from storage when it exceeds expiration date; report any

property in storage that has exceeded the expiration date to inspectors.

002-03-02-01
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STORAGE LOCATION DESIGNATORS

SCOPE

In lessons one and two of this block you learned about the different

types of storage facilities used by the Air Force and some of the things

to consider in determining just where and how to store property. So far,

so good! But once you have decided exactly where each item should be

stored, how do you record this information so you'll always know exactly

where to find that item? This is very important! Property lost in

storage might as well not be there at all! To get around this problem,

each storage location is identified by a storage location designator.

And that's what you are going to learn about in this lesson.

OBJECTIVE

Complete given exercises by labeling illustrated storage locations and

writing the location designators for specified items shown in the illus-

f trations.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need the illustrated text, worksheet #1,

a sheet of scratch paper, and AIS Module Test Form 13. You will find

embedded questions throughout the text. Write short responses to them on

the sheet of scratch paper. Try to do a good job with these questions

because your answers will be an excellent study vide. A key to the

correct answers is available at the instructor station.

1-1. As a Materiel Facilities Specialist, chances are excellent that sooner

or later (and probably sooner), you will be working in a storage facility

of same type. Your success on the job will probably depend, at least
to some degree, on your familiarity with the facility and your ability to

store and locate items in it. This is crucial. It isn't enough to know

that a transistor is stored in a small item warehouse. You need to know

exactly where in that warehouse it is stored. If an emergency requirement

for it should arise, you won't have time to check through the entire

warehouse looking for it.

002-03-03-02
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2-1. For this reason, every item stocked by Base Supply is assigned

to a specific location. And only one stock number will be assigned to

each location.

2-2. The next question is, how are these numerous locations identified?
For example, you could say that transistors are stored in the small

item warehouse, in the fifth bin, in the fourth row from the front,
two slots from the left, and one shelf up from the floor. But that

really isn't very clear. Especially if the warehouse is fairly large

and has lots of aisles.

2-3. To avoid misunderstandings and make storage locations easy to
identify, the stock locator system was devised. An important part of

this system is the warehouse location designator. There is a designator

identifying every location in every storage area.

2-4. Storage location designators are codes with 10 or 11 positions.

Why are they in code form? Because this is the best format for computer

use. Remember, an important part of each item record is the code that

indicates where the item is stored. Why 10 or 11 positions? You'll

understand that after we take a look at what the different parts of the

code identify. First we'll discuss the desiviators in terms of warehouse

locations. Then we'll take a look at how they apply to open storage areas

as well.

2-5. This is what a storage
location designator looks like.
We'll discuss each part individ-
ually. For now, notice how the

parts are alternately alpha-
betical or numerical. One rule

that you should keep in mind is
that the alpha characters will
never include "I" or "0". Why?

Because these are too easily
confused with numerical charac-

ters.

kti

ill A 1301 D 12 I)

ifitg
RN I \ b I )( )Nx ( )1( Mil 1.0( A I 1 0
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3-1. The first two positions identify the warehouse. When a base

is established, the Chief of Supply will assign a two-digit number

to identify each warehouse building. You will notice that a sign

with the word WAREHOUSE or the abbreviation WHSE and an assigned

number will be placed on the outside of the building.

3-2. Here you see the first two positions of a warehouse location designator.

Notice that even though this is warehouse number one, both positions

must be used, so a zero is placed in front of the one. You will see other

cases where zeros are used to fill in if a specific number of positions

must be used. This is done for the sake of the computer, which reads

entries according to positions.

002-03-03-02
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4-1. Some warehouses are extremely large and may be divided into

stockrooms. As you can see from the illustration below, stockrooms are

Identified by a single letter. Identification signs are normally hung from

the ceiling of each stockroom. In most warehouses the letters are assigned
beginning with the stockrooms in the front of the warehouse and moving

from left to right, front to rear. In instances where the warehouse is
not divided into stockrooms, the entire area is designated "Stockroom A".

Vkt1111'

I.

4-2. Many large warehouses have a
mezzanine, which is a partial
floor constructed between the
main floor and the ceiling. It

is especially useful for the
storage of hardware, handr,ols, and
other items that are not too
bulky or heavy. They are like
separate stockrooms and are iden-
tified in the same way.

-4-
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5-2. Many of the items in a
stockroom will be stored in

storage units. This illus-
tration shows a single

storage unit. As you can

see, it is really nothing
more than a shelving unit.

c2/
5-1. Stockrooms are identi-
fied by the third position in
the location designator. This
is always a one-position, alpha
character.

5-3. Normally, these units are placed end-to-end and back-to-back to form
bin rows as shown here. Notice how these bin rows are numbered. The odd
numbers are on the left hand side of the main aisle, the even nwnbers are on
the right. This will always be the case. Bin rows are always numbered from
the from of the warehouse to the rear, with odd numbered rows to the left
of the main aisle, and even numbered rows to the right.

MAIN
AISLE

7-15r
6r I, I N

\if
J1\ 11 II

THREE POSITION
NUMBER

-5-
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6-1. The next three positions of the location designator identify the

bin row. Remember, all three of the positions must be used, so you

must fill in with zeros as needed. For example, here we are talking

about bin row 01, which is identified in the designator as 001. It is

important that the zeros be put in front of the number instead of behind

it. Otherwise, you would be telling the computer bin row 100 instead

of bin row 1.

6-2. Review what you have learned so far by writing short responses to

the following questions.

Ql. How many positions are there in a storage location designator?

Q2. How many stock numbers are assigned to each warehouse location?

Q3. Which two letters are never used in storage location designators?
Why not?

Q4. Explain what is identified by each of the following positions in
a warehouse location designator:
first two
third

fourth, fifth and sixth

-6-
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7-1 So far we have learned to identify the warehouse, the stockroom, and

the bin row where an item is stored. What comes next? As you can see

from the illustration, there are different levels in each of the storage

units. These levels are identified by single alphabetical characters
and are sequenced from bottom to top. In other words, the level closest

to the floor will be "A", the next one will be "B", and so on. Look at

the levels in the illustration. Notice that the level following "H"

is "J". Rememter, "I" is never used in location designators.

7-2. In some cases you may find
locations that are more than one
level high. In -he illustration,
the pulley is in a large bin that
includes both levels "B" and "C".
Whenever this is the case, the
lower level is used for idenilfi-
cation purposes. So, the pulley
is assigned to level "B".

01/8

*AK r NE STOVROOM A

N.- , 1

-7-
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8-2. Once the horizontal level
has been determined, the next
step is to identify the vertical
bin. Its identification is a

three-position alpha/numeric
code. In almost all cases,
numbers are used, starting from
the main aisle and working
towards the sides.

8-1. As you can see, the level
identification is the seventh
position of the location
designation.

INDIVIDUAL VERTICAL
BIN NUMBER

AIWA HOUSt

1

S TOCA ROOM A

IICKE

_ 1

T 1,
1 1

I I I
wide(

=OA

1 PuLLI

---
St WI

-8-
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8-3. Just as bins may include more
than one level, they may also run
across more than one vertical bin
rumber. In the illustration, the
bin holding brackets runs across
vertical bin numbers 1 and 2. It

is the 1 that will be used in the
location designator.
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9-1. The vertical bin number becomes the eighth, ninth, and tenth

)ositions of the location designator. The illustration shows two
parts of this identification, but they are considered together. Notice
that, again, zeros are used to fill in, because all three positions must
be used. For example, if you are talking about vertical bin ten, it woult
be written 010. If you put the zero after the 10, you would be indicating
vertical bin 100. In the example below, since we are describing vertical bin
two, it is written 002, with the zeros preceeding (co(ning before) the 2.

ao. *
Z 0 0 Z

X 0 -s1 es
oas
as

ii
3E tit 2 2 ' zND t.)itz 2 z z ,an au "au

vo a

01 A
111101

CONKIAMAP

001 0 0 02

NINTH 11 TINTH POSITIONS I

9-2. Many warehouse location designators do not have an eleventh position.
If there is one, it is used to identify the bin subdivision. Often, when
very gmall items are being stored and do not require the entire bin, the
bin is subdivided. As you can see, these ibdivisions are identified by
a one-position alpha character. Notice that the letters are assigned from
left to right, bottom to top.

E

2

A $_ A A

-9-
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10-1. Here is a warehouse lo-
cation designator complete with
bin subdivision. You can see
how completely this eleven posi-
tion code identifies exactly
where an item is stored. It

tells us which warehouse, stock-
room, bin row, level, vertical
bin, and bin subdivision an
item is stored in.

Alr
INDIVIDUAL VERTICAL

BINS
assottmays.se ems "'Mil I

2

a

ILIYINTH POSITION

IN ROWS
es usgsitss we swat

iseasses or toot

BIN SUBDIVISIONS

IvestlitIty tool IAs, I11 1. le.

IRN ROW LEVELS
111111111ity
11118111 1* IS I

10-2. This Illustration
summarizes some important points
about storage locations. Study
it for a few minutes. Then
write short answers to the
questions that follow.

Q5. How are levels indicated in a storage location designator?

Q6. How many positions must be used to identify the vertical bin row?

Q7. When is a bin subdivision used?

Q8. How is a bin subdivision identified?

Q9. Explain what is identified by the following positions in a warehouse
location designators

seventh
eighth, ninth and tenth
eleventh

-10-
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Q10. Complete the following sentence:it

a. When bin rows are established, the even IWMakl Ukt

.2,2a.

and the odd numbers are on the
b. Bin row levels are identified with characters, from

to

c. Individual vertical bins are identified with characters,

always going away from the
d. Bin subdivisions are identified with

to and to

characters,

Q11. If you were looking for a generator with location designator

13B015C001, where would you look? (Write out a description of the

location.)

11-1. Now you know how to identify the exact bin or bin subdivision

where an item is stored. but, as you have seen in previous lessons,

not all items are stored in bins. None-the-less, they require specific

location identifications, too. So the 10 or 11 position storage loCation

designator is used again. Let's take a look at how this is accomplished.

11-2. As you can see from this illustration, stockrooms, besides havipg
storage units, may also have areas which are.called bays. These bays "are

established by painting lines on the floor. Notice that the bays are

located at right angles to the main aisle just as the storage units are.

-11-
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12-1. Bays are used to store
large, bulky items, which have
generally been loaded on
flat pallets for easier
handling. This is what a flat
pallet looks like.

12-2. Bays are identified by a number painted on the boundary line next
to the main aisle. They are mmbered the same way as the bin rows even
numbers on the right and odd numbers on the left when viewed from the front
of the warehouse. In terms of the location designator, nothing has been
changed much. The first two positions still identify the warehouse and the
third the stockroom. The fourth, fifth, and sixth positions identify the
bay. (Again, it may be necessary to fill in with zeros to use all three
positions. The bay shown here would be identified as W.)

-12-
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13-1. When we were talking about storage units, the seventh position
of the designator was used to identify the level. The same is true
here! In many cases, there is only one level -- A. Remember, levels
are assigned from the floor up, so if there is only one level, it will
naturally have the first letter. In same warehouses, however, pallets
are stacked to save space. Box or frame pallets are used for this Pur pose.
Notice the "stringers" on the box pallet shown here. They are the cross
pieces of the bottom of the frame. Location symbols are placed on them
when necessary.

Stringers

13-2. Letters which identify the level of the pallet are placed on the
stringer closest to the main aisle. In the illustration below, notice that
there are three levels of pallets, A, B and C. You can also see that bays
may be subdivided. The numbers which identify the bay subdivisions are
normally placed on the center stringer pallet:

msIIIII lii---c- -----11,64:24111/746'irN fison--.....,

-zt-ft--:!-'," -11 ---tiiirVillgrWiNelral
c
i

444 !6./1111Wa&alliaillitAll r I1 14.J-5064_11, 3,4ha ,p;, 4.19A,go
,. ion 4,4ip,0,44

1§%= 0.44Zipf$tp4
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14-1. As you might expect, the
eighth, ninth, and tenth posi-
tions of the location designa-
tor indicate the bay sub-

division.

. .

19A 007A 003.---J-v-H4,111. 4

.4i A

14-3. This illustration is a

good summary of warehouse

storage locations. Study it for

a few minutes; then write short
responses to the questions on

the following page.

14-2. You can see that storage
location designators for bays are
just as specific as those for -

storage units. For example, item
Y is stored in warehouse 19,
stockroom A, bay 7, level A,

bay subdivision 3.

S.

4 ,/
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/
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, 0/ .., C:1) / .7%. N.
44, 0 p ,

.,' .',/ :14 ." 4:/. kcC::.:,,S4; .641:4.,'7C,:,_tt:N ,N'44:;e4 Z°J44

4/ c)7 ca 0/4:ti (Z." k' v cv,

A 123 B 1 02319
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Q12. How are bays identified?

Q13. What are bays used for':

Q14. Where are location symbols placed on pallets?

Q15. Given location designator 25C00213004, write a description of

the location if it were:

a. a storage unit
b. a bay

15-1. So far we have discussed location designators as they apply to

warehouses. These same designators are also used for open storage areas.

Rememter, these areas are controlled by the computer also.

ea.26,

15-2. Open storage space is

divided into lots. Each lot is

identified by a two digit

number.

15-3. As you might expect, the
storage lot number occupies the
first two positions of the
designator.

-15-
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16-1. If necessary, the lot is

divided into blocks. The blocks

compare to warehouse stockroams
and are identified the same wa},

by a single letter. If an
open storage lot is not divided
into blocks, the entire lot is
considered to be block A. This

is the case in the illustration.

11111111111111 IIIIM11C=111111111111110111111

m on,

16-3. Blocks, in turn, may be

subdivided in the same manner as

stockrooms. The subdivisions

are called bays and are identified
by numbers which are normally
placed along the lines which
outline the bay, just like in a

warehouse. If it is not pos-

sible to place the identifica-
tion symbols along the line, they

are placed on the pallets. Odd

numbers are assigned to bays on
the left side of the main aisle
(when looking from the front),and
even nwmbers are on the right.

16-2. And this is what the
location designator looks like

so far.

-16-
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FOURTH, FIFTH & SIXTH
POSIT

17-2. The seventh position of
the designator identifies, as
always, the level on which the
item is stored. As was the
case in the warehouse, the
single letter identifications
begin with A on the bottom
and move upward. For all
practical purposes, most
outside storage is on the A
level. However, it is pos-
sible that additional levels
could be used.

141

.2.28

17-1. The fourth, fifth, and
sixth positions of an open storage
location designator identify the
bay.

ces

SEVENTH POSITION

1! z
cl 0

P 7,>
am 8 >

17-3. Remember, , for warehou sea. 6
clim

locations, the eighth, ninth, and

_.,

ti.
i y
R a

w
tenth positions are combined to

Z indicate the individual vertical
- v) LL1 la. bin or bay mubdivision. The latterm

is true for open storage locations.

12

6 H NINTH & TENTH POSITION
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18-1. This illustration shows
a typical layout of an open
storage area. Notice that, be-
cause there is only one level
of storage being used, all of
the bay subdivisions are pre-
fixed with A.

2 t

;

sob. I

18-2. This illustration summarizes
all the possibilities that exist
for storage location designators.
There is no way you can tell
whether this designator represents
a warehouse or an open storage
lot. But, of course, at your
base of assignment, you will be
very familiar with the numbers
of the different storage areas,
so this will be no problem.

18-3. See how much you remember about location designators for open storage
by writing short responses to the following,

Q16. The storage lot number is shown as positions in the

storage location designator.

Q17. Why is an A usually found in the seventh position?

Q18. Which positions in the designator indicate the bay?

Q19. While a warehouse may be divided into stockrooms, an open storage
lot may be divided into

-18-
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19-1. Now that you know all about warehouse location designators,
how are they used? First, each warehouse location will have a bin label
attached to it. As you can see, this label identifies the location
(in this case 01A001D002) and also provides information about the item
stored there. It indicates the stock umber, system designator, unit of
issue, ERRC designator, and nomenclature. Printed labels are output
by the computer. In same cases, bin labels are handscribed. You'll

learn more about them in a later lesson.

TM HOU SI ItA X113 OO
OIA U 0

LAM. AUTOMATIC MACHINE

19-2. Warehouse locations are also reflected in the Stock Nwmber Directory.
In the illustration below you can see the warehouse locations to the far
right. You can notice something else interesting here. Remember what you
learned in the last lesson about similar items being stored together? You
can see evidence of it here. Most of the items on this portion of a page
from the Stock Numter Directory are in the same FSC. Notice that they
are stored close together. They are all in warehouse 01, stockroom A, and
most of them are in bin row 002, vertical bin 005 or 006.

21 JAM IS LOW AIS TTPS ACCT B TOCK NUMBER DTJUICTOIT Allei
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1540 ONO) %ISSAS' LA IP2 11000M ASST. MIMI/ S A127.16192S1A HIS 00%

OW tilusit RA rra moos asa, mrsiiiir 8/73.01111111110 11111

1,04 00821 1100,0,61 IA MPS VT1P ASST. LOM PASI 2801.11OD3

ISO 00811 01011811 IA MPS STIP Darr, own Piot )078.M.88201A 01130 000

IMO 00122 êUII U 2 IIIIMMX) ASST. =LEI Is374.060Dillu Oda Oft

0011, 88100[01 BA MS MOIL ASST. VUTIANS 800.0.80011LD 000I 001

00/08 >WW1 IA FPI USOOK. MISSILE SAY

IMO NM 3102SSIOl LA MPS MOS. MISOIL2 SAT 4472.0SMIOIA 000J MG

MAL PIC MO OD

SAS 00010 M 1 si OP* Nom 3.110331110 OSAD 001

A
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20-1. Location designators are an important part of the item record and

are reflected on many output documents. For example, when the computer

outputs instructions to stock an item or to remove one from storage, it

will normally also tell you what the correct location for the item is.

20-2. See how much you have learned about storage location designators

by completing exercises A and B on the worksheet for this lesson.

You may check your work against the key at the instructor station. A

key to the embedded questions is also available there. If you have

any problems with the lesson, be sure to ask one of your instructors for

help.

-20-
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Supply Training Branch
WR G3A11164531 000

lawry Air Force Rase, Colorado March 197$

STORAGE LOCATION DESIGNATORS

Ultras* A: Place the location identification symbols on the diagram below

(in other words, label the individual vertical bins and tho bin subdivisions).

Then Write the location designators for the stored items that are identified

on the chart. Check your work against the key, mbich is available at the

instructor station.

VaREHOUSE 0 STOCKROOM A

*RACKET

KEY

PULLEY

SHIM

a.

b.

c.

d.

Bracket e. Pulley

Key f. Screw

Hinge g. Lock

Switch h. Shin

002-03-03-01
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Exercise Place the location identification symbols on the diagraa
below. There is only one level, so the location symbols for the bay
subdivisions may be written s the level followed directly by the bay sub-
division number (for example A6). After you have written in the identifi-
cation symbols, uTite the location designators for the stored items below.
You may chock your work ',Wail the key at the instructor itAUfall.,_

ROUOM LUMPIER

P*OPS

PUMPS

4

GENERATOR

SACK
Wag

c2-3 3

ENGINE

JACK.

KITS

WING

ASSY

rliONT
j SATE I

a.

b.

C.

d.

LOT 0 s
Rough Lumber
Engine
Jacks

Props

LOCK A
e. Pumps
f. Kits

2 g. Wing Assy
h. Generator
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c235
Supply Training Branch
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

STOCK LOCATOR SYSTEM

SCOPE

PT GUBR64531 000
AugAst 1978

Lessons 1, 2 and 3 of this block have taught you different aspects of

storage operations. You have learned the types of storage facilities that

are used; same of the considerations in determining what to store where;

and how the storage locations are identified.

Basically, then, you have learned how a storage area is set up. Now

the main consideration is how to keep it running. The stock locator system

helps take care of this.

In this lesson you will learn about the tasks involved in maintaining

an efficient stock locator system. These tasks include preparing bin labels,

finding and assigning warehouse locations, loading locations to item records

or deleting locations from the records, updating the Stock Number Directory,

and processing the Daily Document Register.

OBJECTIVES

1. Prepare and process a warehouse location addition.

2. Prepare and process a warehouse location change.

3.

3. Prepare and process a warehouse location delete.

4. Check the Daily Document Register and update the Stock Nweber

Directory if required.

Supersedes PT 002-03-04-01 dated March 1978.

002-03-04-01



DIRECTIONS
c2 3

To complete thts lesson you will need this text, a sheet of scratch

paper, the workbunk, and several hlAnk AF Forms 1991. lhrouchout the text

you will find embedded questions. Write short responses to them on the

sheet of scratch paper. A key to the correct answers is available at the

instructor station.

As you learned in the last lesson, one of the most important

functions of the Materiel Storage and Distribution Breach of Base

Supply is locating the stored property. Time and/or money are wasted

when something can't be found. Items lost in storage could cause

aircraft to be grounded and missions to be delayed. For this reason,

storage location designators clearly and specifically indicate where

each item is stored. These locations are the backbone of the stock

locator system. Generally speaking, the purpose of the system is

to provide an accurate and easy method of locating property. The

system uses both internal and external records which must be constantly

updated to remain correct and current.

Do you remember what these types of records are? Let's quickly

review. As you learned in Block I, all internal records are maintained

knside the computer. There are many of them, but the stock locator

system is concerned mainly with the item records. (Remember, each

item record normally indicates the designated storage location for

that NSN.) External work listings or records are maintained out ie

the computer. In the stock locator system you will be mostly cm_erned

with the Stock Number Directory and will also work with the Daily

Document Register.

Now let's get back to how you will work with the stock locator

system. If you are assigned to the Storage and Issue Section, one of

your main responsibilities will be placing property in its correct storage

location. When will you do this? Whenever the computer outputs a

management notice telling you to do so.

You learned about management notices in Block II. Remember,

they are messages that are output by the camputer when an external

decision or external action is required. In the storage operation,

the management notices you are most likely to see are a notice to

stock or a bin notice. They both definitely require external action

because dhey tell you, the Storage and Issue clerk, to store the

identified property in the designated storage location. There is an

example of a bin notice an the facing page. Look it over.

-2-
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The first line of print gives you some information about the

items to be stored. The TRIC (REC) indicates that these items were

just received, probably from a source of supply. The stock number is

in CC 8-22. It a followed by the unit of issue (EA) and the

quantity (00002).

The second line of print indicates that this is a management

notice. (If you wanted to, you could check on this type of notice

in chapter 30 of AYM 67-1, Vol. II, Part Two.) It then tells you to

bin the item, gives a quantity, and indicates the proper location

for the item. That makes it easy. All you have to do is store

two of item 1560001214212BK in storage location 19A011D050. You'll

get some practice doing this sort of thing in the last block of the

course. Incidentally, a notice to stock document performs exactly

the same function and looks very similar. The only difference is that it

will say stock rather than bin, and will not specify the quantity in

the second line. This is no problem since the quantity is indicated

on the first line.
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To make sure you understand the procedure we have just discussed, take

look at the document below. Then write short responses to the

queatIona that follow.
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Ql. What is the stock number ot the item to be stored'

Q2. Where should the item(s) be stored?

Q3. What quantity will you place in the warehouse location?

Once you have taken the item(s) to the location indicated on

the notice, how can you be sure you're in the right place? By

looking at the bin label, of course. You learned a little about

bin labels in the lest 1. sson. Do you remember? Every storage

location that is in use t.'ill have a bin label which identifies the location

and the property assigned to it. These labels are normally produced by

the computer, but you will see some that are handscribed. They are

essential to the stock locator system because they indicate what type

of property each location should contain. Take a minute to look

at the bin label shown on the following page.
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e239 NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER

SYSTEM DESIGNATOR

UNIT OF ISSUE

5305 00014 0630 XR3 00007

19B003A002 4 0

T
SCREW $ 1.50

CNEN LATURE

WAREHOUSE LOCATION

UNIT PRICE

SUL

CONTROLLED ITEM CODE

As you can see, the location designator is printed in the center on

the left side. It is 198 003A 002. You should be able to interpret
that as meaning warehouse 19, stockroom B, bin row or bay 3, level A, and

vertical bin or bay subdivision 2.

The top left side of the label indicates the national stock number

of the item assigned to the location. This is followed by the 'protest

designator, unit of issue, ERRC designator, and demand level. Other

information on the label includes the nomenclature, controlled item

code, shelf life code, and unit price. (Incidentally, do you remember

where you can find the explanations for these various codes? A good

place to start is chapter 3 of AFM 67-1, Vol. II, Part Two)

As we have said, most bin labels are computer produced. However,

some will be handscribed. Why? Possibly because it is a temporary

label or possibly because it identifies a different type of location.

Let's discuss this. For the most part you will be dealing with active

locations. These are the locations initially assigned to the items

and recorded on the internal records. Labels for these locations

are normally machine produced (made by the computer).

-5-
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Sometimes, however, the active location simply isn't large enough

to hold all of the property assigned to it. When this is the case, you

may temporarily need a second location for the additional property. This

second location is called the reserve location. It is not a part of

the item reocrd. (Remember, the internal records have room only for

a limited amount of information.)

Hopefully the storage operation you are assigned to won't have

very many reserve locations. They are established only as a last

resort and should be temporary in nature. This makes sense. If a

location is too small, it is more
efficient to assign a larger location

rather than use two smaller ones,
especially since only one of the

two may be included on the item record.

However, because reserve locations are used an a temporary basis,

you should know abiJut them.

Since reserve locations are not included in the internal records,

the labels for them cannot be computer produced. Instead, they are

handscribed. Look at the example below.

I5305 Zc;695 la 95(.356

19 4 cs 0 4 Ati5F9 ef_sEkvE
Acit\JE \cl 60Q5 A OZ)-

You will notice that this label doesn't contain quite as much

informntion as the label for an active location. It merely indicates

the stock number of the item, the storage location, and also the

active location of the item.

This is fine, but unless you are there, how do you know what the

reserve location of the item is? Simple. It is cross-referenced

on the active location bin label. Below is the bin label of the

active location of item 5305000140630. Notice that between the active

location designation and the nomenclature, the reserve location is

handscribed.

5305 00014 0630 01 HD 03 00007

19B003A002 4 0

RcsEev E tq6cbeti A tisPci
SCREW

$ 1.50
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Now that you know what a reserve locaLion is and how it is identified,
let's look at an example of how this information could be used. Say you
work in the Storage and Issue Section and have just received an issue
document instructing you to pull (or remove) six of item 5305000140630.
The location specified on the document (the active location) contains
only four of the item. However, the bin label indicates that there is
a reserve location for the item. You should go to that other location
and pull the needed items. If there are not enough in the reserve location,
then return to the active location for the remainder. Always use items
stored in reserve locations first.

You can see that the bin label is very helpful. When you are
storing property as the result of a management notice, you should
always compare the label on the property against the notice and the
bin label. In other words, if the management notice instructs you to
store or bin five of item 5305000101010, you should check to make sure
that this is the stock number on the labels attached to the items and
is also the one on the bin label. If there is a discrepancy, return
the property and notice to the Receiving Section. If everything is in
agreement, then put the property in the location. What happens to the
notice? This depends on the policy of your base. In some cases
it is filed; in others it is destroyed.

Storing property according to management notices can be a very
simple task. All you have to do is take the property to the designated
location and check to make sure the labels match the documentation.
Unfortunately it is not always quite so simple.

It sometimes happens that property is received which has not
been assigned a warehouse location (for example, if the item is new to
the base inventory). When this happens, the management notice will look
like the one on the following page. Take a look at it.
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The difference between this type of notice and the ones on

pages three and four is easy to see. In the second line of print,

instead of specifying a warehouse location, "STOCK ASG1,1 WHSE LOC"

is printed. This means that you must choose a location for the item.

How do you do this? First, you must find a warehouse location

that does not have a bin label on it (which is a good indication that

the location is not being used.) Remember, only one stock number

may be assigned to a warehouse location. Naturally, when you choose

a location, you will keep in mind the various storage principles you

have learned in this block. Many of them are just common sense.

For example, the size of the item makes a difference. You won't

put a very large item in a very small bin or a small item in an open

bay. If the item requires special storage considerations (i.e.,

refrigeration, controlled humidity), this must be taken into account.

You should also look at the controlled item code. If it is not

"U," the item may be classified, sensitive or pilferable, and will

have to be stored accordingly. ("U" is for unclassified.)
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Once you have found an empty location chat is suitable for the

item, you should place the property in that location. That's not

the end of it though. Since you have just assigned a warehouse location,

this must be documented. The first step is to write the warehouse

location in block F of this document. This has been done in the figure

below.
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The other action you need to take immediately is to prepare a

bin label for the new location. You should never leave property in

a storage location that is not labeled correctly. All you have to do

' get an blank bin label and transfer the appropriate information from

ae management notice. You won't have to worry about memorizing the

,rmat of a label because there will always be plenty of samples around.

e figure on the following page shows how the required information

nas been extracted from the notice. Study it for a few minutes; then

answer the questions that follow.
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Q4. What is the warehouse location that has been assigned?

Q5. What is the stock number of the item assigned to this location?

Q6. What is the unit of issue of the item?

You can see that the handscribed label doesn't contain as much

information as ones that are printed by the computer. That's all

right. It is only temporary and will soon be replaced by a

computer-produced label.
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So far, so good. The property has been stored in a suitable location

and the location has been correctly labeled. We're not finished yet,

however. The new location is not on the item record, so the next

step is to put it there. As a Storage and Issue clerk, this is your

job.

It is not a difficult task. You simply prepare two copies of

AP Fors 1991 as a warehouse location change input. (Don't be confused

by the word change. Updating the item record with a warehouse location

change can be an addition to, a change,or a deletion from the item
_

record.) ,Since you want to load a warehouse location to en itelarecord

that does not already have one established, it is commonly called a

warehouse location addition.

The input is also called an PCS input. PCS represents the

transaction identification code (TRIC) used to add, change, or

delete a warehouse location on the item record. Let's take a lodk

at the format followed to prepare this input. The format is shown in

attachment A-1 to chapter 21 of AYM 67-1, Vol. II, Part Two.
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You haven't had much experience following formats to prepare

inputs, so we'll take this one very slowly. First, look at how the
format is set up. It starts out with some general information such as
the purpose, input restrictions, and the output.

Then comes the input format and entry requirements. This portion
has been divided into four columns titled "Celli Col" (card column),
"Nr Pos" (number of positions), "Field Designaticn,% and "Remarks,"
These four columns tell you exactly how to fill out the 1991. Look
at one of the 1991s you have for this lesson. Notice that it has 411
card columns. The format will tell you exactly what must be entered
in each of those card columns.

For example, in card columns(CC) 1-3, three positions are
designated for the TRIC which the remarks column tells you is PCS.
CC 4-7 are blank. CC 8-22 contain 15 positions for the NSN; if the
NSN has only 13 positions, use only CC 8-20. CC 23-30 are blank
and the 10 or 11 position location designator that you have just
assigned should be entered in CC 31-40/41. However, the remarks column
for this entry says "Note 1.° So before you enter the warehouse
location on the 1991 you should read note 1. It explains some of
the options available with this entry and also shows how the location
designator should be constructed. The only other entry required for
this FCS input is the rwo position system designator in CC 55-56. Note 2
gives additional details about this entry. For school purposes, 01
is always used.

You can see that preparing input forms is very easy as long as you
have the format to follow. Below is an AF Form 1991 prepared to
load the warehouse location we have been discussing in this lesson.
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TO:
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Before continuing with the lesson, see how much you remember
about preparing FCS inputs by writing short responses to the following
questions.

Q7. How many copies of AF Form 1991 should be prepared for an FCS input?

Q8. Where does the format for an FCS input come from?

Q9. How many positions are designated for the warehouse location?
Which card columns?

Q10. Which card columns should contain the system designator.

Once you have filled out the 1991, it is ready to be input. The

new warehouse location will then become a part of the appropriate
item record. The input will also cause the output of a new bin label
at the end of the day. The machine-produced bin label 0.11 take
the place of the one you handscribed earlier in the day.

There is however, another record that must be updated first. Can

you figure out what it is? Think for a minute. What external
record is a printout of the internal item r.2cord? The Stock Number
Directory, of course.
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You learned about this listing in Block II, so you should already

be familiar with it. It is a listing which contains the data 001,

each item record. This data (called indicative data) includes the
stock number, unit of issue, price, and current warehouse location.
The latter of these is especially important becaume the directory serves
as the locator listing in the warehouse. It is also very necessary
during times when the computer system is down and all internal

records are inaccessible. The Stock Number Directory is in stock

number sequence. It is output once a month. When a new copy is

received, the month-old copy is held for 30 days. Then it is destroyed.

Since th4 directory is output once a month, each new copy reflects

all the changes that have been made to item records in the past month.

However, a monthly updating is really not accurate enough for

Storage and Issue operations. The warehouse needs a listing that is

always correct. For this reason, everytims you prepare an input that will

change some of the data on the item record, you must also chanrce that

information in the Stock Number Directory. If you have just assigned a

warehouse location to an item, you should make sure that this information

is included in the directory. It is important that the external and

internal records always be in agreement. This updating is called

annotating.
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Annotating is really a simple process. Let's take a look at

how it is dtp,e. On the facing page are rwo figures shaving a page from

the Stock Number Directory. The stock number is the first entry for

each item and the warehouse location is close to the middle of the

page. Notice that some of the items in the first figure do not have
warehouse locations (for example 1560006279101BK). When a location

is assigned to the item, the directory is updated by simply handscribing
the location in the appropriate place, as shown in the second figure.

What if the stock number doesn't even appear an the listing?
Then you must enter it. Just place it in the proper sequence on the

listing. For example, if you have assigned a location to item

L560006336909BK but find that this number doesn't appear in the
directory (figure one), you'll have to add it as shown in (figure two).
Besides the stock number, other helpful indicative data may also
be included in the entry. Of course you should be sure to include
the new warehouse location in the appropriate column.

Now that the external record has been updated, you should submit
the FCS input to update the internal records. Copy 1 of the AF Form 1991

is sent to the Storage and Issue remote operator or to the PCAM Unit

for input processing. Copy 2 is held in a suspense file. Before we

discuss the use of this file, review what you have learned about the
Stock Number Directory by answering the following questions.

Q11. Why must the Stock Number Directory be updated?

Q12. How often does the Storage aod Issue Section receive a new Stock
Number Directoiy?

Q13. How is a new warehouse location added to the Stock Number Directory?

Q14. What is the process of adding or changing information in the

directory called?

The suspense file of all the copy 2s of FCS inputs serves a

very important function. Back in Block I you learned the purpose

of suspense files. They provide a means of checking to insure that
transactions have processed correctly. As you might guess, this file

serves exactly the same purpose.
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As we mentioned before, FCS inputs may be processed in one of

too places. If the Storage and Issue Section remote is used and the

input is accepted, you will get an "Input Processed Notice" back from the

computer. This tells you that the computer has accepted the input and

that the warehouse location is now on the item record.

However, if the FCS is sent to PCAM for input, there will not

be an immediate "Input Processed Notice." This is because the main

line printer does not print these notices (only a reject should one

occur). So how can you be sure the new warehouse location has been

loaded? That's where the suspense file coees in. Screening every

FCS input copy 2 against the Daily Document Register is an easy way

to be sure that all of the changes have been recorded correctLy.

Let's discuss this a little. You learned about the Daily

Document Register in Block II. RemeMber, it is a listing produced

at the and of each day to show all the transactions that have

processed successfully through the computer that day. There are two

parts tq the Register. Storage personnel are concerned mostly with

part one which is printed by TRIC. This is very convenient,

because it separates the different types of transactions.

Right now we are interested in FCS transactions, so let's take a

look at that portion of the Daily Document Register and how it should be

screened against copy 2 of an FCS that was prepared. Take a few minutes

to study the figures on the facing page.
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Figure 3 is an FCS input to add location 01402D012 to the
item record of NSN 156(1003046987. This is copy 2 of the input, so it is

part of the suspense file. To make sure that the new location has been

added to the item reoord, check the Daily Document Register (figure 4).
Is there an entry to match the suspense copy? Let's look.

You probably remember reading that the register is in document

number sequence. FCS entries, however, do not have a document number.

Instead, the card columns that usually contain the document number
contain the warehouse location. So it is the location that is used for

eequencing purposes.

In the figure you cam see that the new locations are listed in

the document number column and the old locations are listed in the
mark for column. Notice that warehouse location 01402002 comes
before 01A002006 which comes before 01402008 (in the mark for
column), which comes before 01402D010. The next entry is

the one we are look'ng for. A quick comparison between it and the
suspense copy shows that they match. Now we can be sure that the new
location has been added to the appropriate item record.

What if there had not been a matching entry in the Daily Document
Register or if the entry had not entirely matched the suspense file
FCS? This would indicate that the input did not process correctly.

What should you do? Double check the FCS form to be sure that it
was prepared correctly and then re-input it. Then, of course, you
must wait until the following day to check the Daily Document
Register again.

That completes the process you will follow every time yom Assign
a warehouse location. Review the procedures by writing short responses

to the following questions. Then complete problem one in the
workbook.

Q15. When you assign a warehouse location, the location designator
should be marked in of the bin or stock notice.

Q16. After the property has been put in the location and the bin

notice has been updated, a must be prepared for the
location.
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Q17. The next steps are to update the external records by
and then update the internal records by preparing

Q18. Finally, to make sure that the input has processed correctly,
you should screen the suspense file of FCS inputs against

Before continuing, complete problea one in the workbook.

You know now what happens when you assign a warehouse location to
an item that doesn't have one. Similar procedures are followed When
you change a warehouse location.

Why would you change a location? Well, you may need a
bigger storage bin. Rather than assigning a reserve location to the item,
it is better to assign a Larger location. (Remember, a good storage
operation does not have many reserve locations.) Because changing
locations is not an uncommon procedure for Base Supply, it is
something you should be familiar with.

The first step is, logically, to take the property to the new
location. Again, you will keep the storage principles you have learned
in mind when choosing a new location.

Of course, the new location needs a label, so you should take
a blahk bin libel and prepare it to identify the location and the item
that has just been assigned to it.

Don't forget that the old location also has a label. That label
is no longer correct (after all, the item is no longer assigned there),
so it must be destroyed. By "destroyed" we mean that the label
should either be torn off the bin or pallet, or all the information on
it should be lined through. The idea is to make it Obvious that there
is no longer an item assigned to that location.

At this point the item has been moved, the new bin label has
been prepared, and the old one has been destroyed. But you are the
only one that knows where the new location is. It's time to
update the records.
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First, of course, you prepare the input form. Just as you did for

a new warehouse location, you will prepare AF Form 1991 ih two copies

with TRIC FCS. You will even follow the same format.

Once the 1991 has been prepared, the next step is to update the

Stock Number Directory. Figure 1 below is an FCS that has been prepared

to change a warehouse location, and figure 2 is the same change entered

ia the Stock Number Directory. You can see that the only entry

required in the directory is crossing out the old warehouse location and

writing the new one directly above it.
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Copy 1 of the FCS should be forwarded for input while copy 2
is held in suspense. Why is it held in suspense? Again, ao that it
can be screened (compared) against the Daily Document Register to
insure that the input processed correctly.

This is the Same procedure that you followed with the new
warehouse location. Again, because part one of the Daily Document
Register is printed by TRIC, you will be looking at the page which
contains FCS inputs. Let's see how this page should be screened
for a warehouse location chenge.

Remember, this portion of the register is sequenced by warehouse
location. See if you can find the location we have established listed
here (,1402E0g5).

044 040714814/
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c:258
If you checked carefully, you should have found that it is next to the

last entry. The old warehouse location is shown in the mark for

column, and the stock number matches. Since everything is in agreement,

you may be sure that the input processed correctly. If you had not

found this entry on the register, or if there had been an error,

then you would have to do some checking and probably re-input the

PCS.

That completes the process of changing a warehouse locatiou.
Before continuing with the lesson, review what you have learned by
writing short responses to the following:

Q19. Explain why you might need to change a warehouse location.

Q20. What form is used to prepare a warehouse location change input
and in how many copies?

Q21. Assign the proper sequence to the following steps in changing
a warehouse location:

Prepare FCS Destroy old bin label

Prepare new bin label Move property

Screen Daily Documant Register Update Stock Number Directory

Now complete problem two in the workbook.

Now you know the procedures to follow 'when you assign a new warehouse
location pr change one that already exists. This portion of the lesson
will discuss how you go about deleting (or removing) a warehomme
location from an item record.

Why would you want to do such a thing? It is not unusual for
a warehouseman to find an empty location that has a bin label attached
to it. There could be a good reason for the empty location. It is

possible that the item is simply out of stock and that there are more
on order.

On the other hand, it is also possible that there is no longer an
item assigned to that location. This could happen if the item has been
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moved from your warehouse to another location (such as a supply point),

or if the item has been dropped from the Base Supply inventory. If

this is the case, you should take steps to delete the location from

the computer records so that a different item can be assigned to

the location. Otherwise, space will be wasted.

Obviously, you can't just automatically delete every empty storar

location that has a bin label. Aa we have said, some of them may be

empty for a very good reason. So first you must do some checking to

make sure that the location is no longer needed for the item identified

on its label.

Thinking ebout what you have learned in previous blocks, how do you

suppose you could find more information about the item assigned to

the location? The most obvious way is by processing an inquiry. (fou

learned how to do this in the last block) This input will insure

two things. The first is that the serviceable balance of the item

is zero. This is important. Before you delete the location you want

to make sure that computer records do not indicate that there should still

be items in that location. A special inventory may be needed. (You'll

learn about these inventories in a later lesson.) The second point you

want to check is whether or not there is a DIPM, due-in, WRMor supply

point detail record linked to the item record of the item assigned to

the location. If any one of these records does exist, it indicetes that

the item, while not presently in this location, is either due to come in

or may be in another location in Base Supply.

If either of these two conditions exists, an input to delete the

location will reject. Assuming, however, that the inquiry shows

that there is a zero serviceable balance and that there are no DIM

due-in, WRMIor supply point detail records linked to the item record,

you are ready to proceed.

The first step is to prepare an FCS input. Again, you will use

AF Form 1991 in two copies and follow the format in AFM 67-1. Let's

take another look at that format and see what it says about

warehouse location deletes.
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At first glance it looks as if this input will be exactly the sane
as the other two we have aean in thls legation. However, close look
at note 1, which explains the entries for CC 31-41, shows the difference.

The fifth paragraph of this note explains that if the warehouse location
is to be deleted, instead of ering the location designator in these
Cara columns, only an asterisk is required, and it should be placed in
CC 41. The rest of am note explains the conditions when a warehouse
iocation cannot be deleted. The figure below shows an AF Form 1991
prepared uo delete a warehouse location.

-'

GENERAL. PURPOSE CREATION

TO:

Ditypupics D4241072

FltON:

I 2
I $
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I

You can see that it is really easy to prepare the input needed to

lelete a warehoust location. The input will, in effect, erase the location

from the item record. It is treated just like the other FCSs we have

discussed. Copy I. is used for the input; copy 2 is held in suspense to
_

be scrim:led against the Daily Document Register the next day.

In the meantime there are some additional steps you should take. You

can probably figure out what they are. Of course you must mark throu3h
or remove tne bin label on the location that h,J just beer deleted. You

want to make It clear that there is no longer an item assigned to this

location. Then you will need to update the Stock Number Directory. This

is necessary to insure that both the internal record and the external
work listing reflect the same information.

Let's take a quick look at huw the Stock Number Directory should

be updated. The figurot on the following page shows an extract Cram the

di7^ctory. Look at tae entry for NSN 15600V1029045. Notice that the

warehouse location for the item has been lined through. However, this

is the only part of the entry that has been marked. That makes sense,

because the location is the only ching an the i*.em record that was deleted.

002-03-04-01
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Th" final step, of course, is screening the suspense copy of the

iCS against the Daily Document Register to be sure that the input processed
correctly. So once again we will turn our attention to the page in
part one of the nally Document Register that lists the FCS transactions.

Remember, the - ries are sequenced by warehouse location. In this case
we can foLus our attention on the mark for colunn because that's where
the old locationn are listed. Wr wouldn't expect to find our entry in
tke do_ument number ( olumn becawic that's where new locations are listed,
dud t:Ie item record we have been dealing with doesn't have a new location.

If you find the warehouse location listed in the mark for colunn and
tne rest of the Information in the entry is in agreement with rhe suspense
copy, then you may be sure that the input processed correctly.

Check the warehouse location 'eletion we have been discussing
rigainst the Daily Document Registe, shourn on the next page. Then write
short responses to the questions that
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Q22. When should a warehouse location be deleted?

Q23. What input should be processed before you delete a warehouse location?

Q24. When will a warehouse location delete reject?

Q25. What is the main difference between the location delete and the

location change input format?

Q26. Assign the proper sequence to the following steps in deleting

a warehouse location:

Screen Daily Document Register

Prepare FCS input

Process inquiry

Now complete problem three in the workbook.
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This lesson has discussed screening the Daily Document Register

separately for each of the different types of warehouse location

changes that may occur. Actually, there is a little more to it than

this. Since the register is output daily, it is screened daily. Not only

will Storage and Issue personnel e,reen entries against suspense

copies of FCS documents, they will also go to all the locations involved

to make sure that all of the changes listed have actually taken place.

This is sort of a double check. For every FCS entry an the

register you must insure that each new location contains -he listed

stock number and that each old location does not contain Lae listed

stock number. Each deleted location should also be checked to insure that

the bin label has been marked through or removed. You should also check

to be sure that the necessary changes have been made to the Stock Number

Directory. Only after all this checking has been done should the FCS

suspense file copies be destroyed.

FCS transactions are not the only entries you must screen in

the Daily Document Register. Storage and Issue personnel must also

check FIDs. These are item record deletes. Unlike warehouse location

deletions, these actions will not be initiated by you. However, you

will be involved with the process. Haw? ale really very simple. When

you are screening the Daily Document Register, you may find a page

or section of entries with TRIC FID. AB we have said, these entries

represent item records which have been deleted. Take a few minutes

to examine the figure below which shows this part of the Daily

Document Register.

o

29 JAN 75 LONIY TECH TRNG (PART A )
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Notice that the entries are sequenced by warehouse location, and all
of these locationo are in the document number column. Now, how do these

entries effect your job? You must physically check the indicated location
to make sure that it does not contain any of the NSN item listed. If the

location does not contain the property, you first remove the bin label
attached to the location. Then, you should update the Stock Number
Directory by lining through the entire entry for that stock number. After

all, the entire item record has been deleted.

However, if you do fi.nd some of the NSN items in the location,
something is wrong. You must request a special inventory. You
will not line through the entry in the Stock Number Directory.
Instead you will annotate the entry to indicate that the item record
was deieted but that a special inventory has been requested. Remember,

the idea is to keep the Stock Number Directory as current and
correct as possible. It is important that any change whiCh affects the

storage or issue of items is reflected in it. The figure below hows a
portion of the Stock Number Directory which has been updated to ihow
two item record deletes; one that Checked out correctly and one that
required a special inventory.
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That completea the lesson on the stock locator system. Check

your knowledge about the final objective, processing the Daily
Document Register, by writing short responses to the following

questions.

Q27. What is the difference between an FCS input to delete a

warehouse location and an FID input?

Q28. Resides screening certain entries in the Daily Document Register
against the suspense file, what other actions should be taken with the
entries?

Q29. What actions are required of Storage and Issue personnel when an
FID entry appears on the Daily Document Register?

Now complete problem four in the workbook.

When you feel confident about the objectives in this lesson, ask
your instructor for the lesson appraisal.
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STOCK LOCATOR SYSTrM

Block III, Lesson 4

Answers to Questions in the Text

Q1. 2840006710176PE .

Q2. 19A 0011 008 .

Q3. 1 .

Q4. 01A 0023 006

Q5. 15600062790991K .

Q6. EA .

Q7. Two .

Q8. From chapter 21 of AFK 67-1, Vol. II, Part Two

Q9. 11 -- CC 31-41 .

Q10. Card columns 55-56.

Q11. So that it will match the internal records,

Q12. Every month.

Q13. If the stock number in in the directory, it will be placed in

the appropriate column. If the stock number is not in :he directory, it

must first be entered in the proper sequence; taen the Location is

written in the appropriate column.

Q14. Annotating.

Q15. Block F

Q16. Bin label

Q17. Annotating the Stock Number Directory and FCS input

Q18. The Daily Document Register

Q19. The current warehouse location might be too small

Q20. AF Form 1991, two copies .

002-03-04-01
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Q21

4 Prepare FCS 3 Destroy old bin label

2 Prepare new bin label I Move property

6 Screen Daily Document Register 5 Update Stock NuMber Directory

Q22. When a location is empty, the serviceable balance of the item

assigned there is zero, and the item has no DIM, Dua-ln, WRI46or supply

point detail records assigned to it.

Q23. An inquiry.

(pl.. If the serviceable balance is not zero or if there is a DIF114

Due-1n, Wallcor supply point detail record for the item

Q25. The location change format has a warehouse location in CC 31-41.

The location delete format ham only an asterisk in CC 41.

Q26.

5 Screen Daily Document Register 3 Destroy bin label

2 Prepare FCS input 4 Update Stock Number Directory

1 Process inquiry

Q27. The FCS deletes only dhe warehouse location,while the FID deletes

the entire item record.

Q28. Storage and Issue personnel should go to all the locations involved

to make sure the changes have bean made. The Stock Number Directory should

also be checked to make sure it is up-to-date.

Q29. They must check the location to make sure it does not contain

the item; then remove the bin label and update the Stock Number Directory.

-2-
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c21A99
Supply Training Branch WB G3ABR64531 000
Lowry Air Force Bast, Colorado August 1078

STOCK LOCATOR SYSTEM

These workbook exercises will help prepare you for the practical
application block of this course. Each problem is related to
one of your lesson objectives, and for this reason has several parts.
Be sure to ask your instructor for help as needed. A key to all
of the prcblems is available at the instructor station.

Problem One:

You work in the Storage and Issue Section and have received the
management notice on the following page. Take the following actions:

la. Assign warehouse location 01463404 and annotate the DD Form 1348-1.

lb. Create a bin label.

lc. Prepare an FCS input for this addition. Use the format in your
text and a blank AY Form 1991.

Id. Annotate the Stock Number Directory on page 6 of this workbook.

le. Indicate if this change is reflected in the Daily Document Register
an page 7 of this workbook.

Now return to page 21 in the text.

Supersedes WB 002-03-04-01 dated March 1978.
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Problem Two:

You work in the Storage and Issue Section and have received a bin notice
and accompanying property. When you take the property to the location
indicated, however, it is obvious to you Chat the bin simply is not
large enaagb to hold all the property. Your reaction, of course, ia to
change the location. The old bin label is printed below, and there
is a blank one beneath it. Take the following actions: .

2a. Create a new bin label for the new location 01A002D010. Use the
information from the old bin label.

2b. Prepare an FCS input for this change using the format in your
text and a blank AF Fora 1991.

2c. Annotate the Stock Number Directory on page 6 of this workbook
to reflect this change.

2d. Destroy the old bin label.

2e. Indicate if this change is reflected in the Daily Document Register
on page 7 of this workbook.

1560 00627 9101BR 01 EA KD2 000ol

viA 002A OO6 U 0

TIP ASSY UPPER PANEL $3074.00

Now return to page 24 in the text.

-3-
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Problem Three:

You have found an empty bin in your warehouse that is identified with

the label shown below. After processing an inquiry you have found that

the serviceable balance of the item is zero and that there are no detail

records linked to the item record. This indicates that you should

delete this warehouse location. Take the following actions:

3a. Prepare an FCS input to delete the warehouse location using the
format in the text and a blank AF Form 1991.

3b. Destroy the old bin label.

3c. Annotate the Stock Number Directory on page 6 of this workbook

to show this change.

Id. Indicate if this change is reflected in the Daily Document Register

on page 7 of this workbook.

3 b.
1560 00607 5606BK Ol EA XD2 00005

91A 902E 005 U 9

PANEL ASSY, FORWARD

Now return to page 30 in the text.

-4-
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Problem Fourt

You are in the process of screening the F1D portion of the Daily
Document Register on page 7 of this workbook.

4a. You have checked the location of item 53050m2304 and
found the location empty. Correctly annotate the Stock Nmmber Directory
on page 6 of this workbook to Show this.

4b. You have checked the location of item 53,51,,013407 and found
two of the items in the bin. For this reason you have to request a
special inventory. Correctly annotate the Stock Number Directory
on page 6 of this workbook.

Remember, you should check your work on these problems against the
key at the instructor station.

-5--
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Block III, Lesson 4

Kw' to Workbook Problenm
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GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO:
DIKCYPUNCH 01111140T 1

FROM:

I 2 3 11 G 7 11 10 II 11 12 14 IS 11 17 IS I$ so

c Ce i 5 600060754,02
. _ _ _
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GI G2

.
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SI 114
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....-

114 GO 70 71 72. .. 73 74 71 77. . 78 b._70 . SO
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ld. See page 5 of this key.

le. See page 6 of this key.

Problem Two:

2a.

%st.4 (60 6a-79101(3K EA

41 A %six DeSiS6
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2c. See page 5 of tLis key.

2d.

2e. See page 6 of this key.

3a.
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3h.

\

/

-1560-00607-56061*-- St

414-0006-006-

-useek-heefr44168413-fr

-0-

iist- *et- vim-
4

/

3c. See page 5 of this key.

Id. See page 6 of this key.

Problem Four:

4a. See page 5 of this key.

4b. See page 5 of this key.
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le. This change la reflected in the Daily Document Register.

2e. This change is reflected in the Daily Document Register.

3d. This change is reflected in the Daily Document Register.
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Supply Training Branch. PT G3A1R64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

STCCK CHANGE DOCUMENTS

SCOPE

By nad you have a fairly good understanding of had the Air Force
storage system works. You know about the type of facilities used,

various storage principles, how locations are identified, and how

the stock locator system works. In this lesson we are going to examine

another important aspect of storage operations -- how they adjust
to stock changes.

With so many different items in Base Supply inventories, it is
only natural to expect that changes will occur. Changes may include

the stock number of an item, its unit of issue or unit price, its
condition, or even its identity. You will learn how to make
warehouse adjustments for each of these.

'OBJECTIVES

1. Process an indicative data change

2. Process a unit of issue/unit price change.

3. Process an identity change.

4. Process a condition change.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a sheet of scratch
paper, the workbook, and AIS Module Test Form #3. You will find embedded

questions throughout the text. Write short responses to them on the

sheet of scratch paper. You may check your work against the key, which

is available at the instructor station. Complete the workbook as

directed in the lesson.

Supersedes PT 002-03-05-01 dated March 1978.
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As we mentioned before, it sometimes happens that changes occur

which affezt items stored in the Base Supply warehouses. One uch

change is an indicative data change. This is a new term for you, so

let's discuss it.

The indicative data of an item includes the stock number, system

designator, and ERRC designator. If any one of these changes for

any reason, it is called an indicative data change.

Why would this happen? Let's look at an example. Suppose the Air

Force uses two kinds of fuel control valves, one made by Boeing and one

made by McDonnell Douglas. Both of these are used on the F4C aircraft.

However, they are the same item and they have different stock numbers.

If they both serve the same purpose, why not consolidate the stock

numbers. This would be more efficient because it would save space

both in the warehouse and in the computer.

Youias a Materiel Facilities Specialist, are not responsible
for initiating (or starting) this type of change. Normally it will be

accomplished through the Stock Number User Directory (SNUD) update

program. (This is an automatic computer program operated at command

level that produces computer cards that may be used at base level to

update internal records.) The File Maintenance Unit of Base Supply may

also initiate this type of change.

Regardless of why or where the change is initiated, certain actions

must be taken in the war2house, and these are your responsibility.

First of all, how do you know when one of these changes has taken place?

An output notice will be forwarded to the Storage and Issue Section

that tells you so. Let's see what an indicative data change output

notice looks like. Take a few minutes to examine the one on the

following page.

-2-
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The top line of print is called the input image (in other words, it

is the same as the input) . Two card columns on this line that may

contain important information are CC 79 and 80. CC 79 is the shelf life

code, and CC 80 is the issue exception code (IEX). Why are they im-

portant? You should know the shelf life code assigned to the combined
NSN so you can be sure it is accurately reflected on the bin label. An

entry in CC 80 indicates that there is an issue exception on the combined

NSN. This is important to you if the entry is an 8 or a 9, which means

that the item may pose a health hazard. If such is the case, the item

can be dangerous, and you should carefully follow all of the safety

precautions printed on the item's label. Obviously, in the document above,

there is no entry in CC80, so there is no health hazard.

Block A of the output document contains the old NSN, and block B

shows the new NSN. Block F shows both the old and the new warehouse

locations. Take a look at blocks R and S. Block R shows the new

balance on hand (2) or the "ending balance" (in other words, the quantity
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on hand after the NSNa are combined). Block S indicates the balance in

the old location before combining the NSNs, and is called the beginning

balance.

What has this document told you? That a quantity of one of item

1560004321813NE, stored in location n3099004, is being combined with

NSN l560000211260NE and will be stored in location 1713007448. The

new balance is two.

Now that you know what type of information the output notice contains,

what should you, as the Storage and Issue clerk, do with it? Since

the output notice indicates that two stock numbers have been combined,

you should go to the old location, remove the property, and destroy

the old bin label. Then the property should be taken to the new location

and placed there. At this time you will want to check the bin label

to make sure that it is accurate. What if the shelf life code isn't the

same on the bin label as it is on the output document? You must bring

that to the attention of the Inspection Section. Since the indicative

data change we hsve been discussing has been a case of combining stock
numbers, the bin label should be correct. However, if the change had

been in ERRC designator or system desiguator change, you would not have

to move the property, but would have to correct the bin label.

What next? Well, since the internal records have already been
updated (the output notice is proof of this), now you must update the

external records. You should be able to figure out what this means.
The Stock Nwmber Directory must be updated, of course. The figure

below shows how the change)caused by the output notice we have discussed.)

should be annotated. Notice that the entire NSN entry is lined through.

(This is the same as the change for an FID transaction which you learned

about in the last lesson.)
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Once you have updated the Stock Number Directory, your next task is

to initia4 and date block 9 of the output notice. In this way you
indicate that all of the actions required of Storage and Issue personnel
have been taken. This entry has been made on the output notice shown
below.
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Now the original and ane copy of the output notice should be
forwarded to the Inspection Section. What happens to the remaining two

copies of the DD Form 1348-1? That is a matter determined by local

policy. On some bases, ane of the copies is kept in the Warehouse

Document File. This is a file of receiving and stock change documents
that is used, primarily during 1-wentories, to research discrepancies.
In some cases there is a different file for each stockroom in the

warehouse.
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Now let's discuss the responsibilities of the inspector when he

receives the original and a copy of the indicative data change output

notice.

First,he should go to the location indicated on the document and
correct the labels attached to the affected item(s). This makes

sense if you think about it. If an item's stock number, ERRC designator,
or system designator has been changed, the label on the item must be
:orrected accordingly. Only the inspector can do this. In the case

we have been discussing, the inspector should go to location

1711007448, select the item libeled as NSN l5600043218l3NE,
and change the NSN to l569090211260NE,At the same time, if there is
an error in the shelf life code, he will investigate.

Once this has been accomplished, the inspector initialg/stamps

and datetblock 8 of the output notice. Again, this indicates that

he has taken the required actions. This entry is shown on the
form below.
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The final step for the inspector is to forward the original copy

of the output notice to the Document Control Section. He may keep

the other copy in a suspense file depending on local policy.

That's all there is to processing an indicative data change

document. Review what you have learned by completing the following

exercise.

You work in the Storage and Issue Section and have just received the

following output notice. Take a fr., minutes to look it aver. Then

answer the following questibne.
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Ql. What is the TRIC for this indicative data change?

Q2. What was changed by this transaction?

Q3. What is the new balance. What wa.1 the old balance?

Q4. NSN item
should be moved to location

Q5. What entry should you make in the Stock Number Directory to reflect

this change?

Q6. What entry should you, as the Storage and Issue clerk, make on the

output notice?

Q7. What is a Warehouse Document
File and when is it used?

Q8. When an indicative data
change is made to an item, what action

will the inspector
take with the item?

Q9. What entry will the inspector make on the output notice?

Ql0. Where does the inspector forward the original output notice?

Now complete problem one in the workbook.

So far you have learned about the adjustments and actions Materiel

Facilities Specialists
must take when an indicative

data change occurs.

Now let's discuss a second type of change the unit of issue/unit

price change.

This type of change is actually self-explanatory.
The unit of

issue assigned to an item is sometimes
changed for the sake of

convenience. Someone may decide that it is easier to issue a particular

item by the pair (pr) rather than
individually (ea), or by the

dozen (dz) instead of by the box (bx). Of course, when the unit of

issue changes, the unit price will also change. Inflation also has

a hand in changing the unit price.

Initiating a unit of issue/unit price change is not your

responsibility.
It is a decision made at coanand level through the

SNUD program or by the File Maintenance Unit. What you do

need to know is how to process one of these changes in th.l. warehouse.
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Just as was the case with an indicative data change, Storage

and Issue personnel are notified of a uait of issue/unit price change
through a change notice such as the one shown below. Take a few
minutes to look it over.
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The first line printed on the form is the input image. Notice

that the TRIC for this type of change is FCU. The new unit price is

shown in CC 73-80 on this line.

The second line of print indicates first the old unit of issue
(EA) and then the new unit of issue OW.

The first entry on the third line of print is the warehouse

location (17D115D002). The last two entries on this line show the

new quantity (000001) and the old quantity (000012).
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What does this document tell you? That the unit of tsaue of item

5305000953625 has been changed from EA to BX, that there were 12 of the
item on hand but because they will now be issued by the box, the quantity

is one, and that the unit price is now $5.95. Furthermore, the

document tells you that the items are stored in warehouse location
17D115D002.

As the Storage and Issue clerk, what is your response to this
document? Much the same as it was for the FIC change document we

discussed earlier in this lesson.

The first step is to go to the location indicated on the document
and make the necessary changes to the bin label. The figure belyw

shows how the bin label should be corrected to reflect the change.

5305 00095 3625 01 XB3 00015

17D115D002 U 0

t 5.95
SCREW $

Now you should update the Stock Number Directory. After all, the
internal records have already been changed, so now you want to be sure

that the external records are accurate. The figure belai shows how the

directory should be annotated to reflect the changes we have discussed.
Notice that the old unit of issue and unit price have been crossed out

and the new information has been written above.
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Once the directory has been updated, you are ready to document the

fact that you have taken the necessary actions. To do so, simply

initial, and date block 9 of the output notice. Then forward the

original and one copy to the Inspection Section. Again, the distribution

of the remainIng copies is a matter of local policy, but on some

bases one of them is placed in a Warehouse Document File.

When the inspector receives the output notice, he should go

to the location indicated on the document because it is his responsibility

to change the libels or tags attached to the property.

Once this has been done, he is ready to make his entry on the

output document. Again, he initials/stamps and dates block 8. When this

has been done, he should forward the original to the Document Control

Section. The remaining copy may be placed in a suspense file when

required by local policy.

That's all there is to processing a unit of isstle/unit price

change. Review what you have learned by completing the following

exercise.

The storage and Issue Section has just received the output notice

on the following page. Take a few minutes to look it aver. Then

answer the questions that follow.
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Q11. What is the TRIC for this change?

Q12. What change does this notice indicate has taken place?

Q13. What was the old unit of issue? What is the new one?

Q14. What is the new unit price?

Q15. What is the new balance (quantity)?

Q16. Where are the items stored?

Q17. What entry should you make in the Stock Number Directory to reflect

this change?

Q18. What action will you take with the bin label?

Q19. What entry will you, as the Storage and Issue clerk, make on the

output notice?

Q20. What entry will the inspector make?

Q21. Where is the original of the output notice forwarded?

Now complete problem two in the workbook.
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So far we have discussed two types of changes that are initiated

by either the File Maintenance Unit or SNUD update. Now let's

take a look at changes which are initiated by Materiel Facilities

Specialists.

The first of these is an item identity change. You're probably

wondering why you would ever want to change the identity of an item.

Normally it happens when an item has been misidentified. Let's look

at an example. The Receiving Section has sent you an aircraft wing

for storage. You, as the warehouseman, take the wing to the location

indicated and find an aircraft tail in that location. To make matters

worse, the tail has the same NSN as the wing. Obviously, something

is wrong. This is a case of mistaken identity. You should place

the wing in a holding area and notify the Inspection Section.

The first step the inspector takes in a case such as this is to

process an inquiry on the NSN to determine the item record balance and

the due in from maintenance (DIFM) balance and document number. He

will use this information to help him determine which item has been

misidentified and what its correct identity is.

Then the inspector will retag the misidentified item and prepare

and input an AY Form 1991 to make the identity change. As a three level

Materiel Facilities Specialist, you won't be assigned to the Inspection

Section, so you won't be responsible for this input. However, you

will be working with the resulting output, and it is a little easier to

understand if you know what was first processed. So let's take a

quick look at the 1991 the inspector prepares to change the identity

of an item. Take a few minutes to look over the figure an the

following page.
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The TRIC in CC 1-3 of this AF Form 1991 is FCH. It is followed

by a document number (CC 4-17), and then the old or incorrect stock

number (CC 18-32). This is followed by the system designator, and

CC 37-42 contain the quartity assigned to the incorrect stock number.

The new stock number (tht. correct one) is entered in CC 53-67 and the

new quantity is in CC 68-75.

When the 1991 is completed, one copy is filed in suspense in the

Inspection Section and the other is forwarded for input. What do you

suppose the output is? An identity change document, of course. It is

shown below.
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Here again, as you can see, the first line of print is the input

image. The rest of the document is easy to interpret because, on each
line of print, the change from (or incorrect) information is printed
first, and the change to (or correct) information is printed second.
For example, line 2 first shows the change from NSN, system designator,
and quantity, and then lists the change to NSN, system designator,and

quantity. The extended cost of the item is also given on this line. The

rest of the information on the document is clearly labeled.

The identity change output notice is forwarded to you, the Storage

and Issue clerk. Now you know where to place the item that has been

misidentified. Sometimes, if the item is new to Base Supply, you may

have to assign a location at this point. If so, just follow the warehouse
location change (addition) procedures you learned in the last lesson.

When you place the item in its correct location, as always, you
should compare the information on the output notice with that on the
bin label and on the tag or label attached to the item. In other words,

you want to make sure that the NSN, system designator, nomenclature,

cost, etc. match.

Now you are ready to Ito and date block 9 of the output notice and
forward the original and one copy to the Inspection Section. One of the

remaining copies may be placed in a Warehouse Document File. (Notice

that for an FCH output, your entry on the document has changed slightly.
Instead of putting your initials and the date in block 9, you are signing

there. This is just one of the quirks of the supply system that you

will have to memorize.)

When the inspector receives the original and one other copy of the
output notice,DD Form 1348-1, he should destroy the suspense copy AF Form

1991 of the input, because he is now sure that the change has been made.

He will then sign/stamp and date block 8 of the original copy and

annotate the reason for the identity change in blocks DD and EE. Then
the original is forwarded to Document Control and the other copy is

filed as determined by local policy.
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That completes the procedures for processing an identity change.

Review what you have learned by completing the following exercise.

You, as the Storage and Issue clerk, have just received the

output notice shown below. Take a few minutes to look it over.

Then answer the questions that follow.
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Q22. What is the TRIC of this transaction?

Q23. What is the correct (to) NSN of the item?

Q24. What is the incorrect (from) location of the item?

Q25. What is the correct (to) nomenclature of the item?

Q26. Was the ERRCD changed by this transaction?
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Q27. Who prepares the input to change the identlty of an item?

Q28. What entry will you make on the output notice?

Q29. What entry(ies) will the inspector make on the output notice?

Q3O. Where is the original of the output notice forwarded?

Now complete problem three in the workbook.

The final type of stock change we are going to discuss in this lesson
is a condition change. Just as was the case with the FCH identity
change, a condition change is also initiated by Materiel Facilities

Specialists.

Exactly what do we mean by a condition change? If you think
about it, it's fairly obvious. If the condition of an item changes,
adjustments must be made. For example, if you work in the Storage

and Issue Section and find an item in storage that is no longer
serviceable (for example, a battery with a broken terminal), you
can't just ignore it. After all, if the item is no longer serviceable,

it can't be used and is wasting valuable space.

What should you do when this happens? Notify the Inspection

Section. You don't have the authority to determine the serviceability
of an item. That is the inspector's job.

Once the inspector has been notified, he will examine the property.
If he determines that it is, indeed, unserviceable, he will retag
it and prepare the appropriate change input.

Although you won't be responsible for filling out one of these
inputs, it's a good idea for you to be familiar with what they contain.
Take a few minutes to study the AF Form 1991 on the following page. It

has been prepared to change the recorded condition of NSN 1560000206315NE.

-17--
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GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

_
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_
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As you can see, the TRIC for this change is FCC. This is

followed by the docunent number (CC 4-17), the NSN (CC 18-32),

the system designator (CC 33-34), and the unit of issue (CC 35-36).

Card column 60 contains the previous condition code (in this case
A for serviceable), and CC 61 contains the new condition code (F for

unserviceable). The quantity of items with a changed condition

is 'indicated Ln CC 62-66.

The FCC is prepared in two copies. One is used for input; the

second is maintained in a suspense file. The result of the input is,

naturally, a condition change output notice. Let's see what this

document looks like. Take a few minutes to examine the one on the

next page.
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The first liae of princ, of course, is the input mige. ln the

middle of the form, just below this line, is a very important entry.

It is the unserviceable detail document number. be using it_

later, so take note of where it is found. The otherentries on the form

snow the action quantity affected by the change, the um,ervIceable it-gm

balance, and the serviceable warehouse loration.

The output notice, along with the ure-ervireable item, will be

forwarded to Storage and Issue. What dctIon should you 1 Ike? lirst,

take the item to the unserviceable hold drea in the warehouse. (Most

warehouses have an area set aside for un,erviceable item,.) At this

tLme you will enter the unserviceable toc.ition you assign to ihe item

in block F. What do you suppose the next step is7 Prep,irinc, an FCS.

This makes sense. Anytime you change the location of ,11) iteM, you h,ive

to update the records. Otherwise it would he h,ird to Imatethe item later.

There is a slight difference with thi- type FCS inout because you are

not changing the location for the entire only for one )LAIM that 1,,

unserviceable. You 11 understand this better when you see the format on

the next page. (SPe NOTE 3.)
-19- --
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303
First take a look at the entry for card column 30. It directs you

to note 3 which explains that when loading or changing an unserviceable
detail warehouse location, CC 30 must contain a "W." Also CC 57-70 must
contain the unserviceable detail document numter. This is the numter you
saw between lines one and three on the output notice.

These two additional entries on the FCS will alert the computer that
you are moving only one unserviceable item and do not want to change
the location for the entire NSN.

Let's take a look at the AF Form 1991 that you would prepare for the
condition change we have been discussing.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO:

OKEYUPICS4 01111140T1

FROM:
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dsl
witmAimos
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,

17
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1141 SD 70 71 72 7/1 74 71
s

711 77 78 70 I -011

Qt. U 8./.
.

9 1 ta _ _

You will forward the original copy of the AF Form 1991 for input and
keep the second copy in a guspense file. Because of the nature of this
FCS, you do not need to worry about updating the Stock Nwmber Directory
or screening the Daily Document Register. However, you will screen the
R26 Unserviceable DIFM Detail List each day to clear your suspense file.

(This is nothing more than a list of unserviceable DIFM items.)

Finally you must enter the new location of the item in block F of the
output notice and sign and date block 9. Then the original and one copy
of the notice should be forwarded to the Inspection Section. One of the
remaining output copies may be placed in the Warehouse Document File,
depending on local policy.
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Now, what are the inspector's responsibilities when he receives the

output notice? First, he can destroy his input suspense copY(AF Form 1991).
The aitput documentIDD From 1348-1 is proof that the transaction hes
processed. Then, he should ILAD/stamp and date block 8 of the original
document and annotate the reason for the condition change in blocks DD and
U. Finally, the inspector will send the original to Document Control and
file the other copy as required by local policy.

That completes the process of changing the recorded condition of an
item. Review what you have learned by writing short responses to the
following questions and statements.

Q31. Who initiates the action to change the recorded condition of an item?

Q92. What is the TRIC used for condition changes?

Q33. Where does the inspector send the unserviceable item and condition
change output notice? What happens to them there?

Q34. What form is prepared by the warehouseman to reflect the new location
of the item? What TRIC code is used?

Q35. After a new location is assigned to the unserviceable item, what
entries are made by the warehouseman on the condition change notice?

Q36. What entry(ies) does the inspector make on the notice?

Q37. Where is the original notice forwarded?

Now complete problems four and five in the workbook.

That completes the lesson on stock change documents. When you feel
confident about all of the lesson objectives, ask your instructor for
the lesson appraisal.
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305 STOCK CHANGE DOCUMENTS August 1978

Block III, Lesson 5

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. FIC.

Q2. A stock nwmber.

Q3. 2; 1.

Q4. 1560006279099BK; 01A002,406

Q5. Line through the old stock number.

Q6. Initial and date block 9 of the notice.

Q7. It is a file of receiving and stock change documents that is often
used in researching inventory discrepancies.

Q8. Make any necessary changes on the label attached to the item.

Q9. Initial/stamp and date block 8.

Q10. To Document Control Section.

Q11. FCU.

Q12. Unit of issue and/or unit price.

Q13. KK, EA.

Q14. $ .02.

Q15. 50.

Q16. 17D00546001.

Q17. Cross out the old unit of issue/unit price and write the new ones
above the old.

Q18. Cross out the old unit of issue/unit price and write the new
information above the old.

Q19. Initial and date block 9.

Supersedes 002-03-05-01KEY dated March 1978.

002-03-05-01KEY
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Q20. Initial/stamp and date block 8.

Q21. Document Control Section.

Q22. FICH,

Q23. 5305000184732NE.

Q24. 17110150)02.

Q25. Panel.

Q26. No.

Q27. The inspector.

Q28. Sign and date block 9.

Q29. Sign/stamp and date block 8 and state the reason for the change

in blocks DD and EE.

Q30. Document Control Sectio4.

Q31.. The inspector.

Q32. FCC.

Q33. To the Storage and Issue Section. The item is reassigned to a
location in the unserviceable hold area of the warehouse. The document
is signed and dated in block 9, the unserviceable location is entered
in block F, and it is then returned to the inspector.

Q34. AF Form 1991. FCS.

035. Enter unserviceable location in block F and sign and date block 9.

Q36. Sign/stamp and date block 8, state the reason for the change in

blocks DD and EE.

Q37. Document Control Section.
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(307
Supply Training Branch WB G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

STOCK CHANCE DOCUMENTS

PTLiblem One: The output notice shown below has been received in the

' xage and Issue Section. Take the following actions with its

1. Update the Stock Nwmber Directory on page 2 of this workbook to

show this change.

2. Make the entry required of the Storage,and Issue clerk on the notice.

3. Make the entry required of the inspector on the notice.
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Now return to page 8 in the text.

Supersedes WB 002-03-05-01 dated March 1978.
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Problem Two: The Storage and Issue Section has received the FCU output
notice shown below. Take the following actions:

1. Correct the bin label below the document!

2. Update the Stock Number Directory on page 2 to show the change.

3. Make the entry required of the Storage and Issue clerk on the notice.

4. Make the entry required of the inspector on the notice.
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Now return to page 13 in the Text.
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probleaThree: The Storage and Issue Sectiou has just received the

output notice shown below froa the Inspection Section. Take the

following actions:

1. Naka the entry required of the Storage and Issue clerk on the notice.

2. Nike the entries required of the inspector on the nottce.
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Nov return to page 17 in the text.
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Problea Four: The Storage and Issue Section has received the following

caadition change output notice from' the Inspection Section. Take these

actions with it:

1. Assign the itea to warehouse location 1701413002 and enter this on the

notice.

2. Use a blank AF Fora 1991 to prepare an PCS input to load the new

location (use the format on page 20 in the text).

3. Make the entry required of the Storage and Issue clerk on the

output notice.

4. Make the entries required of the inspector on the notice.
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V I

Problem Five: Complete the chart on the follmoing page by entering

the correct information in each of the blank boxes. You'll find this

chart to be a very helpful study tool for this lesson.

Remelber, you should check your work on all of these workbook exercises

against the key at the instructor station.
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(2 copies)
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Problem One:

STOCK CHANGE DOCUMENTS

Block III, Lesson 5

Key to Workbook Problems
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Supply Training Branch IPT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

MATERIEL HANDLING

SCOPE

3:20

This lesson is designed to provide you with information about the

basic principles and type of equipment used in materiel handling operations.

Since materiel handling consmes a major part of the supply operating

budget each yearoit is important not only for you to remember the principles

of materiel handling but also to apply them throughout your duty as a

Materiel Facilities Specialist. Because of the continuing demand to reduce

operating costs within the Air Force, this lesson will explain ways to

tmprove efficiency of materiel handling while eltminating unnecessary cost.

For simplificationithis lesson is divided into two parts. First we will

examine the basic principles of materiel handlingoand then we'll take a

look at the various types of materiel handling equipment.

OBJECTIVE

(1) Identify the basic principles and types of equipment used

in m ateriel handling operations.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need AIS answer sheet #3 and a

piece of scratch paper.

Supersedes 1PT 002-03-06-02 dated October 1976.
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Let's start out by defining materiel handling. Materiel handling is
the movement of equipment and supplies from one place of operation to

another without. affecting its value. For example, it you were assigned

to the ntorage and fsnue Section and ytm received an issue document, ymt
would remove the property from storage and take it to the pickup point

so thal the item could be delivered. This situation involves materiel
lumdling because, as a warehouseman, you have moved the property from

:00rago lo lhe point of delivery. Although materiel handling practices

vary, the basic principles remain unchanged.

Principles of materiel handling must be kept in mind before you can
effectively operate, select, and apply appropriate materiel handling

equipment (MHE) on Your job. There are six basic principles of materiel

handling. Below is a list of basic principles you should remember and

apply to any materiel handling operation.

1. Effective planning.

2. Least handling is the best handling.

3. The number of pieces to be moved determines the method of handling.

4. The rated capacity of equipment must never be exceeded.

S. Straight line flow.
6. Short, irregular moves lend themselves to manual handling.

To help you gain a better understanding of each principle we will discuss

them separately.

The first principle is "planning." The most essential phase of any

program is planning. Before an individual can take action to complete

a job, it is important that he or she plan a course of action that will

produce satisfactory results. If you do not take the time to plan a

course of action your chances of being successful are greatly reduced.

So before you tackle a job, plan your course of action first and then

carry it through.

The second principle is "least handling is the best handling." The

greatest economy in moving materials is achieved in not moving them at all.
Although this is not practical, an attempt must be made to keep handling

to a minimum. A common violation of this principle is the practice of
rearranging warehouse stocks just for the sake of keeping everyone busy.
The cost of this type of practice is staggering and should be avoided

unless absolutely necessary.

2
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The first question to be answered before selecting the method for

moving material is% How many pieces are to be moved? This question is

based on the third principle, "the number of pieces to be moved determines

the method of handling." For example, wouldn't it be more practical to

transport twenty cases of coke on a four-wheel hand cart than to manually

carry one case at a time?

The next principle states that "the rated capacity of equipment must

never be exceeded." Each piece of equipment used for materiel handling

should be marked to identify its lifting capacity. Overloading causes

excessive wear of equipment in addition to creating accident potential.

As a future materiel handling equipment operator, you should refuse to

move any load that exceeds the rated capacity of the equipment you are

operating.

The last principle is, "short, irregular moves lend themselves to

manual handling." Let's take the example about the twenty cases of coke

a step further. If you were to move those cases from one side of a grocery

aisle to the other, wouldn't it be more logical to camplete this task

by hand rather than with the aid of any materiel handling equipment.

When moves are short, irregular and individual lifting capacities are not

exceeded, it may be more economical to use manpower. If you stop and think

alxmit these principles for a moment they really do make sense and are easy

to rmember. Regardless of where you work in Base Supply) you will be

expected to know and apply these principles when involved in materiel

handling operations.

Before we discuss the various types of materiel handling equipment,

answer ihe following questions on a sheet of scratch paper. After

answering these questions be sure to check your work against the

instructor's answer key.

Ql. When applying the principle, "the number of pieces to be

moved determines the method of handling," what question is answered first?

Q2. Which principle emphasizes the fact that handling operations

can be reduced by following the most direct route from one point to

another?

Q3. If you attempt to lift 5,000 pounds of supplies with a forklift,

that has a capacity of 4,000 pounds, which principle would you be violating?

3
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Now it's time to consider the common pieces of materiel handling

equipment used by the Air Force. Materiel handling equipment (MHE) falls

into two basic categoriess powered and non-powered.

Powered materiels handling equipment is driven by either a gasoline

or an electric motor. This equipment may be operated in closed or open

storage areas. The two most commonly used powered materiels handling
equipment are the warehouse tractor and forklift.

Warehouse Tractor

Forklift

om
...,=4

S.
al IMMO
II =NI

4
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The forklift is used to pick up and carry supplies a distance of a

few feet or even across the base. The load is carried in front of the

forklift on two forks which are raised and lowered vertically by a

hydraulic lift mechanism. The types and models used have a carrying

capacity ranging from 2,000 to 15,000 pounds and lifting heights of

from 100 to 210 inches.

There are some particular
points to remember about
operating fork11'.fts.

(1) Each forklift has a
capacity, or limit, in the
number of pounds it can lift

safely. This capacity should
never be exceeded. In this
illustration, the sergeant
points out that the rated
capacity of the pictured fork-
lift is 4,000 pounds. This

means that if you lifted more
than 4,000 lbs. with this
forklift, the hydraulic
lifting motor may be damaged
or the forklift may tip over.

(2) In going up a ramp, a

loaded forklift should be driven
forward, while going down a ramp
it should be driven in reverse.
Thus, the load is kept on the
higher end of the forklift which
allows the load to lean safely
against the forklift. This
illustration shows the proper
position of a forklift when
proceeding up or down a ramp.

5
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(3) The forks of a traveling forklift, whether carrying a load or

not, should be raised just high enough to avoid any obstructions on the

warehouse floor. A four inch clearance is considered sufficient.

(4) Before a forklift is left unattended, the engine must be turned

off, the brake must be set, and the forks must be resting on the floor.

The warehouse tractor is used

with a warehouse trailer to form the

"tractor-trailer train." This

illustration shows an example of a

tractor-trailer train.

The trailers used as part of

the tractor-trailer train are
load-carrying platforms mounted

on casters or wheels. The

picture to your right represents
the most commonly used type of

trailer.

6
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Besides a pickup truck, the two most widely used trucks are shown
in the next two illustrations below.

I

the figure to your right is a
forty (40) foot flatbod.

1-

ii

The illustration to your left
is a one and one-half (IA)
ton flatbed while

11111111

nimill111111

I .

our1

These trucks are used only when the volume and size of the material
makes it necessary.

7
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The next category of equipment is the most commonly used non-pomered

types. Below is a list of the various types of non-powered MHE
(materiels handling equipment) that we will examine.

(1) Pallet

(2) Stockpicker

(3) Pry bar

(4) Two-wheeled hand truck

(5) Four-wheeled hand truck

(6) Pallet jack hand truck

(7) Roller conveyor

A pallet is a portable platform which can hold different kinds of materials
and packages. The chief advantages of pallets are as followsi

A. Large units of supplies may be handled at one time,
reducing handling time considerably.

B. Manual handling is reduced, supplies are less subject
to damage, and safety is increased.

C. Loading and unloading tractor-trailer trains is easier
and quicker,thus saving manpower.

D. And ln storage, pallets prevent supplies from being
placed directly on the floor or ground.

8
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The standard dimension of a pallet is 40" X 48" (inches) and is usually

made of wood. Most pallets are flat bat some have sides and tops for

special moving and storage.

Next is the stockpicker
truck. It is used between
storage units for light-weight
items. This is illustrated in
the picture to your right.
This piece of equipment is
especially useful when selecting
a large amount of gmall lots.

9
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The illustration to your
left is an example of the
standard flat pallet.
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The pry bar is used to line up pallets or crates and sometimes move

them short distances. The typical pry bar used in materiel handling operations

is shown below.

=EMI

Ut
Ut.

c(2.)

10

002-03-06-02

1

To your immediate left is
shown how the pry bar is
used. Notice how the wheeled
end is inserted under the
pallet. Once the pry bar

is in position, force
must be applied from the
handle. It is important
to remember when applying
pressure on the handle

to use both hands.

3 1 6



The next category of non-powered equipment is known as "hand trucks."
There are three kinds of hand trucks: 2-wheeled, 4-wheeled, and pallet
jacks. Rememter, all hand trucks are PUSHED, NOT PULLED!

You've probably seen 2-wheeled hand
trucks before. The picture on your right
is a typical 2-wheeled hand truck. This
hand truck is probably the most common
one in operation today. The blade extends
at an angle from the bottom of the platform
to maintain the load. The platform may
consist of flat crossbars, which are used
to handle boxes or crates, or it may
consist of curved crossbars, which are
for barrels or drums.

0

11

002-03-06-02

The four-wheeled hand truck
is used to carry bin stocks
and various loads in operations
which involve short and frequent
stops. This truck may be
equipped with solid rubber tires
or steel wheels. The solid
rubber tire type has a capacity
of 2,500 lbs. (pounds) whereas
the steel wheel type has a
capacity of 6,000 lbs. (pounds).
Look to your left for an
illustration of a 4-wheeled
hand truck that is equipped

with solid rubber tires.
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The pallet jack works like the hand-operated hydraulic jacks at your

neighborhood garage. It's equipped with two forks (like those of a forklift)

which can be raised up to four (4) inches for moving pallets short distances.
The typical pallet jack is shown in the picture to the left. Pallet jacks

are used for moving pallets but not stacking them.

The illustration below shows how the pallet jack and pallet are used

together to form an unbeatable combination for saving time. Notice how the

forks of the pallet jack are inserted into the pallet.

1 2
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The illustration shows a roller conveyor. Most conveyors are operated

by either gravity or they are belt-driven as shown below. The roller conveyor
is used to move supplies through the Receiving Section in a fixed line of

travel. Conveyors are primarily used in the Receiving Section. The conveyor

is portable and can come in straight or curved sections. The conveyor is

recognized as a cost-saving, energy-saving, and yrofit-making mechanism.

Now let's find out what you
remember about the types of MHE
we have just covered. Answer
the following questions on a sheet
of scratch paper.

Q4. What are the two basic
categories of MHE?

Q5. On which end of the
forklift should the load be when
traveling up a ramp?

Q6. Is a pallet jack con-
sidered powered or non-powered
equipment?

Q7. Which piece of MHE is
used when selecting light-weight
items from storage units?

Q8. What are the three types
of hand trucks?

Be sure to check your answers with the instructor's answer key.

Next you will be given same typical materiel handling situations.
Select the hest MHE to complete each task.

13
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SITUATION "A"

Three 50 lb. (pound) generators on a pallet need to be placed in storage.

Upon checking the location you discover that the pallet must be stacked on

bin /evel "E." What's your decision? Write your solution to this situation

on a sheet of scratch paper.

SITUATION "B"

While surveying your storage area you notice that a pallet loaded with

equipment is slightly out-of-line with the boundary line. Which piece of

MHE would you select to realine the pallet? Use your scratch paper to

answer this situation.

Check your answers in the answer key at the instructor station.

The selection and operation of MHE is mostly a matter of common sense.

The main rule is to BE CAREFUL. Observing safety regulations will help

you spend a prOsperous and accident-free Air Force Career.

Review any portion of this lesson you feel necessary, and then ask

your instructor for the lesson appraisal.

3 5 11
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Supply Training Branch PT G3A8R64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

INVENTORY PROCEDURES

SCOPE

As a Materiel Facilities Specialist, one of your primary
responsibilities is the care of property stored in the Base Supply
warehouse. You have learned many of the principles of storage
operations and how the stock locator system works. But, of
course, mistakes do happen in Base Supply. So, in this lesson,
you will learn how inventory procedures correct errors that may
have occurred in property processing and storage operations.

The Inventory Section of the Supply Systems Branch is
responsible for insuring that Base Supply computer records always
reflect accurate accountability of property. Chances are slight
that you, a 64531, will be assigned to this section, but the
full and complete support of the Materiel Storage and Distribution
Branch is necessary for accurate inventories. Your duty is to
understand the purposes of inventories as well as the functions
you may perform in the various processes.

OBJECTIVES

1. Given the appropriate FCS cards, bin labels and property tags,
validate warehouse locations.

2. Identify tasks performed by Storage and Issue personnel in
preparing a warehouse for inventory and assisting in the conduct
of inventories.

3. Given an emergency issue document, record the necessary entries
on a recap sheet.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a workbook, several
blank AF Forms 1991, and a sheet of scratch paper. You will find em-
bedded questions throughout the text. Answer them on the sheet of scratch
paper. A key to the correct answers is available at the instructor station.

Supersedes PT 002-03-07-01 dated March 1978.
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You are probably already familiar with the term "inventory." You

know that once a year all department stores close for At least half aday in order to conduct an inventory. During this time they will count
how many items they actually have on hand, and then compare these
counts against their recor s of what quantities they should have onhand. This process not only tells them exactly what iilirstock, but also,
how accurate their records are.

A Base Supply inventory performs precisely the same functions. It willindicate what items are in the warehouse (or other locations throughoutthe base), and in what quantities, and then check these figures against theitem records in the UNIVAC 1050-11. However, the inventory of Air
Force assets is a never-ending process. This is necessary for insuringthat computer records are in constant agreement with available property.

Some items require more frequent inventories than others because of
their classification, location, or requirements. For example, quarterly
inventories are performed on supply items which are not located in
the Base Supply warehouse. Semiannual inventories art conducted twice
a year on classified items (those with a security classification code),
and sensitive items (those which may be sold for personal profit).
Munitions items must also be inventoried semiannually. Annual inventories
are conducted every year on pilferable type items. Additional inventories
may be performed as required.

Besides varying in frequency, inventories may also vary in the
procedures followed. Four types are used by the Air Force.

1. Complete inventories are performed on all items located within a
specific area of the warehouse.

2. Sample inventories are similar to complete inventories except that
only some of the items in the designated area are inventoried (a
percentage specified by the computer).

3. Special inventories are performed, as required, to correct
out-o - a ance conditions on single stock numbers.

4. In-use/in-place equipment inventories are perforffed on all
equipment type itens on base, by account custodians.
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This lesson will discuss the first three methods thoroughly. The

equipment inventory is the responsibility of the Account Custodians, and

you do not need to be concerned with it as a Materiel Facilities

Specialist.

Before continuing with the lesson, write short responses to the following:

Ql. Viit'ire the purposes of Base Supply inventories?

Q2. How often must supply items located outside the Base Supply

warehouse be inventoried?

0 Classified supply type assets in the Base Supply warehouse must

be inventoried

Q4. Who conducts in-use/in-place equipment inventories?

Q5. What is the main difference between sample and complete inventories?

Now that you have a general idea about the purpose and frequency

of Air Force inventories, let's take a look at complete inventory

procedures. Remember, a complete inventory counts all of the items

in the specified area of the warehouse. It is conducted according

to a schedule established at the beginning of each fiscal year (the

fiscal year runs from 1 October to 30 September). This schedule

identifies the inventory deadline date for each area of the warehouse.

The deadline date is the day the count actually begins in each section.

Inventory deadline dates are especially important to the Materiel

Storage and Distribution Branch because it is the 64531t responsibility

to make sure that the warehouse is ready to be inventoried. For

example, you wouldn't want to be in the middle of a rewarehousing

project when the area is scheduled for inventory. The schedule is

important to you for another reason, too. When the inventory schedule

is drawn up for each year, it must be coordinated with the warehouse

location validation schedule. This warehouse location validation is

performed by Storage and Issue personnel, and it must be conducted

prior to any coaplete or sample inventory. Each warehouse location must

be validated at least annually.

354
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The purpose of a warehouse location validation is just what the name
suggests: to insure that the warehouse location on each item record matches
the actual physical location of the item in the warehouse. In other
words, if the item record indicates that NSN 2840007560010 is stored in
location 07%113002, the validation would insure that this item is
actually in warehouse 7, stockroom B, bin row 13, level C, bin 2. A
second purpose of the validation is to make sure that all item records with
a serviceable balance are assigned a warehouse location.

Because warehouse location validation is an important function of the
Materiel Storage and Distribution Branch, you should know how it is

accomplished.

First, the warehouse validation schedule is arranged (by fiscal
year) so that every assigned location is validated at least annually.
As mentioned earlier, this schedule must coordinate as closely as
possible with the inventory schedule. Before you inventory a
section, you want to make sure that all the items are in the right

places!

The processing of the warehouse location validation begins with
the Storage and Issue Section. When the warehouse location validation
schedule identifies warehouse locations that are due validation, the
Storage and Issue Section prepares an AF Form 1530, Punch Card
Transcript, for the specilic warehouse locations to be validated.
Naturally, the preparation of the AF Form 1530 is accomplished in accordance
with AFM 67-1. An example of this form, prepared to validate locations
19/401007 through 19413HOO1 is shown on the following page.
When the AF Form 1530 has been filled-out, it is sent to the ADPM/PCAM
Operations Section of Base Supply for keypunching and input.

-4-
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The PCAM Unit will use the AF Form 1530 to prepare a computer

parameter card. A parameter card is a tool used for instructing the

computer to perform a specific processing action. When this parameter

Lard It Input tu tho tomputur, Iwo ditforoot products orb produidd;

a deck of prepunched warehouse location change/validation cards

(TRIC FCS) and the Serviceable Balance - No Location/Duplicate Warehouse

Location Listing. This listing has two parts -- the Serviceable Balance

No Location Listing, and the Duplicate Warehouse Location Listing.

When these products are output, they are all sent to the Storage and

Issue Section.

A separate FCS card is produced for each item record assigned to

a location included in those specified on the parameter card. A sample

FCS card is shown below. As you can see, it is for warehouse location

19A001A007. Pay special attention to the area where the location is

printed on the card because this is the entry that concerns you

the most.
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The FCS cards are produced by the computer in warehouse location

sequence. This makes it easier for you because, when you receive these

cards in the Storage and Issue Section, you must place each FCS

card in the specific location that is identified on it. When all the

cards have been placed in their proper location, the validation

may begin.

It is actually a simple process. If there is property in the bin,

first compare the s:-.ock number on the FCS card with the stock number on

the serviceable taq attached to the item. The figure below points out

the two numbers to be compared.
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they don't maLch? The iirst step for correcting unmatched

s is to research the Stock Number Directory for the stock

found in the location. Maybe it is in the wrong place.

t find the information in the directory, the next step

on recent transactions in the Daily Document Register. If

t help, then you should process an inquiry. The inquiry

ify the warehouse location that is assigned to the computer

or the item stored in the bin. If the inquiry shows that the

he bin has another warehouse location, the item is simply

and placed in the location shown on the inquiry. You may

process an FCS to change the location of the item.

owever, if the inquiry does not identify a location for the

there are other methods that can be used to correct the problem.

ethod is to process a request for a special inventory. (You'll

more about that later in this lesson.) Another method is to

st that the Inspection Section examine the item for possible

dentification.

The bin label on the location must also be validated with the

S card. You must do this, even if the bin is empty. All you need to

o is compare the stock number and the warehouse location on the PCS card

ith the same data on the bin label. This is shown on the figure

n the following page. Take a few minutes to study it.

If the information on the bin label and the FCS card matches,

the validation for the item is finished, and the FCS card is placed

back in the bin. However, if the information on the bin label does not

match the FCS card, corrective action must be taken. It may be necessary

to process a warehouse location change or relocate the property.
The correct action is determined through research in the Stock Number
Directory and Daily Document Register, or through processing an inquiry.

A new bin label may be required.
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During the course of a validation you may deal with FCS cards
containing an asterisk (*) in card column 41. There is a sample of one

of these cards shown below. FCS cards containing this asterisk are for
dead locations. Dead locations are those assigned to item records which
oave a zero serviceable balance, no detail records or demand level, and
have had no processing action for 30 days or more.
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Why are they included in the validation? So that you can examine the
bin location to insure that it does not contain property. If the bin

location is indeed empty, you will send the FCS card to ADPM/PCAM where
it will be used to delete the warehouse location from the computer
records. However, if property is available in the bin location, a
special inventory must be requested.

When conducting a warehouse location validation, you could also
find property in a location that does not have a FCS card. Once again,

you must do some research to find out what to do with the property. If

you find that a location is in the process of being loaded, then you
will simply prepare a slip to indicate that the location has already
been validated. If the property is simply in the wrong location, then
you will move it. If you can't resolve the problem, then you must
request a special inventory, and place a copy of the request in the bin.

Remember, the purpose of the validation is to make sure that all
of the items are in their correct location. You want to remove any
obstacles to an efficient and successful inventory.
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When all the locations have been validated, the FCS cards remaining

in the locations are collected and destroyed.

Now let's take a look at the listing that is produced along
with the FCS cards. The Serviceable Balance No Location/Duplicate
Warehouse Location Listing has a dual purpose, (1) it provides a listing
of item records which contain a serviceable balance but no location and
(2) it identifies different item records which contain the same
warehouse location.

Let's discuss each part of the listing separately. The Serviceable

Balance - No Warehouse Location Listing is prepared from the item records
that contain a quantity in the serviceable balance, but do not have an

assigned warehouse location. The listing is prepared in stock number

sequence, and copies of it are furnished to all sections having storage

responsibilities. Corrective action must be taken on each item printed

on the listing, and this action must be annotated on the listing.

What do we mean by corrective action? The first step is to research

the Stock Number Directory to see if a warehouse location addition

has been input for the item. You can also check the warehouse location

change suspense file to see if a change is pending. If a location

for the item cannot be determined, then you should request a special

inventory.

Whatever corrective action is taken, it must be annotated on the

listing within three workdays. An annotated copy of the listing is

shown on the next page. Take a minute to look it over. You can see

that the corrective action for some of the items listed was simply

assigning a warehouse location. If a special inventory has been
processed, the transaction number of the inventory is noted. And if

a transaction has processed which reduced the serviceable balance of the

item to 0, then this transaction number is noted.

When all the entries on the listing have been annotated with either a

warehouse location, a special inventory transaction number, or the

transaction number that reduced the serviceable balance to zero, the

listing is forwarded to the Procedures and Standardization Section.
This section must retain the copy for 90 days.
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The Duplication Warehouse Location Listing is output when the
computer compares the warehouse locations in the warehouse validation
parameter card with the warehouse locations recorded on the item
records. When the computer identifies two or more item records
that contain the same warehouse location, the information is printed on
the Duplicate WariRKse Location Listing. It is important that this
condition be corrected because, as you have learned, only one
stock number may be assigned to a given location.

A sample of this listing is shown on the following page. Take
a few minutes to look it over. You can see that two stock numbers
have been assigned to warehouse location 19/010E001.

To correct such duplications, the warehouse locations identified
on the Duplicate Warehouse Location Listing must first be checked. This
is an easy way to determine if more than one stock number is actually
being stored in the same location.

If, in fact, different stock numbers are found in the same location,
you should divide the property according to stock number. One NSN may
remain in the location. Kowever, the other must be removed and
assigned a new warehouse location. When this happens, you will follow
the warehouse location addition procedures you learned in lesson 4.

Even if you do not find property with different NSNs in the same
location, the computer records still must be corrected, so you should
assign a new location to one of the items and update the internal and
external records as you have learned.

3 6
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That's all there is to performing the warehouse location validation.

Review what you have learned by writing short responses to the following:

Q6. How often must validation be conducted for each warehouse location?

Q7. What is the purpose of warehouse location validation?

Q8. What form should Storage and Issue personnel prepare to create the

validation computer parameter card?

Q9. What outputs will result when the parameter card is input?

Q10. The FCS cards are produced in sequence.

Q11. What do Storage and Issue personnel do with the FCS cards when

they first receive them?

Q12. What are the FCS cards compared with?

Q13 a. What does an asterisk in CC 41 of an FCS card indicate?

b. What is done with these particular FCS cards?

Q14. What is the purpose of the Serviceable Balance - No Warehouse
Location Listing and what actions should Stora Issue Personnel
take with it?

ge and

Q15. What is the purpose of the Duplicate Warehouse Location Listing
and what actions should storage and Issue personnel take with it?

When you have completed the warehouse location validation, you have
assured that each item that is to be inventoried is in the correct

location. Now you are ready to prepare the warehouse for the inventory

and help with the inventory itself.

One of the first things to do is clearly mark off the area that is

to be inventoried. This may be done with ropes, signs, and placards

(which should show the inventory deadline date). The purpose of

these markings is to limit traffic in the area under inventory.

3 S
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Another responsibility you have is to insure that all transactions

applicable to the locations scheduled for inventory are completed
at least one day prior to the deadline date. For example, if item
1560007423147 is amor3 those scheduled :or inventory on 4 October and
you receive an issue document fo- it on 2 October, you should make sure
that this item is pulled before 3 October. Why? Because, once you
have received the docurant, the computer con$iders the item issued,

and has already subtraced it from the iterJ record balance. If the item
is still in the bin during the inventory count, this will throw the
figures off. This same principle applies to receipts, shipments, and
transfers. Any. transaction that will affect the accuracy of the inventory
count must be completed at least one day prior to the deadline date!

Once you have prepared the warehouse for invk. tory, the Inventory
Section takes over. First, they will condu:t their own pre-inventory
survey. The purpose, of this is to identify and correct any discrepancies
that could adversely affect the inventory.

One day prior to the inventory deadline date, the Inventory Section
will request the production of count cards for every location that is to
be included in the inventory. pa this same time, a count card li_stin;
(which is used to control the count cards) is produced, and freeze code
C is autrmatically assigned to every item record that is involved in
the inventory. What is freeze code C? It is a code used by the computer
that will restrict any transaction that will affect the item record
balances while the inventory is in progress. For example, if item
661000315387 is ur'lr inventory and the Demand Processing Unit
inputs a request for it, the computer will automatically reject this
request. The transaction cannot process until the inventory has been
completed, and the freeze code removed.

Tne count cards, arranged in warehouse location sequence, are
forwtrded to the warehouse. There, Inventory personnel, or those
assigned to e1p them, will place each card in its appropriate location.
A sample inventory count card is shown on the next page. Notice that
the entries on this card include the TRIC code (CIC), the ERRC designator
and MSN of the item, the date of the la t inventory on this item
(DOLI), the inventory deadline date, anu a serial .umber assigned to
the item for this particular inventory. The warehouse location
designator is printed on the right-hand side of the second line of
print. Notice that the quantity field (CC 25-30), which immediately
follows the unit of issue EA, is blank.
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You can probably guess what the next step is. Counting the
propertv,and entering the correct totals on the cards. This will
normal.' be accomplished by the Inventory Section with the help of
Storage and Issue personnel. The figure below shows an inventory
count card with the quantity entered manually in the lower richt-hand
portn. (Later PCAM will punch the quantity into CC 25-10.)
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When the initial count has been completed, some of the totals
may need to be adjusted. How can you tell? By reviewing the recap sheet.
This sheet is a record of emergency transactions which have occurred during
the inventory, that will affect the count. (You will learn more about

emergency issue and shipment procedures later in the lesson.)

After all of the items in the section under inventory have been

counted and adjusted and the cards annotated accordingly, a sample
count verification is required. The Chief of Supply will assign
personnel from functions outside the Inventory Section to perform this

sample. They will randomly select a specified percentage of the items
inventoried to insure that the counts and annotations are correct. If

the maximum number of errors allowed is exceeded, the entire area
must be reinventoried. However, if the verification is within the
established error rate, this portion of the inventory is complete.

Now all the count cards are collected and the inventory supervisor
will forward them to ADPM/PCAM for processing. When the count cards are
input by AOPM, the physical count quantity and the item record balance
for each item are compared by the computer. If they are equal, or
if the difference between them falls within the automatic adjustment
range, the inventory on that item is considered to be complete, and the
freeze code is removed from the item record. However, if the difference
between the count and the internal balance is so great that an automatic
adjustment cannot be made, the computer will automatically produce a
recount card, which is very similar to the count card. The Inventory
Section is responsible for reinventorying the item and accomplishing

any necessary research or adjustments.

That's how easy it is to conduct a complete inventory. Basically
the same procedures apply in a sample inventory. The major difference
between the two, as we mentioned earlier, is the number of items within
the designated area which are actually counted. Remember, a complete
inventory includes all of the items in the area; a sample inventory
will include only d specified percentage. The computer will randomly
select those items within the area that are to be counted. If the

error rate on these items exceeds the established limit, the entire
lot must be reinventoried following complete procedures. If the
error rate is not exceeded, everything in the lot is considered
to have been inventoried.
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Your role in a sample inventory is also very similar to that for

complete procedures. Prior to the deadline date, a warehouse location

validation must be conducted. You must also insure that all transactions

applicable to the area are processed. Just as yol lid for a complete
inventory, you should define the limits of the area being counted with

signs, ropesond markers.

A closed warehouse method is used so, again, freeze code C is

assigned to the appropriate item records. Only emergency issues or

shipments are permissible on items under inventory, and these must be

recorded on the recap sheet. However, you may continue to process all
transactions for those items included in the total inventory lot but

not undergoing actual inventory.

Review what you have learned about preparing the warehouse for
inventory and assisting with the conduct of the inventory by writing

short responses to the following:

Q16. Transactions affecting balances of item records scheduled for

inventory must be completed the deadline date.

Q17. What is an inventory deadline date?

Q18. How is traffic in the area under inventory restricted?

Q19. Where is the quantity manually entered on the count ciird?

Q20. The record of emergency transactions occurring during an inventory

is kept on the

Q21. How are the count cards arranged when they are forwarded to the

warehouse?

Q22. Why is a pre-inventory survey conducted?

Q23. What will the computer produce if an inventory discrepancy cannot

be automatically adjusted?

Q24. What action is required before the annotated count cards are collected

and forwarded to ADPM/PCAM?

Q25. What freeze code is assigned to item records for complete or

sample inventories?

Q26. When the inventory count cards arrive at the warehouse, what

action must inventory personnel take with them?

-19- 373
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Q27. What is the main difference between a sample and a complete
inventory?

Q28. What happens if the error rate is exceeded in a sample inventory?

Now you have learned the basic procedures for conducting
complete and sample inventories. But there is another important
function involved. These inventories are performed under a closed
warehouse method. Remember,freeze code C is assigned to iTTTflein
records that are affected. This code automatically prevents the
processing of any transaction that changes the item record balances.
So, for example, a nornal issue request for an item under inventory
will not process.

But, of course, the warehouse never closes down completely.
If an item under inventory is urgently needed (for example, to make
an aircraft operational), it will be issued or shipped as a post-post
transaction. (With post-post transactions, the item is physically
processed first, and the documentation is input to the computer later.)

As a Materiel Facilities Specialist, you must know the procedures
for handling issues and shipments that do qualify for emergency action
during inventory. With issues, the determining factor is the
urgency of need designator (UND) in CC 65 of the DO 1348-1. If the
UND is "A," the item qualifies for emergency action. An item with
a UND of B gi may also be considered for emergency treatment at
the option of the Chief of Supply. Take a look at the issue
document shown on the next page. Notice that the UND in CC 65 is
"A." So this item would be issued even though it is under inventory.
Emergency shipments depend on priority requirements which are determined
locally.

Once an item has been approved for emergency processing during
an inventory, 5.torage and Issue personnel handle it in much the same
manner aL a normal transaction. (You will learn about issue procedures
in your next block of instruction.) But remember, all affected
item records are frozen during an inventory, and the computer has no
record of this transaction. So you must mark it on the recap sheet. This
is important. The recap sheet will vary from base to base, but it
wil always include at least the NSN, TRIC code, system designator,
document number, quantity, and warehouse location. Its purpose is
to help adjust the inventory count. A sample recap sheet is shown on the
next page. Look it over.

-20-
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Let's look at an example to see how the recap sheet is used. 3540
Item 6625006494465 is under inventory. On the deadline date,
the item record balance is 25. However, while the inventory is in
progress, an emergency issue is necessary. (This is indicated by
the UND code A on the issue document shown on the top of page 21.)
Because there is a freeze code on the item record, this transaction
must be recorded on the recap sheet. (This has been done on the
sheet on page 21. Notice how the necessary information has been taken
from the DD 1348-1 and entered on the recap sheet.) Now, when item
6625006494465 is counted, there are only 24 in the bin, and this quantity
is annotated on the count card. Remember, though, that before the cards
are collected and turned in, the recap sheet is checked and any necessary
modifications are made. So the 1 recorded on the recap sheet is added
to the 24 found in the bin, and the total submitted is 25. This figure
will agree with the balance on the item record. You can see, then, why
the recap sheet is necessary. Luckily, it is also easy to use. You'll
get some practice on it in the workbook portion of this lesson.

Now you know the steps followed to process an emergency issue

during an inventory. Basically the same procedures are followed for

an emergency shipment. But what happens to normal, routine Base

Supply processes? They are not forgotten while an inventory is
in progress, but naturally the type of action required depends on the

type of transaction. For example, in-line transactions that will have

no affect on the item record balances are allowed to process (these

would include turn-ins with a waiting shipment or receipts with

a complete due-out release). Otherwise, receipts and turn-ins that

will affect the internal balances must be placed in an inventory
hold area until the freeze codes have been lifted and normal procesing

resumes. And their accompanying documentation must be marked

accordingly. The location and management of these hold areas is

determined by local policy and facility lay-outs.

Before con.inuing with the lesson, write short responses to the

following:

Q29. What UND qualifies an item under inventory for emergency issue?

Q30. While an inventory is in progress, where are emergency transactions

recorded?

Q31. What determines whether or not an item qualifies for emergency
shipment during an inventory?

Q32. What prevents normal computer processing of an issue on an item
undergoing complete or sample inventory!

Q33. When can items with an UND of B qualify for emergency issue?

Q34. What happens to receipts or turn-ins that will affect the item
records under inventory?

-22-
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You have learned that complete and sample inventories are conducted

according to an annual schedule. All supply-type itema in the Standard
Base Supply System must be inventoried at specific times during the
year, and one of these two methods is used. However, there will be
instances when an immediate adjustment of intemal records .4 actual,
physical counts is needed. When this happens, a special inventory
is used.

This inventory is norrally conducted on a single item when an
out-of-balance condition is detected. All this means is that when you
discover that the amount on hand does not match the amount the computer
says should be on hand, this is one way to find the solution and adjust
the internal records. In this lesson we have discussed several instances
when a special inventory may be used. For example, if your are checking
an FCS card with an asterisk in CC 41 and find property in the "dead"
location, a special inventory can help determine just where the error
was made.

Preparing a special inventory request can be a Materiel Facilities
Specialist function, so you will learn how it is done in Block IV.

When a request for a special inventory is input to the computer,
freeze code I will be loaded to the item record, and appropriate detail
information concerning the item will be output. This notice will be
forwarded to the Inventory Section, which will perform the special
inventory. When the problem has been found and corrected, the freeze
code is lifted.

See how much you remember about special inventory procedures by
writing short responses to the following:

Q35. What freeze code is used for special inventories?

Q36. When is a special inventory normally conducted?

Q37. Who actually perform the special inventory?

Q38. Briefly explain the differences between complete, sample, and
special inventories.

3 : ,
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SUMMARY

In this lesson you have learned that the purpose of inventories in
the Standard Base Supply System is two-fold: to count the quantities
of items actually on hand; and to check the accuracy of item record
balances in the UNIVAC 1050-11.

Because Air Force inventories vary in their frequency and the
procedures followed, an inventory schedule is drawn up for each
fiscal year. The schedule is coordinated closely with the warehouse
location validation schedule.

Inventories are mainly the responsibility of the Inventory Section,
but 64531s provide important support for obtaining an accurate count.
Conducting the warehouse location validation is one of their
responsibilities. The validation assures that the items stored in
a particular location are the NSN that is actually assigned to
that location. The validation also corrects serviceable balance-
no warehouse location, and duplicate warehouse location conditions.

Other duties of gtnrAdp And issup personnel include marking
off the appropriate areas in the warehouse, insuring that applicable
transactions are processed before the deadline date, recording
emergency transactions on the recap sheet, controlling the hold
area, assisting with the conduct of inventories, and, in some cases,
requesting special inventories.

Review the objectives of this lesson. When you feel confident
about them, complete the workbook exercises.
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INVENTORY PROCEDURES

Block III, Lesson 7

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. To determine what is in stock and how accurate Base Supply records are.

Q2. Quarterly.

Q3. Semiannually

Q4. Account custodians .

Q5. The nunber of items in the designated area that are counted .

Q6. At least once a year.

Q7. To insure that the physical locations of items in the warehouse
match the recorded locations.

Q8. ALF Form 1530.

Q9. FCS cards for all the locations in the designated area and a
Serviceable Balance - No Warehouse Location/Duplicate Warehouse Location
Listing.

Q10. warehouse location

Q11. Place each FCS card in its correct warehouse location.

Q12. The property tags and the bin labels.

Q13 a. That the location is "dead".
b. The location should be checked tu make sure that it is empty.

Q14. It indicates which items have not been assigned a warehouse
location. Storage and issue personnel should take corrective
action on each item listed by either assigning it a warehouse
location, processing a special inventory on it, or annotating the
transaction which has occurred that will reduce the serviceable
balance of the item to zero.

Q15. It indicates that two items have been assigned the same
warehouse location. Storage and issue personnel should correct the
situation by reassigning ane of the items and, if necessary,
physically moving it.

Q16. one day prior to

Q17. The day the counting begins.

p3 ,
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Q18. With ropes, signs, and placards.

Q19. In the lower right-hand corner.

Q20. recap sheet

Q21. In warehouse location sequence.

Q22. To identify and correct discrepancies that could affect the inventory.

Q23. A recount card.

Q24. A count verification.

Q25. Freeze code C.

Q26. Place them in the appropriate warehouse location-.

Q27. Complete inventories count all of the items in the designated
area while sample areas count only a specified percentage.

Q28. A complete inventory is performed on the entire area,

Q29. UND A.

Q30. On the recap sheet.

Q31. Priority requirements, which are determined locally.

Q32. Freeze code C.

Q33. When approved by the Chief of Supply.

Q34. They are placed in an inventory hold area.

Q35. Freeze code I.

Q36. When an out-of-balance condition is detected.

Q37. The Inventory Section.

Q38. A complete inventory involves the counting of all of the items in
the designated area of the warehouse. A sample inventory involves the
counting of only a specified percentage of the items in the designated
area of the warehouse. A special inventory is normally conducted an
a Jingle line item to correct an out-of-beince condition.

-2-
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3421 Supply Training Branch
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

WB G3A8R64531 000

INVENTORY PROCEDURES

Problem One

When you perform a warehouse locatiom validation, one of the
kost important tasks is comparing the informaticm on FCS cards
against the property labels and warehouse bin labels.

a. Compare the tags against the FCS card on page 2 of this workbook.
On the back of a blank AF Form 1991, indicate which tag matches the
FCS card.

b. Compare the bin labels against the FCS card on page 3 of this
workbook. On the back of the AF Form 1991 indicate which bin label
matches the card.

Supersedes WB 002-03-07-01 dated March 1978.
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34,
Problem Two

Item 6645007321546 is under inventory but you have received thefollowing issue document for it. The UND is "A", so you know that theitem qualifies for emergency issue. Use the information on thedocument to record the emergency issue on the recap sheet printed
below it.
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Problem One
a. three
b. one

Problem Two

INVENTORY PROCEDURES

Block III, Lesson 7

Key to Workbook Problems

August 1978

it

Recap Sheet for Warehouse 19, Stockroom A
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Technical Training

Materiel Facilities Specialist

RECEIVING PROCEDURES, PART ONE
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LOWRY TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTER
3440th Technical Training Group
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado
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Study Guides (SGs), Workbooks (W8s), Study Guide and Workbook (SW),
Programmed Texts (PTs), and Handouts (H0s) are authorized by ATC for stu-
dent use in ATC Courses. They are designed to guide you through your
study assignments in the most logical sequence for easy understanding.
Answer self-evaluation questions and complete each problem or work assign-
ment in the sequence given, and it will aid you in understanding and
retaining key points covered in material you have studied.
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Supply Training Branch PT G3A8R64531 000
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

RECEIVING PROCEDURES, PART ONE

SCOPE

Base Supply has a tremendous responsibility for supporting all base
organizations in their supply requests and requirements. To provide
maximum support for organizational requirements, Base Supply figures
future requirements from past item use and requisitions the required
items from a source of supply. This is when the Receiving Section
enters the picture; responsible to the Materiel Storage and Distribution
Branch, Receiving has one of the most important jobs in Base Supply.
Every piece of property that enters the Base Supply system must be
processed through this section. Due to the variety of items which are
processed by this section, many different processing actions are re-

quired. Suppose, for a moment, thut you found the following property
just off-loaded on your receiving line: a carton of distemper serum
for police dogs, a box of .38 caliber ammunition, a box of photographic
film and a carton of sensitive electronic equipment. If it's lunch
time, plan on a growling stomach for a little while; none of these
four can be left sitting while you chow down. All of them require
immediate processing to different protective areas; some should have
been delivered to other places instead of coming to you; at least
two will ruin if not immediately refrigerated.

As with everything, however, you have to learn to walk before you

can run. Before you can really understand all the interesting varieties
of receiving procedures, you must learn the basic procedures common to
all Receiving Sections. In this lesson we're going to learn receiving

procedures, including exceptional procedures As you will see, it is a
very complex and important function of Base Supply.

OBJECTIVES

(1) File five receipt due-in cards in the correct sequence.

(2) Make the necessary inchecker and inspector entries on receiving
documents for two problem situations.

Supersedes PI 002-04-01-01 datd hturh 1Q7H.
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(3) Given two erviceable tags and two sets of receiving documents,
prepare property for inchecking by selecting the receiving

document that matches each tag.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a workbook, a sheet

of scratch paper, and AIS Module Test Form #4. You will find embedded

questions throughout the text. Answer them on a sheet of scratch paper.

A key to the correct =ewers is prtiVided at the instructor'. de.k. If

you have any questions, be eure to ask your instructor for help.

2
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Each Branch of the military service (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines)
has an organization which is responsible for supporting base activities

with their supply requests. The organization in the Air Force is known

as Base Supply. In th., past, whenever material was requisitioned from

a source of supply, the different service branches used their own

particular procedures and forms for processing their requisitions. Be-

cause of the different procedures and forms, this put a burden on the

source of supply who was providing common items to all military services.

The Department of Defense (DOD) analyzed the problem and devised a

system known as MILSTRIP. This is pronounced MIL:STRIP and means"Military

Standard RequisiT6T1-170Tand Issue Procedures." This system was created

to allow standard procedures, forms, and formats to be used by all military

service branches.

MILSTRIP, as the name implies, is (1) a requisitioning procedure
used to obtain material from a source of supply, and (2) an issuing

procedure used by the source of supply for releasing the property to

the requesting service branch. MILSTRIP does not apply to local trans-

actions such as issues and turn-ins, which are governed by our own AF

supply procedures. However, we use MILSTRIP forms and codes to process

requisitions, receipts, shipments, and transfers.

Sone types of requisitions are prepared automatically by the computer.

There are two reasons for automatic requisitions: (1) stock replenish-

ment and (2) to satisfy an organizational due-out.

A stock replenishment requisition is submitted tn a source of supply

by Base Supply in order to replace items which were issued to customers.

Most items have a reorder point determined by the computer. There are

many factors used in computing an item's reorder point. Here's an

example of how a stock replenishment requisition is created based on

a reorder point.

Suppose Base Supply has an authorized level of ten each relays to

be stocked in the warehouse. The reorder point for this relay is six.

To satisfy customer demands, five relays have been issued, leaving a

total of five each in stock. The reorder point is six and the stock is

down to five so the computer automatically prepares a requisition to

order five relays from the source of supply. The reason for the

requisition is to replenish the stock.

3
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A requisition to satisfy an organizational due-out is not as clear-

cut as replenishing stock. There are many rules and different procedures

and exceptions to both. lhe simplest procedure used is to program the

computer to automatically requisition the item when certain requirements

have been met. When an organization's request for an item cannot be

filled by Base Supply and the request meets other established require-

ments, the computer will requisition the item from the source of supply.

Eventually, Base Supply will issue the item to the organization (customer).

When Base Supply owes an item to an organization, the debt is called a

due-out. Thus we have a requisition to satisfy an organizational due-out.

If you're thinking about the tremendous number of requisitions

Base Supply must make just to keep things running, you're on the ball.

Imagine what kind of record-keeping system is required to know, at all

times, all the items coming to us from various sources of supply as well

as all the items due-out to our customers. As with requisitions, the

easiest way to do this is to program the computer to automatically

maintain Op-to-date records.

When a requisition to satisfy an organizational due-out is output,

two different detail records are established in the computer. (Remember

detail records are short-lived records and are eliminated when no longer

required). A due-in detail record is established to control the requisition

due-in from a source of supply, and a second detail record called a due-out

detail, is established to control the item due-out to an organization.

WIFIFTs a good way tc remember how it works:

SOURCE OF SUPPLY
(owes property to Base Supply)

1

due-in

1

BASE SUPPLY
(owes property tio the organization)

due=out

ORGAWZATION

4
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Hopefully, somewhere along your route in this course you have
wondered about the importance of certain items over other items.
Surely a part for a grounded aircraft is more important than a re-
quisition for thumbtacks. And you're right. Everything in Base
Supply is requisitioned, issued, and delivered according to a prior-
ity code which tells how badly the item is needed for the mission of
the organization. The code used to requisition items is called,
logically enough, requisition priority designator (RPD). RPD codes
range from 01 through T5; codes 01 through,OB-are priority (very import-
ant) items and codes 09 through 15 are routine stock replenishment items.

When the source of supply receives requisitions from a Base Supply,
the source of supply reacts in accordance with the priority assigned
to the requisition. For example, priority 02 requisitions are processed
before requisitions containing a priority 03, and requisitions having
a priority of 03 are processed before requisitions having a priority
05. The lower the number, the higher the priority.

You just learned that certain items are requisitioned automatically
by the computer. But how does Base Supply know what has been requisition-
ed, how many, and from whom, if the computer takes care of requisitioning?
Easy. When the computer outputs the requisition, it outputs at the same
time a receipt due-in card. The requisition is transceived to the appropriate
source of supply, and the receipt due-in card is sent to the Receiving Section
in tile Materiel Storage and Distribution Branch. Remember, that's where
all FB or FE incoming property is received from sources of supply.

Look at figure 1; it's a sample receipt due-in card. It is almost
identical to the requisition card sent to the source of supply. There
are certain things you must know about this card. Follow along the card
columns as each is explained.

5
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1. Transaction Identification Code/TRIC. This code tells what

kind of supply action is being taken. In this case, REC stands

for "receipt".

2. Routing Identifier Code. Tells the source of supply. FHZ

represents Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center.

3. National Stock Number. Only one per REC transaction.

4. Unit of Issue. EA=each.

5. Quantity. One in this case.

6. Requisition Document Number: FB1968 4040 1010
SRAN RATE SERIAL NUMBER

We must stop here to break down and understand the parts of the last
item, the requisition document number. We will take each part of the
requisition number one at a time and explain what it means.
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SRAN. Every Air Force installation has an identifying number called
a stock record account number (SRAN-pronounced as a one-syllable word).

The number is always the first six digits in a requisition number and
identifies the installation ordering the item. In the example, the

SRAN F81968 identifies Lowry AFB, Colorado.

Julian Date. There's a small difference between the date you're
used to writing and the way you'll have to write it in the Air Force.
Whenever dates are used on forms in a Standard Base Supply System, a
special way of writing that date is used. This is because many times

the dates must be input to the computer, and 28 Jan 75 takes up too

many spaces. Instead, the Air Force uses a four-digit number. this

number is called the Julian date. The first position of the Julian

date indicates the year. For example, 5164 indicates the year 1975.

The other three positions identify the day of the year. Since there

are 365 days in a year, this three position number would run from 001,

1 January, through 365, 31 December. 23 January 1975 would convert to

5023 Julfan date. The classrooms in this course, as well as your future

place of duty, will have the correct Julian date posted for you to use
because you'll have to use it every day.

As the Julian date in the sample figure on page 6 is 4040, it

breaks down as follows:

4 = 1974

0
4 = the 40th day of the year, or 9 February

0

Serial Number. Still looking at the sample figure on page 6, look

at the last four digits of the requisition number. These four numbers

are called the serial number. The computer assigns serial numbers to

requisitions automatically beginning every morning with 0001.

You may be asking "Do I really need to learn all this?" Definitely

yes. Not only may you be assigned to the Receiving Section at your

next base, you must actually use this information in this course now

and before you graduate. So let's use it.

7
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When the computer outputs the receipt due-in card (REC card) and

it artives in the Receiving Section, it is filed in the Receipt Due-in

Card File in requisition number sequence. This means that the card is

filed in order by its last eight digits, first by Julian date, then by

serial number. Take a few minutes to study the filing order shown in

figure 2. Remember how it is done because you're going to have to do

it yourself pretty soon.
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A complete new REC file is output by the computer as often as the

Chief of Supply determines one is needed. The volume of requisitions

_alone could influence his decision; he may determine that a new file
is needed every two weeks, once a month,or once every two months.
When certain types of changes are made to internal records which affect

the requisitioned stock number, a replacement REC card is autom:tically

output to replace the one in file.

Take a few minutes and answer the following questions on a sheet

of scratch paper. Once you have finished answering these questions
check your responses against the answer key that your instructor has.

Ql. What does MILSTRIP stand for?

Q2. Requisitions are prepared by the computer for what two reasons?

Q3. Requisitions are transceived to who?

Q4. When is a receipt due-in card prepared by the computer?

Q5. What is the TRIC for a receipt due-in card?

Q6. Receipt due-in cards are filed in sequence.

Q7. How often is a new receipt due-in card file output?

9



Q8. Arrange the receipt due-in cards shown below in proper sequence.

(d., c., a., etc.).
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Supplies are requisitioned by other sections in Base Supply, but
the Receiving Section has the responsibility for receiving all in-
coming property destined for the FB (supplies) or FE (equipment)
accounts in Base Supply. When the transportation carrier arrives
with property, whether by truck, rail car, or parcel post, a trans-
portation representative and the receiving inchecker must process
and sign for the property. As the property is removed from the
transportation carrier, they check to insure that each piece is

addressed to the FB/FE stock record account. If the address is
correct, the property is sorted and matched with the paperwork.
There should always be a receiving document (DD Form 1348-1) for

each item received. DD Form 1348-1 is output by the depot in four

copies. The first copy is kept by the person who shipped the property

and the remaining copies accompany the property. The inchecker removes

the receiving documents from the shipping container and compares it with

the serviceable tag (DD Form 1574) or serviceable label (DD Form 1574-1)

that is attached to the property. This is done to verify that the stock
number ,-eceived is the same as the one shown on the receiving document.
The quantity received and the quantity printed on the receiving document

arealso compared. The stock record account number (SRAN) on the receiv-
ing document is reviewed to insure that each Base Supply receives only

those items that are addressed properly. Figure 3 is a sample of the

receiving document being compared with a serviceable tag. Take a few

minutes to look at the example in figure 3 and familiarize yourself
with the location of the different check points.

397
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(Stock Record Account Norther)
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In addition to checking property visually to insure identity and

agreement with the documentation, you should check each piece closely

for visual damage. If certain items have visual damage or some items

are missing, the inchecker obtains the signature of the carrier's agent

on the bill of lading that accompanies the property. After these checks

have been made, the inchecker receipts for the property that was off-

loaded.
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Nornally, anyone assigned to the Receiving Section can receipt for
property after it is off-loaded from the transportation carrier. However,

if an item is "classified", only those persons that have been authorized
and identified by the Chief of Supply can receipt for these items.
Personnel authorized to receipt for classified property must possess a
DD Form 577, Signature Card, and must show it to the individuai deliver-

ing (transportation carrier) the property before signing for it. These

items should never be left unattended after receipt except when secured

in a classifiTriforage area. Every Receiving Section has an established

classified storage area. Receipts of classified material will be afforded

priority handling throughout the receiving process.

Before we cortinue with the next step in the receiving process,
answer these questions on a piece of scratch paper.

Q9. What check points are made when comparing the receiving document

and the serviceable tag or label?

Q10. Who can receipt for "classified" property?

Q11. When, if ever, can "classified" property be left unattended

after it has been receipted for?

Q12. Whose signature is obtained if damage to property is discovered

during off-loading?

Match the receiving documents shown in figure 4 with the serviceable

tags displayed for the next three questions. Be sure to compare the re-

quired check points.
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Q13. Which receiving document matches the serviceable tag shown

below?
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Q14. Which receiving document matches the serviceable tag shown

below?
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Q15. Which receiving document matches the serviceable tag shown

below?
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Q16. How many copies of the receiving document are received with

property delivered to Base Supply?

Once the property is off-loaded and receipted for, it's time to

begin the processing procedure. The first step in the process is to

incheck the property. This is accomplished, logically enough, by the

inchecker. He is to prepare the property for inchecking by arranging

the items according to priority and whether it's classified, sensitive

or hazardous. Classified property and receipts containing priority 01

through 08 (cc 60 and 61 on the receiving document) must be processed

first. After the property is segregated the inchecker removes all

three copies of the receiving document so that he/she can physically

count the property received and compare it with the quantity reflected

on the receiving document. Before the inchecker counts the property

he stamps the first copy of the receiving document, DOCUMENT CONTROL

and the third copy of the receiving document WAREHOUSE COPY.
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The physical count is a critical step in the inchecking function
because we must make sure that the quantity received is the same as
the quantity shipped (that is, the quantity shown on the receiving

document). One of three possible conclusioos will be brought about

as a result of this comparison.

First, and most common, is a case where the physical count is the
same as the quantity reflected on the receiving document. Secondly,

the physical count is less than the quantity shown on the receiving
document and finally, the quantity received is more than the quantity

reflected on the receiving document. Let's discuss the procedure in

each instance.

In the first situation where the quantity physically counted is the

same as the quantity on the receiving document, the inchecker would

sign and date (Julian date) the receiving document in block 7.

When the inchecker signs and dates the DD Form 1348-1, he places
the property in either a tote box or hold bay. Tote boxes are for

small items and hold bays are MT- very large items too big to fit in

a tote box. Tote boxes and hold b,-ys are identified by a three digit
location designator code; the first digit is an alpha and the second

and third digits are numeric. T05 dould identify tote box number 5;

H05 or 805 would identify hold bay number 5. (Each base has the option

to use either). Tote boxes are like a rectangular plastic clothes basket

with a number painted or stenciled on it. More than one receipt can be

put into a tote box. Hold bays are large rectangles painted on the floor

in the Receiving Section. Separate tote boxes and hold bays are used for
receipts having requisition priority designators 01 through 08. Local

policy decides how they will look different from routine tote boxes and

hold bays. Some bases paint priority tote boxes red and paint a red

stripe around the bay. Other bases stripe the tote box and reserve

certain bay numbers for priority items. Regardless of the method used,

priority 01 through 08 items are always processed first.

When the inchecker places the property in a tote box or hold bay,
he writes the three digit code on the face of the 00 Form 1348-1. Then

he places all copies of the 00 Form 1348-1 with the property in the tote

box Pr hold bay. Look at figure 5 and notice the entries made by the

inchecker.
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Figure 5

Now that you are familiar with the inchecker entries for a receipt
that does not have any discrepancies, complete problem one in your
workbook.
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Now let's discuss the situation where the inchecker physically

counts the property and discovers that the quantity received is less

than the quantity shown on the receiving document. This is calla.--

a shortage.

For example, if the receiving document specifies that a quantity

of three each was shipped from the source of supolv, but only two parh
were actually received, a shortage would exist. This shortage can

result from an item being lost in shipment, being stolen en route,

or having the wrong quantity shipped from the source of supply. Regard-

less of the reason for the shortage, the computer due-in detail record

must be adjusted; otherwise, the quantity short will remain on the

computer until action is taken to correct the record. The due-in de-

tail record is adjusted by modifying the receipt due-in card prior to

input. The receipt due-in card is modified from the entries placed on

the receiving document by the receiving clerk.

The inchecker is responsible for changing the quantity on the re-

ceiving document to reflect the actual quantity received. This is

accomplished by drawing a single line through the quantity on the

receiving document and manually entering the quantity received directly

above the lined through quantity. In addition, the inchecker must identi-

fy the quantity short in block GG followed by the phrase "SHIPPED SHORT."

When the inchecker has completed these entries, he must sign and

date block 7 and annotate the tote box or hold bay just as he did in

the preceding situation. Direct your attention to figure 6 for an

example of a revised receiving document. Notice that the inchecker

has changed the original quantity on the top line of print (cc 25

through 29) of the receiving document, and that the phrase 1 SHIPPED

SHORT appears in block GG. He has also signed and dated block 7 and

annotated the tote box number on the receiving document.
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Now complete problem 2 of the workbook.

Suppose we have a situation where the inchecker discovers that we

receive more then what yrem rafloetaei ma ho4no whinnad. Thin im

called an overage.

An overage occurs when the quantity received is greater than the

quantity reflected on the receiving document. The procedure for corr-

ecting the receiving document is to line through the quantity field on

the top line of print (cc 25 through 29) of the receiving document and

to annotate the quantity received directly above the lined through

quantity. The quantity that is over is entered in block GG and followed

with the phrase "SHIPPED OVER".

An example of a corrected receiving document for an overage receipt

is illustrated in figure 7. Notice that the original quantity on the

receiving document was five each and was changed to eight each by the

inchecker. The eight each is the amount which was actually received from

the source of supply. Block GG is annotated with "3 SHIPPED OVER".

Again, the inchecker signs and dates block 7 and annotates the tote box

or hold bay number on the receiving document.
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Figure 7

Now go to your workbook and complete problem three.
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Use a sheet of scratch paper to answer the following questions.

Q17. What does the inchecker do with the receiving document after

he has entered the tote box or hold bay number?

Q18. Which block of a receiving document does an inchecker sign

and date?

Q19. What are receipts called when the quantity received is less

than the quantity reflected on the receiving document?

Q20. What is entered in block GG of a receiving document when the

quantity received is more than the printed quantity on the receipt

document?

Q21. What is entered in block GG of the receiving document when

the quantity received is less than the printed quantity on the receiving

document?

Use figure 8 to answer questions 22 through 24.

4
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Figure 8

Q22. Who was the inchecker for the receipt?

Q23. What entry would be made in block GG if you physically received
five each for the receipt shown above?

Q24. What entry would be made in block GC if you physically received
three each for the receipt shown above?

Grade yourself using the answer key located at your instructor's desk.
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What if only a portion of the receipt is determined to be unserviceable.
Receipts that contain serviceable and unserviceable (reparable) items cannot
be processed on the ame receiving document. When a portion of a shipment
is damaged, the damaged quantity will be extracted to another receiving
document using the same document number (cc 30 through 43). The extracted
quantity will be processed as another transaction and TEX code P (damaged
in shipment) or TEX Z (hidden defects) must be used on the input. For
example: Suppose that two serviceable generators were shipped from a
source of supply, and one was damaged during shipment. Both generators
have the ane stock number, but different conditions; one is serviceable
and one is unserviceable (reparable). The serviceable and unserviceable
generator inputs must be processed separately through the computer.

To accomplish this separate processing action, the damaged quantity
is extracted to another receiving document and the quantity on the original
receiving document is adjusted to the amount received in a serviceable
condition, This means there are two separate receiving documents to be
processed. Figure 16 is a sample of an adjusted receiving document for
the serviceable portim. In this example, a quantity of five each was
received 'out only three of them were serviceable. This means that two
each were declared unserviceable (reparable). Notice that the quantity
has been changed to reflect this condition.

4
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Figure 16

As already mentioned, the damaged portion (two each in this example)

must be extracted to another document. Figure 17 illustrates the extract

document for this situation. Follow along as we explain how to prepare

an extract document.
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Figure 17

The top line is duplicated from the receiving document in figure 16

with a few exceptions:

(1) cc 7 contains condition code "F" to identify this receipt as

unserviceable (reparable).
(2) cc 25 - 29 reflects the unserviceable (reparable) quantity.

(3) cc 51 contains the appropriate TEX code (P = damaged in shipment.

or Z = hidden defects).
(4) cc 71 is left blank. This card column indicates the condition

of the property at the time it was shipped from the source of supply.

Since we do not know for sure, this card column will be left blank.

Everything else will be duplicated.

The otherentries required on the extract document are in block A (shipped

from), block B (shipped to), block X (item name. and ERRC designator) and

blocks 7 and 8 (receiving inchecker and supply inspector respectively).

It's important to note that local policy at your next base may require more

or less information on an extract document. For school purposes, you

should remember the format just covered.

Now that you are familiar with how and when to prepare an extract

docurnent, let's prepare one! Complete problem four in your workbook.
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Nov let's look at the inspector's responsibilitiea toward property

received in Base Supply. Suppose the inchecker receives some items of
property thet were damaged in shipment; boxes with holes, dents, or crushed
corners, torn wrappings, cracked or broken Boards in crates, containers
that leak, etc. What does the inchecker do with these items ince he is
not authorized to open the containers and verify their condition? Who
does open boxes to inspect the contents for damage?

Upon completion of the inchecker actions, the property and all copies
of the receiving document are forwarded to the inspector. The inspector

is responsible for verifying that the identity (stock number), condition
(serviceable, reparable, or condemned), and status (complete or incomplete)
of the item received are identical to those printed on the receiving docu-
ment. However, the inspector is NOT responsible for inspecting every
item received in Base Supply. This is due to the large volume of property
that is received daily at a Base Supply Receiving Section.

In Block III Lesson II we mentioned warranty/guarantee items. NOW
you will see how they are brought into the supply system.

Suppose a box of calculators come into receiving and affixed to the
box is an AF Form 1097, Warranty/Guaranty Sticker. Upon receipt of a
NoticesTo-Stock a copy of the warranty/guarantee is placed in a plastic
or paper bag prior to storage. The receiving document is annotated by the
inspector with the model, serial number, manufactures name and address and
any other data required locally. This is to assure sufficient identifica-

tion of the item to the warranty. Below is a copy of an AF Form 1097 so
you will be able to recognize it when you see one.

A.

WARRANTY/GUARANTY ITEM

Mk, Ken MOM NO. 0./ RI011. 1 cameo No

5110AL MO DATI Immo

tocsnowieoosi mums*

This equipment la
under werranty until

DO NOT attempt in-house repair. It may render
the warranty invalid In case of malfunction or
If no expiration date is shown above or in the
event this machine is moved notify

solver pram'

Ai'POSYMA, 71 1091 1111AnO4
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Why is this important? Becauae the routing of annotated receiving

documents and copies of warranties vary depending primarily an the activity
responsible for the maintenance of the end item. Who are these activities?

(1) Base Civil Engfneers on items maintained or repaired by C.E.
(2) Vehicle Maintenance Office on new motor vehicles.

(3) Contract Maintenance Branch of Procurement for machines and
equipment requiring serialized control and for items under
warranty/guaranty.

(4) Other maintenance offices (ie., Aircraft, Avionics, Communications)
handle centrally procured items under warranty/ guaranty.

These using organizations receive warranty/guaranty materiel direct
from local vendor/contract3rs or from Base Supply.

Also the inspector will initiate action to assign an Issue Exception

Code B to the item record. Issue Exception Codes are used to identify

issue conditions peculiar to an item. When the code is loaded into the
computer the phrase (*WARRANTY or SERIALIZED NUMBERED ITEM) is printed

on the ISU/DOR docunent. The Inspection Section is the monitor for IEX

code B. This is why all inquiries concerning warranty/guarantee items
will be directed to the inspector.

To inspect property and make correct decisions about it requires a
tremendous amount of knowledge, years of experience in the supply system,

and training in inspection responsibilities and procedures. No one's memory

can retain all the information required to work in the Inspection Section;
several shelves of supply publications, including all those you worked
with earlier in the course, are in the Inspection Section to research

decisions or questions on property.

Let's look at a couple of instances where the inspector would
verify the identity, condition, or status of an item. Suppose you received

an item that had a stock number on the serviceable tag that was different

from the stock number on the receiving document. The inspector would obtain

the part number from the item itself and research the MCRL PT 1, Master
Cross Reference List, (you learned about the MCRL and its uses in Block

I) to determine the correct stock number. Another example would be in

the case where an item appeared to be damaged but the inspector was not

sure about its condition. In this case, the inspector could request the
assistance of a maintenance technician in determining whether or not the

item was serviceable.
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Items which are in a serviceable condition normally have a Serviceable
Tag, DD Form 1574, or a Serviceable Label, DD Form 1574-1, attached to

the item or its container. These forms are yellow in color and are used

to identify the serviceability of property received, stored, or issued by

the Air Force. Figure 9 is an example of a Serviceable Tag, DO Form 1574.
Pay particular attention to the blocks that are numbered. They are the

mo/e important entries required on a serviceable tag.

Nhi
Ili

lii IIRCRICTI4114

lltil
111

3
lpi
1 12ir

IP:II

z
.....ART NO. AND t TEN DISC als TION

$ I RV IC EASL E TAG-MATERIEL

41
NRAT MIIIIRscTIOR OUCICIvil cells
MDR DAYS CO

ACTIVITY

sumat. sv.ousaR/LO NINAAIA -UN,

2

'.MICIPSIBTOWS Hama OR STAMP AND DATE

0it OR PuRCHSE
*Roam Re.

-...,.... -

PORN SOD. IN4sCH NAY III WOO IN NIII USAF.

Figure 9

Let's prepare a serviceable tag: Complete the DD Form 1574 in

figure 6 of your workbook. Use the serviceable tag shown above and the
instructions below to complete the serviceable tag in figure 6 of your

workbook.

The numbers below correspond to the ones that appear on the serviceable

tag in figure 9. Complete each entry on the tag in figure 6 of your

workbook as we discuss it.

1. This block is used for the stock number, part number, and item

description. For our exercise use the stock number 1660 00456 1867,
part number 6U678-34, and the item description of "valve". Write these
entries on your blank DD Form 1574.
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2. This block contains the unit of issue for the item such as

each, pair, dozen, etc., and is usually abbreviated. For our example

use "ea" for each.

3. If the tag is attached to the item it will reflect a quantity

of one. However, if it is attached to the container then the total
quantity should be reflected on the tag. For our problem use a quantity

of one.

4. The condition code "A" must be assigned to these labels because
this code identifies the property as being in serviceable condition and

these tags are for serviceable items.

5. This block is signed or stamped by the responsible inspector. If

a stamp is used, no other action is required. If a signature is used,

the date must also be entered. For school purposes, sign your name

and the date in this block.

Once you have completed your form, compare it with the completed one

in the instructor's answer key.

As previously mentioned, the inspector is not required to check every

item received for reasons already covered. However, if the inspector does

inspect an item, he must so indicate on the receiving document by signing

(or stamping) and dating block 8. Of course, if he does not inspect an

item, block 8 will be left blank. Figure 10 shows the inchecker and

inspector entries on a receiving document.

4
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Figure 10

As you can see, the item was inchecked by Jim Williams on the 7061
day and placed in tote box 107. On the same day, RVT Mesa inspected

this item. If you can not locate this information on figure 10, ask
your instructor for assistance.

When items are received in an unserviceable (reparable) condition,
the supply inspector must indicate the condition on the receiving
document. There are different condition codes (F, G, and H) that are
used for identifying particular situations. For instructional purposes,
we'll use the condition code "G".
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CAUTION: Just because we've chosen to use the condition code "G" for
insi7-Tiiiii5nal purposes, we must tell you that there are several condition

codes which will allow a receipt to process. You must insure that you

use the correct condition code and, if necessary, TEX code on receipts

you process. For example, if an item is damaged in shipment (TEX code

P) or has a hidden defect (TEX code Z), your Base Supply surely doesn't
want to pay for the item; you can be sure you'd hear about it if you

processed a damaged-in-shipment item with a condition code "G" and didn't

put a "P" or "Z" in cc 51.

Condition code "G" identifies an item as unserviceable incomplete

(missing part). In most cases, the item is reparable if the base has

repair capability. When items are received in unserviceable (reparable)
condition, the inspector indicates the condition on the receiving document

by making three additional entries. Look at figure 11 as we point out

each of these entries.
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The first entry appears in cc 7 on the top line of print. Notice that

condition code "G" has been entered. Next, notice that card column 71 on

the top line originally contained an "A". This card column reflects the

condition of the item. The "A" of course denoted that the item was shipped

as serviceable. Since this was found not to be the condition of the item

when it was inspected, the inspector must change it to reflect the condition.

The last entry to be changed is block "P". This entry will also be changed

to reflect a condition code "G". Once the inspector makes these changes

on the receiving document, he signs (or stamps) and dates block 8. The

property and paperwork are then placed in the reparable hold area pending

disposition instructions. This means that the item is taken out of the

tote box or hold bay and moved to the receiving section reparable hold

rea.

If the property is found damaged but reparable, the inspector prepares

an Unserviceable (reparable) Tag- DO Form 1577-2, or Unserviceable Label,

DD Form 1577-3. The reparable tag and label are green in color and used

for property which is in a reparable condition. Figure 12 is an example

of a completed OD Form 1577-2. Pay close attention to the completed blocks

as we discuss each one. But first take just a few minutes to answer the

following quastions on a piece of scratch paper.

Q25. What type of code is assigned to warranty/guarantee items?

Q26. What Al Form identifies an item as being warranty/guarantee?

Q27. What Section monitors IEX code B for warranty/guarantee items?

Q28. The receipt document is annotated with the , aerial number,

and any other data required locally.
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Figure 12

Block 1. This information is the same as what was entered on the

serviceable tag (DD Form 1574): stock number, part number, and item

name.

Block 2. This block 'hould reflect the stock record account number

for the base from which the inspector is assigned.

Block 3. The appropriate condition code is entered as determined

by the inspector.

Block 4. This block, as indicated by the title, contains the

reason for the reparable condition.

Block 5. The inspector completing this tag milst sign (or stamp)

and date this block.

Blocks 6 and 7. These blocks are self-explanatory.

4
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Take a few minutes to study the steps taken by the inspector when

processing an unserviceable (reparable) receipt. Review the entries

made on the receiving document by the inspector and the blocks that

are completed on a DD Form 1577-2. Once you are sure of the actions

taken by the inspector, complete problem 5 in the workbook.

When property is found unserviceable (condemned), the inspector is

authorized to condemn the item. As in the case with the unserviceable

(reparable) material, the inspector must annotate the receiving document

to reflect the condition of the property. The areas changed by the
inspector for an unserviceable (reparable) item are the same ones that

are changed for an unserviceable (condemned) item. Condition code IF"

will be used to indicate that the receipt is condemned. The inspector

will enter condition code IF" in cc 7 and 71 on the top line of print

and block "P" of the receiving document. Then, as before, the inspector

must sign (or stamp) and date block 8. Figure 13 is an example of a

receipt that has been condemned by the inspector. Notice the entries

that were made by the inspector.
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Figure 13
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At this point, the inspector will prepare an input to transfer the-
property to the DPDO activity so that the item can be disposed of.
This card is forwarded to the Receiving clerk for processing.

The inspector must also prepare an Unserviceable (condemned) Tag -
DD Form 1577. This tag is red in color and is used to identify condemned
property. Figure 14 is an example of a completed DD Form 1577.

4? 3
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Follow along as we discuss each of the completed blocks.

Block 1. Contains the stock number, part number, and item name.

Block 2. FB1968 for Lowry.

Block 3. For school purposes, condition code "H" is used for

condemned items This condition code means that the item is beyond

economical repair. If the cost of repair exceeds 75% of the cost to
replace the item, it is considered to be beyond economical repair.

Block 4. The reason for this action is that the condition of this

item is condemned. So,simply stated, the reason is "condition condemned".

Block 5. The inspector who condemns the item must sign (or stamp)

and date this block.

Blocks 6 and 7. Self-explanatory.

Now it's time for another problem. Go to your workbook and complete
problem fix.
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Answer the following questions on a piece of scratch paper.

Q29. Where is the property and paperwork forwarded after the
incheckar has completed him functions during receipt processing?

Q30. The inspector is responsible for verifying the
condition, and of items inspected.

Q31. It the inspector required to inspect every item received?

Q32. What condition does DD Form 1577-2 indicate?

Q33. What tag is attached to property that is serviceable?

Q34. Which block of the receiving document does the inspector
sign (or stamp) and date?

Q35. Does the inspector sign and date receiving documents when
he does not inspect the property?

Q36. Where is tha condition code entered on a receiving docummnt
if the inspector dtermines that the item is unserviceable (reparable)?

3 9
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Q37. What tag does an inspector complete if he declares
a receipt to ba unserviceable (condemned)?

Q38. What condition does DD Porn 1577-3 indicate?

Q39. Nor what typo of receipt does the inspector vepars
an input to transfer property to DPDO?

Match the forme in the left hand column with their respective
colors in the right hand column.
more than once or not at all.

Soma of the colors may be used

Q40. DD Form 1577 a. Brown

Q41. DD Form 1574-1 b. Green

Q42. DD Form 1577-3 c. lad

Q43. DD Form 1574 d. Yellow

Q44. DD Form 1577-2 e. Slue

40
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Use the receipt shown below to answer questions 45 through 48.
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Q45. When was this receipt inspected?

Q46. Who was the inchecker?

Q47. Since this is an unserviceable (reparable) receipt, have all

required entries been made?

Q48. What is the condition code?

427
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Use figure 15 to answer questions 49 through 52.
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Figure 15

Q49. What is the condition code?

Q50. What is the reason for the reparable condition?

Q51. When was this tag completed?

Q52. What is the form number for this tag?

Be sure to check your answers against the instructor's answer key.
If you had any problems ask your instructor to clarify them for you.
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You have now completed thin lesson on "Receiving Procedures, Part One"

Let's briefly review what was covered. All military services use "Military

Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures" (MILSTRIP) to requisition

items from sources of supply. A receipt due-in card is output for each

requisition and forwarded to the Receiving Section to be filed in

requisition number sequence. The Receiving Section in Materiel Storage

and Distribution Branch processes all FB supply and FE equipment items

arriving on base.

The inchecker checks the property for damage, compares the receiving

documents against tags and labels. If obvious damage is detected, the

inChecker Obtains the carrier's signature to confirm the fact. The

inchecker must also count the quantity received and compare it against

the quantity reflected as being shipped on the receiving document. After

he verifies the quantity, the property is then placed in a tote box or

hold bay. The inchecker enters the tote box or hold bay on the receiving

document and signs and dates block 7.

The inspector is responsible for inspecting property for status,

identity, and condition of the property. The contents of shipping

containers which have obvious damage are inspected for serviceability.

If inspection is performed, the inspector must sign (or stamp) and date

block 8 of the receiving document.

You learned about warranty/guarantee items and the sticker used

to identify these items. The various responsible activities were

highlighted. Finally the responsibilities of the Inspection Section

toward warranty/guarantee control.

If the inspector determines that an item is unserviceable (reparable),

he must annotate the receiving document to reflect the condition and

prepare DD Form 1577-2 or DD Form 1577-3 to be attached to the item. The

property and documentation is then moved to the reparable holding area

while waiting for disposition instructions.

43
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If a portion of a receipt La declared to be unaerviceable, the

unserviceable portion will be extracted to another document using the

same document number. The extracted quantity-will be processed as
another transaction with a TEl coda P (damaged tn shipment) or TEl

coda Z (hidden defects).

If the inspector determines that an item is unserviceable (reparable),
he must annotate the recetvtng document to reflect the condition end
prepare DD Fora 1577-2 or DD Form 1577-3 to be attached to the item. The

property and documentation is then moved to the reparable holding area
while waiting for disposition instructions.

If the inspector determines that an item is unserviceable (condemned)
he must indicate so by changing the receiving document. Re will also

prepare a DD Form 1577 and attach it to the property.

Review any portion you feel unsure of; then ask your instructor for
the lesson appraisal and the lesson appraisal practical.
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Supply Training Branch
WB G3AB164531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado
August 1978

RECEIVING PROCEDURES, PART ONE

Problem One

Complete this problem by making the required entries of an inchecker

on the figure shown below. Use the information provided below to make the

required entries.
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Don't forget to check your work. Once you have completed this problem

return to page 19 in the text.

Supersedes WE 002-04-01-01 dated March 1978
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Problem 'NO: Make the required inchecker entries on the receiving document

below using the following informations

Receiving clerks Thomas Hayes

Julian date, 7120
Quantity actually received, 1

InCleckert Bill Myers

Tote box: T13
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Be sure to check your work and then return to page 21 of th. text.
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Problem Threes Using the receiving document below and the information

that follows, make the entries required by an inchecker for this receipt.

Incheckert Sam Dunn

Julian dates 7366

Tote boxi 102

Inspectors Lanny Wadkins

Quantity actually received: 5
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After you have finished this problem check it out then return to page 23

of the text.
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oblem Four: The receiving document displayed in figure4 has been received.

Whet the items were accepted it was found that one of the items had a
hidden defect. Make the necessary change(s) on figure 4and then prepare an
extract document on figure 5 of the workbook. After you have completed the
forms, compare them with the ones in your instructor's answer key, Then return
Co.page 20 and continue with inspector rsaponsibilities.
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Problem Five: In this problem you will perform the inspector's actions
necessary tor processing a receipt that has been determined incomplete.Use figures 7 and $ on the next pane to complete this problem.

Step lt On the 7363 day this receipt was inspected and found incomplete.The inspector was (use your name) and the condition code was "G". Makethe required entries on figure 7 to process this receipt.

Stcp 2: Use the information below and complete the DD Form 1577-2 infigure Sof your workbook. Complete each block that is underlined.

Stock Recoro Account Numbers FI11968
Part number: 7U3511

Stock number: 1730 00 758 7386
Condition code: G
Item name: AXLE ASSY
Unit of issue: oa
Quantity: 1

Reason: Broken r.,
Inspector: John Jones 7363

After completion of this problem return to page 36 of the text.
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Problem Five
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Problem Six: In this problem you will perform the inspector's actions

necessary for processing a receipt that has been condemned. Use figures

/ and10 on the next page to complete this problem.

Step lo On the 7325 day this receipt was inspected and condemned.

The inspector was bob Reinhart and thp condition code was IF". Make the

required entries on figure 9 to process this condemned receipt.

Step 21 Use the information below and complete the DO Form 1577 in

figure lOof your workbook. Complete each block that is underlined.

Stock Record Account Humbert FB3059

Part numberi 6B-J78

Stock numbers 1560 00 756 7381

Condition codes H

Item namet Cylinder
Unit of issuet ea

Quantityt 1

Reason: Condition condemned

Inspectort Jtm Williams 7177

After completion of this problem return to page 39 of the text.
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Supply Training Branch
PT G3ABR64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado
August 1978

RECEIVING PROCEDURES, PART TWO

SCOPE

In the last lesson you learned about the first part of the receiving

process. You first studied the inchecker's responsibilities such as off-

loading property from the transportation carrier and checking for visual

damage, identifying "overages" or "shortages" by comparing the quantity

shipped against the quantity actually received, and finally, assigning

property to a tote box or hold bay. From this point the paperwork and

property was given to the inspector so that he could perform his duties

as required.

Now that we have the property inchecked and inspected, it's time to

complete the receiving process by processing it through the computer.

In this lesson we will learn about the responsibilities of the receiving

clerk such as updating receipt due-in cards and moving property to the

appropriate distribution point upon receipt of the output notice.

OBJECTIVES

1. Describe procedures followed to prepare discrepancy reports for

property received in unserviceable condition.

2. Perform the tasks required of the receiving clerk and inprocess

three receipts.

3. Determine the appropriate disposition of property for two output

notices.

INSTRUCTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this programmed text, a

workbook, AIS Module Test Form #4, and a piece of scratch paper. Be

sure to answer the emhedded questions on a piece of scratch paper and

then check them against the instructor's answer key.

Supersedes PT 002-04-02-01 dated March 1978.
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Let's pick up where we left off in the previous lesson. We completed

Receiving Procedures, Part One, by discussing the responsibilities of the

inspector for processing unserviceable receipts. For example, the various
entries he makes on the receiving document and preparation of appropriate
condition tags. Well, there is one other step to be performed when pro-
cessing receipts that have discrepancies. Whenever a discrepancy is
discovered during the inchecking or inspection functions of the receiving
process, a decision must be made as to whether or not it should be re-
ported. Discrepancies that would qualify for reporting purposes would
be any receipt that is received over, short, or damaged. Additionally,

these items must have a cost in excess of $9.99 if shipped from GSA or
$99.99 from all other DOD activities. If a receipt meets these pre-
requisites, an SF (Standard Form) 364 must be prepared and distributed.
The final decision whether or not to submit a report of item discrepancy
rests with the inspector.

An example of a prepared SF 364 appears in figure 1 and the adjusted

receiving document is shown in figure 2. Refer to both of these as we
discuss the information on the SF Form 364. Block 1 "Date of Preparation"
is the date when the discrepancy is discovered and the form is prepared.
Block 2 "Report Number" is determined by the Receiving Section wbich
maintains a log of numbers for these reports. The information for blocks
3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 13b, and 13c is taken from the DO Form
1348-1, Receiving Document: Take a few minutes and locate this information
on the receiving document shown in figure 2. The explanation for "Discrepancy
Code" (block 13d) and "Action Code" (block 14) is shown in the bottom portion
of the SF Form 364. Block 15 contains a statement of facts on the damaged
property to clarify the reason for the discrepancy report. Read the in-
formation shown on the SF Form 364 shown in figure 1 as we discuss it

in more detail.

The statement on the SF Form 364 specifies that the "item was re-
ceived damaged with no physical damage to the shipping container."
This means that the item was damaged before it was packaged for ship-
ment and the transportation carrier was not at fault. This statement
relieves the transportation carrier and the receiving Base Supply of the
responsibility for paying for the damaged item.

2
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The SF Form 364
the distribution of

The guideline u
Volume I, Part One,
preparing a "Report
to remember this re

444444 FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

Figure 2

Is prepared in six copies. The chart below shows
SF Form 364.

Copies 1 and 2 = item manager

Copy 3 = forwarded to the activity that shipped
the item

Copy 4 = forwarded to Accounting and Finance
Copy 5 = attached to the Document Control copy of

the receiving document
Copy 6 = used as locally determined

sed for preparing SF Form 364 is located in AFM 67-1,

Chapter 5. So if you are ever assigned the job of
of Item Discrepancy," it would be to your advantage
ference.
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If an item was damaged because of improper packaging, a DD Form 6,
Packaging Improvement Report, must be prepared in lieu of the SF Form 364.

An example of a completed DD Form 6 is shown in figure 3. Also include

photographs or sketches whenever possible, using a ruler in the picture

to show relative sizes.

A DD Form 6 is prepared to report any unsatisfactory conditions,

including item damage or loss resulting from improper packaging when

the estimated or actual cost of correcting the deficiencies exceeds $50.

DD Form 6 is prepared in three copies. Copy one is forwarded to the

item manager, copy two is sent to the activity that shipped the item,

and copy three is maintained in suspense.
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Ye28

Let's take a minute to test your understanding of the material just
covered. Record your responses on a sheet of scratch paper.

Ql. DD Form 6 is prepared to report what type of discrepancies?

Q2. When is SF Form 364 prepared?

Q3. What is the disposition of copy one of SF Form 364?

Q4. Copy 3 of SF Form 364 is forwarded to Accounting and Finance.

a. True.
b. False.

Q5. What manual reference provides instructions for preparing
a "Report of Item Discrepancy"?

Q6. How many copies of DD Form 6 are prepared when reporting a
discrepancy?

Q7. Which copy of DD Form 6 is maintained in suspense?

6
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Ac2-9
From the inspector the property moves further down the receiving

line to the receiving clerk. The first thing he does is distribute

copies of the receiving document. Remember that the inchecker stamped

the first copy "DOCUMENT CONTROL COPY" and the third copy "WAMEHOUSE

COPY." The first copy of the DD 1348-1 is forwarded to the

Document Control Section by the receiving clerk. He uses the second

copy to process against the receipt due-in card file for input action.

The third coPy is left with the property until a computer output is

received.

After the receiving clerk distributes the receiving document, he

looks at the requisition document number on the second copy of the DD

Form 1348-1. Taking the last eight digits (the Julian date and serial

number), he finds the matching REC card in the receipt due-in card file.

The receiving clerk must first enter the tote box or hold bay number on

the receipt due-in card. This information is entered in card columns

57-59 so that it can be keypunched into these card columns. This is

done so that the output product will tell the receiving clerk where to locate

the property. If there are 25 tote boxes with several items in each

box, it would be impossible to remember where everything is.

The clerk then compares the receiving document with the receipt due-in

card to make gure the information on them matches. Figure 4 on the next

page highlights the data that is compared when the receiving document

is checked against the receipt due-in card. Notice that the tote box number

has been entered into card columns 57 through 59 of the receipt due-in

card. Take a few minutes to study this figure before you continue with

the lesson. If you are confused about the highlighted data in figure 4, ask

your instructor for assistance.

7
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Any difference between th2 data reflected on the receipt due-in
card and the receiving do_ument must bc corrected before input to the

Remote Card Reader. For example, in the case of an overage or shortage
receipt, when the receipt due-in clerk receives the annotated receiving
document, he must change the input card prior to computer processing.
This is done by keypunching the actual quantity received in cc 25-29
of the receipt due-in card and the quantity over or short in cc 60-64.
In addition, a quantity variance indicator code is placed in cc 65.
The variance indicator code "0" is used for overage receipts and code

"S" for shortage receipts. Figure 5 is a sample of a receipt that

has been received as a shortage. Notice the entries made on the

receipt due-in card in figure 6 Study these entries carefully be-

cause you will be accomplishing them a little later in this lesson.

8
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1/302,

As the receipt due-in clerk, you must also identify all partial

and excess receipts, and reflect the changes in the receipt duil7F

cardliFieypunch corrections.

A partial receipt exists when the quantity actually received is

equal to the quantity printed on the receiving document, but is less

than the quantity appearing on the receipt due-in card. For

let's say a receipt is received which contains a quantity of 4 each,

and when compered with the actual quantity received, there is no

indication that a problem exists. However, when the corresponding

receipt due-in card is removed from the file, the receipt due-in card

contains a quantity of 6 as due-in. The quantity on the receipt due-in

card represents the original quantity requisitioned and is the quantity

that is recorded on the computer due-in detail records. This particular

type of situation is shown in the next two figures. Figure 7 is a

receipt for 2 each that has been inchecked by Jim Portwood and no

discrepancies were found. Notice that the receipt due-in caro dis-

played in figure 8 reflects a quantity of 3 each. This is a partial

receipt and the receiving clerk must annotate the necessary information

on the rereipt due-in card so that the computer records can be updated.

He accomplishes this by annotating the actual quantity received in

cc 25-29 and a quantity variance indicatpr code of "P" in cc 65 on

the receipt due-in card. Examine these entries that have been made

on the receipt due-in card in figure 8. If you have any questions

ask your instructor for assistance.

10
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An excess receipt exists when the quantity received is equal to
the quantity identified on the receiving document, but the quantity
received is greater than the quantity appearing on the receipt due-in

card. Again, as the receipt due-in clerk, you must check the receipt
due-in card against the actual quantity received and make the necessary
corrections before input to the computer. If the quantity on the receipt

due-in card is not changed to the actual amount received, the quantity
input to the computer will be recorded in error.

When an excess situation is discovered by the receipt due-in clerk,
you must correct the receipt due-in card prior to input. This is accomplish-

ed by annotating the correct quantity received in cc 25-29 and placing a

quantity variance indicator code of "E" in cc 65 on the receipt due-in

card. Then the keypunch operator can punch this information into the

card for computer input.

Let's look at the situation illustrated on the next page. Figure 9

h a receipt for 4 each and the receipt due-in card in figure 10 tells
us that only 3 each was ordered. Because we received 1 MTV than was
ordered this must be processed as an excess. Notice the entries that

have been made on the receipt due-in EiT-1-for this situation. Study

them closely!

1 2
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The receipt due-in clerk must also be alert for receipts that have

been declared unserviceable. When he notices a receipt that has been

annotated by the inspector as being unserviceable, he must update the

receipt due-in card. This is done by entering the condition code
reflected in cc 7 of the receiving document into cc 7 of the receipt

due-in card.

An example of this situation is shown on the next page. The

condition code "F" in cc 7 of figure 11 has been entered in cc 7 of the

receipt due-in card displayed in figure 12. The only other entry on

a receipt due-in card for an unserviceable receipt is the tote box

or hold bay.

There are three main receiving hold areas that must be maintained

by receiving personnel. They are the serviceable hold area, unserviceable

hold area, and the reject hold area. The reason for these separate
holding areas is to reduce confusion and keep every piece of property

within reach. Holding areas also reduce the possibility of unserviceable

and serviceable property being sent to the wrong people. It's slmply

a matter of knowing where you put it and being able to find it when you

want it. Take a break and study the entries in aforementioned paragraph.

14
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As you can readily see, the receipt due-in clerk has a very

important job. You must be knowledgeable in the different types of

receiving processing actions and you must have a very keen eye for

identifying required changes to receipt due-in cards. The receipt

due-in clerk is the last man in the receiving processing chain for

insuring that computer inputs contain valid information.

Answer the following questions on a sheet of scratch paper. Make

sure that you check them for correctness when you have finished.

Q8. In the case of an overage or shortage, what information is

entered in cc 25-29 of the receipt due-in card?

Q9. Which quantity variance indicator code identifies an overage?

Q10. Which card columns contain the quantity over or short entered

on a receipt due-in card?

Q11. What situation exists when the quantity actually received is

equal to that which is printed on the receiving document, but is less

than the quantity on the receipt due-in card?

Q12. Which copy of the receiving document is compared against the

receipt due-in card?

Q13. What is the disposition of copy three of the receiving document?

Q14. In which card column is the condition code entered on a receipt

due-in card for an unserviceable receipt?

Go to the workbook and complete all five problems. Follow the

instructions in each problem and make necessary entries.
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439
In the previous lesson you learned how to prepare an extract document.

Now you are going to review the procedures. This should clear up any
questions you have about the preparation of extracts. If not, discuss
it with your instructor.

When a portion of a shipment is damaged,another DD Form 1348-1 is
prepared by using the necessary information from the original. The damaged
quantity is entered on the extract document using the same document number.
A materiel condition code of "F" is entered in cc 7, a TEX code of "P" or
"Z" is entered in cc 51 (as applicable). The unserviceable hold area is
assigned to the property such as UO2. The extract document and property
will be treated just like a shipment to you from another base. By this
we mean it will be inchecked and inspected just like any other receipt.
Also you will stamp the various copies with the DOCUMENT CONTROL and
WAREHOUSE COPY stamp,and make the usual distribution.

Now compare the original receipt document below with the extract
document on the next page. Especially notice the entries just discussed.
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Now that you are familiar with !he necessary documents, let's take a

look at the receipt due-in cards. First,the receiving clerk will match

the receipt due-in card to the original receipt document. Any changes

to be made on the receipt due-in card are annotated in the appropriate
blocks of the card prior to keypunching. He will annotate the change in
quantity,then produce a new corrected card by duplicating all the
information except for the quantity. He will also enter the tote box

or hold hay and enter the quantity variance indicator code of "P" in

cc 65. Take a second to note the corrected receipt card shown on the

next page.
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441.2.

Finall% a new card will be keypunched from the extract document.
The major entries to be concerned with will be the material condition
code "F" in card column 7, the quantity unserviceable in card columns
25-29, and TEX code "P" in card column 51 denuling damaged in shipment.
Don't forget the tote box In card column 57-59. The receipt due-in
card for the extract document appears below for your inspection. If you have
doubts about this procedure,see your instructor for clarification.
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i-P13
Use your scratch paper to answer the following questions over

the material you have just covered.

Q14,A. What TEX code is used on an extract document for an
item damaged in shipment?

Q14-B. When you are preparing an extract document, where will
the document number come from?

Q14-C. The damaged quantity will be entered on the original
receipt document. True or False?

Whei you have completed these questions, go to your workbook
and complete problem 6. When you have completed the problem, check your
work with the instructor and then return to page 22 of the programmed
text.
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If a Keypunch Machine is not available in the receiving area to make

changes on the receipt due-in cards, these cards are sent to PCAM. After

they have been changed or corrected, receipt due-in cards may be input through

the Remote Card Reader or Main Card Reader. When the computer processes

a receipt due-in card for serviceable property, a notice to stock, a due-out

release, or a reject notice is produced. Each of these outputs requires a

different type of action by the receiving clerk. Let's discuss these

outputs individually. First, the "Notice to Stock."

The "Notice to Stock" is exactly what the title states. It is a

message from the computer which instructs the receiving clerk to send

the property to the warehouse for storage. The notice provides the

warehouse location (if one has been assigned) for storing the property

in the warehouse and the temporary location (tote box nwmber) of the item

on the receiving line.

The holding areas in the Receiving Section are very important to

the process of moving property into and out of the area as fast and as

accurately as possible. Can you imagine the confusion that would take

place without tote box, hold bay, reject hold, or unserviceable hold

area identification. For school purposes we use red tote boxes for

priority receipts 01-081and gray boxes for routine receipts 09-15.

When you reach Block V (COSC LAB) and begin working (ON-THE-JOB)

you will see tote box numbers such as T01, 102, T04, etc. If a receipt

rejects, the item goes to the reject hold area and you will assign a

location such as R01, R04, ROB, etc. For those items unserviceable

(reparable), a holding area is set aside (separate) from serviceable

assets. These locations will be identified as U01, UO2, etc.

How important is it to assign these locations correctly? Very

important! Property lost because of your mistakes or lack of knowledge

amounts to wasted money and time. Lost property may cause delays or

even mission cancellations! This is a state of affairs we can not

afford.
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The tote box number is identified on the first line of print in

cc 57-59 of the notice to stock output. As the receiving clerk, when you
receive this notice you go directly to the tote box number printed on the
notice and compare the information on the notice with the information
printed on copy 3 of the receiving document. This comparison is done to
insure that the correct property is being selected from the receiving

line for movement to the storage area. A "Notice to Stock" output is

shown in figure 13. As you review the notice, pay particu.ar attention
to the area where the tote box numter and the warehouse location are printed
on the notice.

Serviceable property will be forwarded from the Receiving Section to
the applicable storage area when a notice to stock is received from the

computer. The notice to stock instructs the Storage and Issue personnel
to bin the property in the indicated warehouse location. For example,

figure 13 tells us to stock the property in location 19A007D008. Accuracy

in locating property is very Lmportant in order to find the item when a

demand is received.
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41/6
The input of a receipt due-in card for an unserviceable (reparable)

receipt will also produce a computer notice. However, this notice will not

contain a warehouse location code, but will have the word "UNSERVICEABLE"

printed on the second line of the output phrase under card columns 30-44 of

DO Form 1348-1. Upon receipt of this notice, you will send the unserviceable

(reparable) property to the reparable storage n-ea where it is held until

disposition instructions are received.

This brings us to the nc.:* item, a "Due-out-Lelease." A due-out

release simply means that the original requisitiod was submitted in support

of an organizational request. Since a "customer" specifically requested the

item, the due-in detail record on the computer was "Marked For" his due-out

document number. As property is reviewed, the computer interprets the

"Marked For" field and produces a due-out release. The receiving clerk can

easy identify a due-out release document by looki.ig at card columns 1 - 3

on the top line of print on the output notice. These ca-1 columns identify

the iransaction identification code (TRIC). The TRIC for a due-out release,

logically enough, is "DOR." Now look at the output notice below and locate

the TRICi DOR.

When the receiving clerk receives a due-out release document, he must

first sign and date block 1; then he removes the property from the

receiving line and takes both the prorxty and paperwork to the Pickup and

Delivery Section. This section has the responsibility for delivering the

property to the requesting organization. The due-out release document shown

below highlight the place where the receiving clerk must sign and date.

Take a minute to locate this area.
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14 4-7

A reject notice is produced when the computer is unable to process

'41e input of the receipt due-in card. Rejects result for several reasons.
One of the major causes is that the due-in detail record is no longer
present on the computer records. Any reject must be cleared before a

receipt can be processed by the computer. Property causing a reject
notice is removed from the receiving line and placed in a reject hold
area with a copy of the reject notice until the reject is cleared.
Tote boxes in the reject hold area begin with "R," This means that

tote box #4 in the reject hold area would be labeled R04. The new

tote box must be entered on the receiving document so that the property
can be located when the receipt is reprocessed. After the reject is

cleared, the receipt is reinput to the computer, and a "Notice to Stock"

or "Due-out Release" is produced.

Answer the following questions on a piece of scratch paper. Be sure

that you check your responses against the instructor's answer key when

you have finished.

Q15. Which block of a due-out release document does the receiving

clerk sign and date?

Q16. What are three possible results when the computer processes

a receipt due-in card for a serviceable item?

Q17. :" A the computer outputs a "Notice to Stoclq where is the

property forwarded?

Q18. How are tote boxes for reject hold areas identified separately

from all other tote boxes?

Use the information on figure 14 to answer questions 19 and 20 on the

next page.

(1:7
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Figure 14

Q19. In which tote box is this property located?

Q20. Where is this property going to be located in the warehouse?
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Before you finish this lesscinItake just a few minutes to study

the diagram below for PESO (partial, excess, shortage and overage).
It should give you a most concise breakdown on the differences between
the four unusual types of receiving documents you will encounter
in your career. Use it to refer to whenever you feel afusediand to
build up your confidence prior to testing. Most students have trouble
recognizing the PESO when they see it. This diagram should clear the
air for most of you.
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This concludes the lesson on "Receiving Procedures, Part Two."

Let's discuss briefly what was covered. SF Form 364 is prepared
to report receipts that are over, short, or damaged if the extended
cost is in excess of $9.99 for GSA shipments or $99.99 from other
DOD activities. SF Form 364 is prepared in six copies. In addition,

if property is damaged because of improper packaging, DO Form 6 is:
prepared to report the discrepancy. DO Form 6 is prepared in three
cnpies.

After inspection, property and paperwork are forwarded to the
receiving clerk who distributes the receiving document. He then
uses copy two of the receiving document to select the appropriate
receipt due-in card. He must make any necessary changes or additions
to the receipt due-in card before processing it through the computer.
The changes to the receipt due-in card may be for a shortage or overage
identified by the inchecker or a condition change found by the inspector.
In addition, changes may be required for partial or excess receipts
which were found by the receiving clerk. The tote box number or hold
bay number is also keypunched into the receipt due-in card.

Receipt due-in cards are input through the Remote Card Reader, or
they are forwarded to the computer room (PCAM) for input through the
Main Card Reader. The processing of the receipt due-in cards by the
computer will produce a "Notice to Stock:. "Due-out Release," or a
"Reject:. The receiving clerk will take the appropriate action as stated
on the computer-prepared management notice.

Review any parts of this lesson that you are not sure of; then
when you feel confident of the material, ask your instructor for
the lesson appraisal and lesson appraisal practical.
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Supply Training Branch WB C3ABR64531 000
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado 80230 March 1978,

RECEIVING PROCEDURES, PART TWO
Workbook

Problem 1

You are working in the Receiving Section as the inchecker and have
matched the receiving document shown in figure 1 on the next page with
the receipt due-in card in figure 2. Make the required entries on the
receipt due-in card necessary to process this transaction.
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Problem 2

Use the information on the receiving document shown below and make
the necessary entries on the receipt due-in card displayed in figure 3
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Problem 3

Use the information on the receiving document shown below and update
the receipt due-in card in figure 4.
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455' Problem 4

Update the receipt due-in card in figure 5 using the information on
the receiving document shown below.
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Problem 5

Use the information on the receiving document shown below to
update the receipt due-in card displayed in figure 6. When you have

finished with this problem,take your completed receipt due-in cards

to the instructor for grading then return to page 17 of the text.
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Problem 6

Prepare an extract document using the information below and the
original receipt document. A blank DD Form 1348-1 is provided on
the next page.

Damaged in shipment - one each
Material condition code - F
Tex code - P
Tote box - 110
Julian date - 8098
Inchecker - Mike Hart
Inspector - Bob Post
Unserviceable Hold Area UO2
Quantity Variance Indicator Code - P
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Supply Training Branch PT G3ABR64531 000
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

WAREHOUSE ISSUES

SCOPE

In this course you have seen that the overall objective of the
US Air Force supply system is to get the right item, in the right quantity,
to the right place, at the right time. These same goals apply directly to
the issue system you support as a Materiel Facilities Specialist. It is your
job to assist Base Supply customers in getting the items they need in the
quantity they need when and where they need them. In lessons 1 and 2 of this
block you learned how Base Supply requisitions and receives items from the
sources of supply. In this lesson you will learn how supply type items
are actually issued to customers on base and the important role Materiel
Facilities personnel play in this process.

OBJECTIVES

1. Describe tasks to he accomplished by a warehouseman when issuing property.

2. Using the cpecified format, a blank AF i.orm 1991, and supply data,
prepare the Input necessary to request a special inventory.

3. Complete an issue document with the ontry required of the warehouseman
after he has pulled the property.

4. Identify the most commonly used issue exception codes.

5. Describe procedures followed by Pickup and Delivery Section when
delivering pfoperty.

6. For a given situation, complete an issue document with entries required
after delivery of property.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a workbook, a sheet
of Not.itch papor, and ATS Module Test Form 114. You will ftnd embedded
que,,t1on Ihrool;hout the text. Write short responses to them on a sheet
ot sciatch paper. A key to the correct answers is available at the
leo ror I On .

Soperr,edo,, PT 002-04-03-01 dated March 1978.
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Issuing items to a customer is one of the most vital functions of
Base Supply, and it is important that you understand the entire process
and your role in it.

When a customer needs an item of supply, there are specific
procedures that must be followed before the item is delivered to
him. First of all, he must notify Base Supply of his need. HP
does this by submitting a request to either the expedite or the routine
call-in point of the Demand Processing Unit. This is normally done by
telephone, but requests may also be submitted by mail, radio, intercom,
teletype, remote, or in person. The Demand Processing clerk will use
the information he receives from the customer to prepare a warehouse
issue request on Air Force Form 2005. The "request" is filled out
for the benefit of the computer. Remember, you have learned that
the UNIVAC 1050-'1 must process every transaction that affects the
supply account. The figure below is an AF Form 2005 filled out
for a warehouse issue request. The entries are explained on the
next page.
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The tranaactiou identification code is always placed in the first
three card columns of every document. This code tells the computer how
to handle the information that is being input. For example, when a
warehouse issue request is Lnput, the TRIC ISU causes the computer
to automatically make the correct responses. These include subtracting
the quantity involved from the item record, recording the date of the
transaction, charging the appropriate organization for the item, and

output of the issue document.

The delivery destination code in CC 4-6 indicates exactly where
on base the item should be delivered when it is issued.

Along with the name of the requestor and the time of the request,

black A also contains the Julian date. You learned about Julian dates
before, but let's review them quickly here. Remember, the first of
the four positions indicates the year; the other three indicate the
day of the year. So a Julian date of 8018 would mean the 18th day
of 1978, or 18 January 1978.

The NSN belongs in CC 8 through 20 (or 22 with a MMC); the
unit of issue belongs in CC 23 24; and the quantity being requested

is placed in CC 25 29. (Note that all five positions must be filled,

so Os are used.)

Card columns 30 43 contain the document number. This is one of
the most important entries on any document, and you'll learn about it
in greater detail in lesson 4. Right now you should notice that the
activity code shown in CC 30 must correspond to the delivery priority
that is placed in CC 60-61. For example, the request shown has
a htgh priority (between 1 and 4), so it is an expedite request with
an activity code of "X" in CC30. If the request had had a low priority

(5 7), it would have been a routine request with an activity code
of "R" in CC 30. This is important because expedite requests are
handled by the expedite call-in point in Demand Processing, while
routine requests are handled by the routine call-in point. The remainder
of the document number indicates the organization code (CC 31 33),

the shop code (CC 34-35), the Julian date (CC 36-39), and the serial
number of the request (CC 40-43).

The demand code belongs in CC 44. Here, "R" is used, which

stands for recurring. This means that the item has been requested
before. Card column 51 contains the transaction exception code (TEX).
A 4 is used on expedite requests.

Ihe system designator is entered in CC 55-56. 01 is always used
for school purposes.

-3-
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The delivery priority is entered in CC 60-61. This indicates

the amount of time that is allowed for delivery and will be
discussed in greater detail later in the lesson.

The final entry is the urgency justification code in CC 65-66.
As its name implies, this code indicates how urgently an item is needed
by the requesting organization. For example, a part needed to keep
an aircraft operational would be more important than an ink pen. The
first position of the code, called the urgency of need designator
(UND) is the one you'll be most concerned with. (You ve already
discussed this code in the lesson on inventory procedures.) "A"
and "B" are used for urgently needed items (those with expedite
priorities), while "C" is used for routine requests. The second
position of the code is used to indicate the justification or general
purpose of the item.

Demand Processing fills out the AF Form 2005lIssue ReTtest,in
t40 copies. One is used for input to the computer; the other is placed
in a suspense file which is used to determine the serial number (CC 40-43).
Upon input of the request, the computer checks its internal records. If
the item is available in the quantity required and funding is
available, the computer prepares the warehouse issue document. Normally
it is output on the remote device in the Storage and Issue Section
of the warehouse.

Before going any further, let's quickly review what has been
covered so far in the lesson. First we have an organization (customer)
who needs a supply type item from Base Supply. So he contacts the Demand
Processing Unit (either the expedite or the routine call-in point
depending upon the urgency of the request). The Demand Processing clerk
prepares a warehouse issue request on AF Form 2005. This is input
to the computer and the issue document is output on the remote in
the Storage and Issue Section of the warehouse.

All of these actions are normally Inventory Management Specialist
fun(tions. But when the issue document is output in the warehouse,
you, the Materiel Facilities Specialist, become actively involved in
the issue process.

The figure on the next page shows a sample warehouse issue document.
it is printed on DD lorm 1348-1 and is output in four Lopies. Notice,tthat the information from the AF Form 2005 Issue aeoues , is reflected
on the top line of the issue document. Remember, this is called
the input image. Other pertinent information, drawn from internal

-4-
el"El
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records of the ,_-omputer, is also printed on the document. For

example, the name of the requesting organization is printed in

block ii, the nomenclature and ERRC designator of the item are printed

in block X, and the warehouse location where the item is stored

is printed in block F.
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This is the document you will use to select the items that are

to be issued to the customer. As you can see, it gives you all the
information you need.

',Ince ',forage and Issue receives a great many of these documents every
day, one of the first things you should look at is the priority. It

tell you how urgently the item is needed and how much time is allowed
for delivery to the customer. These delivery priorities will be discussed
in greater detail later in the lesson, but obviously,you would take care
of the high priority items first. That is to say, a 2 would be

handled before

-5-
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Nexr you would look at the warehouse location. (Remonher, it's In
block F.) This tells you where rho item is stored. Let's review quickly
to make sure you know how to Interpret warehouse location dosiulators.

Remember, the designator will always have 10 or 11 positions. The first two
indicate the warehouse number and are always numeric. Next is the stockroom,
which is alpha. This is followed by the bin row (numerical), the level
(alpha), the bin (normally numeric), and the bin subdivision (alpha). For
example, a warehouse location designator of 21B014C003E would represent
warehouse 21, stockroom B, bin row 14, level C, bin 3, bin subdivision E.
lake a look at the warehouse issue document shown on page 5. Then answer
the following questions:

Ql. What Is the bin number'

Q2. In which stockroom would you find the item?

Q3. Which level in the bin row would contain the item?

Q4. What quantity should be pulled for issue to this organization?

Q5. The warehouse location designator is found in what block of the DD Form
1348-1'

When you reach the warehouse location, first you will make sure that
the stock number on the issue document is the same as that on the bin label.
Then, after checking the quantity, you look at the unit of issue (cc 23-24).
When you studied supply publications in Block I you saw some of these unit
of issue codes. Remember, they indicate how the item 1,, Issued (individually,
EA; by the hox, RX; by t)ie pair, Plf; or hy the hundred, HD) . So if you
are issuing nails, J (11111011y woold not mean one mill,
but one of whatever unit of issue ts heinj nscd, suth a box or hundred.

Another thing you must consider when you select an item is the rotation
of stock. We discussed this a little in the lesson on storage functions.
The general rule to follow is that the oldest items should be issued first.
This allows Base Supply to retain fairly new materiel in stock at all times.
So when choosing items, you should Lake those uith the oldest manufacturer's
date.

Along these same thoughts, items warranted from date ot delivery will
be issued from storage before non-warranted items. When items in storage
have different warranty expiration datec, the Items with the least remaining
warranty time will be 1.sued Ciro . The warranty data will be placed on
the outside of the containe/ so that the information will be available to
storage pers,nnel and the user for proper handling.

-6-
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Now review what yim have learned 11 wrIiing short responses to the

following:

Q6. When selecitnl: warranted ttem., trom .ituck,which Item Is issued first?

Q7. If the unit o! issue on an issue document is HD and the quantity is 4,
how many units will you pull from the bin?

Q8. You are holding an issue document for a typewriter; however, one in
stock is warranted and the other one is not warranted. Which of the two

is issued first?

Q9. Io insure proper rotation of stock,
dates should be pulled for issue first?

a. S120.

b . 4 34 0

c. 5055.

d. 4352.

e. 5016

which of the following manufactured

As we mentioned before, the UNIVAC controls the entire issue process
admlnistratively. Huwever, mistakes can and do occur, and you must be alert

to catch possible errors. For example, if the amount of an item that you

are taking from a warehouse location is the entire quantity that should be
on hand, "SERV BAL=P" will be printed in block W of the issue document.
This is shown on the next page . It means that, according to computer
records, the bin should be empty after the item has been pulled. If items

remain in the bin, this must be reported. Normally, a special inventory is
then conducted to correct the error.

-7-
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You learned a little about special inventories in Block III. You should
remember that they are conducted on a single line Item to correct an out-of-
balance condition. You can see how this applies Co warehouse refusals:

Because it may becmne your responsibility to prepare special inventory
requests, you must know how lc is done. The format for this type of request
is shown on the next page and each entry Is explained (on the following page
after Chat. Stod these two paus carefully, because you will be preparine.
a special inventory request In the workhook portion of this lesson.

4 Q-1'
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AIN 67-1, Vol II
Pert Teo, 1 Jul 77

ATTACHMENT C-2

SPECIAL INVENTORY INTERROGATION CARD

1, Thin card is prprd and procesed by th
ectivity requesting the special inventory. Pro-
cessing of thi card will ...ten freer, code I,
produce IRC crds, end an output notice (see

4408

AHLVDPO.NT 91

2. Th crds may b input throuah the crd
reader or any remote. The output will be directed
to the mainline printr if the return to input
device option is nOt usd. When the input was fro.

attachment C-3) containing
end hintory information
inventory rquetd.

Crd
COla

the
pertinent

No

PO.

3

t, detail, satllite device, the output will b returned
to the type of to that device.

Field Description Remarks

1-) Trnaction Identification Code ICT

_1 Punch Lode Note 1

1 Return to Input Device Note 6

6 1 Blank

1 TEX Note 2

6-22 IS Stock Number

23-24 2 Spites Designator

25 1 Blank

Ju -27 2 Ty_p Alance Code Note 3

28 1 Blank

29-34 6 Type Detail Note 4

J6-110 Requestr and Justification Note 5

NOTE 1: intr P if IRC output cards re required,
otherwise leave blank.

NOTE 2: The input TEX may b lpha, numeric, 0,
4775nk. When entered, the TEX will be perpetu-
ated into the output 1RC crd.

NOTE 3: Enter an A for urviceable and/or 7 for
unsrviceable (in eithr column) if the conditions
are to be inventorid. Type balance code F will
select only DIM detila with an R920RW document
mailer. These coluen may be blank if only detail
aelection I. demired (cc 29-14).

NOTE 4: Specify the type detail 15. U. P, Q. U.

W. or blank in any coobination if inventory of

-9-

these assts is required. Any type detail may
be inventorid singularly or in conjunction with
any othr type detail or type balance code. Type
detail code D specifis DIF71 details Tut will
not slect details with en R920RW document number.

NOTE 5: Entr the requeter' name and justifi-
cation for the speci1 inventory. Th program
:edits 16-51 which cannot b blank.

NOTE 61 Enter an R if output is to be returned
to the input device.

002-04-03-01
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The AF Form 1991 was prepared to request a pecial inventory
on item 5910002844734. We'll discuss each of the entries.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION
TO

C KEYPUNCH Li REMOTE

Q._ 5 9 ,0 2
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

P

FROM

REMARKS

22 23

25
42

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

44 45 46 4 49 50 51 52 53 54

35 36

A

55 56

\
64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74

AF "Rm 1991FEB 71 PREVIOUS EDITION WILL SE USED

75 76

17 18 19 20

3 LI

37 38 39 40

0 5
57 58 59 60

77 78 79 80

I. Card columns 1 3 contain the TRIC code. This is 1GP.

2. A "P" is placed in CC 4 to produce the special inventory count card (IRC).

3. An "R" is placed in CC 5. This causes the output notice to be
printed on the remote that processed the input.

4. The national stock number belongs in CC 8-22.

5. The system designator belongs in CC 23-24. 01 is used for school purposes.

6. Card columns 26-27 contain the type balance code An "A" has been
entered because the item is serviceable.

7. The name of the person requesting the special inventory, and the
justification are required in CC 36-80. Here we have put the name
of the warehouse supervisor and indicated the position.

4 F.

-1.0-
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When this request is Input Lo the computer, freeze code "I" will
automatically he loaded lo the item record, and appropriate detail Information

cuncernInr, the item will bc output this notice will be hit-warded to the

Inventory Section, which will perform the special inventory. When the problem

has been tound and corrected, the freeze code is lifted.

A short review is in order by writing responses to the following questions.

Q10. What does an issue document with "SERV BAL=0" printed on it indicate?

Q11. Wliat freeze code is used for special inventories?

Q12. When is a special inventory normally conducted?

Q13. What TR1C code will you use to request a special inventory?

Q14. Who actually performs the special inventory?

Another possible error is that the balance on hand recorded in the

computer is incorrect. When this happens, the location listed on the issue
document may not contain enough of the material to complete the issue
(for example, if the document instructs you to select a quantity of five,

but there are only three in the bin). You should make a search for the

"missiru%" items. If this is unsuccessful, "WAREHOUSE REFUSAL" is stamped

on the issue document, warehouse/stockroom supervisor signs across the stamp,
and writes "ASSTON TFX CODE P" on the document. At this time a 1GP is

prepared on AF Farm 1991 as previously shown. Notice the example of how the

DD Form 1148-1 issue document is annotated on the next page. Note: all

four copies are stamped "WAREHOUSE RERISAL."

002-04-03-01
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What determines where an item is stored and

iesued from? Basically it depends on the type of

item. If its ERIC designator begins with XD or XF

(ill other words, if it is a repair cycle item), it

could be plated in a supply point. If It is an kli3

item, It (wild be placed in a bench stock. knd if it

is 0 cummon use, administrative or janitorial type

item, it will 11. stored in . 5ase service store.

First, let's take loop at supply points.

Before becosine involved with the issue procedures,

you should know something about what a supply

point lu and how it Lerates.

Supply points are really nothing more than small

warehouse-type facilities located within or next to

the maintenance activities. Each supply point stocks

only those repair cycle items that are normally needed

by the activity it supporta. An authorization list

is prepared for each supply point that shows exactly

what items it stocks. Maoris other things, this list

shtnds the item number, national stock number, Cost,

authorized quantity, And wit of issue. Notice that

all the IRRC designators on the list begin with

,'Ither XI) or Xl.
_

02-04-04-02
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Now the issue document will be output in the warehouse, and it will reilect

the IEX in CC 7 as well as the exception phrase printed in blocks 9 and 10.

If that is hard to remember try the 9th line of print in CC 43-77. This

is shown in the figure below. These additional entries on the document

alert Storage and Issue personnel that the item requires special handling.
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Two of the most important issue exception codes you will be working

with are those for health hazard items (codes 8 and 9). As you learned

in the lesson on storage functions, these are items which could pose a
hazard to your health if handled incorrectly. If a health hazard item

is to be pulled for issue, the issue exception code will again be

reflected in CC 7 of the issue document, and the phrase "HEALTH HAZARD"

will be printed in blocks 9 and 10. Whenever you see this phrase

on an issue document, be sure to handle the item carefully, followinK

all directions on the item label.

Another common use of the issue exception code is on random length

items (IEX 4). These are items, such as copper tubing or heavy

chains, that are received from the sources of supply in specific lengths

and must he issued in these same lengths, regardless of what the customers

actually need. When a request for such an item is input to the computer

by Demand Processing, it will reject. Then Demand Processing notifies

the customer that he has requested a random length item. After this

happens, the issue document is prepared manually by Demand Processing.
It is forwarded co the warehouse where Storage and Issue personnel
annotate the quantity issued. It is then returned to Demand Processing

where it is input as a post-post transaction. (In other words, the

transaction takes place before the paperwork is processed.)

From the examples that we have discussed, you can see that an
issue exteptIon code interrupts normal issue processing, forcing
exceptional handling of an Item. Some issue exception codes are

loaded to item records by Materiel Storage and Distribution personnel,
so you must learn how this is done. Take a look at the format

on the next page. rhen look over the AF Form 1991 shown below. It

has been prepared to load an issue exception code. We'll discuss

each entry.

GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION

TO:

OKEVPuNcli a MOT E

F ROM:

111 PI

1 2 3 I I 7 II I 10 11 12 13 14 1$ 15 17 111 1S 20
.4

, 0,0_0 q 3 9 J) 9
REMARKS

21 22 23 24 2S ra 27 211 711 110 II 2 2 SS 34 3 S 311 37 711 211 40

0 1

4 1 42 43 4 4 411 45 47 441 411 SO II 1 52 5 3 114 SS IS S7 SO Se 60

5 _

., .8 43 44 U 44 47 44 SO 790 71 72 72 74 71 75 T7 7s 79 90

Air :2 MI 1 mg vittiat MT IOW WK. 1.11110

-15-
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Format for Issue Exception Load

Card

Column Field Designation Remarks

1-3 TRIC Code FCD
8-22 NSN
23-24 System Designator 91
41 Issue Exception Code See Note 1

Note 1: The following issue exception codes are some of those
which may be assigned by Materiel Facilities Specialist.

Code Exception Phrase

4 POST-POST (RANDOM LENGTH ITEM)
5 TIME CHANGE ITEM
8 HEALTH HAZARD

WARRANTY OR SERIAL NUMBERED ITEM
F BREAKDOWN INTO COMPONENTS

You can see that this is a very easy format. The TRIC (FCD),
as always, belongs in 'CC 1-3. The NSN should be entered in CC 8-22,
and the system designator belongs in CC 23-24. The final entry
is the issue exception code, and it belongs in CC 41.

Once an IEX has been assigned to an item record, it will be
reflected on the DD Form 1348-1 any time the item is issued. The figure
at the top of the next page shows the issue document that would be
printed if item 6610000493989 were issued. Notice that the exception
code is printed in CC 7, and the phrase "TIME CHANGE ITEM" is printed
in block 9. This will alert Storage and Issue personnel that the
item does require special handling.

4 r?5
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Review what you have learned about issue exception codes by
writing short responses to the following:

Q20. What is the purpose of an issue exception code?

Q21. What form is used to prepare the input to load an IEX?

Q22. What do the initials IEX stand for.

Q23. What does i sue exception code 8 stand for, and what does this
mean'

As we mentioned before, Storage and Issue personnel forward the
items ready for issue, along with the documentation, to the appropriate
delivery area. This, of course, is the Pickup and Delivery Section.

-17-
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Pickup and Delivery is another seccton manned by Materiel
Facilities Specialists that is extremely important to the issue
process. Its responsibility is to deliver issues (property) to the

customer within specific time frames.

One of this section's primary considerations is vehicle utilization.
The Pickup and Delivery Section is the single control point for all
vehicles, other than petroleum, oil, or lubricant vehicles, dispatched

to the Chief of Supply. You have already learned about the Materiels

Handling Equipment managed by this section, but for now we are concerned
mostly with delivery trucks. These vehicles are considered to be part
of the Base Motor Pool and can be pulled for use elsewhere on base
if needed. On the other hand, if priority requirements make it
necessary, Pickup and Delivery can use vehicles from elsewhere on base.

Each driver in the Pickup and Delivery Section is assigned a truck
and a delivery route every day. He is responsible for the upkeep of
his vehicle, making sure that it has gasoline and oil and is
washed and waxed. In addition, before using the t-uck, he must
complete a safety checklist to insure that it is in good operating
condition. Drivers normally follow an established schedule, visiting
every organization on their route at specific times each morning and
each afternoon. This allows the organizations to plan ahead.

All items are not delivered strictly according to this schedule,
however. A little earlier in the leson, mention was made of
delivery priorities. They are an important consideration of the
Pickup and Delivery Section,and you must know them.

Delivery priorities are numeric codes used to indicate the
maximum time allowed from the receipt of the request in Base Supply
until the delivery of the item to the requesting organization. The

following are the codes and their meanings:

Priority Delivery Time Requirements

1 As soon as possible but no later than 30 minutes

2 As soon as possible but no later than 30 minutes

3 As soon as possible but no later than 1 hour

4117
-18-
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Priority Delivery Time Reguirements

4
As soon as possible but no later than 4 hours

5
As soon as possible but no later than 8 hours

6 As soon as possible but no later than 12 hours

7
No time limit established

Now you can see why these priorities are so important. Every

time Storage and Issue brings an item to Pickup and Delivery that is

to be issued to a customer, the priority code indicates how soon the

item must be delivered. So, while an expedite issue with a priority of

1 or 2 is urgently needed and must be taken to the customer before

half an hour has passed, an issue with a priority of 6 is routine, and

as many as 12 hours are allowed for delivery.

On most bases, there is one Pickup and Delivery driver assigned

to deliver just the expedite issues. He is called the expedite

driver, and he must make sure that all the top priority items

(especially those with priorities 1, 2, and 3) are delivered within

their time limits. All routine issues (and usually priority 4 items)

are handled according to the established schedules mentioned earlier.

Card columns 4-6 of the issue document contain the delivery

destination code. This code indicates exactly where on base the item

should be delivered. But as a new pickup and delivery driver, you

probably wouldn't know what each code stands for. So you would

consult the master delivery destination list.

This list is compiled on each base. It shows the actual delivery

locations (building, room number, work area) for each assigned

three-digit delivery destination code. The document on page 12

in this text shows a delivery destination code of BI9. Now look

at the sample master delivery delivery destination list shown

on the following page. You can see that this item should be

delivered to Building 900, Room 112.

-19-
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MASTER DELIVERY DESTINATION LIST

Org.

Code
Shop

Code
Delivery

Destination
Organization
Title

Bldg

No.

Room
No.

Phone

No.

733 RE 819 935 CAMRON SQ 900 112 4223

733 CO 817 935 CAMRON SQ 901 88 3802

733 RE 818 935 CAMRON SQ 902 100 2751

733 CO 807 935 CAMRON SQ 902 204 4325

801 MC 852 123 TAC RECON WG 416 3893

801 HS 814 123 TAC RECON WG 420 10 3988

801 AR A03 123 TAC RECON WG 405 113 4336

801 PE 1330 123 TAC RECON WG 415 104 2774

804 HS 829 4423 FLD MINT SQ 412 100 2665

804 PR 816 4423 FLD MAINT SQ 904 2562

805 IN A26 123 CAMRON SQ 758 174 3417

805 JE B05 123 CAMRON SQ 699 25 2861

805 AR A21 123 CAMRON SQ 1410 307 5642

805 HS C12 123 CAMRON SQ 315 2375

807 AP B12 152 CAMRON SQ 910 74 3001

807 MC A01 152 CAMRON SQ 816 102 7843

-20-
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Once you know exactly where you are to deliver the various
items awaiting issue and what time standards you must work within,
you are ready to make the deliveries. AFM 67-1 directs that these
deliveries be made as fast as possible observing local speed limits
and ground safety rules.

Review what you have learned about delivering property by writing
short responses to the following:

Q24. What is the Pickup and Delivery Section's responsibility in
the issue process?

Q25. Who is personally responsible for the upkeep of each Pickup
and Delivery truck?

Pickup and Delivery has just received the issue document shown on page
17 ot this iext. Look it over. Then answer the following questions.

Q26. What is the delivery priority for this issue?

Q27. What is the time frame for delivery of this item?

Q28. Who would probably deliver this item to the customer?

Q29. If vou are unsure about the meaning of a delivery destination
code, where could you find an explanation?

Q30. According to the mastery delivery destination list on page

20 of the text, a delivery destination code of B14 means:

When you reach the destination for the item you are delivering,
someone from the requesting organization should be on hand to receive
it. You will have a list specifying exactly who is authorized to
receipt for classified or equipment type items. But for regular
supplies, any member of the requesting organization may sign for the
item. However, the person signing must show you either a military
identification card (DD Form 2AF) or a civilian identification card.

It is now your responsibility to make sure that the receipt of
the property is correctly indii:ated on the issue document. Three
entries are required:

-21-
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1. The time and date of the delivery belongs in block 13.

2. The recipient's signature is placed in block 14.

3. Finally the name of the organizational representative receiving
the item must be printed in block 15.

The document below has been completed with these entries. Lookit over; then answer the following questions.

Q31. Who is the organizational representative?

Q32. Where is the time and date of the delivery placed?

Q33. Where did the organizational representative put his signature?

Q34. Why do you think the organizational representative's name is printed
on the issue document?
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Once the required entries have been made on the issue document,

you have one final responsibility. That is to give the customer

his copy of the document (this is always copy 2) and assure distribution

of the other copies.

The most important factor affecting distribution is the

expendability, recoverability, repairabilit Y cost catesorv (SRRr)
designator of the item being issued. You learned a little about

ERRC designators in block I, but they are so vital, you should

review them here.

Remember, the first position of the three-position designator
indicates whether the item is expendable (X) or non-expendable (N).

The second position of the designator i,dicates whether or not the

item Is subject to repair and the lowest level authorized to condemn

the item. "D" identifies items which are subject to repair and which

should be returned to a depot or specialized repair activity when

they can't be made serviceable by field level maintenance. "F"

indicates items authorized for repair at organizational and inter-

mediate levels. "B" identifies items that are not subject to repair.

(However, B items may be reconditioned.)

The third position of the designator indicates the type of

management required. A "1" is restricted to XD items which, because

of cost factors, require special management. A"2" may be assigned

in the follwing ways: XD2 -- item not subject to special management;

XF2 -- unit price of $100.00 or more; ND2 or NF2 -- unit price

of $10.00 or more. A "3" is used on expendable items only: XF3 --

unit cost of less that $100.00; XB3 assigned to non-recoverable

items.

These codes are important in the issue process because they determine

the amount of computer control the item will have after it has been

Issued. For example, an XB3 item, which has no repair capability and

can be condemned by the user, is not controlled by the computer after

issue. Sandpaper is a good example of an X63 item. It is consumed in

use and obviously Lannot be repaired. So when it is issued, the

computer simply adjusts the item record and outputs the issue

document. However, those items that can be repaired are monitored

by the computer after issue.
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Repair cycle items (items that have the capability of being
repaired) always have an ERRC designator beginning with XF or XD, and
after issue they are called DIFM items. (DIFM stands for
due in from maintenance.) When a repair cycle item is issued, the- -
computer updates the item record balance and prepares the issue
document. And it also creates a due in from maintenance record
internally. This record indicates that the organization receiving the
item awes Base Supply a like item.

Take a look at the following example. Field Maintenance has an
aircraft that is down because of a faulty generator. Instead of
waiting for repairs to be made, they request a replacement. It is
issued to them as a DIFM item (and a DIFM detail record is created)
because, according to the computer, Field Maintenance now has two
of these generators. And one of them is due to come back in.
Maintenance must clear the detail record by turning in the old generator.
So it is through DIFM detail records that the computer controls
repair cycle items.

It is easy to determine the ERRC designator of an item being
issued because it is printed right on the issue document. Look at
the DD Form 1348-1 shown below. The ERRC designator is printed in
block X. And, because this is an XF item, "DIFM" is printed in
block C. The document on page 22, on the other hand, is for an
X83 item.
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The fact that D1FM items are controlled by the computer after

issue and non-DIFM ttems are not, does affect the distribution of

the issue documents.

Remember, this document is printed on DD Form 1348-1 in four copies.

Copy 1 ls always forwarded to the Document Control Section. As we

mentioned earliel, copy 2 remains with the customer. If there is an

ERRC designator of X113 in block X, copies 3 and 4 are destroyed.

Remember, there is no control by the computer on this type of item

after it is issued. If the ERRC designator begins with XD or XF

and "DIFM" is printed in block C, copies 3 and 4 are forwarded to

the Reparable Processing Center (RPC). These copies will be used

later, when the item it is replacing is turned-in for repair.

Earlier in this lessor we discussed items that require exceptional

handling. (Refer to page 13.) One such item is the warranty/guaranty.

Distribution of the DD Form 1348-1 issue document is somewhat unusual.

If the issue document is for an item under warranty/guaranty the

procedure is slightly different. You sign and date block 1 as shown

previously. Then forward the property and issue document to the Pickup

and Delivery Section. At this ttme, the document will be annotated

with model, serial number, manufacturer's name and other data required

locally.

Upon delivery to the organization the driver will obtain the time

and date in block 13, the organizational representatives signature in

block 14, and his/her printed name in block 15. Then the document

distribution for the DD Form 1348-1 will be as follows:

Copy 1 - Document Control
Copy 2 - Custodian
Copy 3 - Contract Maintenance for warranty/guaranty items

and items under serialized control

Copy 4 Used as locally determined or destroyed

Review what you have just learned by writing short responses

to the following!
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Q35, After assuring that the proper enlries have been made on Lite
issue document, what is Pickup and Delivery's final responsibility?

Q36. The most important factor altectinf; dIstribution of the issue
document is:

Q37. Who receives copy 1 of the issue document for an XB3 item?

Q38. What happens to copies 3 and 4 of the issue document for a D1FM item?

Q39. Which copy of the issue document does the customer keep as his
receipt?

Q40. What is the correct distribution for copy 4 of a non-DIFM
issue document?

Q41. Issue documents for warranty/guaranty items require what entries
by Pickup and Delivery personnel?

Q42. Review the DD Form 1348-1 on page 14 of this text and list the
distribution for each copy required of the Pickup and Delivery driver.

5 95
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SUMMARY

In this lesson you have learned about the important role you will
play in the process of issuing items from a warehouse to a customer.
Let's review what the lesson has covered.

First, an organization which needs an item contacts either the
expedite or the routine call-in point of the Demand Processing Unit.
Demand processing prepares an issue request on AF Form 2005. This

is input to the computer, and normally the issue document is output

in the warehouse. Storage and issue personnel pull the property,

sign the document, and forward both to the Pickup and Delivery
Section. Remember, though, that some items are subject to special

issue processing. They are identified by ibaue exception codes

on their item records.

The Pickup and Delivery Section's responsibility is to deliver

the item to the customer. In doing so it must consider delivery

priorities and vehicle utilization. Upon receipt of the property,

the issue docunent is completed with the time and date, the recipient's
signature and the recipient's printed name. Pickup and Delivery must
then distribute the four copies of the issue document.
Copy 1 is forwarded to the Document Control Section; copy 2

remains with the customer; if it is a DIFM item, copies 3 and 4
are sent to RPC; if it is a non-DIFH item, copies 3 and 4 are

destroyed.

Now complete the workbook for this lesson.
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Supply Training Branch
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

WAREHOUSE ISSUES

WB 03A8A64531 000
August 1978

Problem Onsi You work in the Storage and Issue Sect:on of the warehouse
and have just selected item 6620001808944 in a quantity of 9 each. Now
make the entry you are responsible for on the issue document printed below.
Use your name and Julian date 8294.
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Problem Two: You work in Pickup and Delivery and have )ust delivered
item 6620001808944 to organizational representative Henry Patrick. Make
the required entries on the issue document above. Use the time 1420 and
the date 21 Oct. 78.

Supersedes WB 002-04-03-01 dated March 1978.
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Problem rhreel lhree issue documents, identified as A,U, and C, are
shown on chili page. On each of them, print the required information.
Then find and mark their correct location on the warehouse stockroom
chArt on the following pagel_.
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Problea th.cee cont.
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Problem Four: This problem involves a warehouse refusal. You have checked
all possible areas and the property identified on the document was not
available for issue. Assume the duties of the stockroom supervisor and
complete the document provided,with the necessary data. To complete this
problem you must also prepare an AF Form 1991 requesting inventory action.

Enter: ASSIGN TEX CODE P
Stockroom supervisor: Mike Lamb
Date: 8222

TRIC: 1CP

NSN: CC. 8-22
SYSTEM DESIGNATOR: 01

TYPE BALANCE CODE: CC. 26
INITIATOR AND

JUSTIFICATION: CC. 36-80
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Problem Four cont.
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GENERAL PURPOSE CREATION
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Problem Five: The issue document on the following page shows SERV BAL=O
in block W; however, four pair of the auto hinges remain in the warehouse
location. All possible areas have been screened and there are no outstanding
documents. You must prepare a request for special inventory using the
information provided and an AF Form 1991. Inventory Section will do the
research and make any adjustments to the item record balances for you.
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Problem Five cont.
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Problem Sixt Let's see how well you can interpret the information
on an issue document. Using the document below, find the following
information:

1. Organisational representative

2. Delivery destination

3. Warehouseman

4. Time of delivery

5. Issue exception code

6. Warehouse location

7. Quantity to be issued

8. Issue exception phrase

9. Delivery priority

10. Date of delivery
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Problem 'wventThe tullowlng ev n taAs arc all part of the warehouse

issue process. In thA ,1),Acv fulluwing ,uch, identify which one of the

units, aectionsaur individuals litited below is responsible for per-

forming it. Then in the space to the left of each task, indicate

its proper Requence In relation to the other tasks listed. (That is,

put a "1" by the task that is pertormed first, a "2" by the one that

is performed second, et( .)

Take item to the customer

Request item

Prepare isaAe ic;luest

Sign and date block 1 of the issue document

Pull property fiom warehouse

Sign block 14 of issue document

Distribute issue document

a. amend Processing

b. Organizational Representative

c. Storage and Issue

d. Pickup and Delivery

99 Li-

When you have completed this workbook, you may check your work against
the key, which is available at. the instructor station. Then take
another look at the objectives for the lesson. When you feel

confident that you can meet them, you are ready for the lesson appraisal.
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SPECIAL ITEM ISSUES

score

Meeting the supply need. of the customers is the

primary function of the Base Supply system. In this

block you have learned how Base Supply requisitions

and rcceives needed items from the sources of supply

and how items are issued from the warehouse to a

customer. But not all items are stored La and issued

from the warehouse. As you have learned, other types

of straage facilities are also used. These include

supply points, bench stocks, and the base service

store. So, to complete your picture of the issue

process, you must learn about the three other methods

used by orgenizations to obtain property from Base

Supply.

OBJECTIVES

1. Preparv a supply point issue request.

-S.:1;els.udes 002-0T-05-01 dated 1 Oct. 76

002-04-04-02
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2. Describe tasks performed when issuing a bench stock

item.

3. Prepare a bulk issue request for a base service

store item.

4. Describe tasks performed In conducting bulk

issue reconciliation.

DIREC11ONS

To complete this lesson you must have this

text, a workbook, a sheet of scratch paper, and

AIS Module lemt Form #4. You will find embedded

questions throughout the text. Write short

responses to them on the scratch paper. A key to the

correit answers Is nvsillble At the Instructor

-2-
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In leuson three you learned the procedures

followed to itiaue items from tht 'outhouse to a

customer. So, before starting on special item

issue procedures, let's quickly review wKat you

have learned.

First, the customer contacts the Demand Processing

Unit. The DPU clerk prepares a warehouse issue

request on AF Form 2005. This is input to the

computer on the DPU remote device.

If the item is available in the quantity

needed, the Issue document will normally be out-

put on remote in the Storage and Issue Section

of the w.lrehouse.

002-04-04-02
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Ohis document is used to select the property.

Among other ihings it indicates the warehouse

location, the quantity, the unit of issue, and

the priority.

After the item has been selected and the issue

document signed by the warehouseman, it is the

responsibility of the Pickup and Delivery Section to

take them to the customer.

A member of the requesting organization receives

the item, and the required entries are made an the

issue document.

Hien, of course, Pickup and Delivery must

distribute the documerts. Remember, the correct dis-

tribution depends upon the type of item that is

beiag issued.

So that is the wAy normal items are issued from

a Uase '.upply warehouse. However, each base hes many

speci.0 items that are not stored in the warehouse.

For the sake of convenience, customers obtain these

Items from supply points, bench stocks, or the

b.tse bervice store.

- 4 -
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What determtnes where an item is stored and

issued from? Basically it depends on the type of

item. lf its ERIC designator begins with XD or XF

(ln other words, if it is a repair cycle item), it

cuuld be placed tn a dupply point. If it la an X33

item, lt «add be placed in bench stock. And if it

Is 0 common use, administrative or janitorial type

itom, it will stored in , hese service store.

First, let's take a look at supply points.

Before becoming involved with the issue procedures,

you should know something about what supply

point it and how it L,berates.

Supply points are really nothing more than small

warehouse-type facilities located within or next to

the maintenance activities. Each supply point stocks

only those repair cycle items that are normally needed

by the activity it supports. An authorization list

is prepared for each supply point that shows exactly

what Item it stocks. Among other things, this list

shnws the item number, netional stock number . cost,

authorized quantity, And unit of issue. Notice that

al1 the IRRC dedignators on the list begin with

oIther XI) or XF.

11.111
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Let's see how this type of operation would benefit

maintenance. Say, for example, a mechanic in the

maintenance activity is working on an aircraft and

needs iu replace a control unit. If this item is

stored in his activity's supply point, he simply walks

over to the supply point and the item is issued to his

over-the-counler. So he CIIIP continue working almost

immediately. Supply points add speed and convenience

to the supply operation.

-4,-
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As a Kateriel Facilities Specialist, you could

be assigned to work in a supply point, so you must know

the issue procedures followed.

As was mentioned earlier, items in a supply point

are issued over-the-counter. This means Chat when a

customer (maintenance man) comes in for an item,

hopefully he will leave with it within a very short

period of time.

When the customer tells you he needs an item, it

is your responsibility to prepare a supply point issue

request.

but first you would go to the correct location

and pull the item. (You have to make sure that it

is on hand before you issue it!)

-7-
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How do you know where the item is located in

your supply point? Every article placed in a supply

point is assigned an item nunber, and it is stored

according to this nunber.

Your next question probably is, "Where do I

f ind the i tem number?" Remember, , it is the f irst

entry on the supply point authorisation list
.

nO2-04-U4-02
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So when a supply point customer requests an Lt..,

your first step is to check the authorisation listing.

This will tell you if the item is assigned to the

supply point and, if so, where it is stored.

Review what you have learned about supply points

by writing short responses to the following:

Ql. Where is a supply point normally located?

Q2. What type of iteme are stored in a supply point?

Q3. How can you tell which items are stored insupply point?

Q4. Hoy can you determine where an item is stored in
a supply point?

0. All supply point items are stored accordingto their number.

Once you have selected the item, you are ready

to fill out the request. Study the format on the

following page. We'll discuss the necessary entries.

002-04-04-02
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The transaction identification code (TRIC), as always,

belongs in CC 1-3. For supply point issue request,

the TRIC is MSI.

The delivery destination code belongs in CC 4-6.

Card columns 8-22 contain the NSN. The unit of

issue belongs in CC 23-24, and the quantity belongs

on CC 25-29.

Now we come to the document number (CC 30-43). It

is construtted As follows:

CC JO Activity code, "S" for supply point
CC 31-33 Organization code
CC 34-35 Shop code

CC 36-39 Serial number assigned to the trans-

action
CC 40-43 -- Item number

The demand code belongs in CC 44. Remember, the supply

point is stocked only with items that are used fre-

quently, so the demand code is "R" for recurring.

The for(e activity designator in CC 53 indicates the

mission ot the organization. "S" is used for

supply points.

lie system designator, 01, belongs in CC 55-56.

-18-
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CC 60-61 contain the priority.

rhe urgency justification code belongs in CC 65-66.

The mark for in CC 67-30 is constructed as follows:

CC 67-71 -- Blank
CC 72-80 -- Supply point detail document number:

CC 72-74 -- 005
CC 75-76 -- Supply point code

CC 77-80 -- Item number

You will also place the requestor's name and the

time and date in block A of the AT' Form 2005.

All you have to do in filling out a supply point

issue request is follow this format and supply the

necessary information The figure on the next page

shows a completed supply point issue request for

NSN 2805006749414. It la being issued to C.

Washington WhO iS from OrgenizOtiOn 801, shop PF.

Look it over. Then review what you have learned

by completing problem one in the workbook.

-19-
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Unee the request has been completed, it is in-

put to the computer on the remote device in the supply

point. In response, the saw remote outputs the

supply point issue document. As you would expect, it

is printed on UD Form 048-1 in four copies.

A sample supply point issue document is

shown on the next page.

-21-
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In the lesson on warehouse issue procedures, do

you remember what the warehouseman was required to do

after he had selected the item? He put his signature

and the Julian date in block 1 of the issue document.

Well, now, as the upply point clerk, you arc performing

the same task as the warehouseman. So, after selecting

the item, you must also sign and date block 1 of the

MSI document.

You can probably figure out what additional

entries are required on the document. Just aa was

thv Lase with a warehouse issue, blocks 13, 14 and 15

of the document must be completed. As you might

expect, the entries are the same. The time and

kalendar date are entered in block 13; the

(ustomer's signature is entered in block 14; and the

customer's name is printed in block 15.

Ali of these entries are shown on the document

on pAg( 22.

-23-
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Ille final task involved with a supply point issue

18 distributing the issue document. A. the clerk,

thls will be your responsibility, so you must know the

proper distribution.

LuLkily, It's the name as the distribution you

learned for the warehouse issue document. Do you

remember I t?

Cupy 1 -- Document Control

i upN 1 Custom.. r ' 8 copy

(oplcri i mod 4 -- Forwarded to the Reparable

Processing Center (RFC)

-24-
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Why do copies 3 and 4 automatically go to &PC?

because every item assigned to a supply point must

be a repair cycle item, which means that it will be

controlled by the computer after issue. Therefore,

copies 3 and 4 must be filed in RPC, to be used later

when the item is turned-in.

And that's all there is to the supply point

Issue process. As you can see, it is similar to the

warehouse issue procedure Ln many ways. However, it

is a much quicker process, with fewer Base Supply

sections involved.

Review what you have learned by writing short

responses to the following:

QG. lf the issue request is input on the supply
point rem .e, where ls the issue document output?

97. Whlk.h block of the issue document does the supply
point clerk sign and date'

WhAt ls entered In blotk 14 of the 14SI document?

9. WhAt Is entered ln block 15 of the NSI document?

910. 141)At huppens to the four copies of the document?

-25-
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Now complete problem two in the workbook. Then

return t,) text.

Another type of storage facility you should become

familiar with is bench stocks. They are similar in

purpose to the supply points. In other words, they

Are also established for the convenience of the

maintenance activity.

Bench itocks are storage units (or similar

drawer and shelf arrangements) located in the in-

dividual maintenance shops. They are stocked with

those X113 items that are used consistently in that

working area. For example, an electric shop's

bench stork would contain resistors, tubestand solder,

while a tire shop would probably have patches, valve

tc,ca,and valve sterna. The obvious advantage of

0114 Irt that required supplies are at hand instead of

In the watehouNe. So, as a maintenance worker

needs tht,te Items, hu just walks over to the bench

4to(1( And helpn himielf.

-2b-
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This is a very convenient arrangement, but

you're probably wondering whnt happens when the

bench stock runs out of items.

Keeping bench stocks full (or replenishød)

is the responsibility of the bench Stock Support

Unit, a part of the Materiel Support Section.

For every item that is assigned to a bench

stock, A master bench stock card is prepared and filed

by the Bench Stock Support Unit. This, for example,

is the master bench stock card for a capacitor,

591V001283850. 1he unit of issue is Ek, and

the quantity issued to the bench stock is 27.

27-28-
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These cards play key role in replenishing

bench stocks. Two types of replenishment are used:

(y(le, which is accomplished every 30 days; and

spe(itil, accomplished es needed. Both follow the

,snme procedures.

lirst, bench stock bins containing items that

need replenishment nre flagged in some mannt :o

Indicate this condition. here, red metal tage

arc nwd

The bench Stock Support Unit is composed of

Inventory Management Specialist s. They note which

items for organizational bench stocks have been flagged.

One of the Inventory Management clerks selects the master

bench stock card for each item needed. These cards are

stacked together for input to the computer. Upon input

the computer produces two productst a new master bench

stock card (which is re-filed) and a bench stock issue

card. The bench stock issue card (BSU) is similar to the

master bench stock cardibut notice that the TRIC is BSU

and that CC 44-54 (in the upper right-hand corner)

contains the warehouse location.

- 2/-30-
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The Bench Stock Support Unit notes which items

have been flagged and pulls the master bench stock

card for each of these items. As each card is input

to the computer, two products are output: a new

master bench stock card (which is re-filed); and a

bench stock issue card. This second card is similar

to the master bench stock card, but notice that the

rill( is USU and that CC 44-54 (in the upper right

hand corner) contain the warehouse location. (Don't

bc (ontused by the printing on this card. It is

punchtd in an 80 column format, but the interpreter

30-
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The BSU card is forwarded to the Storage and

Issue Section of the warehouse. This is where Materiel

Storage and Distribution personnel become involved.

As a Materiel Facilities Specialist in the Storage

and Issue Section, you would respond to the BSU card in

much the same way as you respond to a warehouse issue

document. You go to the warehouse location indicated

and pull the necessary quantity of the item. If you

had received the sample card shown on page 30, you

would go to location 19A003C014 and pull 31 of item

5930005033991. (Don't be confused by the printing on

this card. It is punched in an 80 column format, but

the interpreter prints it in a 60 (line one)/ 20 (line

two) format.) Don't confuse the BSU card with the

master bench stock card. Check with your instructor

for clarification if necessary.

-31-
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prints it in a 60 (line one)/ 20 (line rwo) format.)

The BSU card is forwarded to the Storage and

Issue Section of the warehouse. This is where

Materiel Storage and Distribution personnel become

involved.

If you work in the Storage and Issue Section,

you would respond to the BSU card in much the same

way as you respond to a warehouse issue document.

You go to the warehouse location indicated and pull

the necessary quantity of the item. If you had

received the sample card shown on page 30, you would

go to location 19403a14 and pull 31 of item

59)0005i33991.

-31-
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Unfortunately, it's not quite that easy.

Because bench stocks are replenished according

to schedules, normally you will receive a great many

BSU cards at one time. These should already be

arranged in warehouse location sequence, but it's a

good idea to check and make sure that they are. It

can save you a lot of time and steps to select

these items in order of location.

,(:) now you take the stockpicker hand truck and

go to the appropriate area of the warehouse. Why do

you need the truck' Remember, you will probably be

selecting many different Items. And, because

each issue is to replenish an entire bin, in many

caseH the quantities will be large.

AR you reach each location, you pull the

rtquested iternH. and, to avoid unnecessary con-

Nylon, place them in a paper sack. Then, to

identify the suck, attach the BSI) cord to it.

-32- 33-
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And that's all you have to do. It is the

responsibility of the Bench Stock Support Unit to

pick up the items from Storage and Issue, take

them to the using organisations, bin them, anó assure

distribution of the BSU card.

That completes bench stock issue procedures.

Before going on to learn nbout the base service

store, review what you have learned about bench

stocks by writing short responses to the following:

Q11. Where are bench stocks normally located?

Q12. What is the TRIC on bench stock issue cards?

Q13. Who files master bench stock cards?

Q14. What type of items may be stored in a bench stock?

Q15. What is the main purpose of a bench stock?

lhe third and final type of special item issue

you will learn about is the bulk issue procedure

followed ln the base service store.

sInto the base service store is at least

partially manned by Materiel Facilities Specialists,

you should learn about its purpose and operation.
-14-
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was mentioned earlier in the lesson, the

basv service store la the storage facility for

common use administrative and janitorial type items.

lhis includes such things as pencils, pens, office

,mpplics, brooms, brushes, and so on. So Any time an

urganizution on base needs this type of item, it

must be obtained from the base service store. And

you can probably see how tile facility gets its name.

its Arrangement is similar to that of a store, with

the Items displayed In a msnner that allows the

customers easy selection when they come in to "shop".

-35-
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the service store is also the storage location

for expendable tools. These are stored separately

from other service tore items. but otherwise

arc treated in much the same manner.

Three method. of issue are used by the base

service mtore. The first, called "individual item",

Is very similar to the warehouse issue procedure you

learned In lesson three. The second is post-post

Individual Item, where the property is physically

issued before the pAperwork is processed. The

third, and moqt common, method is called "bulk

issue". With it, the customer come. into the

store to "shop", and many different items are

involvcd. Nis is the type of issue we will

be concvrned with in this lesson.

36-
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Not just anyone can walk into the store and

"shop". Each organizational commander will submit a

written request to the Chief of Supply for the number

of customer authorisation cards he feels his organisa-

tion needs. So everyone who shops in the base service

store must identify himself with one of these cards.

After the customer has selected the items he

need., he takes them to the sales counter for check-out.

As the base service store clerk, you must then prepare

bulk issue request. This is done on AF Form 2005

in three copies.

Tako look at the format for this input. It

is oo the next page. We'll discuss the necessary

entrie4.

-37-38-
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Ths TRIC in CC 1-3 is LISS for base service store.

(That's easy to remember, isn't it?)

The federal supply group should be placed in CC 8-9.

Because more than one ?SC will be involved, general

cc t. le used. For issues involving normal service

store items, this code is "99". For expendable tools,

the code is "51".

As usual, CC 25-29 contain the quantity. But, as the

format directs, you should enter the number of

NSNa or line itemm involved, not the actual number

of items. For example, if the customer has selected

three pencils, four mop handles, seven brushes, and

five tablets, the quAntity would be four, because that

lot how many NSNs are involved.

Card columns 30-43 contain the document number, which

Is couAtructed as follows:

CC 30 -- Activity code "L"

CC 31 - 33 -- Organization code
CC 34 35 -- Shop code

CC 36 - 39 -- Julian date

CC 40 - 43 -- Serial number assigned to the

transaction

-40-
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The last name of the customer (or as much of it as

fits) belongs in CC 60 - 73.

The extended cost (which is the total cost of all

the items) should be placed in CC 74-80. For this

entry you may have to do a little multiplication and

addition.

That completes the issue request. Once it has been

prepared, it serves as the issue document. The next

step, then, is to obtain the customer's signature

an the second copy, and distribute all three

copies.

-41
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Copy 1 is forwarded to the remote operator for

Input to the computer. Why is this necessary when

you already have an issue document? Because this allows

the tomputer to charge the appropriate organization for

the issue.

Copy 2, which was sig 4 by the customer, is kept

un file in the store for 5 diys. The customer is allowed

this period of time to verify that the transaction is

procemsed thruugh the co...niter correctly. If the

transaction is not challenged within 5 workdays, this

iopy is destroyed.

(opy 3 i4 the cumtf,wer's copy.
-42--
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Review what you have learned ibout bulk issue procedures

Ln the base service store by writing short responses to

the following:

Q16. Who is authorized to shop in the base service store?

Q17. A bulk issue request is prepared on in
copies.

018. Which copy of the BSS issue request/document
does the customer signt

Q19. What does the BSS request use instead of
specific NSN in CC 8 - 22?

Q20. What type of items are stored in the service store?

Q21. What happens to copy 1 of the BSS request/document?

Q22. If a bane service store customer chose 2 items
at $1.50 each; 5 items at $ .25 each; and 4 items
at $1.04 each, what Quantity would you enter on the
request, and what would the extended cost be?

Now complete problem three in the workbook.

When the request is input, the computer charges

the appropriate organization for the issue. But, be-

cauSe a general code is used instead of specific NSNe,

there is no record of what specific items have been

issued.

This makes it necessary to periodically adjust

the item record balances for all base service store items.

-43-
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nits is accomplished once a month by a process

called"Bulk Issue Reconciliation." Reconciliation ia

really noting more than a form of inventory. The pur-

pose is to count the quantity that is actually on hand

for each NSN and adjuat the item records accordingly.

it Is a fairly simple process. First, using a

program parameter card, PCAM operations produce a punched

bulk isaue reconciliation (BIR) card for ach stock

number assigned to the service store. Notice that the

quantity field on the 81R card is blank.

These cards are forwarded to the store. As the

clerk, you would first place each card in its

correct location. What 141 the correct location? Look

at the last 10 card columns on the BIR card. They con-

tall the location designator. The store's arrangement

is the same as that which you would find in a warehouse

stockroom, so the designator is constructed in the

same way, alai). For example, the BIR card on the

previons page should be placed in bin row 14, level D,

Individual vertits1 bin 2.

-44-45-
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The next step 18 to count the quantity in each

location and enter this in CC 25-29 of the BIR card.

All the cards are then returned to PCAM where the

quantities are punched in. Finally, the BIR cards

arc input to thy computer, and this adjusts the

quantities on the item records.

-46-
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Now you have good idea about how the base ser-

vice store functions, and how items are issued

following bulk issue procedures. You also have

learned how item record balances are updated for

service store items. Review the laat portion of

the leaaon by writing short responses to.the following:

Q23. What is the purpose of bulk issue reconciliation?

Q24. Noy often is it conducted?

Q25. The product used to conduct bulk issue recon-
ciliation Is cards.

Q26. WhAt tasks doea the service store clerk perform
in conducting the bulk issue reconciliation?

That completes the text portion of the lesson.

Now return to the workbook and complete the remaining

four problems. Check your work on them and on the

embedded questions against the keys available at the

tnstructor station.
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In this block you have already learned quite a bit about the tasks
performed by Materiel Storage and Distribution personnel in processing
property. Lessons 1 and 2 discussed how property is received; lessons
3 and 4 were concerned with how property is issued; and lesson 5 dalt with
procedures for turning property in. The final two procedures you
will learn about in this course are covered in this lesson.

First we'll take a look at the different types of shipments made
by ease Supply and the tasks you vill perform in connection with them.
Then we'll discuss how unneeded or unserviceable property may be transferred
to the Defense Property Disposal Office, and your part in this process.

OBJECTIVES

1. Discuss procedures followed in processing property for hipment.

2. Complete a shipping document vith the entries required of Materiel
Facilities Specialists.

3. Describe procedures followed in processing property for transfer.

4. Complete a transfer document with the entries required of
Materiel Facilities Specialists.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will
of scratch paper, and AIS Module Test
questions throughout the text. Write

of scratch paper. You may check your
available at the instructor station.

need this text, a worksheet, a sheet
Form #4. You will find embedded
short responses to them on the sheet
work against the key, which is

Supersedes PT 002-03-07-01 dated 16 January 76.
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Before we get thvolved with how to proceas shipmenta, you

need to know what shipments are. In very general terma, shipments
are transactiona where property is sent off baae. In a standard
base supply system, shipments are divided into two categories:
directed and non-directed.

Directed shipuent: shipping material off base because base
supply has been directed to do so by disposition instructionr from
an ALC depot, GSA or DLA, orders from APLC inventory managers, major
command equipment managers, and so on. In other words, Base Supply is
directed to ship property br an authority higher than base level.

Non-directed shipment: shipments made by bases as the result of
local management decisions, without being told to ship the material
by a higher authority. There are two types of non-directed shipments.

1. Special shipments: also called "lateral support" -
an authorized base-to-base hipment so one base can support another.
("Lateral" means a sideways movement at the same level of authority.)
Let's look et an example of this. If Peterson Field in Colorado
Springs needed a part for a weapons system immediately, they would
call the closest base that had the part (in this case, Lowry) rather
than requisitioning it from the source of supply. This would save
time. The decision to ship or not ship the item to Peterson Field
would be made locally (at Lowry). A higher authority would not
be involved. All bases support each other as much as possible without
being told to do so; they use non-directed, special shipments.

2. Automatic shipments: authorized, automatic return of
Air Force managed unserviceable (reparable) material to a designated
repair facility. In the last lesson you learned about turning in
XD and XF due-in-from-maintenance (DIM item+. Whack DIEM items
are turned in in an unserviceable condition, those with an KRItt
designator starting with XD are automatically shipped to an authorized
repair facility. Why? Remember, the "D" indicates that the item
has a depot level of repair and/or condemnation. So the computer
will automatically send the item off-base for repair. No prior
approval is required. XF itema, an the other hand, are authorized
repair and/or cOndemnation at the field or base level; consequently
they normally would not be shipped off-base.

5 5 5
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Let's briefly review the names of the different types of

shipments:

Directed 'Mellott
(directed by a 4igbar authority)

53 1,

Non-Directed Shipment
(local management decision)

1. Special/lateral support
2. Automatic (unserviceable

ro item)

Nov that you know what shipments are, let's discuss how you will
process then. We'll look at directed shipments first.

When a shipment is directed by a higher-than-base-level authority,
Base Supply will receive disposition instructions (or directions) in
some type of Lmput format. These, naturally, will be input to
the computer. Several outputs will result, but the one that is
most important to you is the DD 1348-1 shipping document. (You have

used this fora in past lessons to receive property from a source of
supply, issue property to a custoeer, and turn in property. You'll use

the DD 1348-1 in this lesson to hip and transfer property.)

Shipping documents are output in rwo bookA (or sets), each containing

four copies. Normally, these ets are output in two different areas.
One book is output on the main line printer in the ADPM Section. Block
F will contain the phrase "MANS COPy," o this set is forwarded to

the Shipment Planning Section in the Transportation Diviion. They

11.18t plan and prepare for shipping the material when Base Supply

Benda the material to them.

The second book of DD 1348-1 will be output on the remote keyboard
printer in the warehouse if the property has a warehouse location. If,

an the other hend, the property hAA not been assigned a warehouse
location, the second set of DD'1348-1 will be output on the main line

printer and eet to the Distribution Unit, which will, in turn, forward
the document to the Receiving or Storage and Issue Section.

-3-
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On some bases, the two sets of shipping documents are not split.
In other words, they are both butput on the appropriate receiving
or warehouse remote. This is a local management decieion. We'll assume,
in our discussicon, that the output of the shipping document is split,
one est being output in the appropriate warehouse, the other in ADPM.

Let's see what this document we've been talking about looks like.
Study the figure belay. It is the first copy of the warehouse set
of the DD 1348-1. Notice that it has been stamped "DOCUMENT CONTROL COPY."
This is done as soon as the document is output. The entries that are
especially important to the warehouseman have been marked and are
explained.
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1. Columns 1-3/A2A Document Identifier Code/DIC for a domestic
shipment. A2As are output for shipments
directed by a depot.

2. CC 8-22/6610005264355 The national stock number af the item
you are to select from storage.
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3. CC 23-24/RA

4. CC 25-29/00901

5. CC 60-61/06

6. Block Y/184145002

The unit of Lieu*. "BA," of course, MARS
each.

This is the quantity to be shipped, so

it is the quantity you will select free
storage.

Priority or importance of the shipment.
As you would expect, high priorities shouLd
be processed first. Remember, the lower
the number, the higher the prioritP.

This is the storage location assigned to the
item to be whipped. You will go to
warehouse 18, stockroom A, bin row 14,
level B, individual vertical bin 2 to select
the item.

Once you have examined the shipping document and looked at those
areas which are important to you, the next step is to go to the
location indicated and actually select the property. Remember that
whenever you select property from a location you must double check to
make sure that the NSN an the property tag matches the one on the bin
label and the one on the document. You also should keep in mind

the principle of rotating the stock, and select the item with the oldest
manufacture date.

Once you have located and selected the property for shipment,
you must sign and date block 1 of the DD 1348-1 to show that you were the
warehouseman who pulled the property from storage. Block 1 is
identified as item number 7 on the shipping document on page 4 of
this text. Incidentally, the date you uae will always be the Julian date.

In summary, then, as the warehouseman, you have three duties to
perform in shipping property: (1) locate the property indicated on the
output document, (2) select it from storage, and (3) sign and date
block 1 of the shipning document.

-5-
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The material selected by the warehouseman, and all four copies

of this DD 1348-1 wi11 now be forwarded to the Inspection Section, The
inspector must verify tha cOndition of the materiel and the accuracy
of tha information on the documentation. For instance, if the
materiel condition coda on the document is WI which means serviceable,
the inspector verifies that the item is not visibly broken, missing

_prts, etc. He insures that all the necessary information has
hee)entered ah the document, and that it matches the information on
tha property tag.

When the inapector has verified the condition and documentation
of the shipment, he enters his signature or stamp and the date in
block EE of copies 1 and 2 of the DD 1348-1. Inspectors are usually
issued an inspection stamp with an assigned number on it which
represents their signature. An example is shown on the document
below. Notice that the Julian date is written within the circle of
the stamp. The stamp is, of course, too large to fit into block EE,
but should cover block EE from top to bottom. You can also see the
warehouseman's entry in block 1 of this document.
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The inspector's fina1 task is to move the property to an
appropriate delivery point. As you might expect, time frames
are established for processing shipments just as they are for issues.

The amount of time allowed from selection of the property in the

warehouse to actual shipment depends on the priority assigned to
the shipment. It is only logical, then, that Pickup and Delivery
personnel will not leave property sitting around gathering dust
in the delivery area. They will pickup the property and all four
copies of the shipping document and deliver them to the Packing
and Crating Section in the Transportation Division. Packing and
Crating personnel will sign and date block 4 of the DA 1348-1 to receipt
for the property, and give copy 1 of the document to the Pickup
and Delivery driver. Re, in turn, will forward the signed copy 1 to
Document Control.

Packing and Crating will attach copies 2,3, and 4 of the original
book of DD 1348-ls to the second book stamped "TRANS COPY," which
it received initially. These seven copies are used to process the
shipment off-base.

Review what you have learned about directed shipments by writing
short responses to the following:

Ql. What form is used to ship property?

Q2. How 'many sets of a shipping document are output and where are
they normally output?

Q3. What is stamped on copy 1 of the shipping document?

Q4. What actions does the warehouseman take with shipping documents?

Q5. What actions will the inspector take with shipping documents?

Q6. Shipments are taken from Base Supply to
by

Q7. Where is the first copy of the siened and stprped shipping documentforwarded?

-7-
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Nov you know how directed shipments are prJcessed in the Materiel

Storage and Distribution Branch. The procedures are fairly,4imilax
for processing non-directed shipments. To refresh your memory
about the types of shipments, review the following chart:

DIRECTED SHIPMENTS NON-DIRECTED SHIMENTS

(directed by higher headquarters) (local management decision)

1. Special/lateral support

2. Automatic

We w111 discuss each type of non-directed shipment separately,
beginning with special shipments.

Remember special shipments are authorized base-to-base lateral
support shipments. It usually occurs when one AF base simply telephones
another base nearby to request that a needed item be shipped to
them. Local management personnel will decide if the requested item
can be spared for lateral support. If it can, an input must be
prepared to obtain the necessary shipping docunents.

The input is prepared by Inventory Management personnel in
Base Supply, but the output will be your responsibility in the warehouse.
As you would expect, the output is a DD 1348-1. For special/lateral
support shipments, the document is similar to the one for directed
shipments. One book is marked "TUNS COPY" (it is produced an the
main line printer in most cases), and a second book is output or the
remote device in the appropriate warehouse.

Take a few minutes to study the document on the following page
and the accompanying explanations. You'll notice that some of the
entries are slightly different from those on a directed shipment
document.

5'31
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1. SHP Document identifier code/DIC for non-directed

special/lateral support shipment.

2. JLS Routing identifier JLS must be entered for

special/lateral support shipments.

3. Ft615282109002 The document number for lateral support

shipments is usually provided by the base

4. F16152

requesting the property which, in this case,

is FE 6152, Forbes All. This document

number will Le entered on Forbes' due-in

detail record to control and process the

property vhen it arrives in its Reoeivtng

Section.

Supplementary address - the stock record

account number/SRAN of the base to which the

property will be ship1ed.

5. 03 The priority of the shipment,

-9-
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When the SHP JLS document is output on the warehouse remote

device, it is processed the sane as a directed shipment. IINCUMENT
CONTROL COPY" is stamped on the first copy and the book/set of

4 copies is given to a warehouseman. The warehouseman goes to the location
printed tin block F of the DD 1348-1, selects the property and signs
and dates block 1.

The property and documentation is sent to the inspector who
verifies the condition of the property and accuracy of the shipping
document. He then signs/stamps and dates block EE of copies 1 and 2
of the DD 1348-1. The inspector's final job is to move the property
and documentation to the correct delivery point.

Pickup and Delivery will pick up the property and deliver it to
Packing and Crating in the Transportation Division. Packing and
Crating will receipt for the property by signing and dating block 4 of
the DI 1348-1 shipping document. Pickup and Delivery will forward

copy i of the document to Document Control. The remaining copies will be

used to process the property off-base.

At this point we have learned how to process directed shipments
and ane type of non-directed shipments. Only one type of non-directed

shipment is left to learn -- automatic shipment. t automatic shipment is
defined as the authorized, automatic return of AF-ma: ..d unserviceable
(reparable) material to a designated repair facility. In short, the item
is broken (unserviceable) but can be repaired (reparable) by some facility

other than the base.

A repair facility can be a depot, or the original manufacturer
who made the item, or a facility that specializes in uncommon techniques or
equipment. Items with an ERRC designator beginning with XD are

subject to automatic shipments. Why? Because, as the "D" in the
second position tells you, the item must be repaired and/or
condemned at the depot level. Automatic shipment!i may include items
such as aircraft tjires that need to be recapped, generators that need
to be rewired/rewound, or sealed aircraft indicators that need repair.

Now that you know why items are shipped automatically for
repair, let's find out how they are shipped. Internal records are
loaded with the appropriate shipping address of each XD repair cycle item
authorized depot-level repair.

5 '2 3
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When certain KD repair cycle iteme are turned in ill an unserviceable

condition, codes in the computer will automatically provide tha output
of documents for a shipment. (rhat's why it ia called an automatic

shipment.) For example, in tha Turn-In lesson you learned to process

due.in from maintenance turn-ins. If the code on the AFTO 350,

Reparable Item Processing Tag, indicated that the item was unserviceable,
this was reflected on the AF Fora 2005 TIN. When the TIM is input and
the unserviceable condition is recorded in the computer, documents
for an automatic shipment are output.

Automatic Rhipping documents, also on DD 1348-1, are output on
the same remote device on which the TIN was input. Let's assume that it IA
the Receiving Section's remote since some DIFM TINs are delivered
there from the Repair Cycle Support Unit. Additionally, the TRANS COPY

normally output on dm main line printer is also output on the same
remote. both books of the shipping document are thus output in the
Receiving Section. They are coupled and used as one.

Fror this point, processing of the documents and property
is the same as for the other shipments we have discussed. Copy 1 of
the origAnal set is stamped "DOCUMENT CONTROL COPY." The Receiving
clerk selects the property from the receiving holding area, signs
and dates block 1 of the original set, and forwards the documents and
property to the inspector. The inspector verifies the condition and
documentation of the shipment, stamps/signs and dates block EE an
copies 1 and 2, and forwards both the property and documentation
to eh, proper delivery point. Pickup and Delivery delivers the
shipment to Packing and Crating. They receipt for it by signing
block 4 on copy 1 of the original set. Then Pickup and Delivery
forwards the stamped, signed and dated copy to Document Control.

The figure an the next page shows a sample of an automatic
shipment document. Notice block F. Since automatic shipments are
XD DIFM items turned in unserviceable, they will be in a tote box
in the Receiving Section instead of a warehouse location.
Incidentally, this unserviceable condition is reflected by the
condition code "Y" Ln CC 71 an the first line of print.
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Now review what you have learned about non-directed shipments by
writing short responses to the following:

Q8. What are the types of non-directed shipments.

Q9. What is the process called when one base ships a requested item
to another base?

Q10. A local management decision will result in a shipment.

Q11. What routing identifier must always be entered on a special/
lateral support shipment'

Q12. What is the process of sending property to an authorized repair
facility called?

Q13. If documents for an automatic shipment are output in the
Receiving Section, who selects the property?

Q14. What actions must the inspector take with non-directed shipments?

Q15. Where does Pickup and Delivery take non-directed shipments?

Now complete problem one in the workbook.
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Up to tilts point, we have talked Ln detail only of ahipmenta.

Now it is time to turn our attention to tran4fers.

A. far as we are concerned here, a transfer refers to the process

of sanding property to the Defense Property Disposal Office/DPDO. This

office has the responsibility of processing AF property out of the AF inven-

tory.

Almost everyone would think, "If we're going to get rid of it, it

must not be any good." Wrong. Many items are sent to DPDO that

are still serviceable. For instance, if an aircraft or a blood

purifying machine is modified or phased out of the AF inventory, there
is no reason for Base Supply to continue storing it. This costs money.

On the other hand, you don't just throw it away, either. That would

be a huge waste of money. DPDO's job is to insure that items such

as this are not wasted.

They may accomplish their task in several ways. Other military

activities and civilian federal government agencies are allowed

first choice on obtaining certain types of itema. DPDO is

authorized to sell some items on the open market (military clothing,
office machines, electronic circuitry boards, metal scrap and

waste materials). DPDO will salvage other items to recover
precious metals in the items, like gold, silver, or platinum.
And sone items may be donated to authorized activities such as
veteran organizations, museums, public airports, service educational

activities, public libraries, etc.

Transfers from Base Supply to DPDO are divided into the sane

two categories as shipments - directed ana non-directed. Directed
transfers are those resulting from reports of excess, directed
condemnations, special instructions from higher headquarters, AF
technical orders, etc. In short, Base Supply is directed, or told,
to transfer the property to DPDO. Non-directed transfers, like .
non-directed shipments, are the result of local management
decisions. Regardless of the type, remember that shipments may be to
any one of many places, but transfers are to ane place and ane
place only - DPDO.
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There are almoat as many rules, procedurea, and exceptiona
to transferring property as there are different kinds of property.
Fortunately for you, applying most of these rwl.es ia for someone

elae to wvrry about. Whoever is responsible must prepare either an

input to obtain the necessary transfer documents, or prepare the actual

transfer document. What determines what action is necessary? Usually

the ERRC deaignator. Transfers can be broadly grouped according to their

ERRC designator. Certain ERRCs require an input; others do not. Why?

In order to follow the "why," we need to first define a data code TRM.

The input prepared to obtain transfer documents has a TRIC of TRM.

(Pronounce this like the word "trim" because that's what we're actually
going to do - trim our inventory or assets.) One other code we'll use

that you already know is turn-in/TIN. Now that you know the necessary

terms and codes, let's see who in the Materiel Storage and Distribution

Branch performs the actions to transfer, and why.

Different people/sections in Base Supply prepare transfers for

different ERRC designators. For example, the supply inspector is

responsible for XF items turned in unserviceable. Remember, the "F" in the

ERRC designator means "repair at base level." If the item is turned in

unserviceable, that means it couldn't be repaired. The supply inspector

will condemn it and prepare a TRM input so that it can be processed

out of Base Supply's inventory.

The supply inspector is responsible for one other type of transfer.

He is authorized to downgrade low dollar value property to scrap and

transfer it in lots to DPDO. For example, a bin of accumulated

nuts and boltsyould be downgraded to scrap and transferred to

DPDO by the pound because sorting and identifying each type would

be too costly. The inspector would, again, prepare a TRM input.

Because you will probably be working with TRM inputs in the future,

you should be somewhat familiar with them. Take a few minutes to look

over the sample and the explanations of the entries on the following

page.

-14-
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44 SS 47
-11
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W _ _
V _ _ 'INS (/ ECTO Q. QS c,

1. CC 1 -3/TRIC

2. CC 4-6/Tote box number

3. CC 8-22/NSN

4. CC 23-24/UI

5. CC 25-29/Quantity

6. CC 30-43/Document number

7. CC 44/14CC

Always TRM for transfer to DPW.

Where item is temporarily held pending
receipt of transfer documents.

National stock number of item to be
transferred.

Unit of issue.

Assigned by Ole computer.

Materiel condition code; shows whether the
item is serviceable or unserviceable. "F"

means unserviceable condition.

8. CC 55-56/System designator 01 is used for school purposes.

9. CC 62/ Disposal authority
code

10. CC 65-80/Disposal

authority phrase

ro

AFM 67-1 contains a list of codes which may
be used here to describe the situation. The

"G" in our example means "Item subject to
directed condemnation."

Identifies the supply inspector who
condemned the item.
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After the AF 1991 TRH has been prepared, it can be input in one

of two ways: either keypunched into a TRM card and input through the
main card reader, or typed on the remote device. Different sets of
circumstances determine which method is used. In either case, output
will be two sets/books of DD 1348-1 transfer document, output an the
input device in sone cases, on the main printer in other cases, but

most commonly on a warehouse remote device. The two sets of DD 1348-1
transfer documents will be coupled and used as one to process the transfer.
They are referred to as copies 1 thru 4 (the first set) and copies

5 thru 8 (the second set).

Here's where you, as the warehouseman, come into the act.
Regardless of whether the transfer is directed or non-directed, your
actions will be the same. You will locate and select the property,

sign and date block 1 of tha document, and forward the property
and documentation to the inspector. The inspector verifies the identity,
status, and condition of the material and the accuracy of the
document, and signs/stamps and dates block V on copies 1 thru 5 of

the DD 1348-1. Notice this difference: For shipments the inspector
stamped block EE; for transfers he makes his entry in block V.

When the Inspector has stamped and dated the transfer document,
he forwards the property and documentation to the delivery point.
Government vehicles will be used to transfer property if the DPDO

is within a 75 mile radius of an AF installation. A Pickup and
Delivery driver will take the material, the first set(copies 1-4)
and copy 5 (the first copy of the second set) of the DD 1348-1

transfer document to DPDO. The distribution of the remaining three

copies is determined locally.

When the property is delivered, DPDO will sign copy 5 in block 8 to

verify delivery and give it back to the driver. When the driver

returns to base, he will forward this copy to Document Control where it-

will be filed as a temporary receipt. In the meantime, one of the

first four copies of the document will be stamped "RECEIPT COPY" by
DPDO and returned to the base by mail or courier at the end of
the business day, after the material has been processed. This copy

will also be forwarded to Document Control, where it will replace

the temporary copy.

55%9
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ArrangLng tha eight copies of the DD 1348-1 transfer document
in a list is an easy way to remember them:

COPY ACTION TAKEN

Copies 1 - 4

550

Goes with property to DPEC. One of these
4 is stamped "RECEIPT can" and returned
to base Document Control.

Copy 5 Signed by DPEO for delivery of the material
and used as a temporary receipt.

Remaining copies Used as determined locally.

Speaking of these documents, let's take a quick look at a sample.
Study the figure below and the explanations of the entries on the
following page.
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You can see that a transfer document Ls very similar to a

shipping document. YOU hould notice, however the entries that
have been circled. They tell you that the. item Ls unserviceable
(the "F" Ln CC 71); that it has been condemned; and that it
is temporarily being stored La TO1.

That's all there is to the transfer process. Review what you have
learned by writing short responses to the following:

Q16. When items are transferred, where do they go?

Q17. What are the two types of transfers?

Q18. What form is used to transfer property?

Q19. What actions does the warehouseman take in the transfer process?

Q20. What actions does the inspector take after a transfer document
has been output?

Q21. To force a non-directed transfer, what is input?

Q22. The
a radius.

section delivers transfers to DPDO within

Q23. How does DPDO acknowledge receipt of transferred property?

Now complete problem two in the workbook.

SUMMARY

The first part of this lesson discussed shipment procedures.
Shipments are divided into directed shipments (those directed by
a higher than base level authority) and non-directed shipments
(results of local management decisions). Non-directed shipments
are either (1) special/lateral support to support another AF installation,
or (2) automatic shipments of reparable DIFM material to a repair facility.

Shipping documents consist of two sets of DD 1348-ls,
the second set stamped TRANS COPY. The warehousemen selects the
property and signs and dates block 1 of the DD 1348-1. The inspector
signs/stamps and dates block EE. Transportation Division signs
for the property in block 4. Copy 1 then goes to Document Control.

5
-18-
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"Transfez" always means the transfer of serviceable or

unserviceable property to the Defense Property Disposal Office

for processing out of the AZ inventory. Transfers are divided

into directed (Airected by higher headquarters) and non-directed (result

of local management decisions).

Transfer documents nay be obtained by preparing a TIM input.

The inspector preparer TIM impute for condemned DIEM items and

items downgraded to scrap.

Transfer documents coneist of two sets of DD 1348-1, output

together. Warehouseman and inspector actions and entries on the

documents are the same as for shipping documents except the

inspector will stamp block V. DPDO trill return the "RECEIPT

CCCY" to Document Control.

That completes the lesson on shipments and transfers. You should

have completed two workbook problems. Check your work on them, and

on the answers you have written for the embedded questions agsinst

the keys at the instructor station. When you feel confident about

the objectives of the lesson, ask your instruc_or for the lesson

appraisal.
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Supply Training aranch WB G3A3R64531 000

March 1978Low), Air Force aaae, Colorado

SaIPMENTS AND TRANSFERS

Problem One:

Look at the SHP document below. The DIFM item (XD2) listed was

turned 'in unserviceable. It must be shipped to a repair facility.
Assume the SHP document hart just been output on the Receiving Section's
remote device. Using the information given below, make all the
entries required on the DD 1348-1. The date is 8132.

Receiving clerk: A.S. Davis
Inspector: B. Lucero, Inspecto. Stanp #5
Packing and Crating Representative: Anxela ,Garcia
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Now return to page 13 in the text.
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Pcoblem

Tha tranafer document below has just hean output on tha mershouae
remote device. Doing the information that follomel entr all the
annotations required from the tima of output to receipt at the
Defense Property Disposal Office. The data is 8181.

Warehousemen: Richard Stevan,
Inspector: W. James, Inspector stamp i6
DPDO representative: T. French
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Now return to page 18 in the text.
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SAFETY

SCOPE

554)

Of all of the lessons you have studied, this is probably the most

important of all. Because "safety" is an integral part of any operation

in the Air Force, it's imperative that all Air Force personnel be aware

of safety practices and apply them in their day-to-day activities. Although

this lesson is relatively short, it is important for you to make every

effort to understand and remember the contents. The practices mentioned

in this lesson make-up the ones that you must apply when performing

your duties as a Materiel Facilities Specialist. Be sure that you take

your time and study this lesson carefully.

OBJECTIVES

(1) Identify safety factors to be considered to insure access to

fire fighting equipment.

(2) Identify safety practices to follow when operating material

handling equipment.

JIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need AIS Module Test Form 04, a

number 2 pencil, a sheet of scratch paper and this text. If you have

any questions be sure to ask your instructor for assistance.
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Safety in the Air Force is as important as doing the job itself:

This is because the Air Force feels that when a job is done correctly,
safety is a vital part of the overall procedure. The directives that
prescribe safety procedures are AFR 69-8, USAF Storage, and AFR 127-101,
Ground Safety Procedures. Before we discuss how to prevent accidents,
let's examine what causes them.

Accidents don't just happen; they are caused: The latest statistics
published by the Air Force show that 98% of all accidents are attributed
to human failure or equipment failure. The other 2% are a result of
natural phenomena. These stets bear out the fact that accidents don't
just happen. They are caused by unsafe acts or conditions.

When an accident occurs and a fellow worker reports it, the degree
of emphasis is determined by the viewpoint of the person reporting the
accident. Often the worker causing the accident may attempt to blame
it on defects in materials or layout of the work area. On the other
hand, a supervisor may attempt to blame the worker involved.

One situation that may cause an unsafe act or condition is a lack
of knowledge of safety practices on the part of the worker. Workers
that have not been given proper instructions will not recognize unsafe
conditions that may lead to accidents. Safety measures and methods of
eliminating hazards must be taught to all personnel. Unfortunately,

the cause behind the "cause" is the fact that a supervisor did not
fulfill his responsibilities in providing proper training.

The "condition" of a worker also has a definite effect an causing
accidents. "Condition" refers to the physical or mental state of a

person. Workers who are ill, suffering from a loss of sleep, physical
fatigue, or over-indulgence are not alert to ever present dangers and
do not react quickly enough to avoid accidents. A common example of
this is in motor vehicle accidents caused by dozing or careless
drivers. Generally, workers disturbed by personal problems, poor
adjustment to the job, or recent conflicts with fellow workers are more
liable to be involved in accidents. Supervisors must be alert to

detect any signs that may indicate a worker's lack of conditioning
to do the job.

577
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Now that we have discussed the causes of accidenta, let's talk

about soma of the ways you, as a warehouseman, can eliminate uaaafe

cosidittoaa. The term "housekeeping" means to insure safe operations

by matataining a clean, orderly, and neat storage area. Housekeeping

applies to any storage arab (i.e4open or covered). Common hazards

that shouad be
eliminated are the presence of foreign articles on

warehouse floors such as paper, pieces of twine, rope, scrap lumber,

or boxes. These conditions
constitute an operational hazard and may

cause someone to slip or fall.
Additionally, such items are a constant

menace to forklift operations and may cause serious accidents.

Striking a piece of lumber or other such object with the steering

wheels of a forklift could cause the operator to lose control of his

vehicle to tha point that the materials being transported may be thrown,

perhaps causing damage to the property and possibly injuring a worker

nearby. The following checklist contains rhe basic requirements

for "good" housekeeping.
Study each item closely.

(1) Insure that sufficient waste containers are distributed

throughout the storage area ao that accumulated waste can be disposed of.

(2) Keep disposal containers closed at all times.

(3) Remove oil, grease, or other liquids which sake floors

slippery and treat the area with an oil removing compound.

(4) As previously mentioned, keep foreign objects off the floor.

(5) Replace all burned-out bulbs to insure adequate lietting.

(6) Insure that cigarette butts and matches are disposed of in

authorized containers.

(7) Check your storage area on a regular basis to insure that

unsafe conditions are
corrected before an accident occurs.

(8) Do not allow smoking in storage areas except where authorized

in offices or established working areas.

-3--
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In addition to the items included on the "housekeeping" checklist,
it is necessary for storage facilities to be arranged in such a manner

that provide easy access to fire extinguishers and other safety

devices. In any storage area aisles should be maintained for access

to fire fighting equipment. These aisles are called "facilities support

aisles." These aisles must meet the minimum clearance requirements

as listed below:

(1) They must be at least 24" in width, and

(2) There must be at least 36" clearance between stored
property and fire fighting equipment end fire doors.

The number and type of fire extinguishers to be located in a storage

area are determined by Base Civil Engineers (CE). Once CE has determined
the number and type of extinguishers for your warehouse, they must
provide training in the proper use of these extinguishers. CE is required

to conduct training in the proper use of the fire extinguishers for

everyone assigned to the Chief of Supply Complex at least once a year.
CE is also responsible for inspecting and maintaining all fire extinguishers.
This inspection is accomplished periodically as determined by the

Base Fire Department.

Let's briefly examine the most common types of fire extinguishers

that you will come in contact with.

(a) Pressurized Water Extinguisher. This extinguisher is

recommended to combat fires of ordinary combustible materials such

as wood, paper, or cloth where a cooling and wetting action is required.

(b) Foam Extinguisher. This extinguisher is used for fires
that involve flammable and combustible liquids of oil and gasoline.

(c) Carbon Dioxide Extinguisher. This extinguisher is recommended
for fires that involve flammable and combustible liquids and electrical

equipment.

(d) Dry Chemical Extinguisher. This extinguisher is recommended
for fires of flammable and combustible liquids in open tanks or pans,

or spills on floors.

579
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Another type of emergency fire equipment would he water buckets or

water barrels utilized for fires in ordinary colbuatible materials when

a cooling and wetting action is required. This type of fire equipment

could be used in luaber yards if extinguishers are not available.

Before discussing safety procedures in operating material

handling equipment ()BE) answer the following questions on a sheet

of scratch paper.

Ql. Which directives list safety procedures?

Q2. What percent of accidents are caused by human and/or equipment

failure?

Q3. What is the cause behind the "cause" of many accidents?

Q4. Will the Lack of training cause an accident?

Q5. Is it true that workers confronted with personal problems are

least likely to be involved in an accident?

Q6. In practicing "good housekeeping," how often should you inspect

your storage area to identify and correct unsafe conditions?

Q7. Is smoking permitted in storage areas?

Q8. What type of aisle provides access to fire fighting equ pment?

Q9. Who is responsible for inspecting fire extinguishers?

Q10. How often does CE provide training in the proper use of fire

extinguishers?

Q11. How much cleaxance is maintained between stored materials and

fire extinguishers?

Q12. Which type of fire extinguisher is used to combat electrical

equipment fires?

Q13. For what type of fire is the pressurized water extinguisher used?

-5-
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Now that we have discussed safety practices involved in the maintenance
of a warehouse, let's examine an area that you will most certainly come in
contact with as a Materiel Facilities Specialist - that of safely operating

materiel handling equipment. Since MHE falls into two categories, powered

and non-powered, we'll look at each category separately.

Operators of powered MHE must be given Ihe proper taining and must pass

all physical aptitude requirements. The following checklist contains the

safe operating Procedures you will follow for powered MHE. Be sure to study

each item carefully.

(1) You can operate powered MHE only if you are licensed.

(2) You must inspect all loads to be moved. You will not move an
unstable load and should avoid moving loose material.

(3) Keep at least three truck tractor lengths behind other vehicles.

(4) Face in the direction you are traveling when operating powered MHE.

(5) Slow down and sound the horn before proceeding at cross aisles,
intersections, and when vision is obstructed.

(6) No more than four warehouse tractor trailers may be pulled at

one time.

(7) Come to a complete stop and sound the horn when leaving or entering

a building.

(8) Keep the forks of forklifts no more than four inches off the

ground when traveling.

(9) If you leave the forklift unattended, place the forks flat on the
floor, with the operating levers in neutral and the hand brakes set.

(10) Never exceed the rated capacity for each piece of MHE placed on

the machine.

(11) Drive forklifts forward when transporting cargo up ramps and

in reverse on downgrades.

-6-
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(12) Do not use forklifts to elevate personnel unless authorized by

the supervisor. When lifting is authorized, a safety pallet must be used.

(13) Co-workers are not allowed to ride as passengers on forklifts.

(14) The maximum allowable speed in a warehouse is S MPH.

(15) Do not attempt to repair any mechanical parts. Any mechanical

defects should be reported to your supervisor.

The next checklist contains safety procedures you should follow

using nonpowered MHE.

(1) Do not use two-wheeled hand trucks to transport material heavy

enough to cause excessive strain.

(2) Barrel type hand trucks will be used to move drums or large

kegs of material.

(3) Nonpowered hand pallet trucks will not be used to move heavy

loads.

(4) Do not place a ladder in front of a door unless the door is

locked, or otherwise blocked.

(5) When on a ladder, do not reach sideways more than the length

of your arm.

(6) Do not carry heavy items up or down a ladder.

(7) Use hand trucks with sparkproof wheels in areas where highly

flammable or explosive materials are stored.

Be sure that you know each of the procedures listed for safe operations

of materiel handling equipment. When you have a thorough understanding

of these procedures, test your knowledge of them by answering the following

questions.

Q14. What is the rule about carrying items up or down a ladder?

Q15. What type of hand trucks should be used in storage areas that

contain explosives?
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Q16. What is the maximum allowable speed in warehouses?

Q17. Are passengers allowed on forklifts?

Q18. In which direction is a forklift driven when going up a ramp?

Q19. How many warehouse tractor trailers can be pulled at one time?

Q20. What must a forklift operator do to a load before he moves it?
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Supply Training Branch PT OAER64531 000

Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado August 1978

POST-POST PROCEDURES

SCOPE

Throughout this course you have seen how much the standard base

supply system depends on the UNIVAC 1050-II computer. However, you

have also learned that the computer is not always working. Still, to

provide effective support, most supply accounts operate 24 hours a day --

every day. That means that very specific procedures must be established
for those times when supply support is critical, but the computer
ill not "up."

These procedures are called post-post procedures. You have

seen the term in previous lessons. In dhis lesson you are going

to learn more about post-post operations and specifically how they

involve Materiel Facilities personnel in receiving, turn-in and issue

transactions.

UBJECTIVE

Correctly identify the functional responsibilities of

Materiel Facilities personnel in processing post-post transactions.

DIRECTIONS

To complete this lesson you will need this text, a sheet of

scratch paper, and AIS Module Test Form #4. Throughout the text

you will find embedded questions. Write short responses to them.
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When the UNIVAC is "down" o; non-operational, it is probably

for one of two reasons: (1) normal end-of-day or end-of-month

processing called offline reporting, or (2) because of actual

equipment breakdown. The first is predictable and short term; the

second often occurs without notice and can go on for days...or even

longer. But no matter why the computer is down, supply support

must continue to meet the needs of the Air Force.

To allow non-computer assisted transactions, post-post

procedures have been established. We'll discuss what these pro-

cedures mean to Materiel Facilities personnel, but first let's examine

the term post-post. It's easy to understand if you stop to think

about it. Take a few minutes to study the Chart below:

PRE POST

(Before property is delivered) (update computer records)

POST POST

(After property is delivered) (update computer records)

Pre-post procedures are the ones you have learned about throughout

the course. Under pre-post operations, all computer records are

updated before a transaction physically takes place. On the other

hand, under post-post procedures, the computer records are not

updated until after the transaction has physically taken place.

You can see that this would be necessary for priority transactions

if the computer is not operating. Otherwise, the entire supply

system would come to a standstill.

In fact, post-post procedures are felt to be so important that

a post-post control team (PPCT) is established on each base to help

insure that base supply functions smoothly and according to established

procedures when the computer is not operational. The team also

helps update computer
records when the system comes up.

-2-
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The team is composed of members selected from various areas of
the supply complex, and it is asseMbled anytime extended (lengthy)
computer down time is expected. During normal post-post
operations (i.e.) end-of-day and end-of-month) the team does not
work as a whole, but members still have related responsibilities
in their assigned areas.

Review what you have learned so far about post-post
operations by writing short responses to the following:

Ql. What is tile difference between pre-post and post-post operations?

Q2. Why are-post-post procedures necessary?

Now that you know a little about what post-post operations
are, let's see how you may be involved with them. Let's discuss
the Receiving Section first.

Shipments cone into Base Supply whether or not the computer
is working. But, naturally, you can't process receipts in the
normal manner if the computer is dawn. How will you know what
to do with the property that is received?

To solve this problem, during post-post operations all receipts
are referred to the Stock Control Requisitioning Unit as soon as
the items have been inchecked and inspected. While this unit is
normally located in the Stock Control Section, during post-post
it is often partially manned in the Receiving Section. By

checking through external records (remember, these are the
listings and files maintained outside of the computer), this
unit can determine if the item qualifies for post-post due-out
release action.

If it does, the unit will manually prepare a post-post
due-out release document on a DD Form 1348-1. This document is
easy to recognize because it has several entries that are not
on normal DORE. The docunent on the next page is a sample of

a post-post due-out release. Take a few minutes to look it

over. Pay particular attention to the entries in Blocks D and
V, and card column 51. 5,

-3-
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Post-Post Due-Out Release Document

As you can see, Block D contains the phrase "POST-POST."

This is a very Obvious indication that this DOR is a post-post

due-out release.

Block V contains a document number. This number is taken

from the receiving document. This conveniently cross-references

the 'Iwo so that it will be clear which due-out release matches

whicb receipt.

Card column 51 contains TEX code 6. This is very important!

You should try to remember that TEX code 6 is the code that is

associated with post-post transactions.
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When the DOR has been prepared, it will be sent to the Receiving
Section along with the receiving document. As the receiving clerk
you ghoul- be sure that the two documents are cross-referenced
and that the receiving document has TEX code 6 in CC 51. Now you

will pull the appropriate receipt due-in card from the REC card
file (it will be the card that matches the receiving document), and
annotate it with the TEX code (CC 51) and the document number

from the DOR (CC 60-73). At this point, all three items (the
receiving document, the DOR document, and the receipt due-in

card) should be cross-referenced. This is shown on the illustration

on the next page.

After the receipt dus-in card has been ?ulled and annotated,

you must accomplish several tasks. You will sign and date Block 1

of the due-out release document. Using it to select the received

property from the receiving line, you will forward both the property

and the DOR to the Pickup and Delivery Section. This section,

naturally, will deliver the property to the customer following

normal procedures. In the meantime, the receiving document and

the receipt due-in card will be forwarded to the post-post control

team. The team will process them into the computer vhen it

becomes operational.

What happens to property that is received during post-post

operations and does not have a due-out release? When this

determination is made, the warehouse copy of the receiving document

and the property are forwarded to the Storage and Issue Section

where personnel will determine the correct location for the

property. Based on what you learned in previous lessons, can you

figure out what listing Storage and Issue personnel will use to

perform this task? The Stock Number Directory, of course.

Remember, you have learned that an important function of this

listing is to provide information during post-post operations.

Meanwhile, the document control copy of the receipt and

the receipt due-in card are forwarded to the post-post control

team for processing when the computer becomes operational.

5 Q.()
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You can see that post-post procedures for receipts aren't
very different from normal, pre-post procedures. The main

difference is that the Stock Control Requisitioning Unit, instead

of the computer, checks for possible due-outs. Another difference

is that the receiving clerk must make sure the receiving document
is cross-referenced to both the due-out release and the receipt
due-in card o that the internal computer records can be
successfully updated later.

As you might expect, post-post procedures for processing
turn-ins are similar to those for processing receipts which we

have just discussed.

Normal inchecking and inspection functions are performed

on all turn-ins. Then, if the turn-in is serviceable, copy 2

of the AF Form 2005 is referred to the Stock Control Requisitioning

Unit. If the unit determines that a post-post due-out release

is in order, it will prepare the required DOR document, and

return it to the Receiving Section.

From this point procedures are exactly the same as

for receipts resulting in a post-post due-out release. The

turn-in and due-out documents are cross-referenced, and the

TEX code is entered. Then the property is forwarded to

Pickup and Delivery and the document is distributed according

to the procedures you learned in Lesson 5 of this block.

Before proceeding to post-post issue procedures, review

what you have learned so far by writing short responses to the

following:

Q3. What TEX code is normally associated with post-post transactions?

Q4. It is easy to identify post-post due-out release documents

becauae is typed in Block D.

Q5. Who prepares a post-post due-out release docunent?

Q6. Why is this document prepared manually?

591
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Q7. What entry must you, as the receiving clerk, place on the

receipt due-in card?

Q8. Who processes the receipt due-in cards when the computer

comes up?

Now let's discuss post-post issue procedures. Before we

go any further, you should understand that not all issue requests

are processed when the computer is down. A determination is made

based on how important the issue is (i.e.,priority, urgency of

need designator), how long the computer is expected to be down,

available manpower, and volume of requests. In most cases, routine

requests are held until the computer becomes operational. However,

expedite requests with a high priority are often processed

following poet-post procedures.

First, try to remember what you have learned about what

normally happens when an issue request is made. It is input to

the computer, isn't it? If the item or an acceptible interchangeable

or substitute is available in the required quantity, an issue

document will automatically be output in the warehouse. Well,

if the computer is down, of course thin can't happen. Instead,

you will do the job the computer normally would take care of.

When the Demaad Processing Unit prepares the AF Form 2005

issue request, personnel will Check the II'S Listing (remember,

you learned about it in Block I) to see what the interchangeable

and substitute items are for the requested item. These additional

stock numbers are annotated on the back of the AF Form 2005

along with the appropriate code (i.e.)"24", "I", or "S"). Then the

request is forwarded to the Storage and Issue Section.

There you, as a Storage and Issue clerk, will check the

Stock Number Directory for the location of each stock number

included on the request. Then you will check each location and

indicate the number of assets available for each on the back of

the AF Form 2005. TCTO 'status ot ly of the items is also

indicated on the back of the request. A sample showing the back

of an AF Form 2005 that has bean completed for a post-post issue

request is shown on the next page. Look it over.

-8-
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Back of AF Form 2005, Post-Post Issue Request

Once you have annotated the locations and quantities, the
request is returned to the Demand Processing Unit. At this time,

if a master or interchangeable item is available to even partially
fill the request, and if the Chief of Supply approves, the property

may be pulled immediately. The document number from the issue
request is annotated an the property tag or label, and the
property is r1ten forwarded to the Pickup and Delivery Section

to await the issue documentation. Why is this done? Remember,

you are dealing with expedite issue requests, and it is important
to save as much time as possible.

In most cases, however, the Dmand Processing Unit will

decide which item should be issued. When the AF Form 2005 is
returned to the unit, personnel will analyze the information it
contains about available quantities, and manually prepare a

DD Form 1348-1 issue document. It will be similar to a normal

iasue document, but there are some noticeable differences.
Examine the post-post issue document on the next page. Pay

particular attention to CC 51, Block D, and Block W.
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Post-Post Issue Document

As you can see, CC 51 contains a 6. This is the TEX code

you have learned is used with post-post transactions. "POST-POST"

is printed in Block D. Block W contains the initials of the

Demand Processing clerk who prepared the form.

Once the form has been prepared, it is forwarded to Storage

and Issue. If you work in the Storage and Issue Section, you will

respond to
respond to
indicated,

document.
the Pickup

a post-post issue document the same way you would

a normal issue docunent. You go to the location

pull the property, and sign and date Block 1 on the

Then you forward both the document and property to

and Delivery Section.
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Pickup and Delivery personnel will perform the same functions

as they do under normal conditions.

You can see that post-post issue operations really aren't

very different from normal procedures as far as Materiel Facilities

personnel are concerned. However, Storage and Issue clerks do have

the additional task of determining locations and quantities of

items identified on AF Form 2005 issue requests.

Review what you have learned about post-post issue procedures

by writing short responses to the following:

Q9. What happens to routine issue requests when the computer

is down?

Q10. What elements may determine whether or not an item is

issued post-post?

Q11. What actions will Storage and Issue take with AF Form 2005

issue requests when the computer is down?

Q12. What entries make it easy to identify a post-post issue

docunent?

Q13. Who prepares the DD Form 1348-1 issue document under post-post

conditions?

5 (-?5
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POST-POST PROCEDURES

block IV, Lesson 8

Answers to Questions in the Text

Ql. With pre-post operations, computer records are updated before

the transaction physically takes place. With post-post operations,

the transaction takes place before the computer records are updated.

Q2. They are necessary to insure that Base Supply operates
smoothly and efficiently at all times, even if the computer is not

operational.

Q3. TEX code 6.

Q4. 'Me phrase "POST-POSr

Q5. The Stock Control Requisitioning Unit.

Q6. Because the computer is not operational.

Q7. The TEX code in CC 51 and the DOR document number in CC 60-73.

Q8. The post-post control team.

.19. They are usually held until the computer becomes operational.

Q10. Priority or urgency of need, how long the computer is expected

to be down, available manpower, and volume of requests.

Q11. Annotate the locations and available quentities for all

NSNs shown on the request.

Q12. The TEX code 6 in CC 51, the phrase "POST-POST' in Block D,

and the initials of the Demand Processing clerk in Block W.

Q13. The Demand Processing Unit.
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